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COUNTRY DATA - BRAZIL

A-7-IA 2 POPULATION DNS TTY
8,512,000 k3 93.2 million (mid-1970) 11.2 per km2

Rate of Growth: 2.9% (from 1960 to 1970) 33.5 per km2 of arable land

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (1970) HEALTH (1970)
C!7ude Bi-th Rate (per 1,000) 37 Population per physician 2,120
Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) 8 Population per hospital bed 280
in1fanc liortality (per 1,000 live births) 110

INUCE DISTRIBUTION (1970) DISTRIBUTION OF LAND OWNERSHIP (1970)
% of national income, lowest quintile 3.2 % owned by top 107 of owners 45.0

highest quintile 62.2 % owned by smallest 10% of owners 1.5

ACCESS TO PIPED WATER (1970) ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY (1970)
% of population - urban 55.0 % of population - urban

- rural 2.5 - rural

NIIJRTTTION (19Q6R EDUCATION (1970)

Calorie intake as % of requirements 102 Adult literacy rate % 68.0
Per capita protein intake 63.0 Primary school enrollment % 96.3

1/
G r, t&I'DITA4n in 1071 TUS 450n

CROnS NATIONAL PROD-UCUT IN 197i ANWuAL RATE OF GROWTH (%, constant prices)

US $ Mln. % 1960-65 1965-70 1971

GNP at Market Prices 42,180 100.0 4.6 7.2 11.3
Gross Domestic Investment 7,870 18.7 4.5 7.1 13.3
Gross National Saving 6,600 15.6 9.8 3.4 4.5
Current Account Balance -809 1.9
Exports of Goods, NFS 3,174 7.5 2.3 9.1 6.0
Imports of Goods, NFS 3,983 9.4 -8.1 17.9 27.0

OUTPUT, LABOR FORCE AND
PRODUCTIVITY IN 1970

¶7,1.,o AAAoA (f c -Labor Force- V. A. P-er 
US '7Mln. .< Mln. % US$ 7%

Agriculture 6,027 20.2 i3.1 44.2 460 45.6
Industry 8,822 29.7 5.3 17.8 1,665 165.2
Services 14,897 50.1 1. 38.0 1.342 133.1
Unallocated )

Total/Average 29,746 100.0 29.5 100.0 1,008 100.-0

GOVERNMENT FINANCE 3/
General Government Central Government

(1971 Cr Mln.) % of GDP (1971 Cr$ Mln.) % of GDP
-971 I0,I 16- 1971 1971 1969-7

Current Receipts 59,234 26.3 26.1 22,946 10.2 9.7
Current Expenditure 47,268 21.0 20.7 16,744 7.4 7.2
Current Surplus l1,15W S3 5.4 6,202 2.8 2.5
Ca-sitaE rx- 13 822 6=1 6.0 6,874 3.1 2.9

External Assistance (net) 658 0.3 0.4 - _ _

1/ The Per rApita~ rNP -st4.tm.a ic at- 197n -aket prices, calculated by the so-me cor.version
technique as the 1972 World Atlas. All other conversions to dollars in this table are
at the average exchange rate prevailing during the period covered.

2/ Total labor force; unemployed are allocated to sector of their normal occupation. "Unallocated" consists
itiainly of unemployed workers seeking their first job.

3/ Excludes public enterprises and official financial intermediaries. =
not available
not applicable
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COnN,vp,y DATA = BRA77L

Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Juae May

MONEY. CREDIT and PRICES 1965 1969 1970 1971 1971 1972
(Million Cr$ outstanding end period)

Mcney and Quasi Money 8.058 26,691 34,380 45,965 38,249 48,590

Bank Credit to Public Sector (net) 1,676 478 -1,003 -4,781 -4,542 -8,745

Bank Credit to Private Sector 3,230 25,012 34,072 49,705 40,304 56,546

(Percentages or Index Numbers)

Mcney and Quasi Money as 7 of GDP 21.9 20.8 20.5 20.4 17.0 16.8

General Price Index (1963 - 100) 300 840 1,025 1,227 1,145 1,318

Annual percentage changes in:
Gneral Price Index 56=8 20=8 19.8 20=4 22.0 17.7

Bank credit to Public Sector 1/ 10.4 -7.9 -5.5 -11.0 -10.3 -8.6

Bank credit to Private Sector 1/ 43.8 37.6 33.9 45.5 18.1 14.9

RATANCv OF PAYMENTS MERCHANDISE EXPORTS (AVERAGE 196 q-7)

1969 1970 1971 US_ _Mln %7.

tMaiiions US $)

Exports of Goods NFS 2,522 2,993 3,174 Coffee 883 33.3

Irtports of Goods, NS 2,528 3,172 4,028 (of which, soluble coffee) (42) (1.6)

Risource Gap (deficit = -) - -79 -85 Other Agricultural Products 781 29.5
MaY-in Y,ir.erals 223 8.C

Interest Payments (net) -180 -234 -302 Manufactures 358 13.5

Workers' Remittances - - - All Other Commodities _L06 i5.3

Other Factor Payments (net) -126 -170 -166 Total 2,651 lD0.0

Net Transfers 31 21 14 EXTE.AL DEBT, DECEMBER 31, 1971

BE.laace en Current Account -281 -562 -;,130 US S Pln

Medium and Long-Term Borroving 3,401
Direct Foreign Investment 124 108 124 Financial Credits 34193
Net MLT Borrowing

Disbuisements 370 715 819
Amo-rtization -6 47 42Total outstanding & Disbursed 6,601&

Subtotal 101 268 394 2/

QCpital Grants - - - DEBT SERVICE RATIO for 1971-

Other Capital (net) 522 680 1.164 _

Other items n.e.i 147 74 ?in
Increase in Reserves (+) 613 518 584 Amortization of M1T Borrowing 13 4

i Net Interest on MLT and Financial Credits 9.5

Groes Reserves (end year) 989 1,486 2,063 Total 22 q
Set Reserves send year) 955 1,473 2,057

RATIE OF EXCHANSE IBRD/IDA LENDING, (October 31, 1972) (Million USS):

ocember 31. 1971 IBRD IDA
u:; $ 1.00 = Cr$5.635
Cr S 1.00 US $01775 ------- - ----- 464-2

Undisbursed 687.9
Novenber 22, 1972 Outstanding incl. Undisbursed I,1i:T

U$ 1. 00 Cr$6.165
Cr S 1.00 = US $0-1622

1_/ nnual exnansior. as Dercent of money supply at beginning of year.
i ?atio of Debt Service ro Exports of Goods and Non-Factor Services.

not available

not applicable



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Factor Endowment

1. Totalling sone 3.3 million square miles, Brazil's land area is the
verld's fifth largest. Hlavingi grown at an annual rate of about 2.9 percent
during the 1960's, Brazil's population totalled 93.2 million in 1970, making
Brazil the world's seventh largest country in respect to population. About
44 percent of Brazil's 29.5 rillion rnan labor force was occupied in agricul-
ture in 1970. however, this share has been diminishing with rapid rural-
urban migration. As compared to its overall, 2.9 percent denographic growth
rate, Brazil's urban population growth rate averaged 5.2 percent annually
durincg the 1960's. Most of the urban population resides near the country's
4,600 mile Atlantic coast line; of Brazil's 60 cities of more than 100,000
population only a few are located in the interior of the country. Brazil
is rich in a variety of natural resources of which only a few are fully
exploited. Of Brazil's 279 million hectares of arable land, 88 million are
unexploited and much of the remainder exploited only extensively. Readily
accessible hardwood stands in coastal regions and pinewood stands in the
state of Parana have been depleted but access to some 250 ,million hectares of
tropical rain forest in the Amazon reg-ion is only just now being made prac-
tical by the government 's Amazon hi,,hwav ororrarn. Exnloitation of rich
deposits of iron ore and manganese now .Ls proceeding rapidly but commenced
in largre scalp only a few vears ago Bauxite, .cppnr and tin reserves have

been identified but have yet to be exploited in si-nificant degree. The
Ihydraulic reoutr_es of Brazil 's three manir river systems - the Anmazon, "an

Francisco and Plate are being taken advantage of in systematic fashion by
the rapidly growina power sector. Petroleum and coal are in short supply;
the forner being expected to cover no more than about one-third of Brazil's
crude petroleum requirenents despite thorough nprnoet-inga A an n plo4tation by

the state petroleum monopoly, and the latter being of inadequate quality for
woe no lco4king n l.

Ecr.onm.c Trends

2. Until the late 1960's wher. vey substantial export diversification
was achieved, the Brazilian economy remained heavily dependent on the produc-

4 ion an-' e:port of one or a few Tprirr.ary atJ,,a,lodtlis.Zn ' Brazi --dcttn

and sugar cane planting, beginning in the 16th century in the coastal areas
of` the iiNortheast LIndi r C. Central -4ons of the --t gI ald -- Adiallon A.ini

in the 17th and 18th centuries in the central state of Minas Gerais; natural
rubbtler production in the Amazon late ir. the l0thl centurxy; cocoa and cot tonrUuJ L p J U L U LLi L. -L J fl UO.Ji tL i Li .5 ~ Lii L l L .. ,.ia Oh.i tJI s

production at that same tirne in the Northeast and Central regions; and, final-
ly, coffee production early- in the 20th cru-; in -the -Cete-Sout -ere
.L ~LJI Le LUL LL )1~ tL L i U L.ii- Z- LL%_Li LUL)F LIL LLiiUt~i~ ~ .US W~Lt

the primary determinants of the pattern of Brazil's settlement and of its
econouiic aiud social orientation.
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3. Industrialization commeneced in Brazil on significant scale at the
tii,e of the first World War. Its progress was facilitated by the collapse
of the world coffee market in the 1930's and by thle emergence of Getulio
Vargas who governed Brazil from 1930 tntil 1954. Vargas was installed
as tne result of a military revolt against the rural oligarchy which nad
dominated the executive and legislative branches of thie government. Under
ihis leadership and with the impetus of heavy protection and a well defined
market for imported manufactures, industrialization proceeded rapidly along
both horizontal and vertical lines. Attesting to the "deepeningc' impact
of this development on Brazil's industrial structure is the fact that by
1950 Brazilian industry was supplying about 50 percent of the country's
equipnent requirements.

4. With the exception of coffee and sugar, whose producers formed
strong political pressure groups, Brazil's development strategy in the 1940's
and 1950's ignored agriculture deteriorating its internal terms of trade
through nigh levels of industrial protection and resulting inefficiencies
in that sector, and contributing to the massive pace of rural-urban migration.
Economic strategy also ig,nored exports which remained crucially importanit to
tiie developm!ent of the country because of the nature of Brazil's factor en-
dox,ment - substantial amounts of petroleum, coal and wlheat had, in any case,
to be imported - and because of residual requirements for imported capital
and intermediate goods. Finally, failure to control the politically power-
ful coffee sector led to gross overproduction of coffee which eventually
exacerbated balance of payments problems and caused internal stresses as the
result of the need to finance huge accumulation of coffee stocks. Fortuitously.
the development strategy of the 1940's and 1950's was assisted by a
steady rise of coffee prices over most of the period. Beginning in the mid-
1950's, however, overproduction and stock acctumulation led to a drastic
dcline in world nrices- In real tenns. New York prices for Brazilian
coffee had dropped by 1962 to about 40 percent of the peak level they had
reached in 1954=

During t1e late 1950's and early 1960's the Governmen t 's rpqrtinrls

to increasing economic problems tended to focus on the rmanifestations rather
tha,n the causes of imbalanced development. Tn larger pnart thfhi wazs tho rrczi ilr

of hiuuan error. To a significant extent, however, it reflected political
constraints on Oovennment economic plolicy. The Gover.kent react to the

underemployment problem by indiscriminately expanding its payroll. It at-
Lte.mp ted to p Irotect tlhe consuL.mer against accelerating 4-lnflati by -f ib

rentals and utility rates and by subsidizing the importation of essential
com-JL,oditles tLiLrough a syster; of m.uLiple exchange ratLes. It reacted to

deepenin- regional income disparities by building enormous water reservoirs
in th-e Notes hc,utltoday, re,main largely unutili1 zed1. It ate^.

itl ?L VU L LIIk-dC1L WiI.LLIIL, ULL Li ± L.UCL1y L LCLLI i,aLrCi_ * 

ed to promote the geographic dispersion of economic development by investing
ihuge Us1s ill thie Construction of niew federal capital at BrasLii Wh1LLh,

for many years, remained almost totally unproductive.
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6. Inflation in Brazil averaged 14 percent annually during the first
half of the 1950's Mnrd 22 percent during the second. On a year-to-year
basis it amounted to 74.5 percent in 1962-63 and was proceeding at a 144
percent annual pace duri- … the first quarter- f 1964. Ba ance of nayments
crisis were experienced in 1961 and 1964, external debt reschedulings being
re-UireA in both of these years. Thro-gh 1 Q969 -cnomic growth remained

rapid - averaging 7 percent annually over the 1950-62 period - but in
1963 it amounted to only 3 percent. Economic stresses were associated with
three major political upheavals experienced by Brazil between 1954 and 1964:

the suicide of President Vargas in the fornmer year; the abandonment of the
presidency in 1961 - after only eight months in office -- by the popular

Jdnio Quaduros ad the revouLutiLon ofJ 1964 which Lnsta.L±led in power another

military government.

7. A stabilization program was carried out during 1964-67 with the
object of restoring financial order. Fiscal, monetary and incomnes' policy

restrained aggregate demand, reducing the Treasury deficit from 4.3 to 1.2
percent of GDP and yielding external trade surpluses wqhich Dermitted tile
retirement of commercial arrears and the amortization of refinanced debt.
bv 1967-68 the Government has succeeded in reducing inflation to 24 percent

and in restoring balance of payments equilibrium, setting the stage for an
acceleration of economic growth. However, as would be expected, the perioc
1964-67 was one of slow economic growth and of a deterioration of real wages.
Trle latter was a result of wage adjustment guidelines tending to lag behind
increases in prices in order to break the spiral. In addition, personal
incomes were adversely affected by corrective price adjustments designed to
rehabilitate public utilities and other sectors decapitalized by inflation-
bred distortions in relative prices.

8. During 1964-67, however, the Government also established the
institutionial basis for economic recovery and sustained growth. Institutional
reforms concentrated on savings generation, the efficiency of resource

allocation and the efficacy of aggregate demand management. They covered
the tax structure and public administration, monetary management and the
capital narket and balance of payments management. One of the most interest-

in- features of these reforms was the creation of mechanisms for forestalling
distortions in relative prices in a still inflationary environment. Two

of the ipost important of these were the application of "monetary correctionl'

(i.e., adjustment of principal value proportionate with price level changes)

to fixed income savings instruments and to long term (i.e., more than one
year) lending and the adoption in August 1968 of a flexible (i.e., "crawling

peg") exchange rate. During the 1964-67 period the Governmeent also improved
and expanded public sector investment programs in transportation, power,
education, housing and regional development.

9. By 1968, therefore, the Government was able to shift into a rapid

development posture. Except for agriculture where some degree of rationing

had to be applied owing to the subsidization of agricultural interest rates,

bank credit to the commodity producing sectors was allowed to expand as

demand dictated. This was reinforced - and made consistent with the gradual
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additional decline of the rate of inflation which has been achieved since
1968 -- by the allocation of public savings to the commodity producing
sectors through the banking system. Very important in this respect was the
control which the Government achieved over tile coffee sector in 196f5-r6.
The diversification out of coffee production which it promoted permitted
coffee storks to he redu.-ed, generating coffee spctnr finanninl -srnpluse
which were made available to the other productive sectors through the

1 0. Wange policy also w.ras relaxed , in the sense that- private sector wag e
adjustment gulidelines began calling for slight increases in real wage rates,
while annual legal "ninirlum- wage adjustments which - in 1964-67 -- were h:eld
well below prevailing rates of inflation were brought almost up to parity
r,; th theF. This probably contributed to the ensuing upsurge of internal
denand in a psychological sense but its ilapact on wage rates is unclear.
'uring tie _1964-67 period w1hen Zovernm,.et wag-e -uidelines called for re-
ductions in real wage rates, they coincided with economic stagnation and
wit h-, othe 4---.e poicies - - - -corctv .,Ac ad -st--ts- -which 11elpedill- ~~~ V- - - - -VC -L-& C iOUJ UO I1LI.VLULZ -- WLI.L%-L tltC-LptU

E ake then effective. Durinig the post-1967 upturn, however, it appears that
age guideiln- have beel exceLUed.L by acua wage aULIULI , Ln in LtLe mLanu-

1acturing sector and in parts of the agricultural sector owing to the short
-uply of kLJI ledA and se-mi-s' -1led labor.

1. The shift into a rapid r e sults.
Over the 1968-71 period annual increases in GDP averaged 9.6 percent. In
1971 the economy grew by 11.,3 percent and appears to have growni approxiimately
as fast in 1972. Also, in 1972 the rate of inflation appears to have been
;_el' to 15 percenLt.

Development Strategy

12. Taking into account the enormity of Brazil's resource base, the
nascencv of its exploitation and the excess capacity which had accumulated
in the econory by the end or the 1964-67 retrenchment periocd, braziL's recent
rapid growth is no miracle; rather it is the lo,ical result of improved
economtic manaRement. The Government now is implementing a 1972-74 develop-
ment program which calls for sustaining growth at 8, to 10 percent at least
through the latter year. Within this overall target, industry would continue
the 11-12 percent growth pace it has achieved since 1968, while agriculture
would grow bv 7 percent annually compared to 6 percent since 1968 and to
4.4 percent over the last two decades.

13. Present developmiient strategy differs in a very salutary way from
that of tec 1940's and 1950's in that it concentrates on improving the
balance of growth. This is especially true with regard to exports, the ex-
pansion and diversification of which is regarded by the government as the
!;ey to sustained growth. As 3razil's exports expanded at a 17 nercent pace
over the 1967-72 period, coffee exports - although increasing in absolute
terms - declined from 44 to 27 percent of the total. In large part this
is attributable to rationalization of exchange rate policv. The Government
also has mounted a system of incentives for manufactured exports which
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promises to enable them to surpass coffee as exchange earners in a few years. It

is now implementing a program of "export corridors" designed to increase the

competitiveness of Brazilian coarse grains, soybeans and beef exports by

greatly improving marketing infrastructure. As a corollary to its export
promotion efforts, Brazil has liberalized the importation of capital and
intermediate goods; not in the sense of reducing nominal tariff rates but

of freely exempting such goods from import duttes.

14. As is implied by its sectoral growth targets, the Government also

intends to improve thte sectoral balance of growth. It is working to add
technological improverlent to the irmpact on agricultural output of increased
use of the land factor which, until now, has been the predominant cause of
agricultural growth. Agricultural price supports and credit have improved

the internal terms of trade of the sector and the governmenit now is concen-
trating credit resources on the acquisition of technical inputs and is
investin- in programs designed to accompany this with improved agricultural

reseerch and e:;tension facilities. The export corridors program will tend

to equalize as between inidustry and a-riculture the benefits of external
economies especially in the form of transport and marketincg facilities.

15. Improvement of the internal terms of trade of agriculture is ex-
pected to be rounded out by increasing the efficiency of the industrial

sector. To a certain extent this is a question of scale; expansion of

nitrogenous fertilizer production facilities, for e:-ample, should permit

the Government to lower the 95 percent level of effective protection present-
lv afforded Sao Paulo producers. In large part it is a cquestion of increas-
ing exposure to competition of industries where nominal tariffs already are
reidndian t The ranid c rowth of manufactured ex.ports is helDing in this

respect since it is accustominc- domestic industry to e;ternal competition
and increasing thie scale of nroduction in some lines. Finally, for lBrazil's

very inefficient traditional industry which produces wage goods and accounts

for about 40 percent of manufacturing eniplovrwent- the government is usingy

credit incentives to promote reequipment and -- to a lesser extent - merger
and adm1inistrat-ive reorganizjtionn

!6. ITprovemrent of thll rp(ijnal balance of develoonment is one of the

most difficult tasks facing the Government. Regional underdeveloprnent is

concent-rate ln the Northeast which- contains 30 nprrent of Birazil's popula-

tion but accounts for only 15 percent of its ouput. Hlere, social organiza-
tiLons iLias evolved since thle days when s-u,-ar cane, cacao, and cotton wqere

produced with slave labor far less rapidly than in the rest of Brazil. There

has been massive m-,i ration from the rural lNortheast to cities both within
and outside that region which has shifted some of the incidence of poverty
from the rural to the urban scene. Nevertheless, the pattern of land use in
the Northeast remains a problem. Most Northeast rural workers are landless
and many farms are too small to afford their owners an adequate income.
Mtoreover, Nortlheast agriculture is far less benefitted by agricultural credit

- tie Government's main tooil of aricultural developr.e.t t - thar. is the rest
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of the sector, as compared to one agricultural credit for every four farms
in Brazil as a whole agricultural credit incidence in the Northeast is about
one per 16 farms; as compared to one tractor for every 17.6 farms in Brazil
as a whole, tlhere is one tractor for every 366.3 farms in the Nortneast.

17. Evolving from the reservoir building phase of the 1950's. the Govern-
ment's Northeast regional development strategy in the 1960's concentrated on
Northeast industrialization. It was, in oart. because of this nroeram
that the growth of Northeast output could keep pace with that of the rest
of the country in the 1960's. but the cirect employment effect of the nrogr;iri
was small, especially by comparison with the rapid accumulation of urban
tnd3eremn0ovment The Governrment has established a revenue sharing mechanism
which transfers central government savings to the Northleast for regional (le-

nmnp1n nt punrnpo:pse in air,nnts equal to ahAnt oine perepnt nf GDTP -- nr 5 npr-
cent of total dornestic savings -- annually. In 1971 and 1972 the Government
q1tpred in very significant fashion the content of the reoionnl develnoment

program financed with these and other resources. Although a substantial
induistr-iaq1 c-lpyplnAnmpnt tAflilniftl is rpt-ainpe& the nrccrarm now focuses nn im-

proving rural worker productivity amd thereby slowing the pace of rural-urban
ragration. The moct spectancl of the eFlemnts of tfh new effort ic the

Amiazon road building and colonization program. Although very im.portant for
Hli.. long ternn development of -razil, this progrta clement resettleld ronl-yn a,bo

4,09O families during its first year of operation. Thus, in addition, the
llw progra-,, con,tains eler-n-tets dessined to: redistribute land in certain
areas of the Northeast; reorganize the grossly inefficient .Northeast sugar
4ndustay -Which, -while accounting- for a 0,ou deal of N;3ortLhe-st er,.ploy I,iLL
aas not been able Lo pay its workers the mininum wage, and, provide technical
lnpiiliits to , o r t ILe- a st fLc -11- ie -rs .

I -' A_ot'er lo tie fL Ji"'c.lt tas'..s facin__ the g__over. LLen U t :
_L _. ~ ItL L , K t L Gll Vt 1y L _L I g L L X d r:r L.-t La 6t ll t 11C1 L -Z ;) 'Laq)L t) VC-

-ent in the balance of developi-ment between its human and material resources.
Spectacular progLess in education hlas ueen made in recent years; prim.4ka-r-y,
secondary and university enrollments increased at average annual rates of
6, 14, 16 percent dluringT thle 1960's as public expenditures on education rose
Erom 2.1 to 3.3 percent of GDP and literacy in the population 10 years of
(Age aiid older increaseu from 60.6 tO E8.0 p-erceit. Despite Litese suDstan-
tial efforts, however, the educational attainments of the labor force remain
low and ihighly skewed regionally and sectoraily. In I970 only about 16
percent of the labor force had lower cycle secondary sclhool training or
better; in the Northeast only about 8 percent of the labor force had sucn
training; in agriculture, only about one percent. The barriers iripeding
progression of primary school matriculants into secondary school are many.
Inefficiency is an im.portant one, because of high dropout and repetition
rates thie systerm now has to provide about 3 student years of teaching for
eveery studerit Yraduated from the 4 year prirary cycle; in the Northeast it
has to provide about 11 years. Other important barriers include the stiff
secondary school entrance examination, the paucity of secondary school
facilities and' their lack of vocational curricula, especially serious in an
enivironment in whlich early entrance into the labor force is a necessity.
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19. In 1971 the Government promulgated legislation completely reform-
ing the education system. The reform moves grades 5 through 8 back from
the secondary into the primary cycle and greatly increases the vocational
content of the curricula for these four years. Thus, primary school graduates
now will hpe eqniApned with skills enabling them to take up productive employ-
mient even if they do not go on into the new 3 year secondary cycle. Brazil's
overall education refor-m contains mnny other elements, one of the most at-
tractive of which is the nationwide adult literacy campaign, underway since
1970 *h4ch has as its goal rAutioinn of 4lliteracv in, the 15 to 35 year old
age group from 8 to 2 million persons by 1974. As specified by the 1972-74
public sector budget, expend4tures or. education are fto ris co 4.5 1 ' npercntl

k' tJ.~~~~~~~O, - e to -
8

t.o .. 5.ere.

of GDP by 1974 while primary (new definition) and secondary school enrollments
increase at average an.nuall rates of 8 and 19 percent respectively.

20. in,fi..ea ar.dI ad..inistrative burder. imposed by these -nmbitious

goals is enormous and most of it falls on local governments. The goal of
4 _ _ : ,L.t AL A ~ . JJAc.._ L n_t5 , _WAr0 . e_QeSL_t,tL t Oy ISl et rt , t Q*t. st e R R

percent of the urban population to 80 percent by 1980 also burdens local
gover..,ment enorm.ously despite the fact that half of the cost of program
will be financed by the National Housing Bank and external lenders. Finally,
th_e rapid growth ofC Brail' r.o ura,agll,e-ir a ipsd hrLi1L ~L~ LU ,L U LAI IJJ. 1AJ.Lf-.L± 0 ILLCIJVJ Lu UJC OLLL ~ Z6a1L= 2.LUiLL LICID XIII J0OLL ~ ~LLA.iu
major burden on the center-south states, namely that of financing tremendous-
.ly expensL Ve syste us of mas L-ransport. 'LIIus, anotherU mIajor isaue oUL lUeve'op-

ment balance which confronts the government is the distribution of taxing
capacLty over theL var4iUUb leVels o oUvCuI,,LLL.

2L. Brazil's totaLL tax burden presentLy Lb a VtLy high491 297 pJeLrLct Uo

GDP and is tending to increase owing to improvements in tax elasticity
achieved in recent years. Central government revenues have increased much
more rapidly than local revenues. Moreover, the revenues of the more devel-
oped states are increasing more rapidly than those of the less developed ones
owing in part to the nature of the state value added tax which is shifted
forward to consumers, thereby benefitting exporting states at the expense of
importing states, and, in part, to the tax holidays being conceded by poorer
states to attract industry. Recently, the Northeast states, responding to
difficulties in financing education and health programs, requested that the
state value added tax on interstate imports be split between the state of
origin and the state of destination. Since the bulk of interstate trade
takes place outside of the Northeast region, the overall effect of such a
measure would be entirely out of proportion to the resource needs of the
Northeast. It would mainly benefit other relatively affluent states in the
Center-South at the expense of the major exporting state, Sao Paulo, which,
while also relatively affluent, confronts Brazil's most severe urbanization
problem. The Central Government shares its revenues not only with the North-
east but with all states and municipalities in Brazil. Not only are its
taxes more elastic than those of the states but its current expenditures are
likely to increase less rapidly. Thus, at least part of the solution for the
poor states' revenue problems may be for the central government to increase
its tax sharing. Present sharing arrangements are progressive as participation
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in shared revenues is inversely proportionate to per capita state product,
but largely automatic. Additional revenue sharing should be selective and
contingent upon adequate efforts on the part of the state to generate revenues
and upon the capacity of the state to absorb additional resources.

22. The final major component of the Government's development strategy
is additional import substitution. Opportunities for such substitution on
an economic basis are by no means exhausted in Brazil. In part, they relate
to needed, and either ongoing or planned, expansion of existing production
capacity where expansion will not only substitute for imuports but have a
beneficial impact on domestic efficiency. This is the case of ongoing steel
industry expansion and of expansion of nitrogenous fertilizer production.
In part, they relate to new activities with respect to which Brazil has soime
comparative advantage. This is the case of the planned mining and processing
of Brazil's considerable copper deposits in Bahia. It is also the case of
Brazil's first petrochemical pole, now being installed in Sao Paulo, and of
a second one, to be located in Bahia near natural gas reserves alreadv identi-
fied in that state, and others being prospected on the continental shelf off
the state of Bahia. In addition to natural gas Brazil has another, more
important, comparative advantage in petrochemicals production, the massive
size nf the dnmestir market.

23. Perhaps the most serious question with respect to additional irmport
substitution, however, has to do with the expansion of the domestic capital
goods industrvy This industrv had increased its share of the domestic equtip-
ment market to 78 percent by 1967. However, with the absorption of excess
ind,istrn1l ranprity in 1968 nnd 1969 qnd the very rapid enPra11 rate nf

growth the country started an investment boom with which domestic equipment
siuippli4rs weara u,,nable ton keep pac.- Al thonugh theoy, it-r.ceasA the4v outpnsit
at a 17 percent pace over the 1968-71 period their share of the domestic
market dronpno tn 77 n rrpnt In rho lAtror yasr ac availpinmnt *fmnnrts intronrar-

at a 23 percent pace in real terms.

24. Domestic sources of long-term loan capital are expensive; the
interest cost of such capital presently averages about 19 to 14 percent in
real terms, much higher than in the developed countries. Brazil's capital
one,, nont c-nn1 i4 ore hnxro l-,nOT nt n r A; ,AiTn1- -r c-._-0 t4-4r Q fh; ,,n

competitors in respect both of the cost and term of suppliers' credits.
Rec.ently , the . ove-tmenlt created a .. aptu -- good fi ,ar.t4nL f.4. = =

and authorized it to make suppliers' and buyers' equipment loans on terms of
up to lU years a with fu'LL monetary correction plus 8 percent interest.
Although expanding rapidly, FINAME operations covered only 4 percent of
totaL Braziliar, equiLpmuent output 'Lin 19711. ioreo-ver, they were concertratedU
on shelf items like heavy trucks whereas the major need is for the financing
of made-to-order items. Late in 1972, therefore, the government opened a
new line of FINAME credit for made-to-order equipment. This credit line
features terms of up to 15 years and interest over monetary correction of
3 to 6 percent.
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25. Another factor which has worked against the domestic capital goods
industry, especially with respect to made-to-order items, has been liberal
exemption from import tariffs of imported equipment. In international
competition - that is, under international competitive bidding in connection
with Brazilian investment projects financed by official lenders - Brazilian
equipment manufacturers, with a 15 percent preference margin, have supplied
about 15 percent of the equipment procured. Thus, in addition to expanding
and reorienting FINAME operations, the Government is considering lowering
tariff rates on capital goods and modifying its system of tariff exemptions.

Structural Problems: Labor Absorption by Manufacturing Industry

26. There are a number of additional structural issues associated with
the Government's development strategy. One of these is the question of
labor absorption by manufacturing industry, Brazil's growth leader. Present-
ly, this sector accounts for 15 percent of Brazil's GDP but only 8 percent of
its employment. Over the last two decades employment in the sector increased
at a 3.2 percent annual pace or only 40 percent as fast as the increase in
manufacturing value added. Since 1967 the elasticity of manufacturing employ-
ment creation has been only 25 percent. owing in part to the more rapid growth
of the capital intensive subsectors, especially chemicals, and also in part
to the fact that emnlovment in the textile industry has been reduced in
absolute terms with the reequipment of some firms and the bankruptcy of others.

27. In 1970 monthly wage rates in manufacturing averaged the equivalent
of TJS 0- niiptting their re-ipients a in t-hea Qt-h d ile nf Brai 1 cizei d-

tribution of income. Additionally, however, employers bore non-wage burdens
tntn1 llina 4A percentn of wage rats 4n the form of fhe, many payreoll taxesC

which finance a variety of important social programs. These taxes have been
int-rancaed irnr.e vnn

4
A1J ryover the 1ast two decade.- 1949-. Tthey amout to

only 12 percent and even in 1966, before the tax which financed Brazil's
holuing program wa- irstituted, they amounted to 38 percent.

28. Tt- has b-een asserted thal distortlor.s in labor an.d capital costs
have impeded labor absorption in Brazil. While loan capital was cheap in
the past, gener-I this is no longer the case. fAs noted, do.mestic loar.
capital is quite expensive. Equity capital is becoming available in sig-
n4ficant quar.ti.}- through, the stock ruarket as a result of 4i-nstit +ut-iona'- .I G L. L~LL L JU

6
I*A LLL a LL& J L.L. O LL.C L _DG L DU.L A .LL L. A. _. U.L'_ L.

improvements and fiscal incentives for investment in equity shares. However,
not orl aere ssues tended to be ur,derrcedA .tilrcnl eas-- fl4&GV= LA%-W LD U~ L %AU~ L UC U LU FL.L .U UIL.L L=L;IL..iL L) )U .G D

investors were accustomed to large capital gains, but only just now are entre-
prer.eurs relaxing thLeir resistance to goLing public. T,hese fLactors are ofLf-
set to a certain extent by the easy availability of external capital and by
AiLLgh a fter-ax profit ab tyimanuIy in a U c tU u r'nLg ind11us5trLy. E.VenLl LL LIn INVLL1o -

east where equity capital has been heavily subsidized, the average costs of
job creation in marnufacturing industry ha-ve riot exceeded significantly those
elsewhere in the country.
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29. Attempts to correlate the slow pace of labor absorption to labor
costs alone have foundered by virtue of not being able to take into account
technological constraints which, in fact, are likely to have presented
entrepreneurs with little alternative as to factor mix in specific production
lines. On the other hand, increases in labor costs associated with burgeoning
payroll taxation, together with earlier distortions in capital costs may have
skewed the structure on industry, concentrating it more than need be on lines
which necessarily are capital intensive. Thus, it would seem to be desirable
to replace, to the greatest feasible extent, the payroll taxes with neutral
sources of financing for the Government's social programs.

30. One such neutral source would be application of some form of pay-
as-you-go to the discharge of corporate income tax liabilities. Presently
these are discharged in 12 consecutive monthly installments commencing in
February of the vear following that in which the income was earned. If
these payments were subject to full monetary correction and interest, the
resulting increase in corporate income tax yields would approximately equal
current net accruals to the Tenure Guarantee Fund which finances Brazil's
housing nrogram. The government fears. however; that the reduction of
after-tax profits which would result from such application of pay-as-you-go
would be detrimental to investment. The ffnancing of cornorate investment
presently is heavily dependent upon retained earnings. Consequently, the
Government is considering replacement of some of the Davroll taxes with
higher value added tax levies on consumer durables and luxury goods.

Agricultural Credit, Extension and Research

31. Through directed credit mechanisms, Brazil has increased the stock
of agririltuira1 credit- from 21.9 prr-ent of gross acrgirii1-iira1 nroduict in
1967 to 37.5 percent in 1971. As part of its policy to improve the internal
terTnQ nf t-rnip nf thi; cAtr..r it Q1ih c;i n arn _-r ait limit-i ncagr.-inten-res_te
rates to 15 percent in the case of larger loans, to 13 percent in the case of
smnlller ones (US$2,350 or less) -nd to even lesser &mounts fr special
agro-credit lines such as that for modern inputs (7 percent) and for coffee
trees planting (3 percent). The much hlgher l4m-;ls on interest rates 1n the
case of industrial loans (26 to 30 percent) are prevented from impeding the
, v .ocato of crdi to .a.vri.csult.. E,'-ur *b cvy th re*irmn tha c c r-Ler1 c ztLL -I IaWXvXL wsuank is 

direct at least 10 percent of their deposit resources into agriculture and
b-y the f:act thlat Ole bu'-11K of: agro=creudit in ar.-y case 'Ls supplied by offcial
LJ) LILL .L. LL1L~UJX J ~~-UI LLI dk L ± Uj±..u U)' oLL.LcLaL4

banks. Moreover, for the special credit lines, the difference between
Lnterest at 'lower rates andiu that at 1J percer.t is llde up to the financial
intermediary by the monetary authorities. The only exceptions to this are
the ordinarLy Small agrU-CLedUiLs aL 3 percent interest. To overcomae tne

impediment represented by this lower rate to smallholder lending, the Govern-
ment ought to extend its compensation arrangement to tnis type of credit
as well.
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32. Although there are no data permitting firm definition of unsatis-
fied agro-credit demand, lack of smallholder access to agro-credit may be a
serious problem. As indicated, only about one in every four farm establish-
ments benefits from agro-credit. The government has created a cooperative
credit bank but this institution has been unable to mobilize deposit
resources and, moreover, has had its capital eroded by negative real interest
rates, by high default rates and by unenthusiastic management. It would
appear to be worthwhile for the Govetnment to investigate the feasibility
of a special program in this field; one which would provide increased capital
support (including provision to cover a measure of default and the difference
between nominal borrowers' rates on the one hand, and the rate of inflation
plus administrative costs on the other), a more adequate institutional
framework and coooperative organization and extension work in the field.

33. Expanded and better research-based extension services are required
in any caseq npcrially now that the Gnvernment i1 emphasizing modern innuts
credit at highly subsidized rates. The extension service is linked to the
agsro-rrFriti _vQAm h1Zt m,t-icrip thP cQt-it-s nf Rrn Paiiln nni nahnit-t A nprrent

of all agro-credit in 1970 was accompanied by extension work. The 1972-74
development progrta-m maknes provision for a 65 percent increase in extension
workers together with a more comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to
agrcr4ltural resea.rch These -o-ra r4i-ro highe-t pi-4r 4

ty.

34. Although agro-credit administration has 4i.p -Aov A--i-4-1l- _n

recent years, credit subsidization still is liable to misallocate resources.
Ao the iu,te.nal ter.,ms of trade of0 +he sector i..prove w^th increased eff4icienc
in fertilizer production, with the increased external economies generated
b-y the export corrid'ors prograr. and witl- otler developments, the need 'orPLL1 AJJ . L).LUijL~ aLL LLU W. LII U LI CI L. V UjI iLL~ LUL L L~ I_L

agro-credit subsidization in any case will be reduced. The government ought
Lto consider expanding use o0f ex-post ImoLLetarL correctlon in thLe agro-credit
field. This can be combined initially with relatively low rates of nominal
iL.nterest to ilpart a degree of s-ubsidization. Oni JW15 UL LIIoans LLI, Ut- e year
term, this method has the advantage of fixing the degree of subsidization
enaul^ing ca'LcuLation of financial rates oL return and avoiding windfall
gains in the event of the sharp agro-price fluctuations to which Brazil

stil is s usc cep tibl-'e .

Thve MiAx of Agricultural OutputL.L L LL J.L~~LjL U

oC c _ __ __ - _ __ _ _^ _ _ - s_ _ _ _ _ __ _1 _ _ -- _ r- .- _ I _ __ I_1- - ---- - . a _ ___ __ 35. lUceUs5 i1n mleeting Lth extport_ goa.ls of Lte exporL corrlUors pro-
gram would boost exports of coarse grains, soybean and meat from 1.2 million,
1.IUmllion and I"5,000 Lons, respectively, in lil9 to 5.0 million, 4.0

million and 500,000 tons late in the 1970's. These export surpluses are
feasible, if Brazil achieves reasonable improvements in crop and livestock
productivity, avoids deterioration of beef producers' prices and continues
to bring new land under cultivation at about the same rate as in the past.
Success in achieving export corridors program goals would greatly facilitate
overall export growth.
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36. Brazilian coffee is at the outset of its third production cycle
since 191S. Average annual production capacity has been reduce to about
22 million bags, or to about 80 percent of total annual demand, as the result
of thp mid-1960's diversification program. Stocks. which totalled 71 million
bags in 1966, have been reduced more rapidly than expected, owing largely to
the 1q69 frnot which held 1970 outout to only 10 million bags. By June 1972
stocks totalled only 27 million bags. The Government has established a
progrnm to pnlaInt 60 4illlion tre.s over thR 1972-74 neriod and to increase
the average productivity of old trees through better tree spacing and applicc-
tion nf ferti1izer and (nPtir idt

37. Howeve, coffee prduic-Prq fa_e problems not prevalent at the outset

of either of the two previous production cycles. The last cycle expanded
cultivated ar into the frnot zone nf northern Parana, exposing production
to a climate risk not previously confronted. In 1970 Brazilian coffee areas
were invaded by1a fungus knnt.n _c "coffee rust" which, while controllable

raises the cost of coffee production. Finally, and probably most seriously,
no mechanized technology has been developed for ^offee production h.ich

puts it at a disadvantage vis-a-vis production of the crops promoted
1..y -be export corrid Jors ,4ra,, , especally , -t so-e 4rA4-at4n o

enmerging rural labor shortage in the Center-South.

38. The Government has increased coffee relative to other
agricultural producers' pr4ces, taking advantage of rising world prices Aan'

reducing the coffee export tax. From the end of 1967 until the first quarter
ofP 1972) coff: ee proAducers' prices 4sceae ----- fol 4n r.r4ia AFswhl
farmgate prices in general increased 2.8 fold. Responding to this strong

price~ ~~~~~1~ sinl-rdces aei 1972, contracted fiacn 4for4 the plartinjILL.- '. _ ..L61LLCL., jiLLUU L%.. .La, A..CaL~ . 1 .4- .,LL. Li. 1i-.LL iLi1LLLCL1..4LL6 LU I. 6I..L~ F4.CLLL-.116

of 360 million new trees in that year alone. Looking toward the late 1370's,
Li'Le pLr b l isb WIhe LIh.er LL1 £ItW by iI[ay tlU L db,l1l LCdU VU U Vn L-JL UUUCLt I-

of coffee.

Regional Development Programs

39. Two of the problems associated with Brazil's regional. develcpment
programs have alreaay Deen mentioned; ki) tne sKewea distrLutLlon of agro-
credit; and (ii) the fact that local governments in the Northeast may need
additional revenue transfers from the Central Government in order to finance
education, water and sewerage and other infrastructural programs. With
particular regard to rural development in this region, however, there is a
converse problem; the capacity of the region to absorb rural development
resources efficiently is quite limited. In part, this is attributable to
the inefficiency of public agencies operating in this field and to the
failure of the government to develop any one agency to which clear authority
for overseeing the rural development effort could be delegated. A good
example of the type of problem which results is the fact that the sugar
reorganization program, which will liberate considerable land and labor
presently underemployed, has not been accompanied by planning for the
occupation of these factors.
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40. Another reason for limits on the capacity of the Northeast to absorb
rural development resources is lack of an adequate research base. As part
of its overall agricultural research program and in connection with a proposed
agro-industries project for the Northeast, the Government is beginning to
try to fill this gap. As indicated, its efforts merit fullest support.

41. Finallv the overall Drogram allocates a verv large part of avail-
able resources to the construction of Transamazon and peripheral trunk roads
which are not altoaether necessarv for its settlempnt and rural development

goals.

Income Distribution

42. Although the overall growth and management of the Brazilian economy
in recent years has been o-t-tanding, Brazil continues to experience unequal
distribution of income accompanied by considerable incidence of absolute
poverty. In 1970, the mmost affluent 20 percent of Brazil's income earners

received 62.2 percent of total money income while the poorest 20 percent re-
ceived 3.) percer.t of total mor,ey income; i.e., the riches U*of the
population received 19 times as much income as did the poorest one-fifth.
ThlLere was a substantlal. reconcentration ofL income d uritng _th e t''60's; in 1,960

the income received by the most affluent fifth of the population was 16 times

as great as the income recuived buy the poorest ifLthL. Asolute increases in
money income levels were achieved in every decile of the size distribution
of' BrazilianmonLey 'Lncome dUur.LnLg the 16 9 's. Ln th.h e 9h U Ia n L U1 ecl -

the highest income brackets -- the increases were greatest, averaging 3.1 and
5.2 percent annually in real terLs, respect'ively. In the lowest four deciles
annual increases in real money incomes averaged 1.7 percent. In part, the
increases reflect increased monetization of the economy.

43. The distribution of income was compared with other population
characteristics and it was found that changes in these characteristics prob-
ably explain about half of the overall reconcentration of income which took
place. These changes include the decline in the average age of the labor
force, increasing female labor force participation, and increasing labor
force concentration in urban areas; incomes being more unequally distributed
in urban than in rural areas although lower in the latter. Pernaps the most
important change in labor force characteristics from the income distribution
point of view, however, was the fact that, although they remain a small part
of the labor force, workers with lower secondary cycle education or better
increased much more rapidly as a percentage of the labor force than did work-
ers with primary education only. Since the averege income of these better
educated workers places them in the 9th and 10th deciles of the size distri-
bution their relative increase deteriorated the overall equality of the
distribution.
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44. Both the high wages commanded in Brazil by workers with technical
training and the superior social status of the parents of students with upper
school academic training probably enter into the explanation of the impact on
income distribution of changing education characteristics. It may be that
the emphasis now placed on technical education will continue to have a nega-
tive distributional impact until such time as the dualism of the Brazilian
economy is substantially alleviated. In any case changing labor force
characteristics probably explain only a part of the income reconcentration
of the 1960's. The rampant inflation of the early 1960's played a role in
this process; subsequent stabilization and its adverse effect on lower income
groups, to some extent inevitable, was another factor.

45. In 1970 the incidence of absolute poverty in Brazil continued to
be high: one-third of total income recipients were receiving less than
Brazil's lowest legal minimum wage, about US$25 per month. It should be
added that the comparisons of changes in real terms suffer from more than
the usual statistical limitations in view of the degree of the Brazilian
inflation.

Development Prospects

46. The major thrust of the Brazilian Government's development strategy
is to sustain the maximum rate of growth compatible with balance of payments
viability. While Brazilian economic planning nominally aims at growth rates
in the 8 to 10 percent range, the annual average increase in GDP over 1971-72
has exceeded 11 percent. The increasing levels of aggregate demand associated
with this rate of growth have produced a rapid expansion in the external re-
source gap. Analysis of the probable future availability of external credit
resources and Brazil's debt servicing capacity indicate that it will be diffi-
cult to continue financing resource gap of the magnitude exnerienced in 1972.
In order to stabilize the size of the resource gap, the rate of growth of
imports must he held below that of exports. This could be accomplished by
moderating the rate of growth to 8-9 percent per year. Alternatively, the
saving rates shnould he shifted sharnlv iinwards; as shown behlow

L7.. Analysis of the nrnosert fnr Brazi I exnnprts indicatae that growth
rates on the order of 13 to 14 percent in real terms, or 16 percent in nominal
terms are sustainable. On the other hand, import requiremants are al80 14i1k

to be high. Most excess industrial capacity had already been absorbed by
1970 ar.d t-he cp4tal otpt1 ratio, which has been below 2:1 can, therefore,
be expected to rise. Future requirements for imported capital goods will re-
flect both th.e grwt rjate * nd the likely hIger- 411 output raIsv . For

the period 1968-72, import demand elasticity has been 1.7. With marginal
import requirements of thl-is magnitude, con-tinuation of gro-wtLhl at th..e 19-71~-72

pace could result in a widening resource gap which could be sustained only
baleve' ofI external borrowi1ng whch would- ultir,atel y endanger B3razil' s

.e itw r. t L L.n A. UL L. WL4..L W .LU JL L. . -La U l L.A.

creditworthiness.
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AR Tlat-a An eStic sa-v4ir 4lA4t.e- 4-ht- .1 a-hu,h 4...-ea., they

have not kept pace with rapidly expanding investment opportunities or with
the co"-eOpofldir.g rapid inc-rease ir.i otay fo both pub1 i4 _ and -- A -ir- .-
vestment which have been taking place. Even sustaining a growth rate in the
lower range of te n..a t' s r - - - - a- wi..Jhu~ Lu. II~ 'JJV~LL&I~L&L 0 I-2.5 6 , WA. U 6 7 pC&~kL A.LAIUM.L.Ly W.LL.LLUL&L

producing excessive strain on the external sector, will require a considera-
b.Le expans,o, of dUUoestilc sa-vlng, frou 17 percen.t o. GD %LJr .LnL 17-01 I L.0about

20 percent by 1978. While this increase, which implies a marginal saving rate
…f 0.23,.seeA. L;a bl hlgher rates of Gw st

01. U.&J seems~ attIaUna e, 'L&L LAC J. %3IUJEr 6LUWYLlI WUU.LU t5CVtI..1Y ILC I.. LLA9t

nation's internal saving capacity. The public sector currently accounts for
U6 percerLIt of tota'L dumestic sav'ing anu current revenues Ihave tend1eu' recently
to grow more rapidly than GDP and current expenditures. Thus, public saving
is expected to continue increasing. un tne otner nand, tne Government does
not seem to have adequately considered the implications of its growth strategy,
which emphasizes production of consumer durables rfor private saving.

49. While growth in the l.0 to U1 percent range may not be sustainable
over the longer term, it should be possible to sustain growth at an 8 to 9
percent annual rate. Growth rate of 8.5 percent annually would moderate the
expansion of import requirements as a lower import elasticity of demand could
be expected. Some dampening of growth would give the domestic capital goods
industry a chance to regain some of the domestic market share it has lost
during the past five years. Although the resource gap would continue to
widen somewhat for the next five years, even along an 8.5 percent growth
path, it would average US$1.3 billion over 1973-78 (compared to US$1,1 billion
in 1972) and will have begun to turn down by the end of the period.

50. Disbursements of official external loans have increased markedly
in recent years but, at US$0.5 billion in 1972, they were still well below
new official loan commitments. Not only the buildup of the pipeline of offi-
cial loans, but also the fact that investment projects calling for the com-
mitment of some US$8 billion in external finance over the next few years
have been defined by the Qovernment, and listed by this report, suggest that
the volume of external loan disbursements will continue to rise very sharply.
The direct foreign exchange component of the projects listed averages about
16 percent of total project cost, and the indirect foreign exchange component
of locally supplied equipment and civil works brings the total foreign exchange
component up to around 30 percent of investment costs. On the other hand,
financing will have to average about 40 percent of total project cost if
Brazil's requirements for external medium- and long-term loans capital are
to be met. On the average, therefore, external lenders should plan to cover
not less than 40 percent of project costs, and to accept that on the average
25 percent of their loans are applied to local expenditures. Since suppliers'
credits will be available for local expenditures only to a slight degree,
official lending agencies should be prepared to have more than half of their
lending apply to local costs. Even assuming however, that official loan
commitments rise by 50 percent above 1972 levels as of 1975 and that suppliers
finance about one-third of Brazil's capital goods imports - as they have
recently -- Brazil would still need to cover a significant portion of its
exchange requirements with external financial credits if the resource gap
does, in fact, average US$1.3 billion.



51. Accumulation of financial credits accounted for US$3.2 billion of
1Rnz,41 S TjT.66 bilo4n ev+t-ernal debt dA-buTPAsed as of the end of 1°71. Tn

1972, more than US$4.7 billion in gross loan capital, of which more than
tl$3.5 was 4n +th,e fo of finan.elal cre4its, f4owed into B=azil. Financial

credits represent, to some extent, a substitute for foreign direct investment
whic%h tas +1h45 fornm because of more favnrab1 +ax s' a treat=
ment accorded to interest payments than to profit remittances. They are
R1qco a result of foreign. borrwinwn g T +'414on r_w4wn4- gn,d iLb-54.. e-er
prises necessitated by imperfections in the financial market which make loan
qnA enqt4+. fundslq bnoth expensv4e and casrcne Tha4" e"".7- 4. i.^a-n wwQ
reflects the attractiveness of Brazilian prosperity and stability to the
flnt.ernat,on,al f4inanial c =mvnity. Ho^wevar, +.h% ante 1+4^% of -1-^o4n
credits has been greater than the Government expected and in order to prevent
accum latont of this foxei4e debt from. ca4via 14n.t4A4+ p 4e

authorities have imposed comprehensive controls on debt maturities. The
average_a er n new fnancal creiA4ts 4in 1079 was fovur yr=-s, ^^compred

two years in 1971. In addition, the Government is following a monetary
nnl 4 r .Th4^'h -Avrv1 +-a 4wn St.+i,4 roreie,n . n..,,v ..,'io

4 .4

The need to offset mUch of the increase in financial credits with foreign
AYlnhAyiDf4 1A.-vp amimialaMyn -AfIestq cVrmatrth.f n+.141.,9v t,..ari

financing the resource gap. These credits are only a partial and imperfect
subst4+±tut for' long-term wnpitnl ~nd theyr vnnn« h_ d_ded u>rpon on such a
large scale as in the recent past, if the debt service burden is to remain
inanaoAAhl e.

52. BrazTl4s overall ext+e.nal debt A4sbns'aed probably eAeedeA TS$9.

billion by the end of 1972, of which financial credits are $5.4 billion. The
ICql^*t s vwarVs12 debt o '*.w4ce ratio ia blb .h4 U - if' . percer .1972

and, because of debt accumulated during the year, it will be higher in 1973.
Howeve,' +hji h¶141awn Or %fore_. gl^ho-n5 rese- -s, which -4'1 exceed " $h
billion by the end of 1972, should be taken Into consideration in appraising
4y,+owrnM4nvinn l4ni,44+.l

Al+h,n'Ith TBra41 's ^irwaVd11 Ase4+ a.awn4,n ing4 -4 n 4-

accumulation makes Brazil more liquid than it was in 1968 when the accumul-
stior.^ of debt aaer~^ed. A" vrnl 14^v%4A44-- 4-A4ca4tor -"Ad L-v to ta
into account Brazil's "free" reserves-- i.e., that portion of reserves in
AQQ,n A e ,,a,4 _ _4w ...4w.

4
,v-. Aa44,A . A A... 4.ha S Q- . .. ^ .^ ̂̂ ''e'-ess . of~ m- cer4 Md. MIMItAIMM(MA, M~LL.~.4.(J Uwa"O & 'JI.IV.L U UU.tt %.qU±Vd.±"LL L. UJ

three months' imports - as well as debt service and exorts. In Brazil
t4k4- 4 ,A4 p..^n - dtase.4-. n,1-4 . .n f.. ,st. .. - e. - --~~ ~ -- A~~UV U . VJ.6I LUJ.flI4i J.-.Low .LV CO U4.VLb..UCU. Ul? tl) rl
improved from 53.8 percent in 1968 to 31.7 percent in 1972. It is thus clear
t+ha4 hn'-,aWir. awa- eds =.-az4''s debt S- D - - - - h- espite

.,~... -, .. a-" - -A RJ. JJ '.J.I. Is UJI U .LVV. IjJ±.P. dCL.LU1W. 41.§ ILLLgIL9I.P3T

this, the country's economic management is of such demonstrated high caliber
havn 4@vs 4-+-e. -4-.1 C.6n-4ts-_th"Ues is not. 4 -esonAA . wi A.&AVqdA S U..LWAA.J. %AL LVVL UI.A S .Li ILUI,J lU 1_4L=dLo1.LUUe*

,h. Brazil's developm,en.t prospects depend qulte substantiauly on the
willingness of external financial creditors to continue to expand their assets
n4 B-razl and on, the Goveurne nt's rm-anagemment of thLiLs debt ana Of its

implications for aggregate demand. In 1972 the reserve buildup associated
swith thiS debt wAas SO great as to ca-use mVon-eta-y rWAnUgeme-ri problems. Thus,
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in October, the Government imposed a marginal, 25 percent reserve require-
ment on the cruzeiro counterpart of financial credits. The most important
effect of this requirement was to increase the cost to the borrower of finan-
cial credits. Thus both borrowers and lenders may in the future be unwilling
to increase Brazil's financial indebtedness at the same pace as in 1972.

55. External financing requirements associated with sustaining an 8.5
percent growth rate over 1973-78 would result in a somewhat less favorable
external debt picture than at present. By 1978 the overall debt service ratio
would amount to about 70 percent, compared with 54 percent in 1972. On the
other hand, the overall liquidity indicator -- which, in effect, subtracts
"free" reserves from the debt burden - would improve slightly, from 31.7
percent in 1972 to 29.5 percent in 1978. Despite reserve buildup, good ex-
port performance and strong support from private lenders. Brazil's external
capital requirements are so large as to require as large a volume of long-
term canital as nossible from official lenders.

56. The Government believes that sustained. ranid erowth is the most
efficient basis on which to increase the total welfare of the community.
Hawevwr- in rpecnt years It has been introducing some programs designed to
provide a better distribution of the benefits of growth. Social programs
hauv been epnnnaned in etiittatinn- turban housing and niti-rition. Snme of these
programs are new and others are still small scale; nevertheless, they indicate
a recognit-in by t-he athoitis nf hrader ans-Ii1 onnal - On t-he nother hand,
it appears that the pace of industrial growth in the Northeast may be adversely
affec-tae b t-ha d4ivearsin of resources to other programs. Th.e report has iden-
tified and the Government is considering various requirements of existing
aj Fo .4.4 ,.1 n. I A 1, n., l...4 .4 a1 A4 a -. 4w 1,,44 ,. al s Fe .rf th,.. a e . v"4 uno

significant sacrifice in terms of overall growth. Among these are:

(i) improvement of the capacity and strengthening of the authority
of regional development age..cies in the Northeast t.o absorb
productively the resources transferred to them by the fiscal

vcl ar. 4 nm.

(i4.t) upon dem.onstration of nree .ad of absorbtve capacity, ex-
pansion of arrangements for sharing central government revenues
-wIL tIIuI thll e N Cortheast;

(iJ.Li nImproveiment of. thLIe distribuLL.LU II oL agr.,cUltUra.L creud.Lt adLU,

(i±v) repLacement of. the payroll taxes with a more neutra'l mecha-
nism for financing social security type programs.

57. Although it seems far removed from the question of income distribu-
tion, the balance of payments analysis of this report in fact deals with an
issue of great distributional significance. Regressive wage policies are
a likely if not an inevitable outcome of external liquiditv problems. Avoid-
ing "stop and go" development in the future, therefore, would appear to be
an important comDonent of eauitable develoDment strategy. It is thus doubly
encouraging that the Government attaches great importance to the steadiness
as well as to the overall maenitude of Brazilian economic growth.





I. FRAMEWORK OF THF REPORT

1 A ew paragraphs are requLire to explain the orientation of this
report, the tvpe of field investigation upon which it is based and its
interre'lationslj.p with previous work, particuilarIv that contained in tne
IBR.D's last economic report on Brazil, W1-210a of November 30, 1971.

2. Wl1-210a examined Brazil's macroeconomic performance and strategy
for overall economic growth. it was justifiabiv enthusiastic about the
enormous improvements made bv Brazil in recent vears, first in bringing
aggregate demand under rational control, reestablishing order in the balnnce
of pavments and reducing the rate of inflation to tolerable dimensions in
the process, and then in enormotisly improving domnestic savings capacitv and
in expanding and diversifving exports. WH-210a examined in detail the
elements which are crucial to Brazil's strategy for ranid economic growth:
private and ntublic savings mechanisms; the svstem of incentives for manufac-
tured exports; external debt management. WH-2l0a noted that there had been
a change in incomes policy designed to give the worker a fairer share of the
benefits of growth, but did not go deeply into the questi<,n of income distrib-
iution because of date limitations. WH-210a did call attention to the changes
in policy for developing Brazil's poorest region -- the Northeast -- then
being made but was unable to evaluate these policies bv virtue of their still
being in the formulation stage. WH-210a also testified to the need for further
investigation of structural problems in the agriculttural and industrial sectors
which treatened to impede balanced growth. Finally, W1-210a tentatively
evaltuatecd the public investnent program and its link to the balance of pavments
but noted that further work would have to be done when the Government's 1972-
74 Investment Budget was available.

3. The investigative work undertaken in support of the present report
responded to these gaps. Earlv in 1972, a mission was dispatched to North-
east Brazil to evaluate the program for developing that region. Special
emphasis was given to the rural development, social infrastructure and
industrial expanrion components of the program as well as to the capacitv of
the Federal Government to generate the interregional resource transfers
wThich would he called for.

4. A number of other investigative missions took place during 1972.
The anpropriateness of the product mix of agricultural output in Central-
South Brazil was examined from the point of view of internal demand and
export onportunities. Agricultural institutions also were studied, partic-
ularlv those for research, extension and agricultural credit. It had been
noted that Brazil's traditional industrial subsectors -- textiles, clothing,
shoes and other leather goods -- were lagping hehind the rest of the indus-
trial sector in their development. These sectors are very significant
sociallv since tiev are labor intensive and produce wage goods. Thus, a
mission investigated these sectors in detail] and covered as well the ferti-
lizer stibsector, so important for agricultural growth. M4issions to survev
the power, transport and telecommunications sectors were also dispatched so
that respective components of the public investment prozram could be properlv
evaluated and Brazil's overall need for public investment resources more
realisticallv assessed.
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5. The year's final mission updated information on socio-economic
development policies at the national level. Both the Government and indepen-
dent researchers had utilized the results of Brazil's 1970 census in quantify-
ing and analyzing income distribution and the results of this work are dealt
with in this report. A more comprehensive identification of the project-by-
project needs for external finance of the public sector investment program
was made possible by the considerable institutional progress with respect to
project identification and control made by the Brazilian Government. New
departures in debt management policy permitted a more realistic forecast of
balance of payments developments and evaluation of external creditworthiness.

6. This first volume of the report attempts to summarize the results
of all this work. The various other volumes attempt, respectively, to:

(i) compile in accessible form the mass of statistical data which
was accumulated (Volume II);

(ii) describe and quantify in both detailed and summary form public
sector investment projects suitable for external financing
(Volume III);

(iii) evaluate the efforts being made to develop Brazil's Northeast
region (Volume IV);

(iv) analyse in detail population, employment and education trends
in the Northeast (Volume V);

(v) analyse the problems and prospects of agriculture in the
Center-Soutlh Volume VI);

(vi) analyse in detail the textile, leather goods and fertilizer
subsectors (Volume VII); and,

(vii) survey the power sector (Volume VIII).

7. Its authors have the feeling that the report does not do justice
to the wealth of information so generously made available to them by the
Brazilian Government and, more particularly, by the hundreds of Brazilian
and foreign administrators and technicians whom they visited. In large part
this is due to limitations of time. Hopefully, however, the report does
deal with the major elements of Brazil's economic progress, problems and
prospects.
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II. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL TRENDS

A. Factor Endowment and Hiqtorical fDevelopment

8. Totalling some 3,286,000 square miles, Brazil's land area is the
world's fifth larpest. Population-wise, Brazil ranks seventh in the world.
In 1970, Brazil's population totalled 93.2 million persons and its average
nponilantinn dei-nsfit-y nmn,int-pd tn 28R. pearsnsa pr sare mni-le Braazil's p -

tion is highly concentrated along or near its 4,600 mile Atlantic coast line.
Rnme 18 mfIloIon Rrn7a14Ine or 19 perceznt of th#e tontl p4pualtIon, reiden

cities of more than one-half million residents. Only one of these cities --
Brasilia, the new capital -- is loCated irn the interior. Vast areas of the
country, particularly the Amazon region and the far-western state of Mato
Grosso have population densities well below one p-- r s r l--A
have been exploited economically very little. Variation around the US$410
average p c_ .income regstre in1 DrazL in InI7n also _ s very w±U..e_ 4I

C^v CL d8t Ut >af Ld LttbVEIIC L C6sO LCk eu X a X 1l | 7 s V a | bU X 3 V C; y WLUC s = LI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. " L.L L J71 L L

that year per capita incomes in Northeast Brazil, a region comprising nine
of Brazil' s 2 states anlu contaULiL n inLgL 3U.8 pert LL L LfL ts po puLaCtion, oUUnLLted

to about half the national average and to approximately o1,e-fourth of per
capita incoUes iLn the relatively affluent states of Sao rau'lo andU Guanabara.

n. B'JrazL'Li hIlas a very favorable f'actor enCIoi-UwLent L wIich begins wIiWthLL iLts
continental dimensions. Subsoil resources presently being exploited on a
large scale 'nclude iLron ore, manganese, bauxite, lime stone, petroleumLt,
natural gas and coal. Copper and tin reserves have been identified but have
not yet been Lapped. Brazil 's a major world exporter of iron ore and
manganese. On the other hand, it is required to import about two-thirds of
its petroleum requirements and about 70 percent or tne coking coai consumed
by its steel mills. Three major river systems the Amazon, Sao Francisco
and Plate -- will permit Brazil to rely predominantly on hydroelectric generat-
ing facilities to meet rapidly increasing power demand for some time to come.
Tnese rivers, together with the long and accidented coast line, facilitate
internal transport and international trade. Brazil's wide continental shelf
contains excellent fisheries, particularly of high value species such as
lobster and shrirmip. Forest resources are enormous. Unfortunately, readily
accessible hardwood stands in coastal areas as well as the once rich pinewood
forests of Parana have been seriously depleted. The Amazon region, however,
contains about 250 million hectares of tropical rain forests which will be-
come more accessible to exploitation with the Amazon highway program current-
ly being implemented by the Government. Brazil's arable land area amounts to
279 million hectares, or about 33 percent of its total land area, of which
88 million hectares have yet to be cultivated. A wide range of climatic zones
permits Brazil to meet all of its food requirements, save for about one-third
of its wheat consumption, and at present, to be a major exporter of coffee,
cotton, cocoa, sugar, corn, soybean, tobacco and beef. As of 1970, Brazil's
cattle, hog and sheep populations totalled 76, 66 and 39 million head,
respectively. Brazil has maintained a very liberal attitude toward immigra-
tion. Consequently, its original Portuguese, African and Dutch settlers have
in the last several decades been joined by waves of immigrants from western,
central and southern Europe, the Levant and Japan. Today the ethnic hetero-
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geneity of Brazil's population, at least in the central and southern regions
of the countrv, is reminiscent of that of the United States.

10. Brazil's colonial period ended in 1822. In that year the son of
the then-reigning Portuguese King declared the country independent and was
crowned Don Pedro I, Emperor of Brazil. The Brazilian monarchv endured
until 1899 when, in a period of economic turmoil largely attributable to the
abolition of slavery one year earlier, Don Pedro II abdicated in favor of a
republican government headed by General Deodoro da Fonseca. Successive booms
based on the production and export of primary products dominated the economy
until World War I and to a diminishing but still important extent until the
post World War II period. Brazil-wood cutting and sugar cane planting and
processing stimulated the settlement of the littoral in the Northeast and
Central regions of the country beginning in the 16th centurv. Gold and
diamond mining prompted settlement of the central state of Minas Gerais in
the 17th and lth centuries. Natural rubber production brought planters into
the Amazon jungle late in the 19th century and prompted the construction of
a major city. Manaus, at the iunction of the Negro and Amazon Rivers 1,000
miles from the sea. However, with the emergence of rubber production in the
British and Dutch East Indies in 1910 Brazil's rubber exports- suffering from
the comparative disadvantage of long haulage to the nearest Atlantic seaport,
dropped from 90 to 10 percent of the world total, reducing total Brazilian
exports by one-third. Cocoa production in the Atlantic littoral of the state
of Bahia and cotton production in the interior regions of various Northeast
states provided a new impetus for the Northeast early in the 20th century but,
at least in the case of cotton, was prevented from leadine to sustained
regional development by the periodic droughts which have afflicted the North-
east's inlahd nlateau during the last several decades. Large scale ooffee
production began in Brazil late in the 19th century, eventuallv bringing
planters into the interior of the states of Sao Paulo and Parana and aconiintinv
for the bulk of Brazil's exports between the two World Wars and through the
early 1960's= Hnwever; the difficulty of aditiqting nroduirtion caparity to
external and internal demand led to problems of stock accumulation and price
fluctuation which not only vieldpd shnrpn unariatinnz in expnnrt- Prninas hut

also constituted a major source of internal inflationary pressure. Inordinate
dependency of the economv on one maior primary product export was onlyr over-
come with the emergence of large scale iron ore and manufactured product
exports as well as diversification of agricultural product exports since the
mid-1960's.

11. Industrial manufacture in Brazil was prohibited during the colonial
period. During mostL of th.-le l9thl century in uAs trializaL4tion was discouraged

by the prevailing free trade relationship with Britain as well as bv lucrative
alternatI4ve Investment opportunities In the exploitation of ' iiay rdcsa~~~~~ l > xLLV IV 8l|L VYL *1.LC > . LII It CAL J| Ld X Vl Lpr if-Iary YL UUUCLS .

World War I provided the first major impetus to Brazilian industry. Inter-
iLction of1 i-ianulactured goous i'L1orlts and a wartime economic boom in Brazii

provided a dynamic market for domestically produced manufactures. A second
impetus was provided byv the collapse oL the world coffee rmarket in tne 1930's
which moved investors out of coffee and into industrial activities. World



War II induced a broadening and deepening of Brazil's industrial structure
which until then had been concentrated in textile production and agricultural
products processing; Brazil's first large steel mill was installed in 1944.
Political changes supported the industrialization process. Until 1930 the
presidency had alternated between the rural oligarchies of the states of
Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais and the legislature as well was structured so as
to give predominant weight to the interests of rural landowners. In that
year, military intervention installed Rio Grande do Sul Governor Getulio
Vargas as president. Independent of the primarv commodity power groups,
Vargas gradually evolved a politico-economic strategy calling for the in-
stallation of import substituting industry behind high tariff barriers and
for the construction of a political power base in the government organized
and preferentially treated industrial worker class.

12. These policies were continued through the presidency of Juscelino
Kubitschek which ended in 1960. By that year industrial value added con-
stituted 32 percent of Gross Domestic Product, agriculture 23 percent and
services the remaining 45 percent. In terms of economic growth, the strategy
was quite successful, as annual increases in output averaged 7 percent throuigh-
out the 1950's. However, by failing to provide for balance in the structural
evolution of the economy this strategy yielded stresses, manifested by
accelerating inflation and balance of payments problems, which eventually
stymied the growth process.

13. Investment in the infrastructure needed to support rapid industrial
growth, together with attempt to absorb the rural underemployed who swelled
urban populations at an even faster rate than the overall 3.1 percent annual
demographic growth rate experienced by Brazil during the 1950's. expanded the
financial burden of the public sector much more rapidly than its effective
taxing power. Resort to the printing press to finance resulting deficits
provided an inflationary impetus which soon resulted in severe secondary
distortions. One of the worst of these was a system of multiple and over-
valued exchange rates which discouraged exports and imposed an additional
burden on government finance in the form of subsidization of essential
imports. Another was distortion of the price of capital which inhibited
voluntary private savings and destroyed capital market institutions. Coffee
played a particularly disruptive role. Although its policies emphasized
industriallzatlon; the goverment durine the last half of the 1950's did not
take effective steps to discourage the overproduction of coffee which had
bepn inditirt hv wynrlri prices iin the upnszwing nhase nf rhe wnrld cnffee ryrle

during the late 1940's and early 1950's. The 50 million bags of surplus
stonks naccimiilnted by the Gnvernment during the l956-60 perind not only added

to inflationary pressures but also contributed to a drastic decline in world
cnffee parices

14. The Quadros and Goulart administrations *hich governed Brazil from
1961 until 1964 were unable to cope with the economic distortions which by
L*Ie 10LA emerge A..L .Tn_;atlonn .. l L.A. averAg ed 2t tpc*el an. na.ly %Aurnglsa& *sou cas -1 Wll A z c v x L Ia>- ov%viu .Lve MLL ou w A.l %L > sH

the 1950's, accelerated abruptly during the early 1960's, reaching 80 percent
in 1963 and a peak level of 93 pin 1964. With tant (1962)
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U.S. dollar price for Brazilian coffee exports having declined from US$0.70
per pound in 1955 to US$0.30 per pound in 1963, Brazil exDerienced successive
balance of pavments crises in the early 1960's and had to reschedule its
external debt in 1961 and 1964. By 1963, the growth of the economy had come
to a near halt and per capita product registerod a 1.2 per cent decline in th:-lt
year.

B. Recent Evolution of Economic Policy

15. Economic upheaval was certainly the underlying if not the immediate
cause of the revolution experienced by Brazil in 1964. The revolution in-
stalled the series of military governments which continue to rule the country,
Although constituted by the militarv, these governments have relied on cixHl-
ian technicians and administrators for the management ot the economy. More-
over, while state ownership of production factors is widelv dispersed in
Brazil, especiallv in the form of mixed public/private ventures, the Govern-
ment has increased the reliance of the Brazilian economy on the private
sector and on the price mechanism to allocate available resources. Private
entrepreneurship, both Brazilian and foreign, plays a key role in the (O er
ment's economic strategy. Thus, incomes policies attach great significance
to profit as a motivating factor.

Stabilization

16. Initially, the military Governnent was forced to attach dominant
priority to the reestablishment of economic order. Macro-economic policy
during the 1964-67 period was designed to restrain aggregate demand so as to
reduce the rate of inflation and to yield an external trade surplus which
would permit the retirement of the debt rescheduled in 1964 and of the
commercial arrears and "swaps" which had been accumulated. Policy elements-
included, inter alia: (i) restriction of credit expansion in accordance
with ambitious price stabilization targets; (ii) reduction of the central
government deficit from the level of 4.3 percent of GDP which it had reached
in 1963; (iii) controls on wage adjustments which reduced their freqwuery
from several to one per year for each salary group and sought to hold their
percentage value below prevailing rates of inflation; and (iv) unification
at a reasonable level of multiple exchange rates which previously had en-
couraged imports and discouraged exports.

Institutional Reform

17. These nolicies delayed the recovery of the economv from the crisis
of 1963-64. However, during the 1964-67 retrenchment period the Government
did takp m-anv inRtittitinnal stepns .ivih Pvpntutallv nlleviated the sva,ineg

and foreign exchange constraints on growqth and vastly improved the efficiency
of resource allocation. on the savings sidet, reforms were concentrated 4n

the fiscal, monetary and capital market sectors. On the resource allocation
side, the reforms concentrated on correcting distortions in relative prices
which had developed over the years of accelerating inflation and on install-
ireg a umber of autordaticorionsr
reemergence of price distortions.
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Fiscal Reforms

18. In the fiscal area, the Government sought to rationalize both public
administration ard the tax structUrle. Wit.LhI LregaLrd LU expedLIU.LLUL fs LtheSe

reforms had the effect of decelerating sharply the rate of current expenditure
gr JowthE, especLiLLy Lfor salaries, simuLtan.eously w'h proving relat--v to
private sector salary rates the remuneration of key personnel. As is implied
vy the oregoiLng, the rcU-LUtLer of c'Lvil servants was considerably reduced; some
being retired out of the civil service (many of these still burden the treasury's
pens~ion bUlli) anu othlers traisiferrea into the pri-vate sector. With regard to
revenues, numerous statutory changes have made the tax system very elastic to
crlanges nominal GDr ana also nave imparted to it great flexibility as a
counter-cyclical tool. Incorporated in the ambit of the fiscal reforms were
the decentralized agencies -- public enterprises in the transportation,
communications and energy sectors -- particularly as regards the economic
pricing of their products. The effect of fiscal reforms is discussed more
fully in Chapter IV. It suffices to note here that, in addition to reducing
the pressure of fiscal deficits on the price level, they improved drastically
public sector savings capacity and the efficiency of putblic resource allocation.
It is also appropriate to mention that while the reforms did not create a
highly progressive tax structure they certainly reduced the regressiveness
and inequity which previously existed, largely by reducing tax evasion across
the entire tax spectrum but especially in the income tax category.

Monetary and Capital Market Reforms

19. In the monetary and capital markets sector, the Government found the
tools of monetary management sadly lacking and private sector capital market
institutions atrophied almost to the point of extinction by the increasing
inflation of the 1950's and early 1960's. The Government created, for the
first time in Brazil, a central bank and equipped it with the entire gamut of
monetary management tools including - largely by virtue of the rehabilita-
tion of the Treasury's creditworthiness -- open market operations. It pro-
mulgated and implemented the legislation necessary for the effective opera-
tion of capital market institutions such as system of housing finance, invest-
ment banking, mutual funds and securities exchanges. Perhaps most important-
ly, it introduced the principle of monetary correction of the value both
of fixed income savings instruments and of medium- and long-term loans. Access
to external savings and technology was improved by legislation lifting the
interdiction on remittance abroad of capital income -- profits, royalties,
technical assistance, payments - which had been imposed in 1962 by the
previous government.

Relative Prices

20. The correction of distortions in relative prices and the creation
of machinery to keep them from reemerging was a key element of the entire
reform effort undertaken beginning in 1964. This was the principle behind
public utility nricing policy and the monetary correction of canital market
instruments. Perhaps the most important application of this principle was
also the most delaved; the introduction in Augiust 1968. of the flpxibhlp
or "crawling peg", exchange rate policy. Although a reasonable unified rate
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had been established in 1964, continuing inflation necessitated further
adjustment. Between April 1964 and August 1968 the exchange rate was adjusted
four times. The average magnitude of these adjustments was approximately 28
Percent. Their magnitude and infrequency triggered speculation and resulting
problems with capital flight and monetary management and also discouraged
diversification of exports. particularly of manufactured exports. The small,
frequent adjustments characteristic of the flexible exchange rate policy have
eliminated speculation and contributed greatly to the recent upsurge of
manufactured exports by affording the export manufacturer a firm dollar cost
and profit horizon.

Incomes' Policy

21. These reforms delayed to a certain extent the achievement of price
stabilization as well as of steady growth. Initially they involved so-called
"corrective" price adiustments making up for the previous lag of certain
prices behind overall rates of inflation. Corrective price adjustments
not only exerted a heavy "cost-push" impact on the price level but also.
in the context of the Government's wage policv and especially when wage goods
were involved. discouraged demand- The income distribution effect of this
set of policies deserves special emphasis. Rentals are a good case in point.
Rentals had been frozen for manv vears prior to 1964 and rental values
descended to ridiculously low real levels. The landlord-to-tenant income
transfer involvpd, alonn with the atronhv of institutions of housing finanee

limited housing construction largely to that of luxury units in which the
wpelthv invested aS a hpdgp against inflntion. nowever; the neriod of

corrective rental adjustments initiated in 1964 imqposed a heavv bturden on
labor whose wage adniictmpnt tended to fall below prevailing inflation rates
until 1968. The same can be said of corrective adjustment of utilit'v rates;
reversal of the income transfers which nrev4ously had deca2nta tliz the
public utilities also imposed a heavy burden on the wage earner.

2'. That reversal of decapitalizing income transfers was necessarv is
unquestionable. However, it probably -was not accon lished ,4r equitable

fashion. Onlv late in 1967 were government controls apptied to the sIles
prices and connsequ.ently to -th incomes of private mnnufactuIring industry

Improvement of the efficienev of corporate income taxation, initiated in
19gr<l and s-ill talcn place , 1 ay h-ave offsetfI I to s,l ext-nt this- Pavoralb'e

XJt~CSU Li. ,L LOraS.r, j a.C wy Lid ' 1 ~C C~ I S. CLt, i t. C -A CC t C . f U t

treatment of industrial nrofits in the context of government incomes policy.
lT_e Governm,ent also incre-a-sed th'e rnte or --utLa aroll taxation fro!-ISI S1 VLLW1i U iL" dCU LI i LC (i S(UL U -LL 111 50.L 1S.L .LCAaLliU l (

about 38 to about 46 percent during this period, largely in order to finance
iL ts housing and education prog.rams. *HoiUever, rather than be'lng finLnctd OU ot
of profits, these taxes probably were largelv passed onto the consumer.
Moreover, while tiley JUi1Leu PdCL L 01 Lc L1Uradtin lizUtI o'L ilel lilJerdl pickagc

of social security lezislation introduced decades earlier by Gettulio Vargas,
the payroll taxes have discouraged the absorption of labor bv the industrial
sector.

Internal Terms of Trade

23. The Government did focus explicitly on intersectoral price distor-
tions during the reform period. At the outset of this perio(d agriculture



suffered generally from unfavorable internal terms of trade. There were
some extremely significant exceptions the most important having to do with
coffee. The political power of the cottee growers arising trom their
position as Brazil's predominant source of foreign exchange earnings had
prevented the Government from acting to discourage overproduction and ac-
cumulation of coffee stocks which, in turn, had been a focal point of demand
inflation. Establishment of control over internal coffee prices in 1965
was one of the Government's most important successes, permitting implementation
of a coffee rationalization program which reduced stocks and helped to improve
price stability as well as exchange earnings. Unduly low prices in most of
the rest of the agricultural sector were attributable in large degree to
price limits and marketing controls, the latter being especially true in the
case of beef. The Government eliminated most of these controls and replaced
them with a system of price supports and agricultural credit which led to
a substantial increase in agricultural prices relative to industrial prices.
However, while much of industry remains highly protected, most agricultural
producers prices are below world price levels. To offset this residual
intersectoral distortion which only the structural evolution of the industrial
sector can finall.y correct, the Government resorted to the subsidization or
agricultural credit. Unfortunately such credit, even todav, is available
to only about one out of every tour farm operators because of various insti-
tutional factors.

The Shift to a Rapid Growth Posture

24. By 1968 the Government had reduced the pace of inflation to an
annual rate of about 25 percent, had established an adequate external reserve
position, liquidating arrears and swaps, had improved very substantially
the nation's savings capacity and had eliminated most of those price distor-
tions impeding investment and output growth. Moreover, ehe inflationary
process had been transformed from the "demand pull" into the "cost push"
variety. It was clear that this residual inflation could not be eliminated
rapidly unless continuing economic stagnation were to be accepted; supply
problem arising from structural defects in agriculture, rising world prices
for imnortant imnorts and exnorts such as netroleum and beef, and the few

corrective price adjustments remaining to be made meant that the government
would have itiher to nermit these rcst rush elements to be translated into

general price increases by the automatic adjustment mechanisms or to accept
further distributional chaneas, nrobablv alone the lines of the 1964-67

period, impeding economic recovery. The Government rejected the hypothesis
that continuation of restrictive monetary nolicv could resolve this problem.
Its decision reflected the cost push nature which inflation had assumed.
Enterprises already were oneratina at such a low level of capacity that
further demand restraints could be expected to increase, rather than decrease,
their costs and prices while further denressing emnloyment.

25. In 1968, therefore, the Govern-ment adopted its nresent ranid
growth policy. Most of the elements of this policy are designed to stimulate
supply. Subject to s0m.e limtits, such as the pronortioning of aprictilttiral

credit expansion in conformity with the volume of output, working capital
credit. to tAhe commodity producing sectors has been an-1llowed tn expand as demand

dictates. Massive amounts of public sector savings are being transferred to
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finance investment in the commodity producing sectors by a varietv of of-
firial and nriva-tp finanrial intprmpdiaripe- Tax expmntions and tax rredits
are used to promote the expansion of manufactured exports. Prelongations of
remittance periods for federal sales tax collections have enhancedA the
working capital of industrial and commercial firms. Public resources are
b-eing uis tor fin ance t-ho nct nf acrir-iult:irn1 credlivt sidi1C nt,izatinr. The
irmportation of capital and intermediate goods has been stimulated by greatly
liberalizing the con,acionn of nvamltiona from import duties. A num-er of
institutional changes additional to the abovementioned reformation of capital
income remittance legislation hatve effectIvely facilitated the access of the
productive sectors to foreign loan and equitv financing.

26. With respect to internal demand, the most important element of the
development strategv adopted hby the GovernC,ent in 196Q, was moveient towards
neutralization of incomes' policv. Essentially, restraints on wage aditist-
... ents in th-e commodity ---oducing se.tors -- '---eax- so that =- rather than
tending to redu,cei them ench venr it} rILal tvrn- -- g1termrnmnct wnaE reitratnts
pe4- U vitte w. . _ £Ag r Ate 4t inr A Ce moLr _ a A_ 'Ae 1 C --. JE . v;__

the general prices level, therebv giving the worker a measure of the benefits
of the increasing producti-vit --so4l-eA with econo ic recovery.

27. W4ith respect to external demand, the flexible exchange rate policv
and the Government's incentives for manufactured exports have improved
greatlv the price competitiveness of non-traditional Brazilian exports --

i.e., those other than coffee, sugar and cacao of which Brazil. traditionallv
has been a major world market supplier -- thereby making possible diversifi-
cation as well as expansion of exports. Tn 1972 the Government intensified
its efforts aalong these lines bv undertaking an "export corridors" program.
This program aims to coordinate investment in processing, storage and trans-
port infrastructure so as to reduce the price of bulk exports. Thus coarse
grains and sovbeans are likely to join iron ore as major bulk constituents
of the gamut of Brazil's export products. Export promotion also can he expected
to have a secondarv effect on internal demand. By widely exposing Brazilian
producers to international competition, increasing the scale of their onpra-
tions and intensifying the benefit of externalities such as transport facili-
ties, internal prices can also be expected to he redulced in relative terms;
therebv stimulating internal demand especiallv where price elasticities,
e.g., for manufactures, are high.

28. Most of the policies discussed in this section are described in
greater detail below. The discussion here is designed to place government
policies in perspective both historically and with regard to each other.
Without such an otervlew, neither the policies themselves nor the achievements
and ongoing problems which they manifest can be well understood.

C. Production, Expenditure and the Price Level

29. The behavior of Brazilian economic aggregates mirrors the policy
evolution described above*, From 1950 until 1962 Brazilian economic growth
averaged 7 percent annually. This growth was led by the industrial sector



which grew at an average 9 percent pace, as the internal market for imported
industrial goods was rapidlv taken advantage of by newly !nstalled import
substituting industry. Agricultural growth, on the other hand, averaged a
modest 4.7 pereent over the 1950-62 period. as the sector kept pace with the
growth of internal demand for foodstuffs but failed to expand its exports.
Over t-he nerind. the Rhare of agriculture in total Brazilian GDP dronned from
29.4 to 22.8 percent, while that of industry increased from 26.4 percent to
33.0 percent. As was to be expected- the spiply of imported goods 4nreased
only very slightly over the period as the import coefficient dropped from
16.5 to 8.1 percent of G-D. The expor c ffc t dropped even more sharply,
however, from 19.5 to 7.8 percent of GDP, as exports declined in absolute
terms. Although the transition from an external resource surplus to an ex-
ternal resource gap which emerged from this variance in the behavior of im-
ports an n,*d exports did assist B^-flra's41 Anac- svrg e ffort, domest4c
savings increased from 17.5 to 18.8 percent of GDP. It is hard to reconcile
this savings beh.arior with thee acceleration .- A

public sector deficits which took place during the 1950-62 period unless one
ac ep~ts 'Re ,h -Fo t hesis tha iflatio^n funct4ored asasr fco.plr

savings mechanism, helping to cover the cost of public intrastructural
invest. eLntI .
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Table 1: AVAILABILITY AND USE OF RESOURCES IN SELECTED YEARS

(% Distribution of Product and Expenditure and Annual Average Rates of Change)

Average Annual %
1950 1962 1967 1971 1950-62 1962-67 1967-71

Gross Domestic Product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 7.0 3.4 9.6

Agriculture 29.4 22.8 23.0 20.2 4.7 3.6 6.1
Industry 26.4 33.0 32.2 34.6 9.0 2.9 11.5
Services 44.2 44.2 44.8 45.2 7.0 3.7 9.8

Resource Gap -3.0 1.5 0.1 1.9
Imports 16.5 8.1 7.4 9.3 0.9 1.7 16.1
- Exports -19.5 -7.8 -7.3 -7.4 -2.3 5.3 10.0

Expenditure of Available
Resources 97.0 101.5 100.1 101.9 7.4 3.2 10.0
Consumption 82.5 81.2 84.9 83.4 6.8 4.4 9.1
Investment 14.5 20.3 15.2 18.5 9.9 -2.8 15.1

Financing of Investment 14.5 20.3 15.2 18.5
Domestic Savings 17.5 18.8 15.1 16.6 7.6 -1.5 12.1
External Savings -3.0 1.5 0.1 1.9

Source: Getulio Vargas Foundation.

30. With the near hyperinflation of 1963-64, the external liquidity
crisis of the latter year and the retrenchment efforts of 1964-67, the
average rate of economic growth dropped to 3.4 percent or to about 0.5
Dercent on a ner capita basis. Industrial nroduction growth during the
1963-67 period averaged only about 2.9 percent annually, or about as much as
nonulation growth. Relative to industrvy agrirultural growth fell verv litte1.
averaging 3.6 percent annually during these years. Save for 1963 the external
trade halance was nositive throughout the 1963-67 nperlod After having declined
by more than 50 percent between 1950 and 1962 to only 8.1 percent GDP in the
latter year, the imnort rnoffirient Aod-linpd otill further, to 7.4 nercent of
GDP, over the 1963-67 period. The export coefficient also continued its long-
term decline, from 7.8 percent nf GDP 4n 19Q2 to 7.3 percent in 1967, but at
a much decelerated rate, as exports grew in absolute terms by about 5.3
percent --W Brazil transferring a . inc,c abroada the result
of these positive trade balances and with investment opportunities in any
cnase limited byA the retrenhmnt prom and the accumulat f o f a caps-

city in the industrial sector, investment declined in absolute terms through-
out 1963=67, reaching the low level of 15.2 percent of GDP in the latter year.
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31. The adoption in 1968 of aggressive, development-oriented policies
vielded immediate results. GDP erew by 8.4 nercent in 1968 and 9qn nprrpnt

in 1969 and is estimated to have grown by 9.6 percent in 1970 and 11.3
norrpnt in 1Q71. Morpnver, cron estimates and lndiitrial onitntit- indrit-nrs
(see Table 2) indicate that growth in 1972 may at least equal that of the

Table 2: INDICATORS OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT

(Base 100 = level of output during equivalent period in previous year)

First Semester
19'71 1972n

LIon-em.etallic Mirliera's 11L4.9 _ 11.2
Metallurgy 104.3 115.3

Electrical and Communications Equipment 119.8 121.1
TIansportatiLorn Equipment 197.79 4.

Paper 105.0 111.6
Ub Der 110.1 io7.3

Chemicals 122.4 112.7
Soaps, Cosmetics, etc. 111.8 110.9
Plastics 115.0 123.2
Textiles 110.4 108.8
Clothing and Shoes 104.6 96.4
Food Products 105.1 116.9
Beverages 106.6 104.5
Tobacco Products 104.9 105.0

TOTAL 112.2 114.0

Source: IBGE Data Processed by IPEA.

32. As in the 1950's, recent rapid overall growth has been led by
industry, whose output has increased at an 11.5 percent pace since 1968.
Agricultural sector growth has averaged 6.1 percent annually since that year.
At first, industrial growth was facilitated by the excess capacity prevailing
at the end of 1967 - estimated at about 30 percent of total capacity installed.
By 1970, however, industrial surveys showed capacity utilization at 85 per-
cent on average so that further expansion of industrial output in 1971 and
1972 has depended on installation of additional productien capacity. This
has been reflected in the balance of payments. Imports have grown at an
annual rate of about 16 percent since 1968, in real terms, and by about 22
percent annually in dollar terms. About half of all import growth during
this period is attributable to capital goods. In dollar terms capital goods
imports increased at an annual rate of about 29 percent during 1968-71 and
were increasing at a 37 percent pace in 1972.



33. At 10 percent annually in real terms, exports also grew rapidly
b..ut- no*, rapidly a-ou to. kee pacerg~g.n tt-Ii 4mportsr sn t-hat a largep Pxtprnal

resource gap (the trade deficit was equal to about 1.9 percent of GDP in
1971) Las emerged. TShi ha rinford thoe donmestic avuings effnrt whirh;

nevertheless, has been very substantial; domestic savings growing at an
annual pace of 12 percent 4ir vreal v-msa 4nirce 1968 Morpnvepr imnrnuod deht

management, vastly increased support from external lenders ax1d diversifica-
tion of expor-s all contribute to- fiar- grantev ablity nn tho nart nf Brazil

to sustain large external resources gaps than was the case at the time of its
1964 bDalance of pa-.ents cr4i4as On the other hn,vA the divergearncy hbtwepen

import and export growth observed since 1968 eventually will have to be
reversed.. 4if ex-ernal liquidity problems ar not t-n recuvr

3. Oa year-to=year basis, Inflation in Brazil averaged -bout 14 per-

cent during the first half of the 1950's and 22 percent during the second
half. Dy 1796-U6 it Lhadu accelerateu to 75.4 prcent aLnd in 1963-64 peaked

at 88.9 percent. In fact, during the first quarter of 1964 inflation ran at
an annual rate of 144 percent. Deceleration fro,, this peakD level was rapid
until 1966-67 when prices increased by 28.4 percent. Thereafter, until
1971-72, infiation decelerateu s'Lgl'!iLtly although fJaiLr.ly steadUily: Jin 170-7J

it amounted to 20.4 percent. In 1971-72, however, it appears that there will
again occur a fairly significanit dUrop in thile rate of inflation -- LU aut LU

percent. The government established a 15 percent, January-December, target
for inflation calendar year 1972 and appears to ha-ve been successful in
achieving it. In 1972 practically no corrective price adjustments remained
to be made and, more importantly, very good climatic conditions yielued
record levels of output for most crops so that producers price adjustments
could be dampened without damage to production incentives.



Table 3 : YEAR-TO-YEAR PRICE LEVEL CHANCES
(Percent)

General Wholesale Guanabara Cost Construction

Year Price Index- Price Index of Living Index Cost Index

1959-60 29.2 31.3 29.3 17.4
1flfn-e -,, .,A l.A C ... .

1961-62 51.6 50.2 51.5 42.3
1962-63 75.4 76.0 70.8 88.3

1963-64 88.9 81.3 91.4 82.3

1964-65 56. 53.6 65.9 69.7
1965-66 37.9 41.1 41.3 36.6
1966-67 28.4 26.7 30.5 41.4
1967-68 24.2 22.7 22.3 31.9

1968-69 20.8 19.1 22.0 18.0
1969-70 19.8 19.3 22.7 16.7
1970-71 20.4 21.5 20.2 15.1
July 1972-July 1911 16.0 15.9 16.3 18.1

1/ A composite index m.ade up of the Wholesale Price Index (60%) the

Guanabara Cost of Living Index (30%), and the Construction Cost Index

(10%).

Source: Getulio Vargas Foundation.
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D. Income Distribution

35. The acceleration of inflation until 1964 and the stabilization
policy of the 1964-67 period probably resulted in substantial changes in the
distribution of income over the last decade. Data on the size distribution
and absolute value of Brazilian incomes has been compiled by the government
from the results of the 1960 and 1970 censuses. These data do, in fact,
show a substantial reconcentration of personal income over the intercensal
period.

Table 4 : SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF BRAZILIAN INCOME 1960 AND 1970

%Share of Total Income Average Monthly Income
(1970 Cr $) Average

Deciles 1960 1970 % 1960 1970 Annual %

1st 1.17 1.11 -5.13 25 32 2.5
2nd 2.32 2.05 -11.64 48 58 1.9
3rd 3.42 2.97 -13.16 71 84 1.7
4th 4.65 3.88 -16.55 96 110 1.4
5th 6.15 4.90 -20.32 127 139 0.9
6th 7.66 5.91 -22.75 158 168 0.6
7th 9.41 7.37 -21.68 195 210 0=7
8th 10.85 9.57 -11.80 225 272 1.9
9th 14.69 14.45 -1.64 30s 411 3.1

10th 39.66 47.79 +20.50 815 1,360 5.2

Highest 9Z 27=69 348R6 4-25S-90 131 1,984 5.8
Highest 1% 12.11 14.57 +20.32 2,389 4,147 5.7

Tnt.wpn 40% 11.57 1- 00 -13.57 An 71 1 7

Middle 20% 13.81 10.81 -21.73 142 153 0.7
Highest 40% 74.62 79.19 +6.13 385 563 3.9

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 206 282 3.2

1/ The results of this work are reported by Carlos Geraldo Langoni of the
Getulio Vargas Foundation in his study "Distribuicao de Renda e Desen-
volvimento Economico de Brazil". As of the writing of this report
Langoni's study was still in manuscript.
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36. A point-by-point comparison of income distribution which spans a
10-year period is 3ubject to a good deal of bias depending upon the normalcy
of either or both of the two years in question. The years 1960 and 1970 were
similar years in most respects. The economy grew by 9.7 percent in 1960 and
by 9.5 percent in 1970. Agricultural and industrial output were up by 4.9
and 10.6 percent, respectively, in the former year and by 5.6 and 11.1 percent
in the latter. The January-December rate of price increase was 26.3 percent
in 1960 and 19.8 percent in 1970. There were important dissimilarities, the
Northeast, which contains about 30 percent of the agricultural labor force
- suffered a serious drought in 1970 that reduced agricultural output in
that region by 22 percent while owing to a freeze in the previous year the
coffee crop, which absorbs large numbers of seasonal labot, was half its
normal level in 1970. On balance, however, 1970 was probably sufficiently
similar to 1960 to make this comparison representative of trends over the
intercensal period.

37. Other, more basic, differences also may bias the comparison,
however. The data on which the calculations are based cover all of the
economically active population including those without monetary income.
Due to increased monetization of the rural economy and to rural-urban migra-
tion, the percentage of non-money income earners in the total economically
active population declined from 15 percent in 1960 to 9.5 percent in 1970.
This, in turn, would tend to make the growth of money income shown above
greater than the growth of total income, particularly in _he lower income
brackets. On the other hand, the growth in real money income shown by
Table 4. at 3.2 percent annually in real terms, does comnare closely with
the growth in average per capita income, 3.0 percent, implied by the
overall economir and demngranhic growth ratps. Moreover; there were increases
in non-monetary income associated with sharp expansion of government social
wervlrp': Prtiraltntn nnd hpalth in nartirular- which would tend to offcpt the
upward bias imparted by the increasing monetization of earned incomes during
the intercenanl period

'AR Everan A4 th-1, A-ue ,.rega rd to- tIhesa An taI lAt i
4
mi

4
tations howe it is

clear that the distribution of Brazilian personal income, which was not un-
Ile1vall yuineniual in 196n 1/ ons-enaldierno the atanog of d1eveonmpnt nf tho rt-lrintryv
deteriorated very sharply during the 1960's. All but those income recipients
in the highest deile lost some onf the aharv of t-ot-al 4nce wl,,h they had
held in 1960. On the other hand, in no decile was there a decline in absolute
monev income levels. Thve lowest rtates of absolute gain occuring in the 5th1k
to 6th deciles where they averaged about 0.7 percent annually, and the highest
in the 8th to Inth decAles where they averaged 3.4 Aperent annu,1Iyt In the
lowest four deciles annual money income gains averaged 1.9 percent in real
terms.

1t In 1960 Brazilian income was distributed very similarly to that of the
TI le J.. lfl')f fnC _ ~ _1_ TT,L)f%n --- C -f. .J 10l7t) *1....U*.. 'n 2 It. OfJ& co.ULrs, zt aUbUL U"200UV peL .LCLiL.L.Ly .L& I I97 doI..LaLa,

mean Brazilian family income was only a fraction of the mean family
income in thne u.S. in that year; i.e., about US8ouu in t4 Uo9doLlars.
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Table 5: COMPARISON OF UT.S. AND BRAZILIAN INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Brazil
(Personal Income) U.S. (Family Income)

Quintiles 1960 1970 1929 1935-36 1950

1st 3.5 3.2 4.1 4.8
2nd 8.1 6.9 9.2 10.9
3rd 13.8 10.8 13.8 14.1 16.1
4th 20.2 16.9 19.3 20.9 22.1
5th 54.4 62.2 54.4 51.7 46.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Highest 5% 27.7 34.9 30.0 26,5 21.4

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census and Carlos Langoni, op. cit.

39. The nature of Brazil's census data permits income levels and in-
come distribution to be related to population characteristics. It has been
demonstrated 1/ that in 1960 workers in families with incomes below the
poverty 'ine (i.e., the legal minimum wage for the rural Ncrtheast) tended
to be co zentrated in one region of the country, the Northeast, to be employed
in agriculture! to be illiterate, to be female. to be in the lower age brackets.
and, significantly, to be non-migrants. The results of the 1970 census show
that these relationships continue to exist. The incomes of illiterate persons
remained practically constant in absolute terms over the decade and, on avterage,
are below the minimum wage level. The average income of female workers in
1970 was about 60 percent as large as the average income of male workers.
Average incnmes ripe Rharnlv with age until the 40-49 year old hrarcket -s

reached. Average income in the primary (i.e., rural) sector are 38 percent
an large as the averApe lirnmp in indiitrv and 35 nprepnt as large as the
average income in commerce and services. The average money income in the
Northeast is 36 percent as larae as the o7rca. incnore in the industrialized

states of Guanabara, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

40. Changes in the characteristics of the labor force contributed
greatlvr to the 0 decline inr qao ity 4- Af incom Ad isribution ovenxorencedove

the last decade.

41. Although they constituted only 16 percent of the total labor force
ir 1970, workers w-it444, junior h4igh- sc.hool educationor t4te inra

rapidly both in absoulute numbers and as a proportion of the labor force over
the dade. In cor,trast, illiterates Auecline sharply as tuS percenLLta f

1/ Professor Albert Fishlow: "Brazilian Size Distribution of Income",
muerLcan Economic neview, May 1972.
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total workers while those in the primary education category increased only
slightly more rapidly than the total labor force over the decade. In terms
of enrollment expansion, the overall education effort of the 1960's was very
impressive but it did concentrate on secondary and higher education. At the
same time, the structure of the Brazilian economy, particularly industry and
certain services such as banking, was evolving along increasingly technical
lines. This placed a premium on technical training, particularly at the
senior high school and university level. Computer programmers, for example,
are paid at higher rates in Brazil than in the United States. Thus, not only
did technically trained people increase very rapidly as a percentage of the
labor force, but their salaries also increased much more rapidly than did
salaries in other education brackets of the labor force. This evolution of
educational attainments undoubtedly was responsible in substantial degree
for the reconcentration of income which took place in the 1960's.

42. In view of sex-related variance in salary levels, the substantial
increase in female labor force participation which took place over the 1960's
probably also contributed to the deterioration in distributional equality.
The same probably is true, although in lesser degree, of the intercensal
change in the age structure of the labor force, as workers in the 10/24-year-
old bracket increased from 27 to 30 nercent of the labor forre over thp
decade.

43. The sectoral structure of the labor force also changed markedly
durine the intereensal neriod as the result of mfansivie r¶ral-uirhbn migration
on the one hand and variance in the growth rates of the agricultural and
urban eronnimei nn the nther. Agr-ricltural workern AderineA n a cshare nf

the total labor force from 46.6 percent in 1960 to 40.1 percent in 1970.
Despite the much higher average value of urban than of rural wage levels,
this structural change probably contributed to the deterioration of income
distribution rather than mltigating it. Wile industry and certain te-r y
subsectors have provided well-remunerated employment, the expansion of such
employment has by no. me-ans be. en urban population growth…

---t- -. 'j ...... .a~ nn ~ ~ ~ a.~ A. a Lt"~ UJ_-Ll LA. VO 1 jJLIPU.LC I.. LUL1 rL%AJW LII,

reinforced as it has been by migration. Thus, a pool of underemployed
hsl , la s ,.. a I 1oP e4 'A P Q 4.F.. tl. ,4 ^ 4 nA ,.v. AS *AAs_ . _.k4,,, a ,.4: 4-si,s _ia .a-. n.-e, ' v_iv' lss(evLtv

which perhaps is even more important than the Northeast regional rural poverty
problem. It h.as bee. said that equall d.istributilono poverty is of littl
avail from a welfare point of view and this - at least in some degree --
characterizes Brazilian agriculture in certain regions of the country,
especially the No heast where 50 percent of all rural workers are concentrated.

44. Changing labor force characteristics explain some of the income
reconcentra t on which took place during the 1960's and these changes clearly
are related to government economic policy. However, as indicated in para-
graph-L 3, econom.ic poiUL'cy aslso reLates to hne istribDutional deterioration
in other ways, particularly as policy errors led to stop and go development,
i.e., to rapidly acceleratir8 ±LL±atEOn 1oliowed Dy tne almost inevitabie
dependence of stabilization efforts on regressive incomes policies.
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45. Between 1950 and 1960, the previous intercensal period, Brazil's
popula t+i4on increased at, an average annual rste of 3,n-.0 percent. -urLrng thIe
last intercensal period, 1960-70, population growth averaged 2.89 percent

znnly. Ir. view of t1he Udel . death ra.t, WhIcL.L averageu abut .9J

per thousand during the 1960's as compared with 13.4 per thousand during
the 1950's, ertiLLLty rates mus;L have declined sign'LLiLcanr.;ly over the last
two decades.

46. Notwithstanding its magnitude, the income reconcentration which
d'd take place uriLng the 170' s is probably less important than tne probiem
of absolute poverty which today, just as in 1960, faces Brazil. In 1970,
Lully one-third of all income earners received incomes falling below the
average legal minimum wage, about US$25 per month, prevailing for Northeast
rural areas over tne year. Tne major weliare cnallenge which confronts the
government is to generate the resources and to devise the methods needed
to reduce absolute poverty. In the last analysis this probably amounts to
overcoming the dualism of Brazil's economic structure. As this dualism is
mitigated and the pools of surplus urban and rural labor absorbed, income
distribution probably can be expected to improve. However, it should not be
forgotten that the pace at which dualism can be overcome is restrained by
Brazil's need to exploit its factor endowment efficiently, by its dependence
on the rest of the world for sophisticated equipment, technology and certain
primary materials, i.e., by the foreign exchange constraint.

E. Popuiation and Employment

47. To a certain extent, declining fertility must be attributable to
the growing urbanization of the population. As compared to the above-mentioned
3.04 percent and 2.09 percent average demographic growth rates, urban popula-
tion growth averaged 5.4 percent annually during the 1950's and 5.2 percent
annually during the 1960's. In 1970 the urbanized population constituted
56.0 percent of the total, compared to 45.1 percent in 1960 and 32.6 percent
in 1950. Migration from the rural Northeast to urban areas, both in that
region and in the Center-South, has been a principal element of total rural-
urban migration over the last two decades. Intraregional rural-urban
migration has been important throughout Brazil. Between 1960 and 1970 the
five largest cities (Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Belo Horizonte, Recife and
Salvador) grew at a rate of 4.1 percent annually. The 55 medium sized cities
(100,000 to one million population in 1970) grew at 5.3 percent annually.
The fastest growing urban group, however, was the smaller cities (10,000 to
100,000 population in 1970) which grew at an annual rate in excess of 7
percent over the last decade. Many of these smaller municipal units are
included in the greater metropolitan areas of the five largest cities. Thus,
the urbanization problems of these urban centers are greater than the above-
cited growth statistics would indicate.
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Table 6 : REGIONAL POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
(Percent)

1950 1960 1970

North 1/ 3.6 3.7 3.9
Northeast 2/ 34.6 31.6 30.3
Southeast 3/ 43.4 43.8 42.7
South 4/ 15.1 16.7 17.7
West Central 5/ 3.4 4.2 5.5

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0

1/ Rondonia, Acre, Amazonas, Roraima, Para, Amapa.
2/ Maranhao. Piaui. Ceara. Rio Grande do Norte. Paraiba, Pernambuco,

Alagoas, Sergipe, Bahia.
3/ Minas Gerais, EsDirito Santo. Rio de Janeiro. Gauanabara. Sao Paulo.
4/ Parana, Santa Catarina, Rio Grande do Sul.
5/ Mato Grosso. Goias, Brasilia.

48. After declining slightly with the accelerated demographic growth
of the 1950's- the nronortion of the total nonulation 10 vearn of agp and
older increased from 69.9 percent in 1960 to 70.4 percent in 1970. Despite
an increase in the female rnmponent of the lshnr fnrre from 179 nperrent in

1960 to 20.8 percent in 1970, the overall labor force participation of this
10 years and older age groun drelined from 46.5 percent- n 1960 to 44.8
percent in 1970, probably largely on account of increased school attendance
in the 10/19-year-old age group. Thus, during the last decade Brazil's 'abor

force increased at an average annual rate of 2.7 percent. As of 1970 the
annual labor force increment was or the order of 780,000.
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Table 7 : SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR FORCE

('000 workers)

Average Anuual %
1950 1960 1970 1950 1960

Number % Number % Number % 1960 1970

Labor Force 17,117 100.0 22,651 100.0 29,545 100.0 2.8 2.7

Agriculture 10,254 59.9 12,163 53.7 13,071 44.2 1.7 0.7
Industrv 2;347 13.7 2.963 13.1 5.264 17.8 2.4 5.9
(Manufacturing)(1,282)1/ (n.a.) (2,340) (7.9)
(Mininv & Cons-
truction) (n.a.) (n.a.) (2,924) 9.9

Conma.erce 959 5.6 LS2O 6.7 2,694 8.9 4=7 5=6
Services 1,673 9.8 2,732 12.1 3,261 11.0 5.0 1.8
Transport and
Communications 697 4.1 1,089 4.8 1,259 4.3 4.5 1.5

Soeial Aetivities 434 2-5 700 3.1 1.415 4.8 4.9 7.3

Public Administra-
tion 51R 3.0 662 29- 1j155 3=q 2=6 5=7

Other 241 1.4 822 3.6 1,496 5.1 13.1 6.2

1/ 1949.

49. ITn BrazIl unemployment i a esiprat-- hni
* =-- <xe= b&L WY U.SlL~ 0 D~A | L~ L 1FV LCO UL L1L. P LCLL LI LI &I LIXCILVI L1ff11S 

underemployment whether the latter is measured in terms of hours worked per
week, remuneration or produuct'LvLty. [Ine reason fLor t'his has to do with tne
dualism of the economy and the fact that unskilled workers will accept
employment in marginal occupations such as street corner peddling rather
than declare themselves to be unemployed.

50. The National Household Sample Survey (PNAD) conducted during the
first quarter of 1970 shows a national overt unemployment rate of only 2.4
percent, down from 3.8 percent in 1968. It also shows that 21 percent of
the total employed worked less than 40 hours per week, down from about 26
percent in 1968. Of those workers employed less than full time as of the
first quarter 1970, about one-fourth declared themselves to be seeking full-
time work. In terms of monetary remuneration, the 1970 census shows that at
least 60 percent of total agricultural workers and at least 20 percent of
total urban workers were earning less than the lowest legal minimum wage
(about US$25/month, on average) prevailing in Brazil in that year.
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Table 8: DISTRIBTITION OF EMPLOYED BY HOURS WORKED PEP WEEK

1968 1970
'000 % of '000 % of

Workers Total Workers Total

Total Workers 28.222 100.0 29.570- 100.0

Temporarily Absent 1.779 6.3 1-560 5.3
to 14 vear3 427 1.5 224 0.7
15 to 34 hours 3;967 14.1 _ __ 1?.
35 to 39 hours 1,045 3.7 762 2.6
4n to 49 hours 13j91 46.4 15783 53.4
50 or more hours 7,884 27.9 7,553 25.5
lJnknown 29 0, _1 -

Part-time Workr Desiring
Full-time Work
(5 of To-tal WIrkers 1 I,1 CZ 5.3

1! heIBG s.,Tlesuve sh'ows a total lauor force of 302500workeirs
**'f M -.'L aLA fl4W L. L(J .L L'S A.15 r1L L7J UJWJ ,~ 

as of the first quarter 1970 of which 29,570,000 were employed. The labor
force total est'l..Mted b t he l U- suve isM 2.5F percen-t::I greter tharn thatA-~.5. .S IJL.L ~ L±'Ia~U y URI= ~UL V"-y ±11.JJ~ ~IL~ ~LLLa LII 

shown by the census. The results of the sample survev are well within
a reasonable confidence intervall vis=a=vis the census not onLLyL as to the

overall labor force and employment but also as to the sectoral distribu-
tion of the labor force.

Sot!rce* MEr.P
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51. As indicated above, census-based data provide no information on
changes in employment and income trends within the long intercensal period.
This is especially important for Brazil during the 1960's when three widely
divergent sets of economic policies prevailed; the inflationary policies ter-
minating early in 1964; the stabilization policies of 1964-67 and the rapid
growth policies from 1968 onward. Unfortunately, there are no year-to-year
data showing the employment effects of these policies. Data sources which
became available after the middle of the decade do indicate, however, that
productive employment opportunities have increased more rapidly than the
labor force since the undertaking of a rapid overall development strategy in
1968. Brazilian legislation requires that at least two-thirds of the employees
of firms located in urban centers be Brazilian nationals. In accordance with
this "law of two-thirds" Brazilian firms report to the Labor Ministry as of
April 25 each year their employment levels, wage rates, etc. Since 1967 this
information has been tabulated and published by the Labor Ministry. The
information can be regarded to cover the larger firms in the urban sector; in
1970 it showed some 5.7 million workers employed as compared to the 16.3
million urban work force shown by the national census. The law of two-thirds
data register an annual average increase of almost 700,000 in employment by
the firms covered from Anril 1968 to Anril 1971 (see Tahle 9.95 StatigtirAl
Appendix). This suggests that since 1968 creation of employment opportunities
by organized urban firms alone has been almost sufficient to absorb annual
labor force increments. This would be consistent with the recent decline in
overt unemnlovment and in nart-time wnrk as a perrpnt of the tntal indirated
bv the National Household Sample Survey.

52. Manufacturing industry is one of the highest wage sectors. In 1970,
at ahnbot rr$0O nper mnnth- the monthly averaep salarv prevAilinp In thic
sector was about equal to mean income in the 9th decile of the overall size
distrihtitinn of Rrazilian inrnme (see Table 4). However, in that year this
sector employed only about 7.9 percent of the total labor force (see Table 7).
Clearly, absorption of labor by this sector is crucial to the Improvemnent of
personal income levels.

53. Over the 20 year period ending in 1969, for which end point and
s.me interim data are available, manufacturing employee-t increased 42 per-
cent as fast as did the real value of manufacturing value added (see Tables
8.3 and Q.12, Statistical Appendix). From 10968 through 1071,oewhc

3*- aa ', *. 2 . I..OLA.. A. fljJ9 CLLt Lf . A - -111 . - -L .LJ.11
5

L1.L. -., 10 ~ WLIXLtAI

period industrial value-added appears to have increased by 55 percent, indus-
trial emplo-yment apparentl y- 'C9M- ------ inrae by. -- I.. about '14 ------ e nThs ,- -ch

LL .L.L ~IIj)LI~U~LIL ppal~L1L..y L&1% Lt:LL XC LuY VULY LLJ UU I. £'$ PCL9.;LIL.. ILLIh LLLUCJ.k

lower employment elasticity, 25 percent, of the recent rapid manufacturing
growth periodu probuabUly iLs attrbutable at Least 'n part to the ut'LiLLzatLon
of excess capacity which characterized 1968, 1969 and 1970. The slow pace of
labor DsorptiLon Dy Brazil's manu'acturing industry has been attributed to
distortions in the relative prices of capital and labor above. 1/

1/ See Edmar Lisboa Bacha, Milton da Mata and Rui Lyrio Modenesi "Encargos
Trabalhistas e Absorcao de Mao de Obra", IPEA/INPES. Rio de Janeiro; 1972.
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This report finds no correlation between changes in the relative prices of
capital and labor and the overall cost of job creation. 1/ Moreover, there
is no indication that job creation costs have been significantly higher in
the recent Northeast industrialization scheme (the Art. 34/18 scheme) than
elsewhere in Brazil, despite the massive capital subsidization associated
with that scheme (see para. 66/Volume IV). This probably is the result of
very limited choice as to technology. It may also reflect deficiencies in
the educational system and resulting short supply of skilled labor. While
there may have been little choice as to technology in specific production
lines, distortions in factor prices may have stimulated undue specialization
types of activity which, by their nature, are necessarily capital intensive.

F. Wages

The Minimum Wage

54. Since 1940 Brazil has had a system of legal minimum wages. The
legislation presently governing their application (Decree-Law 5452 of May L
1943) states that the minimum wage shall ensure to the worker command over
the minimum necessities of nutrition. clothing and housing. After three
adjustments between 1940 and November 1943, the nominal v&lue of the minimum
wage was left constant until December 1951= Tn G.uanabara the cnos nf living
increased by about 120 percent over this period so that the average annual
nurchasing power of the minimulm wage declined by mnore than 5 percent. onw-
ever, in December 1951 the nominal value of the minimum wage was tripled.
Nomlnal min…im…w …a rates worn … 4a…tbe …agai in 1954, 1956 Oa1 From
the latter year until 1972 the nominal value of the minimum wage has been
Rd1ut1Rtar eac'h yer

55; W4it tho tripl4ng of the nom.Inal minim m wage in 1951, it became
a standard basic wage in the industrial sector rather than a measure of the
sbiha6atnne m4in4im.t TIn ruanabanvran avera ge -.-- rates 4i industry were
equal to 2.08 times the minimum wage in 1946, 2.87 times ,he minimum wage
in 1949 and I-iS t tmee rhe minimum wage in 1951. From the Vi . of the
minimum wage tripling in November of that year until the outset of the
stabiliartion vnoganm in 1964, naverage 4inatr4al wage -rtes in G-uanabara
ranged tightly around a mean 1.15 relationship with the minimum wage. 2/
Frnm1952- , -_ fis --of this new role for the mInImum wage, its erage
annual level in real terms increased in irregular fashion to a maximum level
30 pc greoi-natetn t the 1952 value in 1957. Subsequent to 1957 it tended
to decrease. By 1963 it has returned almost to its 1952 value.

1/ See methodological notes to foreign exchange requirement projections,
Table 3.13 Statistical Appendix.

2/ Source for data on Guanabara industrial wages is Edmar Lisboa Bacha.
op. cit., p. 77.
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Table 9 AVERAGE REAL AND NOMINAL VALUES OF THE GUANABARA

(BASIC LEGAL) MINIMUM WAGE

Nominal Value Index of Real Value 1/
(Cruze*ros) 1965 100

1944 U.38 8-6
1945-47 0.38 63
i948-50 0.38 47
1951-53 0.95 82
1952 1.20 107
1954-56 2.37 120
1957 3.8u 138
1957-59 3.86 117
1960-62 10.30 118
1963 21.00 108
1964 40.25 108
1965 62.00 100
1966 81.00 93
1967 101.50 89
1968 125.50 89
1969 147.20 87
1970 176.80 85
1971 212.80 85
1972 254.40 87 (Estimated)

1/ Guanabara cost of living index used as a deflator.

Source: Anuario Estatistico IBGE and Conjuntura Economica, Fundacao Getulio
Vargas-

56. The four nominal minimum wage adiustments conceded between 1ThcrnYber
1959 and February 1964 averaged about 60 percent on an annual basis the
Fehriuarv 1964 aditiQtm nt was 100 nprrent= Although they contributed greatly
to the inflationary spiral, these adjustments did not prove to keep pace with
Arceleprati-nQ inflntinn, which ran at an annual ratp nf 144 nprrent dutring

the first quarter of 1964. Thus, the fact that the minimum wage lost ground
in rpAl termys earlv in thp 196A0' was rnntrarv tn the intent1 of the G-overn-
ment.

57. By 1963-64 the annual minimum wage adjustment had become one of
the most £-.in,tan- factors 4detenmining expectations aS to inflation in Braz4l.
The new Government which took office in April, 1964, believed that in order
Ito st"abilize the ecoo". 1it Aaam d"pen the cont+ributi4on of minimul.. ar.dLU C .. au.J., .c *C L.,hnn -n. &n.. Lt t~.a.pF LUSC .IJQA *utJAL Lit 11L LUULLL CILLU

other wage adjustments to inflationary expectations. Also, the new Govern-
m,ent bue'lievedu i;L could ' reduuce thile rate of iLnfl"atLion mLore rapidl - eh-ar. prLov"ed

to be possible. Thus, the nominal wage adjustments authorized during the
IAZ _467 pJeoU led to a more precipltous decClin oL rea minium wage rates
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than the GovernmeDt had anticipated. In annual average terms, the purchasing
power of the minimum wage declined to 92.5 percent of its 1964 level in 1965
and to 82 percent of this level in 1967.

58. With the shift of its incomes' policies in 1968, the Government
began conceding minimum wage adjustments almost proportionate with prevail-
ing rates of inflation. Thus, the fast pace of real minimum wage rate reduc-
tion of the immediately preceding three years was slowed to a crawl. More-
over, in 1972 the Government effected a minimum wage adjustment which, at
19 percent, was well in excess of the 15 percent rate to which it appears
to have reduced inflation during the year.

59. Interestingly, the real value of the minimum wage in 1972 is ap-
proximately equal to its value in 1944. The policy evolution of the last 30
years may have restored to the minimum wage its original significance as a
subsistence standard. In anv event. the minimum waRe clearly has lost the
significance it had during the 1950's as a standard for urban wage rates.

Wage Guidelines

60. The role of the minimum wage as an industrial wage standard began
to hp dissipntpd in 1963-64. This was trtue not only in terms of the magnitude
of industrial wage adjustments but also of their frequency. Industrial work-
ers in irdividUal firms were rereiving adiustments as frpnequntly as qu2rterlv
during this perioe. Thus, the new Government adopted, late in 1965, a distinct
policy for adjustment of the wages of unionized workers, most of .hom are
employed in the industrial sector. It published each month guidelines for
th1.ese aA4us-en.-s.. At f4-rs, e o these guidelines depended exclu-

LL L C 0 j U---tCfl I -,f - -A.. U~ LA 'J

sively on the labor courts which were to apply them in adjudicating wage
Adisputes. With8` the aAopt-ion alste in 10967 of direct price cor.trols on mar.u-U~ . L.iI LULIC aAJ L fl *a c I U, r -s .. ,.C. '-.L..L.1. .. Ja.nns

facturing firms, however, a new enforcement method was acquired. CIP --
(the Price Control Council) would no- recognize that portion of any wage% #.II~ r . L~ UUIIL U±1 ~JL.I.L I U.LU UIL1. LL~i±. LAII pL L_AJL~L LJW5

adjustment in excess of these guidelines in authorizing price adjustments
w'iich7 otberwise were to be proport'Lonate to increases '£n produuct'Lon cos'Ls.
Like the minimum wage adjustments, the guidelines for adjustment of unionized
worker wages publsisheud by the gover-mUent through 1967 iLMr,L.LieU substanil

annual declines in real wage levels.
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Table 10: PRIVATE SECTOR WAGE GUIDELINES

(Annual percent change)

Average Wage Average Annual Difference In
Guideline General Price Level

1966 28.8 37.9
1967 21.3 28.4
1968 23.7 24.2
1969 24.1 20.8
1970 23.9 19.8
1971 22.3 19.7
1972 22.3 16.1 (mid-year to mid-year)

Source: Table 9.4, Statistical Appendix.

61. The shift of government incomes' policy which took place in 1968 is
more clearly manifested by its private sector wage guidelines since that
year than by minimum wage adjustments. During 1969-71 the magnitude of
annual changes in wage adjustment guidelines has been sufficient to increase
real wage rates by about 3 percent annually. Early in 1972 the spread be-
tween these guidelines and inflation was widened substantially.

Actual Wage Rate Changes in Manufacturing

62. During the first 4 years of the post-1967 rapid economic growth
period real wage rates in industry appear to have increased at a 5 percent
annual pace. During the first seven months of 1972 they were 7 percent
greater in real terms than during the same months in 1971. This pace of
increase has exceeded not only the minimum wage adjustments but also the
Government's private sector wage guidelines. Taking into account the treat-
ment of wage adjustments by the CIP price control machinery, the bargaining
power of scarce skilled and semi-skilled industrial labor must have forced
industry to finance a portion of such adjustments since 1968 out of unit
profits. Despite rapid real wage gains; however. the slow nace of lahnr
absorption by industry may have reduced the share of wages in industrial
value-added since 1967. Any reduction of unit nrofit margins necPesstnatd
by rising wage costs and CIP price controls appears to have been more than
offset by increasing industrial nroductivity.
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Table 11: WAGE SHARE OF GROSS MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED

(Monetary values in millions 1971 Cr$, unless otherwise indicated) 1/

1949 1958 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Value Added 13,118 25,420 47,883 45,599 51,908 .56,026 62,861 69,807

Average Annual
Wage Rsate
(Cr$) 2,917 4,329 5,345 5,314 5,564 6,030 6,338 6,503

Employment
('0 I WnnTorklers` 1,8 1,71 2,14 2,158 2,0 2,2 2,. 2,44

Total In-'ages I,19 I7,4t4 1,3 .L1 ±,45j L I 8 14,022L 1ZA4,811 1J,892

W-a g e' Share 28.5d 29. 23. 25. 24. 25. 2,. 20.

±L Current values deflated by National Rccounts aeriaLor tnrougn i969 ana
by General Price Index (Disponibilidade Interna) thereafter. Through
1969 data are taken from "Producao Industrial (IBGE)"; thereafter data
are taken from monthly "Industrias de Transformacao (IBGE)" series as
processed by IPEA for the Boletim Economico. Since only output and
not value-added data are available for 1970-71 the numbers for these
years assume that the 1969 output/value-added relationship remains
constant. W&ge rate data are especially precarious because they simply
are the product of the total manufacturing wage bill divided by the
number of workers; i.e., they do not take into account the number of
hours worked per week.

Labor Share of Value Added

63. Table 11 suggests that labor is not maintaining its share of the
rapid national income growth which has taken place since 1967. The evidence
on this issue, however, is not complete. Manufacturing employment occupies
only about 8 percent of the labor force. Even in manufacturing, recent
increases in non-wage social security type labor costs have offset at least
some of the decline in the wage share of value-added. As indicated (para. 51),
"Law of Two-Thirds" data show rapid increases in urban employment other than
manufacturing. The same source suggests that from April 1967 to April 1970
wage rates in these other urban sectors increased by about 5 percent annually
in real terms (see Table 9.5. Statistical Appendix). In the coffee sector.
dailv wage rates for agricultural workers also are gaining rapidly in real
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terms (see para. 153, Volume VI). In sum, the evidence is conflicting and
incomplete. Nevertheless, it is not unlikely that some additional recon-
centration of income will take place as Brazil's surplus labor economy grows
rapidly.

64. The most important implication of this discussion of the evolution
in Brazilian wage policy has to do with limitations on the effectiveness of
such policy in determining real wage levels. In the late 1950's and early
1960's when policy was designed to increase real wage rates it, in fact,
contributed to their decline. Since 1968, market conditions have yielded
more rapid real wage rate increases in manufacturing than were envisaged by
wage policy. During the 1964-67 stabilization period wage policy goals and
actual wage behavior do appear to have been consistent with each other but
this reflects not only the inclusion of wage policy in a generally reRressive
incomes' policy but also the economic crisis which inaugurated this period
and the depressed economic conditions which prevailed throughout it. In the
last analysis, market forces appear to have been the long-term determinants
of real Brazilian wage levels. The challenge for the Government appears to
be: (a) to forestall price distortions impeding development along lines
taking full advantage of the labor supplyD and (b) to imptove the quality of
the labor supply, especially through education. It would appear that only
a general change in ownership of assets could bring about a quick and large
scale improvement of the distribution of income, but, such a change in asset
ownership is not the policy of the Government.
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G. Social Security

65. Since 1945, the incidence of social security type taxes on monthly
Brazilian payrolls has risen from 9.9 to 43.9 percent.

Table 12: SOCIAL SECURITY TYPE PAYROLL TAXES

(% incidence on annual payrolls)

1949 1958 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Social Security (INPS) 4.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
SESI-SESC 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
SENAI-SENAC 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
INCRA-FINRURAL - 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 2.6
Brazilian Assistance

Legion 0.5 0.5 0.5 - - - - -
13th Month Wage - - 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3
INPS on 13th Wage - - 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Education - Wage - - 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Family Bonus - - 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3
Housing Bank - - 1.2 - - - - -
Unemployment Fund - - 1.0 - - - - -
Accident Insurance 1.9 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.2
Indemnification Fund 1.6 3.5 6.0 9.0 7.6 6.9 6.0 5.0
Tenure Guarantee Fund - - - 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0

TOTAI 12.0 18.4 37.7 45.5 44.1 43.4 42.7 43.9

Source: Edmar Bacha. op. cit.. D. 68.

The beneficiaries of the various taxes are exnlained below.

66. The Snrial Seruritv Tnatit,te (INPS) presentlv is fuindedpi by an 8
percent payroll tax. The social security system was reorganized in 1966 when
a number nf ,ifferent- indust,trv-nrienAtedA sanrAl scurivrty agenci were uinified=

The INPS provides medical insurance and services as well as pension and surviv-
ors' benefirs TIn 1970 artivue wnrkerg rcoered by tihe TINPS- ret-ired wnrkersz and

the dependents of these workers totalled about 40 percent of Brazil's popula-
tlon.a ~ Ar.nua I receipts recently have b about 31

percent of central government tax revenues or of about 4 percent of GNP.

67. SESI-SESC, which presently receive the proceeds of a 1.5 percent
payroll '-x, are the social welfare ager.cies of the N-ational Confederations
of Industry and Commerce, respectively. SENAI-SENAC are, respectively,
the National LI.-.dustria'l and otu-liercLcial Apprenticeship Ser-vices. Tese
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agencies benefit from a one percent payroll tax. They maintain well-equipped
vocational training facilities which accept the personnel of contributing
firms upon request.

68. The National Colonization and Agrarian Reform Institute (INCRA)
received the proceeds of an 0.4 percent payroll tax until 1971. In that
year the tax was increased to 2.6 percent of which 2.4 points are destined
for the new Social Security Fund for Agricultural Workers (FITNRURAL), This
urban-rural social security resource transfer is not the only resource avail-
able to FUNRURAL. It is also supported by taxes borne by rural employers
and workers at rates ranging from 4 to 8 percent times the local minimum wage
for each worker employed and by central government budgetary contributions.
The administration of these taxes in the rural sector has been diffcult.

69. The 13th Month Wage is a compulsory bonus equal to one month's wage.
Formerly, it was paid in December, exerting considerable pressure on the bank-
ing system as employers borrowed to meet this obligation. Now it is payable
in two installments.

70. The Education Wage was created in October 1969 in line with the
constitutional requirement that enterprises with more than 100 employees
provide primary education to the children of these employees. This 1.4 per-
cent payroll tax is paid in lieu of providing such facilities directly. Half
of the proceeds of this tax are retained by the state of origin while the
remainder accrues to the federal Ministry of Education which uses these re-
sources to fund, inter alia, the national school lunch and text book nrogramR
as well as equipment for vocational schools. The rate of the education wage
is to be increased to 2.8 percent.

71. Le2islation enacted in 1963 requires the enternrise to nay to each
worker a Family Bonus equal in amount to 5 percent of the local minimum wage
for each child of that worker under 14 vearR of agep This hnq hbeen nim4in
istered by the INPS which collects from the employer an amount equal to 4.3
percent times the local minimtum wage for earh emnlovee, m2rried or single,
and then discharges for the employer the family bonus obligation. If INPS
disbursements on this acrount are less t-han t-he amount collect-ed from the

employer, the difference is deducted from the other obligations of the em-
ployer to the ITPS. If the reverse is treia the amnl1yer makes an appropriate
additional payment to the INPS.

72. Accident Insurance premium accrues to the INPS. Private accident
insurance coverage was prohibited by law in 1967. Premium rates are varIable,
depending upon the risk of the occupation involved. The 3.2 percent rate
show.. in Table "12 represen.ts thee aver"agge 4r.ciddence of su-ch pre-UARums.

73.~~I Th eueGaa teeFn acetdi September, 1966saI1C ±LIULt- 'u.wa rat'7UCL~LcLLC EUII WdU J.l 0ePLrLULUtL, .L70O as an
alternative to the system of indemnification for termination of employment.
The 8 percent Tenure GuaranLtee Fund payroll tax accrues to accounts owned
by the workers and held by the National Housing Bank (BNH). Workers may
witnaraw tnese deposits if they become unemployed, upon their retirement or
death or in order to finance education expenses or the purchase of a home.
Meanwhile, the deposits are subject to monetary correction and bear interest
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at the rate of 3 percent. The "float" formed by these funds has been used
by the BNH to finance a massive housing program which has been one of the
principal sources of employment creation in urban areas.

74. The system of labor Indemnification obliged the employer to pay
the workers discharged without cause after one year's service an amount equal
to one month's pay for each year's work. After 10 years' service this amount
was doubled. Moreover, for workers with 10 years' tenure the definition of
just cause was much more stringent so that to establish cause in the labor
courts was practically impossible. This system gave rise to the custom of
discharging workers systematically before 10 years' tenure was accumulated.
At the time of the creation of the alternative Tenure Guarantee System,
workers were given the option of remaining under the older system. The fact
that many of them chose to do so accounts for the ongoing indemnification
outlays which are estimated to have been equivalent to 5 percent of payrolls
in 1971.

75. If the impact on labor costs of these social security costs is taken
into account, it can be seen that over the long term (1949-71) the labor
share of manufacturing value added has remained almost constant despite the
decline in the wage share. It also appears that the large increase in non-
wage labor costs associated with the creation. late in 1966, of the Tenure
Guarantee Fund could have had some relationship to the particularly low
income elasticity of manufacturing emplovment demand associated with the
rapid increase in manufacturing output of the 1968-71 period. It might, for
example, have figured in the choice between nvertime work and additional
hiring in connection with the utilization of excess production capacitv.

76. Historically, these increases in non-wage labor costs associated
with navrnll taxes may hp one reasnn fnr tlhe aslrw growth of employFment relatiup

to manufacturing value added. This is probably not so much a question of
the chnioi nf fc-tnor mix4 in acific production processes as of the evolution
of the overall structure of manufacturing industry along capital-intensive
lines.

77. In an.y case, it can be asserted that non-wage labor costs which
do not redound to the benefit of the worker might well be eliminated. Al-
though workers do receive substantial benefi4 from the programs funded by the
pavroll taxes, such benefit undoubtedly is of far lower magnitude than would
be that of receiving these taxes as wages. Interestingly, in view of the
fact that manufacturing workers are located in the upper two or three deciles
of uc the O LtX *t. m- t UiL aLVll t OIIIC IlL Lu UOC AZ BAl4an 4 -I - - - - - o ese t ---- --- bb heO

a progressive income redistribution effect. This is almost certainly true
of th fle consLItruction emplo-y.ent created by ;he_ TenIIure G Fund=financed

housing program. On the other hand, the housing program, education, and
apprenticeship t-raiLning could be f4un.ded in -way whic woul be neura asaj)ji. LLLL~~I.L Li a±L.LI~ LJuJU u LULU L WayI WIIA.L;Ll WUU.LU U= LLMU LLA. ciJ

far as labor absor 'tion is concerned. For example, the burden of funding
these programs cou'L De shnifted from payroll to sales taxes by eliminating
the former and increasing the rate of the latter, leaving sales prices
constant.



Table 13: LABOR SHLiol OF' GR0OS MhJUFACTUMtING VALtE ADDED

(Values in millions 1971 Crs, unless otherwise specified)

Annual Values Avera-e Annual %

1949 19513 1966 1967 1968 :L969 1970 1971 19h9-7:L 156-7`1 1966-71

Ma.nufacturing Value Added 13,118 25,420 47,883 L45,599 51,908 56,026 62,861 69,807 7.9 8.8 7.o

Annual Wace R'abe (Cr$) 2,917 L,329 5,345 5,314 5,564 6,o3c) 6,338 6,503 3.7 3.2 L.0
Pa.yrol Taxes/dorkers (:Cr$) 350 770 1,57'2 1,976 1,993 2,118t 2,110 2,313 9.0 B.8 8.o

Labor Cost Per Worker L/ 3,267 5,099 6,917 7,290 7,571 8,1148 8,518 8,816 4.6 4.3 5.0

Errployment ('000 Workers) 1,282 1,719 2,l40 2,158 2,305 2,325, 2,337 2,444 3.0 2.7 2.7

rctal Labor Costs 4,189 8,7638 14,801 15,729 17,418 18,944 159,906c 21,549 7.7 7.1 7.8

Labor Costs/Value Added 31.9 34.5 30,9 35.o 33.6 33.8 31.7 30.9

1/ fhis is the to-tal of the non-wage costs specified in Table 13, excluding the 13th mon.th wage which is part of the
annual salary -iates shown.

Source: IrGE, IPzEA and Edmiar Flacha, op.cit.
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78. Another alternative would be to replace the payroll taxes with
higher corporate income taxes. The basic corporate income tax rate is 30
percent. This is reduced at present rates of inflation to about 25 percent
by virtue of the fact that tax liabilities are discharged over a 12-month
period beginning in February of the year after that in which the income is
earned. Investmen-t tax credits through 1970 permitted this liability to be
reduced by 50 percent, i.e., leaving the effective tax rate at 12-13 percent.
Modification of the tax credit mechanism in 1971 in connection with the North
and Northeast Regional Development programs (see para. 100) halved these tax
credits, raising the effective corporate income tax rate to approximately
19 percent. Argument against a shift from payroll to higher corporate income
taxes would assert that such a shift could dampen entrepreneurial incentives.
However, balance sheet data on Brazil's 500 largest firms which has been
processed by the Getulio Vargas Foundation annually since 1967 shows after-
tax profits increasing as a percentage of enterprise capital from 12.6
percent in 1967 to 16.5 nercent in 1970 (Table 8.18. Statistical Appendix).
On the other hand, sources of loan finance for industrial investment in
Brazil ntill are very limited so that retained earnings have financed a large
portion of such investment. A recent study shows that for all those indus-
trrial invost-ment prOiects rovipwd lby Brazll's Tndustrr4al Deveopmenntn
Council and/or supported by Brazil's official development financing agencies
s4nce- 1966 abou v25paerct o%f s-nt-al f4iri%.a4.ci 1,, o h ,as me from retai4ned ern-

ings. 1/ Thus, although some increase in the corporate income tax may well
be warranted any ad4ust-ent of this tax should be carefully studied from the
point of view of its impact on industrial investment.

79. A fourth alternative, i.e., neither payroll, nor sales, nor
4 nr.n_ome *,A lk., wak Pa.mte -oernmenrt 4n 1971 in funding a new
social security mechanism, the Social Integration Program. This fourth

generating resources in excess of public sector requirements. Thus, legis-
lation was pro..ulgated requiLrir.g firms t-o deposit iLn worker=o-w..ed accounts
in the Federal Savings Bank gradually increasing percentages of (a) income tax

liabili .…ty and… (b) gross sa…es. The port'on of r - - to be
.3LLIJ.L L LU~U L Uu b L L11ie PUJL L..LULI 01. iHLCU1Ie LdAL .L&LU1.L.L.LL LU Utz

so deposited rose from 2 percent in 1971, to 3 percent in 1972 and to 5 per-
XCent En 171. a n X ' J lu t heraftr CL * epos'L- as af s ;lare c U-ross sales are |O to- X

increase from 0.15 percent of the latter in 1971 to 0.25 percent in 1972,
tO 0.40 percent Li 1977I3 anu to 0.50 percen 'n 19714 and thereafter. For
its part, the Government (a) eschewed any increase in the rate of the
corporate income tax; and (b) undertook to reduce the incidence of both
federal and state sales taxes by about 3 percent (not percentage points) a
year over the 1971-74 period. Tnus, the Government transrerred some or
public sector revenues to the workers by reducing taxes end requiring firms
to deposit roughly equivalent amounts in worker-owned deposits known collec-
tively as the Social Integration Fund.

ii Wilson Suzigan, Jose Eduardo de Carvalho Pereira, Ruy Alfonso Guimaraes
de Almeida: "Financiamento de Projetos Industriais do Brasil"; IPEA,
Rio de Janeiro, 1972.
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80. ~Cor,tr,bDutior.s to the Ten,ure- (Guarantee FVun L ulltem.,fctrn

sector presently amount to about 0.9 percent of its gross output and those
to t'he ne-w 'SocXal ILntegratiJon Funl su -- to 0 t 0.7 pc of

to LI~ 1~W~UC±± .UL~LaLJJ1IAULU ZORIUUA±U 0IUUAILL. LU U. U LU U. I Pt!LL;r11L UJ.

output by 1974. While the former are incident upon payrolls and thus distort
LaDUL cUsLtp LtIh latLLL WUUlU apparLU Ut b LULpltLe.Ly LIrULtLL i.L i.,,pact. In

terms of direct benefit to the worker, the two funds are very similar. Deposits
in the Social integrati'or Funu are subJect to ionetary correctionLo anda bear
minimum interest of 3 percent. Profits from the management of the Fund by
tne Federal Savings Bank irL exces of thiLs ILLeLeSL value aLsO accrue to tne
workers. However, withdrawals of principal values are restricted much in
the same way as are those from the Tenure Guarantee Fund (i.e., deatn, retire-
ment, unemployment, home purchase, education, etc.). On the other hand,
workers are free to withdraw interest earnings and distributed profits from
the Social Integration Fund without restriction.

81. The "float" from the Social Integration Fund is being used to
finance industrial investment in ways which are helping to develop Brazil's
capital market. The underwriting of new share issues by industrial firms
is one of the most important of these. Eventually, Social Integration Fund
resources also are expected to be used to finance the underwriting of
debenture issues, thereby facilitating the emergence of this type of financ-
ing which so far does not exist in Brazil. In the short run some fund re-
sources are being used to stabilize the Brazilian stock market which, by
virtue of its nascency, is subject to very unsettling fluctuations.

H. Education

82. As compared to increases in school age population averaging about
3 percent annually, Brazilian primary school (grades 1-4), lower secondary
school (grades 5-8), upper secondary school (grades 9-11) and university
enrollments grew at average annual rates of about 6, 13, 14 and 16 percent,
respectively during the 1960's. Although comparison of enrollments with re-
spective population age groups is misleading because of overage students,
particularly at the primary level, it is nevertheless significant that, over
the decade, these relationships increased from 73 to 96 percent at the primary
level, 11 to 26 percent at the lower secondary level, 4 to 10 percent at the
upper secondary level and 1.5 to 5 percent at the university level. As mea-
sured by the 1960 and 1970 censuses, literacy in the population 10 years of
age or older increased from 60.6 to 68.0 percent while the average number of
years of schooling achieved by labor force participants increased from 2.2
to 2.9 years over the decade. Moreover, in line with comparative rates of
enrollment increase, the improvement in the educational attainments of the
labor force was concentrated in the secondarY and university education
strata. Public expenditure on education (at the federal, state and municinal
levels) increased from about 2.1 percent of GDP in 1960 to about 3.3 percent
of GDP in 1970.
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Table 14: A.WNGES IN ENROLLMENT TPUVT C

Enrollments ('000) % Age Group % Population
A.. A..... ¶Amverage AnnLual.

1960 1970 196C 1970 1960 1970

Primary 7,458.0 12,812.0 5.6 73.4 96.3 10.6 13.7
Lower Secondary 910.3 3,080.2 13.0 10.6 26.4 1.3 3.3
Upper Secondary 267.7 1,003.4 14.1 3.7 9.8 0.4 1.1
University 93_.42 425. 5 16.4 1.5 5.1 0.13 0.46

TOTAL 8.729.2 17.321.1 7.1 12.4 18.6

Source: Ministry of Education: Education and Culture Statistical Service.

83. Despite the very substantial improvements which have been made,
the general level of educational attainment of Brazil's nonilation and labor
force remains quite low. The 1970 census shows that of Brazil's economically
active population only 2.5 nercent had university levpl training; only 9=?
percent upper secondary school training and only 8.0 percent lower secondary
-:c-hool trnainfns Snmp 29-8 nprrnt of thp lbnor fnrt- wna illt-rat- Mnre-
over, there was tremendous sectoral variation in labor force education
atI-ainments, Secondary and ur.iversity trair.ed *orkers -onsti tu ted onl- 1.1

percent of the agricultural labor force of which 53 percent was illiterate.

T.kablue 15: r"TU'AqTWTA I AqIPATUIMMVLVIC OF .PV T AIDAD FOADr 190r

Agriculture Urban Sector

LI 13 ucation r%^^ 'i rn - '.9m .9 
Educto '000 Persons Z DiAxs t-r tibu t ion '000 Persons zODistribution

Il 'Lterate 57 ,3. 3 L,18O.9 14.0

Primary 4,760.6 45.6 9,444.9 60.4
Tower Secondary 83.1 0.8 2,012.0 12.9
Upper Secondary 19.6 0.2 1,346.4 8.6
'unJ.versity 10. 0. 6444 4 .

TOTAL 1U,q'4j.1 i,5,634.0

Source: IBGE.

84. Volume V of this report deals in great detail with education in
NorthLLeast Brazil wLhere th- uCatinal atta'..r,ents of the labor fLorce are

about half of the national averages shown above in Table 15. (See Table 1.9
of the Statistical Appendix for a regional breakdown of lee educational

attainments of the population 10 years of age and older.) In dealing with
Northeast education, Volume V also covers the dimensions, organization, financ-
ing and problems of the national education system. The principal problems
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w,hirh nrepsntlv afflict this system - Darticularlv as regards qualitative

improvement of the labor force - are described in the following paragraphs.

85. One of the principal problems of Brazil's education system is the
inefficiency o-f the n primary evrle rautsd hv repeaters and dronouts. Only

about 36 percent of first grade matriculants succeed in completing the 4-year
pria - - aking, on average A vears don Qn An many as half of first

grade enrollments consist of first grade repeaters. Inefficiency and the low
primar scthol retention rtet areat t*1rtibu1t:h-le to:

i)ztestingnf structure which sets -u.nl4alitic. boa-ls4 ir. view of

the relatively small number of annual class hours (in the
state o-f Pua-abr- for -xample puli r4maryschol runI , ~ J Ut0*fliU- -, -.J k- ---- -- -- ) .

on a schedule of as many as three shifts daily), the cultural
Uaclkgrourd of .most of the students, particullarly 4n -al

areas, and the low level of qualification and pay of primary
schOools teachl-ers;

(.li) Ithe lack, of cla-ssroom facilities an _A tbos epcal

in rural areas; and,

(iii) late first grade matriculation and early entrance into the
.Labor Lorce or. t1he partLU 0i UofLma.Ly prim.LL. 0tU-der,ts0. Baz.1i.L.L s

1964 school census showed that although the primary cycle is
Uesignedu to r,tLtr'LcuJLate first graders at seoven years ol age,
some 40 percent of the first graders enrolled during that year
were 10 years o' age or older.

86. Retention in both parts of the secondary cycle i's rm-uch higher than
in the primary cycle. About half of first year matriculants complete the
first four-year part of the cycle (ginasio) wnlie aDout one-unira of rnese
matriculants go on to complete the second three-year part of the cycle
(colegio). However, only about half of the primary cycle graduates continue
on to secondary school. This low primary to secondary cycle progression
rate reflects:

(i) the paucity ot publicly-financed secondary school tacilities.
Almost half of existing Brazilian secondary school facilities
are privately operated as compared with about 10 percent at
the primary level; and,

(ii) stiff examination requirements for admittance into the secon-
dary school curriculum.

87. In addition to these constraints, Brazilian secondary level educa-
tion is designed primarily to prepare people for higher education rather
than to equip them with the practical skills which would be much more mean-
ingful for working class children. About 75 percent of secondary enrollments
typically have been in schools offering academic curricula, another 20 percent
in commercial and normal schools and the remaining 5 percent in industrial
and agricultural training schools. In addition to restricting social mobil-
ity, this system is out of phase with Brazil's labor force requirements.
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For example, foreman-type jobs in Brazil's industrial sector tend to be
fillpd by unlvprsitv-graduated en2ineers ber-aue of the lark of machinists'
training facilities. Needed improvement of Brazil's agricultural extension
servire ia imnpAed bv the lack of facilities for nrartic1A training in
agronomics.

88. This excessively academic orientation may partially explain the
fact that, despite shortaga of skilled onA sei4-si41 labor, calculations
of rates of return to investment in various levels of education, although
1h4 gh, Ado not sho an upward progression.

Table 16: ECONOMIC RATES OF RETURN ON EDUCATION INVESTMENT IN BRAZIL-

B3elo LLrLzo1Lte au rauP u l raz 1

C.M.Castro " 96-68) (S. Levy, 1968) (C. Langoni, 1969)

A. Complete Primary
Versus Illiterate 38 22 32

B. Complete Ginasio
Versus Complete
Primary 22 20 19

C. Complete Colegio
Versus Complete
Ginasio 37 (Technical 16 21

School)
D. University

Versus Complete
Colegio n.a. 5 12

1/ Costs include current and prorated capital expenditures per student.
Benefits are average salary differentials, e.g., the average salary
earned by "colegio"" graduates minus the average salary earned by
"ginasio" graduates in the case of item C.

Source: Summary by Claudio M. Castro of studies done by himself, by Samuel
Levy and by Carlos Langoni in article entitled: -Investimento em
Educacao do Brasil, Comparacao de Tres Estudos; ?esquisa e
Planejamento, Vol. 1, No. 1, Rio de Janeiro, June 1971.

89. The Brazilian Government is well aware of the deficiencies of the
educational system and, in 1971, it enacted legislation (Law 5692) reforming
the structure of the system and adopted a 1972-74 public sector investment
budget which nearly will double public expenditures on education, bringing
them to about 4.5 percent of GDP by the end of the period. The structural
reform moves grades 5 through 8 back from the secondary and into the primary
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cycle so that students will have access to an initial eight years of schooling
without having to overcome the obstacle of the old ginasio entrance examination.
Curricula and promotion procedures also are modified with emphasis on the
incorporation of vocational training in both the primary and secondary cycles.
Here the objective is to equip school drop-outs even at the primary level with
skills enabling them to take up productive employment. Another very important
part of the overall program, one that got underway in 1970, is the nationwide
adult literacy campaign which aims to reduce illiteracy in the 15 to 35 year
old age group from 8 million to 2 million persons by 1974. Educational TV,
adult vocational training, secondary and university level teacher qualification
programs, and improvement of the quality of higher education, particularly
in the sciences and at the post-graduate level, also are emphasized. The
program envisages secondary 1/ and university enrollments increasing at
annual rates of about 19 percent and primary enrollments 1/ at about 8
percent.

90. The implementation of this crucially important education reform
will depend primarily,on state and municipal governments for administration
and funding. Although the Federal Government provides financial support
through tax sharing arrangements which bear an inverse relationship to state
per capita income it still is likely that implementation will be less complete
in the poorer states. It is largely on this account that this report's
analyses of Northeast regional developments suggests the federal tax sharing
with that region may need to be increased.

91. The greater concentration on vocational training as opposed to lower-
level primary education and the fact that in any case the reform is likely to
be better implemented in the city than in the countryside may widen the rural-
urban income gap. It would make little sense, however, to oppose the reform
on these erounds.

1/ New definitions.
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III. DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

A. Macroeconomic Goals

92. The Government has promulgated a 1972-74 public investment program
which supports its Plan for National Economic and Social Development for
these years. The Plan aims to sustain an 8 to 10 percent rate of economic
growth at least uatil 1974. The sectoral composition of this growth is
summarized in Table 17.

Table 17: 1972-74 GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT TARGETS

(percentages)

Historical Output Growth Targets
Growth Rates Output Employment

1970-71 1967-71 1972-74

Agriculture 4.7 6.1 7 to 8 1-2

Industry 7.9 11.5 4=1
Manufacturing 10 to 12 3.5
Mining 10 to 12
Construction 8 to 9 4.6

Services 6.7 9.8 4.7
Transnnrt and Gmrr 9 to 10
Electricity 11 to 12
Other 7 t 9

TOTAL 66 . 8 to 10 .

Source: Ministry of Planning and Economic Coordination.

93. The interruption of the mid-1960's notwithstanding, Brazil's growth
over the last- Aw ecadles 'as bleen rapid. Besides the In,stitutionlal reformIxsover .~ ~ LLo A I& LU L±.) L LIi L.LLL. I.ULdLLLULL

and relative price adjustments which have been made in recent years, one new
feature of the new growth strategy 's i;L international orientat1on. A.LhLough
it has not dismantled its high tariff structure, the Government has been very
liberal with toariff exemptions fln an efLort to ensure that access to capital
equipment and intermediate goods not produced in Brazil is unobstructed.
Thist of course, calls for very good performance not only in expanding but
also in diversifying exports. The Government very energetically is pursuing
export expansion and diversification in the industrial and agricultural
sectors.

94. The Government does not, however, plan to rely entirely on domestic
savings to finance the investment needed to support rapid growth. Even with
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good export performance, it anticipates a large external resource gap and
the transfer of a suDstantial volumiie of savings frorm abroad. The fact that
foreign investment now is welcome in Brazil supports this aspect of the
Government's strategy Dut this is not a new pHenomenon; foreign investment
played a crucial role in the rapid development of the 1950's. The Government
does prefer that such investment take joint venture form anu that it not
displace Brazilian investment or enter into already competitive subsectors.
Finally, the Government has recently maae steaay progress in formuiating
investment projects suitable for external development agency and supplier
finance. This effort to mobilize medium- and long-term loan capitai is part
of an effective overall system of debt management the installation of which
was completed by the Government in 1971.

95. The public sector can be expected to continue to generate most of
Brazil's domestic savings. Rather than reduce the tax burden, the Govern-
ment's policy has been to direct public savings to the commodity producing
sectors through official financial intermediaries. In this way it can better
control the structural implications of investment. Simultaneously, however,
the Government is working hard to mobilize private savings, essentially by
promoting the development of the capital market.

96. The Government;s employment creation target, at 3.1 percent per year,
is about 15 percent higher than the anticipated pace of labor force growth.
Moreover, it implies a shift into urban activities of more than half of new
labor force entrants originating in rural areas. The Government has specific
plans, discussed below, to make those remaining on the farm more productive.
It counts on rapid growth of industry and services and on the education
program, described in the preceding chapter, to reduce urban underemployment.
The Government's incomes' policies are not entirely neutral because they do
rely very heavily on the profit motive to break producticn bottlenecks. On
the other hand, the Government is channelling massive amounts of public
savings resources to regional development programs in the most poverty af-
flicted areas of the country.

97. The following sections of this chapter discuss in detail regional,
agricultural and industrial development.

B. The Northeast Regional Development Effort -

98. The Northeast, with about 28 million people, is the poorest region
in Brazil. Its per capita GDP, US$180, is half of the national average.
Moreover, income inequality is such that the per capita income of the poorest
50 nercent of Northeast nonulation is about US$50. Social indicators, such
as high illiteracy, malnutrition and inadequate health facilities also

1/ This section is a verbatim reiteration of the Summary and Conclusions
to Volume IY, "The Northnast Development Effort".



manifest the region's underdevelopment. Regional income disparity has been
a function o'U more than just poor soils and recurrent droughts. An archaic
land tenure system, unfavorable interregional terms of trade and neglect by
public policy, until as recently as tne lare 1950-s, played major roles in
hampering Northeast growth.

99. Until the 1950's federal programs to aid the Northeast were largely
concentrated on construction of hydraulic works in an attempt to temper the
ravages of drought on agricultural production. Traditionally, a severe
drought has been required to spur the authorities into action. After the
1958 drought, a Northeast regional development agency (SUDENE) was created
and the emphasis of federal programs was shifted to more comprehensive
regional development efforts. The thrust of the Government action in the
Northeast during the 1960's was on heavy investment in infrastructure,
mainly transport and power, and on industrialization, which was stimulated
through an ingenious investment tax incentive scheme (known as the Art. 34/18
program). By most standards, Northeast economic growth in the last decade
was impressive. Much of the credit for the rapid growth of the Northeast
during the 1960's is attributable to the considerable volume of federal
resources transferred to the region. Federal policies have not narrowed the
regional gap, but have prevented the gap from widening. On the other hand,
those Northeasterners living at the subsistence level were not directly
affected in significant degree by the Government's regional development efforts,
although their situation was alleviated to some extent by inter-regional
migration. Government policies in the 1960's had little impact on Northeast
poverty, mainly because agriculture was relatively neglected. The main bot-
tlenecks to agricultural development (highly skewed pattern of land tenure,
lack of credit, extension and research facilities, marketing deficiencies)
persisted despite some improvement of the programs for dealing with them.
In addition, the industrialization program, which attained significant pro-
portions only in the late 1960's, was not able to generate sufficient employ-
ment opportunity to keep pace with the rapid growth of the urban labor force.
Thus, a pool of underemployed labor accumulated in the urban sector.

100. As in 1958, the 1970 drought Jolted the Government into a maior
reformulation of its policy towards the Northeast. The vulnerability of the
Northeast economy was emphasized by the drought. The limited role of industry
in absorbing surplus labor was recognized. It was decided that for the time
being the main solution to agricultural underemnlovmennt and novartv must lie
within agriculture itself. Two new dimensions were added to Government
policVy labor mobility and aarirulture= With the rreatinn of the National
Integration Program, (PIN) in 1970 and the Program of North/Northeast Land
Redistribution and Agrlr-ulturia1 Df-velnpment (PR0TER'RA) in 1971,- 'i nprrent
of the 34/18 income tax credit resources, corresponding to about US$280
million Ann,,nallv werp preemntesd and chnnmalle t-o f4ina-n !aricltirm1

development and related infrastructure in the Northeast and Amazon regions
througoh 1Q76. A.noter p-wrIncip com7-'"-e ^s- 'h new. regional develop^ment
strategy is a program to reorganize the inefficient Northeast sugar industry.
Together, these new programs const4itute a major effort to ease the agricultura
underemployment in the Northeast, by removing workers from this area to new
agricultural frontiers and, ,,,ore imuportantly, by iLncreasiLng the productivitlVy
of workers remaining in the area.
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101. Clearly, the Guvernment hna taken a nolitical dprisinn tn rhange
its regional policies so as to bring them to bear more directly on human
welfare. Unfortunately, thp institutional and infnormetinnal bse nppdpd to
make such a change effective is still far from complete.

102. In addition to the construction of various irrigation works in the
Northeast, t+he PIN is financing the construction of two Amazon highways ad
the colonization of areas adjacent to these roads. The Government balanced
the nationall security and political objectivesJ of the A5z-n roads gainst

the Northeast underemployment problem. Had the second obiective been pre-
ponderant, the nature andU the phasing of the progr. probably would hLave
been different. More time for planning and surveying, construction periods
spaceu out, priLoriLty giLven Lto the ,-ore easily ac1- U reUdI.Lan

region in Mlaranhao and Para. A 1,000 km penetration road such as the Ilaraba-
k.LtaLrL a first sectLXUl; Lon Lof t lleDTr ilsmaonulla '11gLL CLIWay t-L[ UC G-nVIL m yi C a"..

justified as a component of a colonization scheme. A 5,000 km construction
program in areas where the ecologiLcaL an agriLcuLturaL eCvIroULueUt is un-

known, is more difficult to defend on economic grounds. Mloreover, highway
investment does not seem to be a necessary condition for prospecting and
exploiting more remote mineral resources in the Amazon Region.

103. Preliminary studies of the construction of a third major Amazon
highway have been undertaken. This would be a peripheral route, tracing Brazil s
4,400 km northern border. Evidence of the economic justification of this
massive additional road project has not yet been developed.

104. Government colonization schemes along the new Amazon highways are
proceeding at a much slower pace than originally forecasted, as a settlement
policy stili is in the process of derinition. Regarding tne pianning basis
for such projects, Brazilian authorities gradually are shifting from an
ad hoc system which simply allocated fixed areas for settlement to a system
which has as its basic objective the achievement of resettled family income
targets. A number of different methods of promoting settlement are being
used. Over the past few years, there has been a great deal of spontaneous
settlement along the Belem-Brasilia highway, which was largely unsuccessful
as settlers acquired no legal tenure and were not assisted either financially
or technically by the Government. Along the new Amazon highways, the Govern-
ment has introduced limits on spontaneous settlement, although it will be
difficult to enforce them fully once road access has been provided. The
Government also has started to establish some controlled settlement in that
area. Besides being very expensive (over US$10,000 per settler), controlled
settlement to date has absorbed an exhorbitant amount of limited administra-
tive talent. Fortunately, the Government has undertaken to experiment with
an alternative controlled settlement model similar to the IBRD-financed Alto
Turi project in Maranhao, which represents a practical, low-cost approach
to the problem, somewhere between the intensively administered schemes and
undirected spontaneous settlement.

105. Another issue in colonization policy is the relative desirability
of the various frontier regions and their settlement over time. The Central-
West and the frontier Northeast states still appear to offer the best coloniza-



tion alternative at present, in view of their proximity to markets and the

quality of their soils.

106. Regardless of what mix of colonization techniques eventually
emerges and where they are applied, the greatest need appears to be for the

Government to prepare itself now for making adequate titling arrangements and

for orienting settlers in terms of the cropping pattern and production

techniques.

107. With regard to Northeast irrigation, the third component of the PIN,

it appears that the Government rightly wants to proceed cautiously, by im-
plementing only a few clearly viable projects in the next few years. Although

a large number of irrigation projects have been tentatively identified, the

viability of many of them is doubtful owing to various factors, e.g., over-

estimation of markets for high unit value products.

108. The aim nf PROTERRA nromulgated in mid-1971, is to facilitate the

access of Northeast peasants to the land, to create better conditions of rural

employment and to stimulate the growth of agro-industry in the North and the

Northeast. Not until late 1972 were the implementing regulations issued.

The delay, in the defifnition of the PROTFRRA illustrates that technical and

administrative limitations are serious constraints to implementing any North/

Northeast agricultural develonpment stratepv, It also showvs the difficulty
of striking a balance between market-oriented policy instruments -- such as
credit and pr 4 ce incentives -- and programs directed to structural factors

such as unsatisfactory land tenure, inadequate research and extension, poor

rural education, etc.

1.evertLeLess, 1OTEPUh. may bring about the first sionificant nrog-

ress in agrarian reform to be made in the Northeast. In certain designated
areas oL that region, u.derexploted lands 4n properties of 1,000 hectarps or

greater will be redistributed to an estimated 15,000 families in 1973. Owners

who cooperate with P.OTIERRAL by presenting acceptable progr-ams for s-littin

up their estates will be exempt from expropriation and receive payment for

their land in cash. T..e progra,U , -Lus seeks to place as much of the adminis-

trative burden of land reform as possible on the landowners, limiting the
role played by INCRA, the Gover8t1-.,ent agrarian reform agency. Whether this

will prove to be commensurate with the social goals of the program remains

to be seen, however. Although the limited tech.nical capacity of INCRAis
recognized, more Government participation in the program may be needed to

avoid biases in the redistribution of land as well as to assure ready avail-

ability of extension services, inputs and credit to the beneficiaries.
Finally, if the target is to reach the maximura number of fmilies within the

existing financial constraints, compensation procedures should perhaps be

modified to lower capital costs to the Government.

110. In terms of financial resources, the agricultural credit comlponent

of PROTERRA is more important than its land reform component. Involved are

a series of credit lines for fertilizers, improved seeds, farm mechanization,

farm improvement and agro-industries. These credit lines bear nominal in-

terest rates varying from zero (for fertilizers) to 17 percent (for agro-

industries).



111. PROTERRA plans for massive injections of subsidized credit assume
that increased use of modern inputs is economic and that distortions in
relative prices are impeding their application. This is true to a certain
extent, as is demonstrated by the high cost of fertilizer. On the other
hand, the use of subsidized credit as a rural development technique ignores
two problems. The first is the problem of equity; existing credit mechanisms
simply are not capable of extending credit, subsidized or not, to the majority
of small farmers. Further, negative real interest rates create excess credit
demand and in the rationing process funds are mainly absorbed by those who are
first into the credit market. The second problem applies over the entire range
of potential subsidized credit beneficiaries. Present knowledge of optimum
agriculture production functions in the Northeast is far from sufficient to
justify a massive shift in production techniques. Moreover, the Government is
not yet institutionally organized to conduct the volume of research needed in
the Northeast. Fortunately, appropriate institutional changes at the national
level are underway.

112. The sugar industry reorganization program centers on the provision
of subsidized credit for producers who agree to merge and reequip sugar
mills and/or to integrate and relocate cane production and milling. An
important stimulus to achieve economies of scale through this program is
constituted by the fact that the present 20 percent difference between Govern-
ment-fixed producer prices for the Northeast and the Center-South (equivalent
to the interregional production cost differential) will be gradually elimina-
ted by 1979. Although improvement of the efficiency of Northeast sugar pro-
duction is a sinequanon for the development of the areas occupied by this
industry, the reorganization program does need to take more expeditiously
into account the problem of the cane field and mill workers who will be
displaced by it. At least some of the areas which have been designated for
land reform are in the sugar zone. However, efforts to insure that displaced
sugar wnrkers will be the beneficiaries of the reform and/or to design nro-
duction and marketing systems that would permit the redistributed land to be
emnlnved in the nroduction of other srnno are lagging- This sitiuitinn is

attributable to a lack of coordination between Brazil's sugar institute
(IAA) which is administering tlh siuanr reorgani7atinn program, and INCRA, the
agrarian reform agency.

113. The recent reorientation of the Government's regional development
strategy is certainly a step in the right direction. For the first time,
Government programs are tackling on an appropriate scale the problems of
N4ortb.east agriculture. It should be emphti ized, h1.ao *WWever., that the efficlency

of regional development resource allocation is impeded by two factors. The
first is the preser,ce of nu,merous loosely coordinated agents paticipatin

in the regional development process. The second is the shortage of technical
ta'lent iLn agenciLes dea-lir,g with Norteas agriI.I c6.uU_lture. ForunateLk1=ly, Lthe

Goverrment is aware of the problem and is working toward its solution. Final-
yY, th'tere 'is a uanger tLat the udes:ire LU uuLta-U qUick pLUUUCLtLUl reSu'LS

may jeopardize adequate focus on structural problems. If the ultimate goal
of PROTERRA is, in f'act, one of' alleviating poverty its emphasis should be
on the rural poor.
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114. Northeast development agencies, which are engaged in indicative
planning for Northeast development in the 1970's, consider a 10 percent
regional growth target feasible. This reflects both the concern of the Govern-
ment with narrowing the interregional per capita income gap and its ambitious
national growth targets. With an expected population growth of 2.4 percent,
10 percent regional growth would double the per capita income of the North-
easterners by 1980. Expansion of Northeast industrial and agricultural out-
put will have to be accelerated if this regional growth path is to be
achieved.

115. Detailed analysis of the demand for and supply of Northeast agri-
cultural products suggests that the targeted 6.5 percent regional agricultural
growth rate is feasible, provided that adequate Government policies are im-
plemented. In addition to improving the efficiency of existing programs
along the lines suggested in the preceding paragraphs, the government might
consider the desirabilitv of promoting interrezional Droduction shifts.
Labor-intensive crops such as sugar and cotton, which are grown botlh in the
Northeast and in the Center-South, will become increasinzly inappropriate
in the Center-South where they are already encountering stiff competition
from other nroducts (soybean, corn. nasture). In the Northeast. alternative
agricultural opportunities are less attractive and labor is abundant.

116. Despite the shift in Government policies, manufacturing industry
is like1y tn rPmninl the leading suectnr fnr reoinnnl grnwtrh Nntwithst-nding
its lack of carefully formulated priorities and the factor bias implied by
its ncnital sblhaifdizatuion t-he 3!18 indhmtria147ali4ati4n p rnrocs 1does nont anppear

to have brought about serious resource misallocation. Having concentrated
on resource based activities, the industrialization progr&T successfully
boardened the region's economic base and exposed it generally to a modern-
ization process--.--- NeTly installeA subsiA4ar4es of Southern fi-ms have brought
with them an inflow of experienced senior managerial staff that is already
providing a sti..ulus to local entrenpreneurs,4h i -- I. .c4 1 --- fI n-tr--reneuri4 al

capacity is the main cause of the failures which have occurred. As a result
of the great improvement iLn -la fLederal hi.U-8 yt, hchac..e hJL ~L~ ~ .UAkIUV~UILL L L IL LUL . LIg1-L~Lwa.y system -WILL..Lic acopne the*
industrialization program, transport costs no longer constitute a barrier to
eIffici^rt- Adevelop.-.ent of 1.reas- in.-.ustry. . rle new firms -ave close link-1~ 4. ~ & A. t Li LIUI-L L .I ~ L .LUU LL. L LL ~ IW L .L1. a LLV '..0 - -

ages to the region, which is providing most of their inputs as well as their
pricipal markets, Thus fasttnelinstalled industries w u'bej'.-L . 4J3.L tuir L~. .LiLUL., LCUL IL11L &LLW.y .L Lb Ld J. L ±1UUtL.0 IU. L .-

burdened by heavy transport costs would appear to have been unwarranted.
r%- OlTflfl1?t' I .A...... S … .LJ-sp'Lte aUDJEAN.s eULUforts to disperse industrlalization throughout thle orth-

east, most new firms are concentrated in three main growth poles so that
economies of scale and external economies are being exploited.

. X / . nowever, major bottlenecks must De eliminatea berore Lhe gruwLLw uo
Northeast industry becomes self-sustaining. Interindustry relations in the
Northeast still are primitive due to the lack of subcontractors, component
suppliers, maintenance units, etc. Regional development agencies should
promote the installations of small and medium industries which could exploit
the linkages of the industrialization program. Another bottleneck facing
Northeast industry is the shortage of skilled blue collar workers as well as
of middle level manpower. Hopefully, regional education reform will respond
to this need.
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118. Looking toward the future, projects already approved by SUDENE but
not yet in operation will account for most of the expected 15 percent increase
in regional manufacturing output throughout the mid-1970's. For new industrial
projects, SUDENE should increasingly emphasize exploitation of regional natural
resources (mineral and agricultural) as well as the use of cheap labor since
it is in this way that the region's comparative advantage can be exploited.
This does not mean that Northeast industry can be expected to contribute
significantly to the regional pool of underemployed urban labor. Physical
resource based industries necessarily tend to be capital-intensive. In any
case, if Northeast industry is to compete in the rest of Brazil as well as
abroad, the choice of techniques is, in practice, very narrow. Labor absorp-
tion by industry can be improved economically, however, by directing new
investment to labor-intensive industry branches such as garment production,
appliance assembly, etc. SUDENE should also give more emphasis to production
for export abroad. The recent decision of the Federal Government allowing
duty-free transfer to Brazil of entire used industrial establishments on
conditions that at least one-third of their output be exported, should have
a positive impact on Northeast exports.

119. Rapid growth! however, is not sufficient of itself to insure
visible improvement of the quality of life for the Northeast poor. Another
necessary condition is that the policy mix emphasize that aim. The present
regional development policy does contain ingredients -- land reform and
colonization -- oriented to a rapid increase in the incomes of the poorest
sections of the population. Migration to the Center-South can be expected
to continue to alleviate the Northeast surDlus labor Droblem. Another area
which is increasingly receiving Government attention is education. Quanti-
tatively, the education and training system of the Northeast has responded
impressively to the growing national commitment to education. Despite these
gains, however, there remain significant interrezional and intraregional
disparities regarding the distribution of educational opportunities and
attainmentq an well as the efflriencv and niqalitv of the eduration gystrm.
The same is true of public health. Only about 30 and 7 percent of Northeast
urbnn dwUllers -re served by adequate water and Qsnwrage fnailities, respec-

tively, as compared to 65 and 26 percent in the Center-South. It is difficult
to see honw locnl goverrnmentants in t-h- reorinn can generate the reourve-sa needed
to overcome these disparities, even gradually.

120. The massive problems of adequate rates of job creation and expansion
of social i ifrastructure couIAld e s 1if.m-lifieA At i-f A. -4L fertlit - A

demographic growth rates were reduced. There are indications that regional
ruralurban m.igration is reduucr.Lg fertility rates but .mortality rates aGLso
appear to be declining in the Northeast. Brazil's Family Welfare Society
/TB7XT'M?l4 __ arC.affliate of th ntL-toa nlar.ned laren-hood eeato.%,1JF11.JLWJ , GIL GLA. JLG.L.O L1. LLO JLLL=&LOLUGLLULX.L L J.GLLLLO I LI.OLL J.U V=U=L"G-LJ.LL,

is active in the Northeast as it is elsewhere in Brazil. Recent relaxation
of official attitudes contrary to faraily planning portuend an increase in

organized family planning activity in the future. At least during the decade
of tr ^ t ~ _ I -7 I - I.. -1_ _ s s_t _ _ __ I __ _1 s ___ - -1 . _ s_ e__- I or cue hV/U-B, nowever, I; 1S UnlIKely LtiaL AeglOnal XCrLJlULy U- eclne Will

be of sufficient magnitude to, say, ease pressure on the schools.
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121. In order to improve the living conditions ot the poorest sections
of the Northeast society as well as to achieve the concomitant goal of region-
al growth, it is necessary to increase the productivity of the existing capi-
tal stock and to stimulate a rapid growth of investment while improving the
administrative structures. A 10 percent growth path is likely to require a
14 percent annual increase in regional investment. )Ioreover, an increasing
share of the total investment burden is likely to have to be borne by the
public sector. Government investment plans and an independent estimate of
needs for education and feeder roads indicate a 22 percent rate of public
sector investment growth over the next 5 years.

122. The adequacy of resources to meet such public investment require-
ments is largely predicated on the flow of federal funds to the Northeast in
the form of direct federal investment and' federal transfers to the states.
Fortunately, the strong fiscal situation which is expected to prevail at the
national level for at least the next few years bodes well for the timely
channelling of needed federal resources to the Northeast. However, the
regional need for transferred resources will be greater than the amounts
presently budgeted by the federal government in the event that the local
governments in that region do not succeed in improving the elasticity of
their revenue structure. The size of this gap between needs and already
budgeted allocation may be as much as (1971) Cr$600 million annually over
the 1972-76 period.

123. Unfortunately, it is precisely the social investment programs of
the local governments which are most likely to be leopardized by failure to
fill this gap.

124. The Northeast states, whose tax powers virtually are limited to
the imposition of a value-added tax (IGML- are urging the Federal Government
to make substantial changes in ICI administration which would raise their
share of overall IGM collections. Presentlyv the incidence of the TCM is
heavier in the state of origin of the product than in the state of destina-
tion. The Northeast states are advocating that the ICM revenues venerated
by interstate trade be equally split out between the exporting state and
importing state. The adontion of such an arrangp-nment wnoldh rertainlv in-
crease the revenues of all Northeast states, although in a very uneven way.
But since the hulk of Brazil's interstate trade takes nlace in the more aif-
fluent Center-South, IaI splitting might well prove to be a very inefficient
way of respnonding to the resotirre needs of the Nnrtrheast, Roth from an ad-

ministrative and political standpoint, it may be desirable to increase instead
federal revenue-shnring with the Northeast by increasirng the mabnItude of
the so-called Special Fund which presently allocates 2 percent of federal
income and sales tax revenues to the Northest. '.

1/ The Federal Government maintains two revenue-sharing funds, the Participa-
tion Fund containing 10 percent of federal income and sales tax receipts
and the above-mentioned Special Fund which is destined almost exclusively
for the Northeast. Participation Fund distribution also is welfare
oriented, the Northeast receiving about 40 percent of these resources.



125. Any additional transfer of resources (whether federal or state) to
the Northeast will be either directly or indirectly at the eypense of the
other states. The advocates of the more affluent states, such as Sao Paulo,
argue that a reduction of resource availability for investment in the Center-
South would impair the rate of growth of the overall Brazilian economy and,
in turn, absorption by the Center-South of Northeast surplus labor as well
as Center-South resource transfers to the Northeast. Their argument is based
on the hypothesis that the productivity of capital is higher in the Center-
South than in the Northeast, a hypothesis which has yet to be demonstrated.
But even assuming that a productivity differential exists, it must be re-
called that the additional interregional transfer suggested here is marginal
for the Center-South economy, but substantial for the Northeast. Moreover,
the purpose of the transfer is to decrease the disparity between the avail-
ability of public services provided by the Center-South states and those
available in the Northeast states. Finally, the additional resource transfer
is advocated within the context of adequate tax effort on the part of the
Northeast states as well as increased Northeast absorptive capacity.

126. Expansion of private sector investment will also be essential to
achieving the rapid growth targeted for the Northeast economy even though
the pace of its expansion need not equal that of public investment. The
amount of resources available for Northeast private investment in the next
few years mainly depends on the flow of the 34/18 funds and the expansion of
credit by the regional banking system. As a result of the allocation of 50
percent of 34/18 funds for the PIN and PROTERRA program, there will be a
reduction in the availability of such resources for private investment. The
impact of this shrinking could fall primarily on industrial investment which
received the lion's share of 34/18 resources in the past. Among possible
offsetting measures are: a shift of all SUDENE agricultural proiects out
of the 34/18 scheme and into the PROTERRA scheme; and, more importantly, a
reduction in the maximum contribution of 34/18 funds to industrial nroirct
cost. A potential absorber of scarce 34/18 funds is the Bahia petrochemical
complex (see para. 196). Given the national relevance of the Droiect and
its low labor absorption, a smaller participation of 34/18 funds than present-
ly envisaged; associated with a larger inflow of external resources, may be
justified.

127. Another question which arises as a result of the shift in regional
policy i s the nrosnprtive a-mount of resources available to the Bank of the
Northeast (BNB). Besides federal government contributions to the bank's
capital, a nrincipal source of the BNB's1 lanable funds has been the deposits
of the 34/18 investment funds of the private sector. These resources are
held in blocked BNB accolunts pending SUDENE approval of an invest.ment project
to which they may be applied. As a consequence of the diversion of 30 percent
Of 34/18 investmaet funds for PIN, coupled with more rapid approval by STDENE
and implementation by investors of 34/18 projects, the 34/18 deposits are
-4oected to decline very rapldl41y in the r.ext fLew years. The 34/18fudr~~~~~~..*-* j.l - LL V~0 JLLe *J*t/lo fL ..ULLd

(20 percent) diverted to PROTERRA will continue to be deposited in the BNB
,which. will' transfer th1ge to thAe agricultural sector. Lulowever, tbhe "float"
emerging from this operation is likely to be of relatively short term. Thus,
the BNB will need to find additional resources in order to expand industrial
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credit. To fulfill its mandate as a development bank, the BNlB also needs to
be more aggressive in its industrial lending and more oriented towards the
small farmer in its agricultural lending.

128. Overall, the outlook for the volume of resources which can be
expected to be mobilized outside the region to support Northeast investment
is good. This conclusion is based on prospects for continuation of rapid
national economic growth and of good federal fiscal management. These are
the two main factors affecting the flow of private and public savings to the
Northeast. Ihowever, gaps in the financing of the proiected regional invest-
ment program could arise unless presently budgeted federal transfers are
increased and means are found to nermit the BNB to exnand its lending beyond
presently envisaged levels.

129. External assistance so far has played a minor role in the develop-
ment onf the Nrthenat. Tt- ics i.nlikplv that the rnle of external aqistn,nce
could be expanded substantially in quantitative terms. In any case, as indi-
caftd fd0rl an overnmant ftunds will riZpr thp hu.lk nf rani1irpd ntuhllr inxrvpct-
ment financing. Iloreover, individual projects suitable for external financ-
ing nnt nnlu are annre hut alsn tond to ha smnll snd to have only minor
foreign exchange components. This is not to say that, quantitatively, exter-

nnl asistn.cecannot be signlficant. kSome- poet, such. asthBai
petrochemical pole, are substantial and, in a marginal sense, all investment
resources are important. Rather these comments are designed to emphasize the
fact that external assistance can have much greater qualitative than quantita-
tive i.L.pact. "Tortheast regional development is i.peded by the lack of tech-
nical information on resource potential and development methodology. It is
in the fiJelA of technical assistance that frore-ign a-,A can play a m.ajor rol-eAJL Ll~ .L .L LU IL L. L&L L.L~L ~ I.GIL L.,&~L LJ~~* .I F.~ .~ -

for the development of the region. There is a clear need to increase the
JNotLhLast'6 s abspULtL.LVe .Lapact bLy LUYpLIpJLV.LLLr LAL= UPeLrtLigL eLff-LLenLLI..y oJL

economic and social institutions and by identifying, through research, the
region's comparative advantage in agriculture as well as in 4nlustry.

I13f 1Jr1 L% t ~ J 

130)V. Project .Len[iLng hlas to b)e preceded by sub L ssistc LinL

project preparation, in many cases with a long lead time. Considerable
technica,l assistance iLn th'e organiLzatiLon and ma,nagerment ofL prolect inst itu-
tions in sectors such as agriculture and education will be needed. These
problems andu the reLatLvely srmiall size of individual proJects shllouLUd not
deter official lending agencies from seeking to direct their lending to the
LollowiLng three priority areas; welfare proJecLs knuLriL1on, low-cost nousnlg,

sewerage); production projects (agricultural credit, agro-industry, feeder
roads, tourism, industry); and iong-term projects (agricuiturai research,
education). An appropriate mix of lending in these three areas is essential
for the success of assistance in the Northeast.

C. Agriculture in the Center-South

131. Volume VI of this report analyzes in detail the performance, problems
and prospects of agriculture in the Center-South of Brazil. The following
paragraphs summarize the results of this analysis.
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132. Agriculture in the Center-South is poised for a shift in technology
which the Government aims to facilitate by providing subsidized credit for
the acquisition of technical inputs and tractors, by launching a multi-
disciplinary research effort focusing initially on coarse grains, rice, beans,
soya and forages, by developing the supply of improved seed and by increas-
ing the staff and improving the facilities of the extension service (ABCAR).

133. Until 1971 the bulk of agricultural output increase was attribut-
able to expansion of cultivated area. Vast amounts of uncultivated area
remain, predominantly in the central western states of Goias and Mato Grosso
but also, to a significant degree, in the eastern and southern states of Minas
Gerais. Parana. Rio Grande do Sul and. to a lesser extent. Sao Paulo. Much
of this uncultivated land, about 1.3 million km2, is covered by the acid
laterite soil known as "cerrado". With liming and some fertilization this
land would support coarse grain and oilseed production in place of and/or
together with the intermittent and extensive cattle ranching presently takinŽ
place upon it. Thus, in addition to its efforts to improve technology in the
more accessible and already cultivated regions of the Center-South, the Gov-
ernment is mounting a program of land use research in the "cerrados" regions.

Fertilizer

134. From 1965 until 1971 the use of fertilizer by Brazilian agriculture
increased at an annual rate of 35 percent, from 281,000 tons of nutrients in
the former year to 1,150,000 in the latter. Ilowever, fertilizer consumption
is mainly for wheat and coffee, and even in the case of coffee only ahbut 30
percent of Brazil's trees are fertilized. Fertilizer also is applied in
limited degree on sugar cane- cotton, corn and rice. About 60 nercent of
total fertilizer consumption takes place in the Central-East, 30 percent
in the South and only 10 nercent in the Northeast. Tn 1971 demsqtiHr fprtili7pr

producers supplied about 27 percent of all of the nitrogen nutrient (N)
consumed in Brazil, S nperrent nf thp phosphate nutrient (P205) but none of
the potassium nutrient (K20). Domestic production, especially of N4, is
inefflctent and its protectionP has resulted in a level of domestic fertilizer
prices which constitutes an impediment to technology improvement.

135. Nominal levels of protection and inland transport costs raise the
price of fertllizer i. Sao Paulo to a level of 40 percent above the Santos
CIF import price. This nominal protection, in combination with a system of
tax-freefrt { lF1 4 s_ ;_ sF4Mp^- q;_oFFC e.1S_414__ p-2.. _

.F^V- X M9v X s LULu~~~~~~ij CLU ssJ6V1a>w WLv| &C UUUt_=L

very high levels of effective protection; by controlling total fertilizer
supply, mixing duty-free imported nutrients with theIr ow, prodcti n -d
selling at a price 40 percent above the CIF Santos import price, the Sao
Paulo fertilizer manufacturers can produce at a cost of 94 percent iL excess
of world prices plus CIF in the case of N and 50 percent in the case of P205
(e parasA. 120L-2j VoLume VI). 1L0reover, BrazilianI Lertilizer producers
and mixers have developed an oligopolistic distribution system which raises
Lar,ugate ertiL'Lzer pr'ces ilr thLe interior Lar above tLe level wnich even
this degree of protection plus transport costs would warrant.
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136. PETROQUISA, the petrochemical subsidiary of PETIOBRAS, Brazil's
state petroleum enterprise, plans to install a 1,000 TPD) anmonia/urea plant
in Bahia, utilizing local natural gas. A significant apatite deposit located
on the border between the states of Sao Paulo and Nlinas Gerais will be ex-
ploited by private P205 producers. These and other investments will greatly
increase domestic production of N and P205. Nevertheless, prospects for
domestic consumption increase are such that total supply will continue to
depend heavily on imports (see paras. 38 to 50. Volume VII). Fortunately,
increases in production scale and expected improvement in the operating
efficiency of the existing principal, but small scale, N producer
(ULTRAFERTIL), should permit a decline in the level of protection. In reduc-
ing protection, however, the Government should bear in mind that the duty
free import/local production ratio of the fertilizer import quota system
is inversely related to the level of effective protection afforded the pro-
ducer. Any increase of this ratio would be more likely to benefit the pro-
ducer than the farmer.

Limina

137. Liming is required to make fertilizer iiue fully effective not only
in the "cerrados" region but throughout much of the Center-South. For large
areas of Rio Grande do Sul- for examxnlp- it has heen estimated that applica-
tion of three to five tons of lime per hectare every three years or so may
be reniiired ton supnort effectiuav ferti1iz,r u.In 1972, however trhe
price of agricultural lime to Rio Grande farmers was a prohibitive US$13 per
ton. This reflects the lack of an organized agricultural lime producing and
distributing industry, in turn, a function of a lack of awareness on the part
of fawrmers of the xbenef4its of 14iming T 4 d a rn are

plentiful and well dispersed in the Center-South. In fact, many limestone
deposits which have been passed over by Brazil's booming construction materials
industry because of other minerals content (manganese, copper, sulfur) would
be especially suitable for agricultural purposes since these other minerals
are micro-nutrients needed by Brazilian soils. Needed is government effort
to promote Lthe organization of an agricuLLural lir,;e inlustry and to teac
farmers about liming through extension work.

Extension

138. Only in the state of Sao Paulo, which operates an independent
A j . . .4 ..4 J~~~~~I t _ _C_ _J11_w__ _ _ _ _ _ _ -1 I _ _ _ -2 _- _ _ .i 1extesio: serlvice are extens'L[on faciL eLLb LCtibUnab.ly ade.qUULU. E 11

national extension agency (ABCAR), a federation of state organizations, is
linked to razil 's systeu ol rural credit WhicHl a± locates two percCntage

points of the interest rate on agricultural credit to ABCAR when such credit
.Ls accomparie.iU uy tech icial assistance. IL- limited dimension of D1 i ADCA's 

operations is best exemplified by the fact that in 1970 only 5.7 percent of
all agricultural credit operations outside Sao Paulo were accompanied by
technical assistance (see Table 25, Volume VI). In that year ABCAR's staff
totalled 2,896 persons. ABCAR's field agronomists (university training) and
technicians (secondary level training) received salaries averaging US$265
and US$147 a month, respectively. Although they fell in the iOth decile of
Brazil's size distribution of income in that year, these salaries were not
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sufficient to retain the better ABCAR technicians who tended to move into
private agronomical consulting firms where tne availability of their services
was limited to the wealthier farmers.

139. The 1972-74 Development Program provides for a 65 percent increase
in ABCAR staff. This should alleviate the dearth of extension facilities,
even if it does not totally satisfy the need for them. Some increase in
ABCAR salaries may be required. More important, however, is the Government's
effort to increase training in agronomy at both the university and secondary
level. Presently, the limited supply of technicians appears to distort the
price of their services relative to other prices in agriculture, thereby
imposing a very severe financial constraint on ABCAR. The same also applies
to the willingness of the technician to live in rural areas, particularly
the remoter ones. Until technical training facilities, at least at the
secondary level, are better dispersed not even high salaries are likely to
produce adequate extension services in the remoter areas.

Research

140. The multidisciplinary approach to agricultural research provided
for by Brazil's 1972-74 Development Plan is encouraging. Until now Brazilian
agricultural research has been discipline rather than commodity oriented
with the result that practical prescriptions -- ones taking into account
markets, prices and profits as well as technical relationships -- have not
been forthcoming. Along with the new multidisciplinary approach, Brazil's
program of agricultural research is to undergo a profound institutional
reform. Its planned transformation from an 850-man department of the federal
Ministry of Agriculture into an independent mixed enterprise not only will
allow it to pay more attractive professional salaries but also should make
it more responsive to the needs of comnercial agriculture. Brazil's agricul-
tural research program already has the support of an AID loan but additional
external financial and technical support is needed and appears to be welcome.
In addition to reorientation, reorganization and more financing, the research
program needs to be better linked to extension. Presently, the program
counts on only 23 ABCAR technicians for the much more important job of trans-
lating research findings into meaningful extension recommendations.

Mechani zatiinn

ILL4 On the trrhni c2] Aide- the nroblems of Center-South agrictiltiire
are concentrated in the supply and cost of nutrients and in the lack of
research and extension inpult. Acrircultfur2l machinery dones not a'pear to
constitute a problem. Domestic tractor production supplied the entire
domestic market in 1970 and is expanding rapidly. Its efficiencpyT was im-
proved nearly to world standards in 1970 when the Government redvced sharply
the extent to which tractor components were required to be of Bra-i ii4
origin. In the Center-South the density of tractor use almost dotbled over
tle past udecade, frm n tracto p-e 3.6 -£Ols i.n.l 6 to one pe; 1.

farms in 1970. In the latter year density of tractor use in the Northeast
was less tlan one-twentietJ of that ir. the Center=South, i.e., one ractor per
366.8 farms (see Table 7.10, Statistical Appendix).



Farm Size

142. The Center-South is not without minifundia. These are concentrated
in tLh L.t L 1oi.Lf %Y=LC&.Lr , Espirit, S.taL (Lone ofj Brazil's poorest), I ILo

de Janeiro and Rio Grande do Sul. In fact many of the farmers being resettled
in the "agro-vilas"t along the 'ransarwzon Da rgnt rP rned u.L1 L1 4 LUV.L.~ L Al LL ±LLdU~UAMi4U VL±.L8L&LaL= Lit L.LVU L4iaLUC UV OU.±

and INCRA has declared certain parts of that state and of the state of Rio
de 'arie'ro as agraraL rel'urm areas. 1V4evLrt'LLC- LIIS, CL1 UItrLt to LiIe

Northeast, the pattern of farm size is not a major problem in the Cente-r-South.
Moreover, many of th.e Center-South farms in the under 10 hectare category
produce truck crops for affluent urban markets so that their size is not
necessarily an indication of farm family poverty.

Table 18: FAi SIZL iZE ISTRIBULION IN BRAZIL, 1967

Area X of Farm Nvtmbr % of Farm-Area
(hectares) uenter-Soutn/i Nortneast Brazil Center-South/! Northeast Brazil

Under 10 33.9 44.8 36.0 2.9 2.6 1.8
10-100 56.5 42.6 51.2 30.2 20.9 18.3
100-1000 9.0 11.7 11.2 40.3 43.8 34.0
Over 1000 0.6 0.9 1.2 26.6 32.5 46.0

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

/1 Excludes the states of M4ato Grosso and Goias which, by virtue of extensive
ranching on unimproved soils would distort the distribution.

Rural Labor

143. There is some evidence of a potential shortage of rural wage labor in
the Center-South. In addition to complaints about this shortage by farm
owners, data on daily rural wage rates in the state of Sao Paulo show a
steady upward trend in real terms since the mid-1960's. Moreover, in the
coffee areas, which demand large quantities of seasonal rural labor, daily
wage rates have increased quite rapidly in real terms since 1968.
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Table 19: REAL RURAL WAGE RATE TRENDS /I

(Index - 1968 100)

State of Sao Paulo Coffee Areas /4
Rural Rural Wage /3 dividod MinAs R oiritO
Wage /2 by Legal Minimum Wage Sao Paulo Parana Gerais Santo

1965 107,7 .837 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
1966 100.1 .821 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
1967 98.5 .827 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
1968 100.0 .844 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1969 96.2 .836 96.7 111.3 103.4 136.1
1970 102.0 .900 118.2 109.1 137.5 134.2
1971 107.1 .938 131.8 150.0 126.1 136.8
1972 141.1 160.2 123.9 149.0

/1 Nominal values deflated by General Price Index.

/2 The source of these data is the Institute of Agricultural Economy of the
Agricultural Secretariat, Government of the State of Sao Paulo. Wage
data reportedly represent the average for the state as a whole.

/3 Compares the prevailing rural wage with the minimum leRal monthlv wage
in the city of Sao Paulo.

/4 The source of these data is the Brazilian Coffee Institute (IBC). The
data are not representative of the states as a whole but only of the
coffee growing areas within the state. Also wage values are not annual
averages but wage rates prevailing in the month of Julyv each year.

Internal Terms of Trade

144. Since the mid-1960's agricultural prices in general have risen
faster than other prices in the economy. In fact, since 1968 they have been
the main "cost nush" element of ov-erall Brnzillan inflatlonn Reflect-ing this
improvement in the terms of trade of agriculture, land prices in rural areas
nf the statp of S20 Paulo increaged in uvluie hu ahniit 25 pnercrnt- hbetweer
1969 and 1972. Although somewhat unreliable, Sao Paulo state data on the
nrofitnhilitv nf maior crop production suggests steady, across-the-board
increases in such profitability since the mid-1960's (see Table 7.5,
qtnt4at-4rn1 Annoal1Y
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Table 20: NOMIINAL SECTOPAL WHIOLESALE PRICE TRENDS

(1965 = 100)

General Farm Products Industrial Products

19f0 9.4 9.9 8.9

1968 212.2 207.2 216.8

June 1019 A43Q. I AQ1 9 12.192

Source: Cetulio Vargas Foundation.

145. Since the mid-1960's Brazil has relied on a combination of price
supports andU agr'Lcu'LturaL credLt to impro-ve thle in.ernLal teLis of tradUe ofL
the sector. Agricultural credit plays a double role in this respect. It
enables thle farmer to avoid mortgaging his crop to the middlemran at a low
price while the interest cost of the credit is subsidized. Relative im-
provement of internal agricultural prices notwitlstandilng, rarmgate prIces
for most Brazilian agricultural commodities are well below world price levels.
The major exception is wneat wnicn presently seiis at about i68 percent or
the FOB wheat import price. Wheat production has been stimulated as an
import substitute. Despite steadily rising domestic consumption, brazii in-
creased the domestic share of its total wheat supply from 23.5 percent in
1965 to 54.7 percent in 1971. Moreover, with improved wheat yields the
Government has been able to reduce the support price for wheat by about 34
percent in real terms since 1965 (see Table 15, Volume VI).

Agricultural Credit

146. Volume VI (paras. 34-50 and 110-116) contains a detailed analysis
of Brazil's agricultural credit system. It shows that, with the institutional
reforms of recent years designed to direct private credit into agriculture
and with the allocation of public savings to this sector through the banking
system, the stock of outstanding agricultural credit increased from 21.9
percent of Gross Agricultural Product in 1967 to 37.5 percent in 1971.
Credit has, indeed, been the Government's most important agricultural develop-
ment tool.

147. However, there are a number of flaws in the agricultural credit
mechanism which need correcting. Perhaps the most important has to do with
the farm distribution of credit. As of 1970 only about one in every four
farms nationwide was the recipient of agricultural credit. In addition,
there was serious regional variation from this average; that is, credit
coverage was highest at one credit for every 1.7 farms in the Southeast and
lowest at one credit for every 16.7 farms in the INorth-ieast. Also, there has
been little improvement in credit distribution with the tremendous increase
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in real credit value of recent years. Compared to a 100 percent increase in
the real value of its operations over the 1964-71 period, the Rural Credit
Department of the Bank of Brazil (which accounts for about 60 percent of total
Brazilian agro-credit) increased the number of its operations by only 33
percent over the same period. Moreover, about three fourths of the latter
was attributable to increases in agro-investment credit operations, indicating
that the increase in the number of beneficiaries probably was considerably
smaller than the increase in the total number of credits.

148. There is some bias in these statistics in that they do not cover
the recipients of subloans made by agricultural cooperatives. However, credits
made available to cooperatives for relending totalled only 5.4 percent of total
new agro-credit by value in 1970 so that cooperative credit is unlikely to
have had an appreciable impact on overall credit coverage. 'Moreover, 89
percent of these credits by value and 92 percent by number of contracts were
destined for the Southeastern and Southern regions of the country so that they
certainly did not alleviate the regional skewness of credit distribution.

149. Extension of credit to smallholders is work of an almost missionary
nature which Brazil's principal credit institutions are not well prepared to
perform. The Government has relied, to some extent, on the National Cooperative
Credit Bank (BNCC) to deal with this problem. However, BNCC has been unable
to capture deposit resources from its clients, has seen its capital eroded by
negative borrowers' interest rates and by high default rates. has been afflicted
by mismanagement and, finally, has not been strongly supported financially by
the Government.

150. Since a specialized credit institution linked to cooperative
development efforts may well be essential to solution to the smallholder
credit nroblem, the Government DerhaDs should reconsider its Dosition
vis-a-vis the BNCC or some similar substitute. The problem of maintenance
of vnulie of BNCC funds could be lhandled by a Government commitment to
reimburse the BNCC for the difference between its borrowers' interest rates
and mAintenance of real capital value Dlus interest costa and to offset a

measure of default. This would have to be accompanied by a sizeable invest-
ment in huiman resounrces for nrnmotin cooperartive organizatinn in the
countryside. In addition, in view of the continuing difficulty which the
BNCC can be expected to have in capturing deposit resources from its

clientele, the Government should consider increasing very substantially its
contribDution to the capital of this- or some substitute ag ncy*

151 IB'razi currer.tly l^ts n- -nr.a interest rae o grclural

credit to 15 percent in the case of credits larger than 50 times the largest
leg -alL i.LiJ wag e ( ie, above A..-- U S$2, 350) d ttas e o f .

smaller loans. The real opportunity cost of capital in Brazil can be
arbitrarily esti.maed a- 10 percent azlt.ough, al iLndicate, the profits

capital ratio of Brazil's 500 largest firms in 1970 was 16 percent). With
inflation running at 15 percent at the time these rUMxiUa were applied they,
therefore, represented a subsidy equal to at least 10 percent of the value of
the loan. Moreover, many Brazilian agro-credit lines bear lower nominal



interest rates. The "modern inputs" (fertilizer, lime, improved seed,
pestiLcues, etc.' credLi; line Uars 7 percent interest except in the Ni'orth-
east where it bears zero interest and coffee tree planting credits bear 3 per-
cernt interest. Recognizing the deterrent to implementing these special
credit lines imposed on the financial intermediary by their lower interest
limits, the Central Bank of Brazil reimburses intermediaries for the dif-
ference between interest at the specified borrowers' rate and interest at
tne general 15 percent rate in these special cases. It ought to do the
sane in the case of the 13 percent interest rate for small agricultural loans
anid thereby eliminate the disincentive to making small agro-loans which the
13 percent rate imposes on the Bank of Brazil and the commercial banks.

152. Heavy subsidization of the "modern inputs" credit line makes especial-
ly urgent the need for improved research and extension coverage. Financial
intermediaries exercize some supervision -- taking into account the volume
of production and general guidelines as to fertilizer use, for example -- but
better technical orientation is needed if resources are not to be misallocated.

153. Interest rate limits on the industrial production and commercial
credit of the banking system range from 18 percent, for loans of 60-day term
or less, to 21 percent for longer term loans. Moreover, the banks customarily
impose compensatory deposit requirements on these loans which raise the range
of true interest rates to something like 26 to 30 percent. Since the agro-
credit mechanism forces the banking system to direct a minimum percentage of
its deposit resources into agriculture, the Government does not believe that
this militates, on the supply side, against the adequacy of agricultural credit
coverage. It believes that the agro/non-agro interest rate differential --
and, in fact, the greater overall degree of agro-credit subsidization -- is
warranted by other price disadvantages suffered by agriculture. The price
of fertilizer is a good case in point, as is the far greater degree of external
economies enjoyed by the industrial as opposed to the agricultural sector:
tile latter in turn stemming from the distribution of social and economic
infrastructure. iloreover, the Government's strong fiscal position does leave
it in a good position to finance agricultural credit subsidization. 1/

154. However, as domestic fertilizer production is expanded and its price
reduced and as programs like that of the "export corridors" (described below)
lead to a more equal distribution of externalities, agricultural interest
rates gencrally should be brought into line with industrial and commercial
rates, at least in the more affluent regions of the country. This is advis-
able from the Point of view of agro-credit supply as well as from the point
of view of efficient resource allocation. In the interim, the Government
sliould consider wider aDolication of its own nrinrinle of ex nnRt monetary
correction of loan principal in connection with its modern inputs and

11 The Government finan-ces subsidization of Bank of Brazil lendinag and
Central Bank refinancing largely by foregoing interest earnings on the
mnassive derosit resources which it holds in these official banks. See
"Current Economic Position and Prospects of Brazil" WH-210a, IBRD,
November 30, 1971, para. 152.
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agricultural investment credit lines of more than one-year term. Such cor-
rection already is applied to Brazilian agro-credit lines funded by official
external agencies. When combined with nominal interest rates lower than the
real opportunity cost of capital, ex post monetary correction permits a degree
of subsidization. The advantage lies in the fact that the degree of subsidiza-
tion is fixed; that is, it is not left to vary with the behavior of the
general price level. This makes possible calculation of the financial rate
of return to the farmer on the investment being subsidized and forestalls
windfall gains unduly inflating the demand for investment resources.

Export Corridor Program

155. In addition to its technical and credit elements, the Government's
strategy for agriculture in the Center-South focuses on the production of
large export surpluses of coarse grains, soybeans, beef and, of course,
coffee. The Government has developed an "export corridors" program center-
ing on the ports of Rio Grande (Rio Grande Do Sul), Paranagua (Parana), Santos
(Sao Paulo) and Vitoria (Espirito Santo) which aims to make possible an
increase over the medium-term of Brazil's exports of coarse grains, soybeans
and meat from 1.2 million, 1.1 million and 150,000 (bone-in equivalent! tons,
respectively in 1971 to about 5 million, 4 million and 500,000 tons. The
total cost of this program -- excluding the agricultural credit- research
and extension services needed at the primary producer level -- is estimated
at US8810 million. About US$670 million of this amount is allocated to
improvement of port and railway facilities. Despite competitive farmgate
nrices, high local transnort costs leave the FOB orfces of Brazil's bulk
grain and soybean exports less than fully competitive with major world
sunnliers. Besides its US8670 million infrastructure com nnpnt- the nrn-

gram also allocates US$140 million for improvement of meat and fruit
(especially orange hut-p c'nn ntrntp') nrnress-foinai and cl torage facili1ties.
Brazil needs considerable external financing for this program from external
lenders, both suppliers and development agencies.

156. Progr. oal -conflict, to a certain. exter.t, wt rset o
internal beef, poultry and pig meat demand, both directly and in the sense
that- such A."A--A -

4
i11 of ltsenlf, require very lrge increases 4corr.

production. Nevertheless, the analysis contained in Volume VI of this
report indicates thart 4in tCerms oth o4f 4nterr.l proAuctior. potential and

world market prospects Brazil could reach the above mentioned export goals
L) LM .& ±LL ± L '.71 LeLA.L-. WYJU.LU "UU %..'JLLL, .3LYYU=a.Lk0 dIU U==.L LUW &.ILL .L.Lz%% Vi.

Brazil's major agricultural exports; coffee, sugar, cacao and cotton. It
wou.Lu a.le-viate signif.ilcantly the LforeLgn exchadnge constraiLnt orn Brazilian
growth and make possible a more balanced distribution of the benefits of
growth between tle agricultural and industrial sectors.

157. This assumes, of course, that Brazil resolves some of its problems
with respect to agricultural research, extension services and the supply of
technical inputs. Although new land brought under cultivation can generate
some of the additional coarse grain and soybean production required, produc-
tivity of presently planted lands will have to increase substantially. There
is ample margin for productivity improvement. In 1971 Brazil's corn and
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soybean productivity was at about 30 percent and 60 percent, respectively,
of levels prevailing in North America and Western Europe (see Table 16.
Volume VI). In the case of beef, the Brazilian take-off rate, at 12 percent,
average slaughtering weight, 200 kg. and average slaughtering age. 4-5 years.
all are very poor by world standards. Moreover, Brazil presently exports
only about 10 percent of its beef. Thus even marginal improvement in the
management of its 79 million head of cattle can yield significant differences
in Brazil's beef outnut and large differences in its export surplus. Such
improvement is being sought through various herd management-related credit
proarams. Also- internal consumers' beef prices currently annear to be at
reasonable levels although maintaining them so does present problems in view
of thex weiTht of beef in the cost of ltvinc' and of the rising trend in world
beef prices.

158. The projected contribution of the export corridors program to ex-
nort groxjth nd ton h-fttpr sectnral 1)blance of develonment w7ill be realized
fully only if gains in the export of coarse grains, soybeans and beef arc not
offsc-t By lossas in Brazil's traditional share of external markets for sugar,
cacao, cotton and coffee. Volume IV on the Northeast Development Effort
describes the Governm. rt's yprogrars to im.roetheeffic4ercy of cane an
sugar production, primarily in the Northeast but also in the Center-South,
and of cacao producti4o in the state of Bahia. Prospects f lor -supply of

cotton are less clear since corn and soybeans are alternatives to cotton
production in manLy parts of the Cen.Cer=S`outhL. On the other hCd, - ll4 ; £ L1
east has great cotton production potential and, moreover, the Government has
programs fL L&improving the~ efficiency ol). JL'razL'L' 'reLy obsolet etl

industry and for increasing value-added in the export of this commodity.

Coffee

159. There are major uncertainties with regard to the outlook for
Brazilian coffee. Since 1918 Brazil has passed thnrough two corfee cycles,
going fromi underproduction to gross overproduction and back again. In the
mid-1960's the Government increased its control over this very important
subsector, especially as regards pricing. This greatly facilitated the
coffee rationalization program of those years which reduced production ca-
pacity to its present level of about 21-22 million bags or to roughly 75
percent of internal demand and external market share. Brazii's stocks thus
were reduced from their peak second cycle level of 70.6 million bags (2.5
years' supply) in 1966 with beneficial effects for Brazil as well as other
producers on world prices and export earnings and on domestic savings.
However, a severe freeze in 1969 reduced the following year's crop to half
its normal level, reducing stocks more rapidly than anticipated and giving
the Government less time that it thought was available for bringing about
an upturn in production, i.e., for initiating the third coffee cycle since
1918. As of JUne 30, 1972, the end of Brazil's 1971-72 coffee year, stocks
were slightly less than one year's supply.

160. In 1968 the Government began to increase coffee producers' prices
faster than other agricultural prices. From the end of 1967 until the first
quarter 1972 coffee producers' prices increased 4.4-fold in nominal terms
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while agricultural producers' prices in general increased 2.8-fold (see Table
7.27, Statistical Appendix). Despite these strong price signals special
credit facilities made available during the 1969-72 period for the planting
of new coffee trees were not fully taken up. There are several constraints
on coffee production which distinguish the outset of this third coffee cycle
from previous cycles:

(i) the first and second cycles saw movement into new coffee
producing areas in the interior of Sao Paulo and the state
of Parana, respectively. The latter introduced to coffee
production the freeze risk;

(ii) new areas appropriate for the production of arabica coffees
now are limited and the productivity of already exploited
lands is diminishing. Chemical fertilization now appears to
be essential for achieving profitable Droductivitv levels
in most areas;

(iii) coffee leaf rust (Hemileia Vastatrix) appeared in Bahia in
1970 and by 1972, had gnrend thrnotuhtiit most rnffep nrnouiic-ino

areas. The fungus can be controlled by proper spacing of
rnff-ep trpee and the annlifntinn of f,i.niridp hbut thin trp_t-

ment adds substantially to the cost of coffee production; and,

(iv) coffee production necessarily is labor-intensive relative to
alternativa c-rops such ascrn and soybeane since no mechanized
technology has been developed for coffee. Contrary to previous
pe,

4
riods w~her ,mnl 1hr e4r settleme~nt acco~mpnnied the~ geogrqh4,

shift of coffee production, providing the intensive seasonal
labor needed for harvesting and processing, laboris now n
limited supply. Moreover, the attraction of alternatives such
as co.-. and soybeans is beir.g icased by j8- --ch as tLL-

"export corridors".

161. By the end of 1971, however, the profitability of coffee production
in Sao Paulo nd Parana was estimated at 7.6 percent (profits oUver cap'Lal

for a productivity level of 12.5 bags/hectare and much greater at higher
producti-vity levels (see para. 156, Vol-Wle VIJ. LIn 171±, -VteLrge DBazilian

productivity was 9.9 bags/hectare. For those growers most responsive to
price m-vements, however, productivity undoubtedly was a good deal higher.
Then, in 1972, the Government introduced a new system of credit incentives
which covers not only coffee tree planting but also the use of fertilizer,
pesticides and labor for increasing the productivity of old trees. This new
program, together with Government measures increasing the price of coffee
relative to other agricultural prices apparently has convinced coffee growers
that the long-term outlook for coffee is good. Compared to 40 million trees
in 1969, 136 million in 1970 and 80 million in 1971, financing for the plant-
ing of 360 million new trees was contracted in 197Z. As of end-1971 Brazil's
stand of coffee trees totalled 2.3 billion of which 2.0 billion were mature
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trees and 256 million recently nlanted ones- The new program calls for the
planting of 600 million new trees over the three coffee years beginning with
1972-73. The nroeram also aims to increase the stvsrage nrndurtivitv nf
mature trees by about 15 percent above the 9.9 bag per hectare (i.e., per
X,000 tr-ees) level

162. Tlce act of his program -en be expected to be financed entirely
by the coffee sector itself out of the contribution quota on coffee exports
(i.e., the coffee export tax). Even with th:e recent relative increase irn
Brazilian coffee producers' prices the rate of this tax remains high, 44

pecet1o avrg duin Ethe fist quate oL ln-71 -_v.._ ..:- *
L. E / A LeUL 7UVC: , W. LLLIIC

cessation in 1972 of the subsidization of domestic coffee consumption more
of the roceeuls of the coffee export Lax are available fLor investment fnIl LaILc-
ing. Outlays covered by the tax now are limited to:

(i) the operating expenditures and direct investmepts of the
BLdaZ ±±±L 'UoLct Institute,

(ii) the net expansion of cofree production credit; and,

kiii) tie net expansion or credit for purposes of the tree piant-
ing and productivity improvement programa.

Even though interest rate subsidization erodes fairly rapidly, the real value
of export tax proceeds used for coffee credit operations the sector is un-
likely to require substantial financing from the rest of tlhe Birazilian econ-
omy over the next few years (see Table 6.5, Statistical Appendix). _/

163. Althouglh the tree planting program now appears to be proceeding
successfully, a few years' growth is required before significant productivity
levels are achieved and at least 6 years before full productivity is reached.
There are various estimates of new tree productivity levels during the
maturation process and subsequently, and the mean of these has been used in
calculating the coffee production forecast of this report whiich shows an
equilibrium production level being reached by 1977-78. liowever, until then
Brazil is likely to have to draw down its stocks to a fraction of annual
demand in maintaining its world market share. This is especially true in
view of the fact that another, albeit milder, freeze was experienced in
July 1972 which is expected to reduce the 1973-74 crop by about 5 million
bags. Just as in the initial phase of the previous two coffee cycles, short
stocks can be expected to exert upward pressure on world prices over the next
several years.

1/ Note, the calculations in Table 6.5 assume that financing for new tree
1.2 1 4J2 I-I1I - J1i% , 4 -lI - .1 - -

p.Lating5 i LsLMLLUmLU to 200 iillxon etrees in IYILIIi, tne original
target. The fact that financing for the planting of 360 million trees
in this year has been contracted may yieid some deficit from coffee
operations.
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Mtrn;.al YL'ear-E"nd
Production Consumption Exports Stocks

1971-72 24.6 8.5 20.0 26.9
1972-73 21.0 8.1 1. 2.8

1973-74 20.5 8.3 19.0 15.0
1974-75 24.8 8.5 19.3 12.
1975-76 26.3 8.7 19.7 9.9
1976-77 23.5 8.9 20.1 4.4
1977-78 30.7 9.1 20.5 5.5
1978-79 32.1 9.3 20.9 7.4

Source: Tables 7.35 and 7.36, Statistical Appendix.

Forecast of Agricultural Growth

164. If the export targets for the export corridors program are met by
the late 1970's and Brazil maintains its present share of the world coffee
market, Brazil's agricultural exports should increase at an 4nnual rate of
about 7 percent in real terms over most of the 1970's. However, since exports
in 1970 (latest data available) accounted for no more than about 23 percent
of the total disposition of Brazilian agricultural output, and since there is
little room for substitution of agricultural imports, the bulk of the growth
of Brazilian agricultural output will continue to be dependent upon the
internal market. This, in turn, is primarily a question of overall economic
growth, population increase, income distribution and the income elasticity
of demand for food. The latter has been estimated at 0.5 (see para. 167,
Volume VI). Population growth at the rate of 2.8 percent annually can be
expected. Significant improvement in the distribution of income is unlikely
to be achieved over the next several years. Assuming, therefore, that over-
all economic growth proceeds at an 8 to 9 percent pace, on average, growth
of internal demand for food on the order of 5 to 6 percent can be antici-
Dated. This, together with a somewhat faster pace of internal demand increase
in regard to non-food agricultural products, 1/ and with the outlook for
exnorts. suggests that -- at least from the point of view of demand --
Brazilian agricultural output should grow by about 6 percent annually.

1/ F4 …rs, wood, etc.
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Table 22: GROWTH AND CHANGE OF COMPOSITION OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

Composition Average Annual Increase
1970 1978 1970/78

(percent) (percent)

Exports 22.6 24.1 6.9
Internal Supply: Food 72.9 70.5 5.6
Internal Supply: Non-Food 4.5 5.4 8.5

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 6.0

Source: Staff estimates.

165. This is not necessarily inconsistent with the 7 to 8 percent pace
of agricultural growth nrnoctrfd fnr 1972-74 by the Deve1lonment Plan; both
overall economic and agricultural growth were higher in 1972 than is project-
ed. on average, for the 1972-74 period by the Plan However, even a 6 per-
cent pace of agro-growth sustained through 1978 would represent a 5() percent
acc.leration ir4n-aic fthe 1Q60's when sch gra..t-h result-e p-redoinantly…

from increased use of the land factor.

D. 1.1.anufcturin industry_

166. Industry presently accounts for about 34.6 percent of Brazil's
GL'P and provides e.mplo;.ment fpor ablout '17.8 percent of its labor force e

V L~.VL IUJJtLLL .LL. ~ ULL 1 .L. *u J L 1 L . L _ i~JL J r e
Industry has been the fastest growing sector of the Brazilian economy. From
1J95 UnItil. 19,71 't grew at an a-verage annual rate OL 7.9 percent while thLe-
economy as a whole grew at a rate of 6.6 percent. Over that entire period,
it was Only during the mid-1960' s that industry grew less rapidly th'a the
economy as a whole. Employment in industry has grown at an annual rate of
about 4 percent over the last two d.ecades as the shlare o the labor force
employed by industry increased from 13.7 percent in 1950 to the above men-
t'L o te d '.,7 0 ep in 1970'.
il±l.~ 11 ~L~L l ~
167. Manufacturing industry accounted for about 43 percent of total
industrial value added in 1971, about the same share as in 1950. Remaining
industrial output is accounted for by the mining and construction industries.
Although the growth of manufacturing value added has been roughly equal,
at about 8 percent annually, to that of other industrial value added over
the last two decades, employment in manufacturing has grown, at about 3
percent annually, only three-fourths as rapidly as has overall industrial
employment. In 1970 manufacturing industry accounted for about 44 percent
of total industrial employment and for about 8 percent of the total labor
force. Most of the remainder of industrial employment is in the construction
industry.
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Composition of Manufacturing Growth

168. Table 23 summarizes the composition of the growth of manufacturing
value added over the last two decades. It is somewhat misleading in the
sense that the "electrical" and "transport" components of the capital goods
subsector include, respectively, electrodomestics and passenger automobiles
as well as capital equipment.

Table 23: GROSS VALUE ADDED IN MIANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

% Distribution Average Annual %
1949 1958 1967 1969 1971 1949-58 1958-67 1967-71

Traditional Consumer
C-oods -57-4 43.9 36.2 34.5 31.1 4.5 4.3 7.5

Textiles 20.2 12.9 9.8 10.1 9.0 2.4 3.4 9.2
Clothing and Foot-

wear 4.5 3.9 3.1 2.8 2.5 5.9 4.1 5.7
Food 20.5 17.3 14-S 12=8 11=7 S.6 4.5 5.9
Other 12.2 9.8 8.8 8.3 7.9 5.1 5.2 8.6

Intermediate Goods 35.0 40.0 42.4 42.9 45.2 9.2 7.2 13.4
NXon-l"le t a 14c

Mtineral 7.3 6.7 5.6 5.8 6.1 6.6 4.4 14.4
"ifa11 ..u _4c1 a 7 1 1 5 10.5 11.4 14 9.6 Q 5 A 11 I

Chemicals 9.3 12.9 18.4 17.7 20.5 11.7 10.8 14.7
O.7 8.9 7.9 8R. 8.2 7.9 5.3 12 .

Capital oods 57 135 106 92 0Q 9 20 18. 11. 0 14. 0

Mlechanical 2.1 2.9 5.1 6.0 5.5 11.3 13.4 13.8
£~~±~~CLLLCd± 4.~~ I7 1 I I~ UJ rJ.-a r 4 I. .1-t A I .UE-lectrica'l 17 41 61 63 63 1. 14 1.

Transport 1.9 6.5 8.4 8.6 10.2 23.6 9.5 17.1

Other 1.9 2.6 1.8 1.7 1.7 11.4 2.8 9.2

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 7.6 6.5 11.6

Source: All of the data in this table through 1969 are based on the annual
survey of manufacturing industry by the IBGE. Survey results are
reported in the IBGE's publication "Producao Industrial". The survey
covers about 90 percent of manufacturing output. The absolute
values which the above percentage distribution represent, therefore,
are the "Producao Industrial" data ajusted to represent 100 percent
of manufacturing. As of September 1972 neither the survey for 1970
or for 1971 had yet been processed. Consequently, data for 1971 are
estimated on the basis of the IBGE's monthly sample survey of gross
output, employment and wages in manufacturing, industry reported
in "Industrias de Transformacao" and processed by IPEA in its
"Boletim Economico". The 1971 data assume that the relationship
between cutput and gross value added has not changed since 1969.
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169. Throughout the last two decades the capital equipment/consLumer hard
goods subsector has been the leader of manufacturing industry development.
The initial impetus for this was the opportunity to supply hard goods to a
domestic market well defined by the earlier pattern of Brazilian iri.ports and
made captive by high levels of protection for such production. In recent
years, however, consumer hard goods production has expanded well beyond the
limits demarcated by earlier demand for imports. From 161 thousand units
in 1968, the first year of the recent recovery period, production of
passenger automobiles increased to 396 thousand units in 1971 and to an
estimated 500 thousand units in 1972. In 1970 Brazil produced about as inany
motor vehicles as did Japan in 1960. Moreover, as of 1970, the per capita
density of registered motor vehicles in Brazil was more than twice as great
as in Japan in 1960 despite the fact that average Brazilian per capita
income in 1970 was not only about 20 percent lower than 1960 per capita
Japanese income, but also distributed much less equitably. Clearly, Brazil's
continental dimensions largely explain this contrast. Nevertheless Brazil's
hard goods industry is beginning to develop a mass internal market.

170. Steady deepening of import substitution as Brazilian industry
supplied an increasing percentage of the nation's total capital equipment
requirements has also characterized the dynamics of manufacturing industry
growth. It has been estimated that the share of domestically supplied
capital equipment in the total equipment component of Brazilian fixed invest-
ment increased from 54 percent in 1950 to 75 percent in 1960 and to 78 per-
cent in 1967. However, there was some decline of this share subsequent to
1967 as the expansion of the domestic capital goods industry did not keep
pace withi the investment boom which began in 1970. Over the 1968-71 period
Brazilian capital equipment production increased at a 17 percent average
annual nace in real terms. During the same neriod. the real value of canital
equipment imports increased at a 26 percent pace. By 1971 the share of
domestic nroduction in total Brazilian enuinmpent nro. urement apparently
was approximately 72 percent (see Table 2.4, Statistical Appendix).

171. Intermediate goods have constituted the second most dynamic component
of Brazilian manufanttiring industrv Here,j as well, recent rapnid overall
economic growth hias reversed the import substitution process to a certain
extent AS demnand has oiitstrinnped domestir supnlv in the case of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals and chemicals. In some cases Brazil is only just now
establiiina domestir production capacity This is true of petrochemicals,
fertilizer and copper. In others, both flat and non-flat steel products
in particular, dem.n.d growth is outstrippsng ongoing nnnrnnr-ns

long established industries.

172. Throughout the industrialization process of the past two decades
the traditional consumer goods industries, textiles, clothing and footwear
and food products, have been by far the slowest growing industrial subsector.
C d mism m a4 oemv th grou 4nLLA A 1, @ gru e ..r et y ar xt lA.r.y ly

virtue of its export performance. However, established well before 1950,
IIL~~~~~~~~ ~~~UU~~~V~~~.LUL~~~~ dL~~~~ LtL~~~~~LdA..LCILLCU L)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IZ±~~~~LL V~~~~~±~~~ *JL L~~~~~~L.LLJ.. pLULCULLULi, I.LJYLL_L L L. L.LL . -.Ithe1se subsectors are characterized bDy hig levels of tariff protectioni, by

lack of specialization, by poorly organized access to raw materials which
otherwise would i',mpart considerable comuparative ad-vantage, by obsolescerice
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of equipment and, in general, by infjc^in-y. Unfoftite1y, e
traditional subsector not only provides more employment than any other
subsector in. absolute terms but also i s the mmst labor-n-tensive 'rrsnc' of
manufacturing industry. Moreover, the impact of its relative stagnation
and iineffi.iC4en on inco,.es is .ultipl e by the fact that it produces wage
goods.

Table 24: DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED, EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES, 1969

(Millions of 1971 Cr$ unless otherwise specified)

Value Added Employment Value W4ages Per
% Dis- LJLn % D' s- Per Empluyee Employee

Amount tribu- ('U00 tribu- 1971 Cr*/Year 1971 Cr$/Year
tiUon WUr&eLb) LLULI

Traditional 19,31.6-. 34.5 75 41.9 19,ouu . 4 649.5
Textile 5,655.2 10.1 340 14.6 16,632.0 4,366.5
-ood 7,197.7 12.8 285 12.3 25,255.4 4,192.0
Other 6,458.7 11.6 350 15.0 18,453.5

Intermediate 24,037.5 42.9 881 37.9 27,284.3 6,317.5
Metals 6,4u8.3 11.4 270 l1.6 23,734.5 6,920.6
Chemicals 9,896.1 17.7 217 9.3 45,604.6 8,578.9
Other 7,733.1 13.8 394 17.0 19,627.1

Capital 1i,717.2 20.9 421 181_ 2/,831.1 3,685.5
Mechanical 3,362.2 6.0 124 5.3 27,114.0 8,157.2
Electrical 3,509.4 6.3 128 5.5 27,417.0 7,722.9
Other 4,845.6 8.6 169 7.3 28,670.5 9,802.4

Other
Manufacturing 959.7 1.7 48 2.1 19,985.6 5,561.3

TOTAL 56,026.0 100.0 2,325 100.0 24,096.6 6,030.2

Source: Tables 8.3, 8.12, 8.15 and 8.16, Statistical Appendix.

Manufacturing Employment

173. During the post-1967 recovery period, the demand elasticity for
labor has been highest, about 0.37, in the capital goods sector. In the
food products subsector this elasticity has been about 0.36 and in the
intermediate goods sector about 0.24, the latter reflecting the leading
role of the highly capital intensive chemicals subsector. Emnlovment in
the textile industry appears to have declined in recent years despite the
relatively sharp increase in the output of that subsector. Recent repnlre-

ment of obsolete equipment by the textile subsector has been labor-saving.
:4orcover- rerent bankruntcies closing many textile firm-, incuiiding some
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very large ones, have also contributed to the decline of textile subsector
employment. Thus structural changes at least partially explain the lower
income elasticity of demand for labor overall in manufacturing which distin-
guishes the recent recovery period from longer term trends in the sector
(see para. 53).

Size of Manufacturing Firms

174. Table 25 represents the distribution of Brazilian manufacturing
firms by number of employees and share of total value added in selected
subsectors and for manufacturing as a whole. It shows that the bulk of
Brazil's manufacturing is attributable to firms with 100 employees or more
and that about 44 percent is attributable to firms with 500 employees or
more. There is not a great deal of size differentiation betwen subsectors
except for food products (smallness) and transport (bigness). However,
even though the bulk of manufacturing value added and employment appears
to be attributable to firms of substantial size there are still very large
nunbers of small firms. For example, there are some 2,000 textile firms
of which more than half employ less than 50 workers and produce only about
15 percent value added in textiles. Similar situations orevail in other
subsectors suclh as shoes.

Table 25: DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY VOLUME OF EMPLOYMENT
AND SHARE IN VALUE ADDED, 1969

(Percentages)

Number of Textiles Food Products Metals Chemicals Transport Totel
Emplo.yees A B A B A B A B A B A B

to 9 1.5 0.5 6.7 9.9 0.5 0.7 1.8 2.0 0.3 0.5 2.2 3 X 
10 to L9 10.6 6.8 17.3 19.9 7.1 9.7 9.5 12.h 2.h 3.L 11.1 15.
50 to 99 8.0 7.1 11.7 11.0 8.1 10.2 10.1 10.5 2.9 4.3 9.5 11.5

100 to L99 29.6 33.6 h.8 h1-6 2602 27.9 29.9 37-0 P2.R *.,13 39,jR 9.7
EO Flus 50.3 52.0 19.5 17.6 58.1 51.4 48.7 38.1 73.6 67.4 44.4 36.8

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100l 0

A = Share of value adiire
B = Share of employment.

Source: IBGE, Producao Industrial, 1969.
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Location of Manufacturing Industry

175. In 1969 about 58 percent of total manufacturing value added was
produced in the state of Sao Paulo, 10 percent in the state of Guanabara,
7 percent in the state of Rio de Janeiro and 6 percent in the state of iAinas
Gerais which is also importaht for its mining. Only 19 percent of total
manufacturing value added was produced outside the area of these four states.

Profitability

176. Both capacity utilization and profits in manufacturing industry
appear to have risen sharply since 1967. In that year a sample survey
(sondagem coniuntural) of the Getulio Vargas Foundation (FGV) estimated
average capacity utilization at 70 percent. By 1970 it had risen to 86
percent. Over the longer term (i.e., since 1953; see Figure One, notes
to Tables 2, 4, Statistical Appendix), capacity utilization in Brazilian
manufacturing has averaged 77 percent. In another annual survey covering
Brazil's 500 largest firms over all sectors of the economy, the FGV has,
since 1967, ptoduced data on after-tax profits. In manufacturing the ratio
of such profit to invested capital has increased from 12.6 percent in 1967
to 16.5 nercent in 1970. Although there is considerable subsectoral varia-
tion, profitability for large firms in all manufacturing subsectors was high
in 1970. However, by virtue of excluding smaller firms this data is not
representative of the overall situation in some subsectors such as textiles
(see Table 8.18; Statistical Appendix).

Financvinvy Manufacturing Investment

177= The Planning Ministry's Institute of Annlied Economic Researrh
(IPEA) recently made a study of investmtent in Brazil's manufacturing indus-
try. 1/ Raw data for the studv were obtained from investment projects
presented to the Industrial Development Council (CDI) in soliciting its
a-roval of various available inuptmnpnt incentives (i.e. gmpvrt-ionn of

imported equipment from import duties and domestic sales taxes; exemption
of lOTrs_ti, equipjment- f-rom riomest-i-c sales taxes andi lo%ng-&term financne,-
from official Brazilian intermediaries) and/or to the National Economic
L- velopment Ban.L (BNDE) for financing. Tlhe study covers the 1966-70 period.
Investment costs shown include working capital (about 13 percent of the
total) and finwanc4al charges (about 5 percent of the total) as well, as civil

construction and equipment. During the first 3 years of the 1966-70 period
thlle study probably covers no ;tore than one=thirdL of tIotal LnvestmLent in

mianufacturing industry. Owing to the increasing importance of investment
incentives and to --e recent refolrmation of the CDI improving its capab'ility

to monitor manufacturing investment, investments in 1969 and 1970 covered by
tl,e study probably approach half of total investment in marnufacturing in-
dustry. Although its significance is limited by the fact that it covers only
a portion, and a variable portion, of total manufacturing investment the
study reveals some significant trends in investment financing.

1/ Wilson Suzigan, et al, op. cit.
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178. Throughout the 1966-70 period the share of the firms' own resources
-- capital reserves and retained earnings -- range tightly around an average
48 percent of total financing, with no evident change in trend. Thus, high
profitability has perhaps been a natural corollary of the dearth of internal
sources of long-term loan financing which, albeit to a lessening extent,
still prevails in Brazil. Sources of finance external to the firm are shown
to be divided about equally between domestic and foreign entities. The
domestic borrowing shown is primarily from official intermediaries. This,
of course, reflects the bias of the universe covered by the study! i.e.,
officially sanctioned investment projects. Foreign financing is predominantly
in the form of financial credits (16 percent of total finance) and equipment
suppliers' credits (8 percent of total finance). Direct foreign investment
i. innignificAnt (at abnout 1 nerrent nf total finance)- Were dAta to bp
available on overall manufacturing rather than only on officially sanctioned
industrial investment; it wnuld nrobahlv ghow a higher share of foreicgn
financing, at least in recent years, in the form of financial credits
and a lower share of offirial dnmestir finnrninr. These Aeternal financial
credits are made available to the Brazilian firm by foreign banks and
parPnt firmT. The hard currenries borrowed in this fashionn a vre xhanged
for cruzeiros and used to cover local currency expenditures. To a certain
extent, finnnri-al cretditsc are a diQsui-sed fnrm of dirct invasTnmnt- Thic

may explain the insignificant role shown for direct foreign investment by
the study. Substitution of foreign loan for equity investment is prompted
by Brazilian foreign capital legislation which discriminates in favor of loan
and agan- 4 t, equ,4 ty, inyvetmr.t. Fina-r4.1 cr4ts A4 disc- sd in de,--a4l i4

Chapter V which covers capital market developments.
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Table 26: INDUSTRIAL INVESTMINA PROJECTPS: SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS, 1966-70

(Percentage Distribution)

Uses and Sources 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

1. INVESMNTS 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
90_ 1 all. _1 _ C . /

A. Fixed IC U84,6 8.5 0o7.i 00.0
a. Construction 27.6 20.4 23.5 29.4 32.4
b. Inported Equipment 42.8 35.1 39.7 I 35.1
c. Domestic Equipment 16.9 20.5 18.2 24.5 16.3
d. Financial Charges 2.9 8.6 4.1 4.7 4.7
e. Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.1

B. Working Capital 9.8 15,4 14.5 12.9 11.4

2. RESuURCES 10O.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

A.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 .- I1. l73 c. 5.L4 WD- .9

a. Capital & Reserves 24.1 12.8 17.9 20.4 23.1
b. Retained Earnings 18.1 31.3 27.0 27.6 18.2
c. Depreciation 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 -
d. Fiscal Incentives o.6 3.0 7.7 2.7 4.5
e. Other 1.9 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.1

B. Internal Loans 16.2 38.2 24.6 28.6 25.1
a. BNDE 15.7 21.4 10.3 19.7 13.4

. FxE 6.) 9.4 3. 5 9.27.0
ii. FIPEMIE

- With- i-rit-ernal
resources 3.8 5.0 3.7 4.5 1.3

- External
resources 5.4 5.6 0.7 0.8 0.3

iii. Other 0.0 1.4 2.4 5.2 4.8

b. FINAME
i. Direct 0.1 2.8 1.6 0.2 0.1
ii. Repass 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

c. Banco de Brasil 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.9 o.6
d- Regional Develop-

ment Banks 0.0 1.0 3.2 1.5 1.9
e. Investment Banks - - - 0.0 0.0
f. Commercial Banks 0.3 2.0 0.8 1.0 1.0
g. Internal Suppliers 0.0 0.4 0.9 o.6 2.1
h. Others 0.0 10.2 7.0 4.6 5.9

C. External Loans 39.2 14.5 22.5 20.0 29.0
a. Suppliers Credits 0.0 5.3 10.5 12.6 13.5
b. Financial Credits 39.2 9.2 10.7 5.6 1,.3
c. Direct Investments 0.0 0.0 1.3 1.8 1.1
d. Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00

Source: Table 8.10 Statistical Appendix.

FRE = Industrial Reequipment Fund of the BNDE.
FIPEIE = Small and Medium Industry Development Fund of the BNDE.
FIAE - Domestically Produced Capital Goods Financing Fund of the BNDE.



Levels of Protection

179. The evolution of Brazil's industrial development strategy has been
such that the longestr etablished mninfqrturing subsectorsr e=g=, textiles
enjoy very high rates of tariff protection while the newer ones, capital
equipment, are nrnterted nnly modestly. Recently the Rrn:zili n Government
has been concerned with the need for tariff reduction. In April 1967 it
effectrcd !a thnorouigh refnorm of the tariff struciture whirh raeducedl both. nom inol

and effective (i.e., protection on value added) levels of protection by
about one-half on average. An ir.estng feature of this refo-,- was the
abolition of a special foreign exchange market for consumer durable and
su.ptuary goods 4i, p .rt 4 which previ4 usly had operated in such a way as to
double the nominal protection afforded by statutory tariff rates on these
i t ,s. However, th&is reform proved to lUe too Udrastic fLor Brazilian iLndJ'ustLry.
A 100 percent surcharge was reintroduced for certain consumer goods such as
textiles, Clothig and bLeverages. Other t i rates were increasdU in
lesser degree. Perhaps most importantly, systems of minimum valuation and
ref'erence priLcLng of. im.ports were introduced. UnUdeL thLe ILL LLIiLUUM VaJLUe bystemfl,

ad valorem taxes are levied against an arbitrarily assessed value rather
thLar thIle actuaL value of certaiLn comumodities (about 7I2 as oU tiAugust 197.2).

The reference price system is applied to goods varying widely in price by
source. ror such goods (about 47 as of August 1972) the tax i s not simply
levied on the reference price but is made equal to the difference between
this price times the tax rate and the actuai price of tne import. As of July
1970 it was estimated that nominal protection of manufacturing had been
increased by about 40 percent vis-a-vis its April 1967 low point and that
effective protection had been restored almost to the level prevailing before
the tariff reform of that year.

Table 27: PKRUITulETN UF AMNUfAACTURING iNDUSTRY, 1966-70

Nominal Protection Effective Protection (Cordon)
June 66 April 67 July 70 June 66 Anril 67 July 70

Food Products 91 33 48 247 131 205
Beverages and Tobacco 181 73 170 410 170 422
Other Consumer Soft Goods 148 57 113 256 104 246
Consumer Durables 157 78 126 416 213 374
Low-Level Intermediates 64 24 29 24 -15 23
High-Level Intermediates 101 53 64 173 128 176
Machinery 39 19 22 35 13 31
Transport Equipment 29 12 16 8 -1 16

All Manufacturing 96 43 61 174 90 161

Source: Joel Bergsman, "Foreign Trade Policy in Brazil", AID, February 1971.
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180. The analysis whose results are given in Table 27, did not have
actual 4nput/-f-tp -relationship upon which to base tLh&e .alculation og

effective protection. Instead it used standard relationships based on the
re-sults o-F rMTTTIn stud4es- . As of M'-a 1097 Br-azil's Cst-o_.sPolic Cocil

(CPA) had collected data on input/output relationships and nominal levels
of protection i ncluding the affect of th-e .A.LL.L value. and relerence price
system) for 137 intermediate goods. A simple arithmetic average of the
results shows average nomminal protection at 40 percent and effective protection
at 61 percent which is not inconsistent with the weighted average levels of
protectio n sLL L i L-L t'able I Lfor -l ow 4a11 Ighi Leve'L in tLLrie ditte5.

181. Urlike consumser and interatediate goods, trade liberalization for
capital goods has been continuous since 1967. Brazil's "Law of Similars"
Permits SUChI iMpc;rsLb LO De e.ieniLpL Lro taxatolL Wluell Lthere i5 110 natLonal

similar; national similar being defined in terms of competitiveness with
the price (including tariff), quality ana aelivery time of the import. In
recent years this regulation has been administered in very liberal fashion
by the CDI and CACEiK, the roreign trade department of the Bank of Brazii.
Almost any made-to-order capital equipment item has, in practice, been made
eligible for tariff exemption. The result is that wiEn the exceptLion or
certain lines of shelf-type equipment, such as heavy trucks, the level of
protection afforded to Brazil's capital equipment sector may well be too low.

182. In some other sectors high tariff levels are redundant. The
electrical appliance industry is an example of successful import substitu-
tion despite higi. tariff protection. Brazilian prices tend to be lower in
many lines than in the IJnited States. Keen competition among several pro-
ducers in an expanding internal market helps explain this redundancy (see
Table 8.19, Statistical Appendix). The Brazilian automobile industry is
certainly competitive in the production of pick-up trucks and busses (where
economies of scale are less important) and fairly efficient in the production
of a low-priced passenger car (whose producer depends only marginally on
parts producers) but grossly incompetitive in the production of higher
priced passenger cars (see Table 3.20, Statistical Appendix).

183. Brazilian intermediate goods prices appear to be competitive in
the case of flat steel products and certain basic chemicals. Ihowever, as
indicated, there is great need for improved efficiency and tariff reduction
in the case of fertilizer (see para. 135). The high levels of textile
industry protection also need to be reduced. Whiile it is true that marginal
textile firms are in diffculty even with high protection, the efficient
textile firms are very profitable at prevailing Brazilian price levels.

Ownership of Brazilian lanufacturing Industry

134. State and foreign ownership of industrial enterprises is one of the
most notable characteristics of Brazil's industrial sector. State ownership
takes the form of the "miixed enterprises", suclh enterprises being concentrated
in the minerals, basic intermediates (steel and chemicals) and utility fields.
Recently there has been a tendency to open -- through the stock market --

narticination in mixed enterprises to the nublic. Foreign ownership usually
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takes joint venture form but only rarely is equity in Brazil's international
&I -LI1~~±U~L L~pU.L Ll± f.dU~*LLI ~ a : .f'Lrus availiable to tlhe public. AIn 1.9772 about one=thirdu of all' firrm locarte
in Brazil with capital of Cr$15 million (about US$2.5 million) or more were
international firmQ. The orig1n of this foraign canital is widelv dianersed
but concentrated in the United States, Germany, Japan, France and the U.K.
In terms of activity, international firms are concentrated in the chemical
and petrochemical, automotive, electrodomestics, food products, textile,
tobacco and pharmaceutical industries, i.e., for the most part in the tech-
nology intensive sectors. International firms account for almost half of
Brazil's rapidly growing manufactured exports.

Table 28: OUI'TRSHIP DISTRIBUTION OF LARGE INDUSTRIAL FIRM', 1972

g Pnrtininntinn of Rr2Ailinn Pirm, , Particpainnfi

capital Publi Private Total of Int'l Firms Total Firms
Category 3Y By ,y By By By BY By Value
Cr$ Millions Number Value Number Vilue iPuiber Value Number Value [lumber (Cr$ 1illions)

15 to 100 n.a. .. n.a. n.a. 67.1 62.1 32.9 57.9 4e? 16 ,65.4
!on to 199 n.a. 4. n.a. 29.1 31.6 33.5 I8.I4 66.5 38 5,235.2

200 to 299 n.r. 12.8 n.a. 59.6 71.4 72."4 2R. 27.6 7 i,Th$.9
300 to 3'9 n.a. 1°.2 n.a. 20.7 40.0 38.9 60.0 61.1 5 1,41.6
)d,d nlus I _ 714.0 n.a. 11.1 7C. 0 FC-1 30 0 1L.9 10 ll-i )_,A _

TOTAL n.s. n. . n. n.AL. o1, 5 'L,5 35 5 35_5 567 -;8 71 r

.oui-ce: BAi4S No. 965, October 16, 1972, p. 19.

.-aufacturingL L'ev-lopmrent strate.gy

185. The industrial dgvalonmsnt stratevv of th Rrnzi I inn gover nment
emphasizes the following elements:

(i) promotion of manufactured exports in order both to diversify
and eaxpand total exports and to increase the scale and ef-
ficiency of domestic industry;

(ii) substitution of manufactured imports in both the intermediate
and capital goods categories;

(iii) reorganization and reequipment of the traditional industrial
subsectors so as to reduce their costs and maintain employ-
ment opportunities;
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(iv) geographic dispersion of industrial establishments so as
to achieve a more equitable intcrregional dis trLioL oL -

employment opportunities created directly and indirectly by
industry; 14c dspersion to be- organized around eioa.LUDLy~, ~"%LIL -LU-~ UM VLCLLL UUU L=6.LU[Id1L

growth poles so as to make practical the provision of needed
inf"rastructure; anAu,L __ |_. Lf _.. s _-

(-v) Ueve'LoprLi,ent o'l Brazilian industrial technology so as to reduce
the foreign exchange cost of technology acquisition and to
diminLish Brazil's dependence on externial technology sources.

Manufactured Exports

186. Brazil's manufactured exports increased at an average annual rate
of 42 percent over the 1969-71 period. Even excluding processed agricultural
products, manufactures accounted for 16 percent of Brazil's total 1971 ex-
port earnings compared to 9 percent in 1968. Partial data for 1972 indicate
that this pace of increase continued in that year. Brazil now exports a
wide variety of manfuactured products, e.g., clocks to Switzerland, refrigera-
tors to the United States, furniture to Scandinavia, clothes to Italy,
testing and measuring instruments to Germany and photoelectric cells to the
Netherlands. if Product diversity is also nanifested by the highly aggregated
figures of Table 29; the growth rate shown for each manufactured export
category is high.

Table 29: MANUFACTURED EXPORTS, 1968-71

(FOB Values in US$ millions)

Annual Growth Rate
1968 1969 1970 1971 1968-71

Chemicals 30 39 46 60 26
Machinery 37 53 82 106 42
Transport Equipment 4 7 15 27 90
Wood Products 8 17 17 19 33
Shoes - 2 8 29 -

Steel Products 10 16 41 28 41
Other 77 104 148 211 40

TOTAL 166 238 357 480 42

1/ See "Anuario Estatistico de Exportacao, Porto de Santos, 1970".
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187. The manufactured export growth has been the result of government
promotional policies which began with the introduction of the flexiblet
(crawlino peg) exchange rate policy in August 1968. As indicated above,
this replaced the large annual exchange rate adjustments of the 1964-67
period. By maintaining internal/external price parity through small frequent
adjustments rather than large annual ones, the Governmient provided the produc-
er of manufactured exports with a firm local cost/external price relationship
the lack of which previously had discouraged such exports.

188. The adoption of the flexible exchange rate was followed by a
series of additional incentives having the effect of reducing very substan-
tially below the domestic sales price the price at which the Brazilian
exporter can offer his product on the world market at the same level of unit
profit. These incentives and the development of Brazilian manufactured
exports in general were analyzed thoroughly by the IBRD midway in 1971. 1/
Briefly, the incentives having a price reducing effect are the following, in
descending order of importance:

(i) exemption of exported manufactures from all domestic indirect
taxation, including drawback of tariffs on imported inputs
used in export production;

(ii) Concession of tax credits calculated as fixed percentage of
the FOB or CIF value of the goods exported depending upon
whether they are shipped and/or insured by Brazilian entities.
Generally these credits are conceded at rates equal to twice
the federal sales tax rate incident on the nrodiirt tin to a
maximum of 30 percent. Credits at even higher rates can be
conceded when so determined -- Px ante and for n11 ixporters --

by the Minister of Finance. Since federal sales tax rates
range from a low of 3 nercent the rnteq at wjhirh credits are

conceded also range widely;

(iii) exemption of profits on export sales from income taxation;
and,

(iv) concession of rredit at s sihidized interaet rates t-o firqnl

the working capital needed for export production.

189. Table 30 shows that over a range of 43 categories of export manu-
fArti,re the weighted averag effect of the incentives is to permit Brazilian
producers to price their exports at 64 percent of the domestic price withiout
1n..zr, nf iinit- ntrnfit (If thic2lf U ron A4fffm_an^e, lou.t two,_thiArd ic! ,t

l ofr pr--f-- t O this 36 percent difference ab
tributable to exemption from indirect taxation and the remainder to the tax
cred4ts, Adirect tax -exemptions and other incenti- ves 14steA above Quest"ionse ~~~~~~~Lth-~*C inl*cer- -. .~ ~.C a&t " ~V~ S _<tOIL~L

have been raised as to whiether these incentives subsidize manufactured ex-
ports,o 4mp-arting t_o their produer A-n-_ _-_rava.ag.-laly xe,ptor - _11 -- p -ucersar.L unfLairL aUVCZLL CL= %-I& L±y , =A.%=flip L.±LULL

1/ See Volume TII of "Current Economic Position and Prospects of Brazil"
14H-210a, November 30, 1971.
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Tabile 30: TH1E EFFECT7S OF THiE INCENTIVES TO IXPORTERS OF MANFACTURED PRODUCTS, MAY 1971,

(3 of DomestLc Sales Price at Wihich Exports
can be Sold Wdithou:u Reducing Unift Profits)

Indirect Tax ExMpr ions L~
Income T'ax ipT-ICH _ sane as Sasie as

Value 181-T1CM Subsidy as Subsidies (3) l)lus rea- (3) plus re-
Subsidies as . 7 of Factory on final bate of IPI hares of IPI-ICH All ExemptionsNo. Sector of Factory, 1rice-s Pricec product only on inpuits. on inputs; and Subsidies

(1) (2) (3) (4) ()(6)

1 Cannied and Preserved flood 12.2 0.024 0.89 0.89 0. 79 0.682 Sugar 10-.0 0.022 0.91 0.90 0.80O 0.703 Confectionary Pr~oducts 10l.0 0.051 0.91 0,89 0. 80 0.684 Meat Daily Cereal Other Foodis 3. 8 0.039 0.96 0,93 0. 82 0.755 Beverages 291.8 .0.038 0. 77 0.62 0. 58 0.426 Fats and Oils5 8;.8 0.280 0.92 0.91 0.60l 0.717 Tobacco Piroduc ts 30. 0 0.011 0.77 0.24 0.2.2 0.16a Thread sodl Yamn 9.6 0.019 0,91 0.85 0.77 0.689 Textiles 24.0 0.018 0.81 0.84 0. 75 0.5910 Knitwear 24.0 0.020 0.81 0.83 0. 75 0.5911 Clothing 20.0 0.036 0.83 0.85 0 717 0.6112 Slac~ks, begs and ifnenl goods; 10.0 0.022 0.91 0.89 osoEI 0.7113 Shoes 24.0O 0.055 0.81 0.82 0,76 0.571/4 Lumbie r 6.0 0.035 0.94 0,90 0.82 0.7415 Wood Products anid Furniture 29.4 0.049 0.77 0.0 .4 0.5316 Wood Pulp 6l.0 0.041 0.93 0.88 0.681 0.7117 Papear and Produc-ts 26 .2 0.032 0.79 01.81 0. 75 0.5718 Priniting aind Publishing 20. 0 0.045 0,83 0.83 0, 77 0.6119 Leather 10. 2 0.040 0.91 0.88 0.19 0.6820 Leather Goods (E'xcept Shoes>" 30.0 0.029 0.77 0. 81 0.7~3 0.5521 Rubber Products 30. 0 0.017 0.77 0.81 0.73 0.5522 Plasgtic-s 30.0 0.029 0.77 0.81 0.73 0.5423 Synthetics 15.0 0.029 0.87 0.I8 5 0.78 0.6524 Chesxicals 8.8 0.032 0.92 0.85 0. 81 0.7125 Chesnical Products 25.4 0.026 0.8(1 0.75 0.71 0.5526 Petroleum Products 01.4 0.045 0.99 0.93 0.685 0.8027 Noot-Metalic MLineral 1Products 16.0 0.051 0.86 01.84 0.79 0.6328 Class and Products 16.0 0.038 0.86 01,83 0.79 0.6529 Ironi and Steel 20.0 0.046 0.83 0.861 0.81 0.6430 Non-Ferrous MetaLIS 9.8 0.008 0.91 0.86 0,80 0.7231 Metal Casringa 10.0 0.024 0.91 0.86 0.80 0.7132 rietaL Prodiucts 18.0 0.018 0.85 0.85 u.77 0.6433 Agricultural Machinery 10.0 0.047 0.91 0. 87 0.80 0.6934 Non-Electirical Machinery 16.8 0.031 0.8~6 0.84 0.78 0.6435 Electrical Machinery 13.8 0.033 0.8~8 0l.84 0.79 0.6736 Domestic Appliances 22.8 0.027 0.81 0i.81 0.76 0-5937 Shipbuilding 17.8 0.02D 0.8~5 0,.85 0,77 0.b438 Raillroad Vehicles 9.2 0.021 0.92 0.87 0,81 0.7239 Automobiles 26.4 0.02-4 0,79 0. 79 0.10.5440 Bicycles sod Motorcycles, 30.0 0.024 0.72 0i.80 0.72 0.5441 Airlplanes 10.0 0.031 03.914 0~.8 5 0.81 0.71
42z Precision lnsttt.zsents 28.0 0.026 0.78 0i.78 0.73 0. 5543 Miascel laneous 29.4 0.052 0 7 7 0.7 0~.73 0. 52

Average 14.7 0. 033 0. 87 0.84 0.76 0.64

r~-cce. Ci1t sion -a:culations.
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of manufactured exports from indirect taxation does not constitute subsidiza-
tion since it does not price factors below their cost to the economy. Neither
can indirect tax incentives be said to permit the Brazilian producer to be
inefficient relative to the world market since indirect tax exemptions are
conceded to their exporters by most exporting countries. Even the tax credit,
income tax exemption, and subsidized credit elements of the incentive system
may not permit the export producer to be inefficient by international
standards owing to several oftsetting factors, such as:

(i) indications that Brazil's exchange rate may be overvalued to
a certain extent even though any additional overvaluation may
have been forestalled since 1968 by the adoption in that year
of a flexible exchange rate policy; and,

(ii) the existence in Brazil of an unusually high level of payroll
taxation destined to finance the social security system and
various other social programs; exemption from such taxation
not being included among the export incentives.

190. A review in 1972 of the elements of the incentive system indicates
that there was ons significant change subsequent to the preparation of the
foregoing analysis. Decree-Law 1219 of May 12, 1972, concedes drawback of
tariff incident on imported inputs used by firms in production for the
domestic mnarket on condition that such firms expand their exports. In the-se
cases, imported inputs equal in value to as much as 30 percent of the firm's
exports become eligible for drawbacks. It is difficult to quantify the impact
of this additional export incentive: first, because exemption from tariffs
on imported intermediate goods is conceded liberally in Brazil, independently
of export performance; and, second, because increasing internal competition
is likely to require the producer to shift the benefit of such drawback
forward to the domestic consumer. Assuming an average tariff rate of 25
percent on the imported inputs concerned and that these imports do, in fact,
equal 30 percent of the firm's exports, and complete retention of these
benefits by the producer, this new incentive would reduce from 64 to about
56 percent the percentage of domestic market prices at which exports could
be sold without sacrificing unit profits.

191. Setting aside the problems of possible exchange rate overvaluation
high payroll taxes and other differential burdens borne by the Brazilian
supplier, the incentive system probably accorded an average preference to
Brazilian suppliers on the order of 17 percent of production costs including
profit in 1971. This figure is derived by comparing the value of the subsidy
elements of the system to before-tax ex-factory prices rather than to domestic
sales prices. The additional drawback benefit conceded in 1972 could increase
this margin by several percentage points in certain instances.

192. There are other new nolicv develonments which should add to the
impetus for manufactured exports. As of August 1972 the Government authorized
the duty-free trann£fr to Brazil of cnmnlete wsed industrial establishments
on the condition that the output is directed mainly to the export market.
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Duty exemptions will be granted regardless of the law of national similars.
Tlis is an abrupt departure from past policy, which LorDade tne importation
of used equipment. It is designed to exploit Brazil's comparative advantage

in the form of cheap labor of which labor-scarce countries are becoming

increasingly conscious. A Canadian firm dealing with sisal processing and
textile concerns from Japan and Taiwan have aiready expressed their interest

in transferring their plants to Nortlheast Brazil. 11ore importantly, it
appears that leading car manufacturers will move production units -- such
as rmotor plants -- to Brazil to supply components to home markets.

193. Finally, in October 1972 the Government promulgated legislation
enabling the formation of private trading companies. In some subsectors,

especially shoes and textiles, continuation of recent goods export per-

formance had been impeded by the structure of industry, i.e., many small

producers. The small Brazilian firm tends to have neither the experience

nor the manpower needed to maintain contact with the external market and,
moreover, does not produce in sufficient volume to permit it to respond to
the needs of large-scale foreign importers. Trading companies will provide
needed marketing expertise and also will be able to agglomerate and standard-
ize the output of a number of small producers.

194. About half of Brazil's manufactured exports (excluding processed
agricultural commodities) have been directed to its LAFTA trading partners
but even in LAFTA such Brazilian exports cover no more than about one percent
of total demand for manufactured imports. Most of the remainder of Brazil's
manufactured exports are directed to the United States and to the EEC coun-
tries. The important role of the international firm in Brazil's manufacturing
exports and the market sharing arrangements characteristic of such firms
probably explains, at least to some extent, Brazil's concentration on the
LAFTA market. This concentration is likely to be alleviated by the growing
tendency on the part of sorme of the industrialized nations to engage in an

international division of labor with Brazil. This tendency is manifested

not only by the above mentioned decree permitting transfer of industrial

facilities to Brazil but also by a number of other developments such as
JaDanese interest in establishing new pulp plants in Brazil for supplying
its homte market. Both the product diversity of Brazil's manufactured exports
,in. tsiq trend toward increasing market diversity contribute greatlv to the

generally favorable prospects for Brazilian manufacturing export growth.

Additional Import Substitution

195, It is frequently alleged that Brazil has exploited the import
substitution process to the limit and that it 1i for thiq rTeasn that the

exportation of manufactures now is being emphasized. Even including pro-
cessed agricultural products (Sugar, scoffee, canned bf, -tc.

factured exports accounted for no more than 6 percent of gross Brazilian
11CUfoJCt%_LuriLL Vutput in 1071 Th e r-p i d in -reaeof nf onar-icltural manu

factured exports focused on by Table 29 above, accounted for only about
j perCe91t of the nctred-M=nt of Brazilit n other hand, covered about 9 _tper ce
and 1971. MIanufactured imports, on the other hand, covered about 9 percent



of Brazil's total demand for manufactures in 1971, being concentrated in the
capital equinment, ferrous and nnnferrous netals and chamicals and nptro-
chemicals categories. From this situation several implications can be

(i) c rnwtl, nf Rrazilian nmifart-trinc rpmnins nprimrily de-iprnPnrdent

upon internal market expansion;

(ii) the emphasis on manufactured exports is most important as one
of the components of the drive to alleviate the forlgn
exchange constraint on economic growth;

(iii) there remains considerable opportunity and need for import
s uA bJ s.. ICiI t~ i o

i4. vL) *J v C e VroL v lLArnmnC ",aC a nutztiluer oA. FL proL 4r:am dOesiglCnU XV acllie VC aUA * L. -Lfl

al import substitution in economic fashion. OAe is the IBRD/IDB financed
project for increasing ICthe production capacity ofJ BLrazll's th Lree mjor flat
products steel mills from 5.4 million tons per year as of 1970 to 11.2 million

tons per year in 1,74. In I 1972 Lhe G Overn.m,ent was de v elopping a c0mLp-an ioUL

program for much needed expansion of the non-flat segment of the steel sector.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 1 )_ _ J- A _. . v . 1_J4 _ t_ _e - - - - - I _,:___CA .._ ___

BLrzi.l has animporta n.III t ntrILL lldLUL-4. L-V t .. LLUL LLJJ UUU4L;ULL ULX U LCLZi, 11*Wl.y

its enormous reserves of high grade henatite. Lack of high quality coal
anlLU iLr,LLted £Ltsves oL' 1t1LU.Ld gab LLoset this ad-vantage to somei eIxtant

but certainly not sufficiently to warrant Brazil's foregoing the development
oL its steel industry which already is very substantial in size but which
has not kept pace in capacity terms with the recent very rapid growth of the
economy.

197. The fertilizer industry and pians for its expansion are discussed
in great detail in Volume VII of this report. An associated development
is that of the petrochemicals industry. An integrated petrochemicals
industry based in the state of Sao Paulo is well on its way to being estab-
lished. In terms of basic feedstocks - ethylene, propylene, benzene, butadiene,
toluene, the xylenes and the C-series aromatics -- the output of this industry
will amount to about 600,000 tons per year in 1972 and, in accordance with an
expansion program now underway, will rise to about 1,100,000 tons per year by
1976. The bulk of this feedstock production, based on naphtha, comes from
one enterprise, Petroquimica Uniao, S.A. Some additional feedstock produc-
tion (ethylene and benzene) is forthcoming from Petrobras and Union Carbide.

198. Installation of downstream plants is proceeding rapidly, primarily
ir Sao Paulo but also in Bahia. In accordance with investments already made
and/or approved by the Brazilian Petroleum Institute, Petroquimica Uniao
calculates that later generation enterprises with feedstock needs totalling
150 percent of its 1976 output capacity will have been installed by that
year. Total investment in this complex amounts to about US$600 million. The
complex will have a miajor import substitution effect; some US$300 million
(750,000 tons) of petrochemical products were imported by Brazil in 1971.
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Table 31: SAO PAULO PETROCHEMIICAL POLE PRODUCTION OF BASIC FEEDSTOCKS

1972 1977

Ethylene 197,000 450000

Petroquimica Uniao 167,000 300,000
Union Carbide - 1200On0
Petrobras 30,000 30,000

Propylene 93,000 168,000

Petroquimica Uniao 93,000 163,000

Benzene 158,000 158,000

Petroquiriica Uniao 110,000 110,000
Unian CGarbide 11,000 18,000
Petrobras 30,000 30,000

Butadiene 50,000 50X000

Petroquimica Uniao 50,000 50,000

Xylenes 30,000 65 000

Petroquimica Uniao 30,000 65,000

C-Series 38,000 155p 00

Petroquimica Uniao 38,000 155,000

Others 43000 67,()00

Petroquimica Uniao 43,000 67,000

TOTAL 609 000 1,113,000

Source: Petroquinmica Uniao.

199. In addition to the so-called "Sao Paulo Petrochemical Pole", the
Government now contemplates the installation of a second complex of almost
equal capacity and cost in Bahia. Initially the Government had determined
to limit the Bahia petrochemical development to downstream plants using
aromatic feedstocks (benzene, toluene, xylenes, etc.), restricting feedstock
productions and olefines-using plants (ethylene and propylene) to Sao Paulo
because of the concentration of demand in the Center-South. Now, however,
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the Government plans to mount a feedstock facility similar in dimension to
Petroquimica Uniao and a full range of downstream plants in Bahia by 1977.
Initially, at least, the bulk of the output of this complex would have to be
marketed in the Center-South.

200. Development of the Bahia petrochemical pole has been the subject of
feasibility studies by Japanese and French (French Petroleum Institute) consult-
ing firms. The studies are complete but are held in confidence by the Covern-
ment. Aside from the regional development impact, a principal justification
cited by the Government for creation of the Bahia pole is its access to
natural gas reserves located in that state. Here a problem has arisen, how-
ever, in that the same reserves will also be tapped by a new Petroquisa
1,000 tons per day ammonia facility; natural gas and naphtha being alternative
rawq materials for the production both of ammonia (for fertilizer) and petrochem-
ical feedstocks. Thus the Government now contemplates feeding the Bahia
facility with a mixture of natural gas (one-third) and naphtha (two-thirds).
Such a mixture would give the Bahia facility an important advantage vis-a-vis
Petroquimica Uniao, wqhich is entirely naphtha-fed. It would yield a relatively
lowjer propylene and relatively higher ethylene content of basic feedstock
output. Thiis is important because of the readier usability of ethylene
(polyester fibers. houselhold plastic goods, construction materials) than of
propylene (detergents, acrylic glass and fibers).

201. The Bahia reserve is estimated to contain 27 billion cubic meters
of natural gas. Although some of this gas presently is being reiniected,
even more, 412.2 million cubic meters in 1970, is being lost in connec-
tion with the extraction of crude nptroleum Petrobras has assumed resnonsi-
bility to provide 665.5 million cubic meters annually for the ammonia
onnrntInii (3f00 millinn n3)' for 5 downstreamr nptroche-mira1 plants (220-5
million m3) and for the USIBA direct reduction steel mill (115.0 million m 3).
Tf the RBhin fpedstnrk fAil-itv were tn hp entirplv g2S fed, nnnainl g con-

sumption would rise to about 1,665 million cubic meters and the reserves
entirely deplentedA rin 15 xrsr, too. hbrief a p-erino t- Jiiictifxy the inverstmneont

involved. With gas covering only one-third of the feedstock plant's require-
ments, on t-ih other hand, total gas use will approximate nne hillinn riihir
meters annually, so that reserves would be depleted only in 27 years. An
additi4nnal factor ton b.e taken into ac-nuint ic the nproncnt nf bringina intn

production natural gas reserves located on the continental shelf off the coast
of th; neighbrin stt ofe Se-rgipeSd B SS LL eA.

6
I&VLJXX5 *J{WVAs ** 6 * b. J -

202. Nlo,minal tariff rates on petrochemicals --- A,,-t - ent produced

in Brazil range from 15 to 46 percent with most of these tariffs concentrated
in the 3.0-40 percent bracket. Wth theC increase -of14c sc in the

ongoing Sao Paulo expansion program as well as the large initial scale of
th; B1ahl-ia operation, the efficiency of overall pet'rochemdicals outpult should
improve. Mdditional transport costs imposed by the geographic division of
petrochemical operatiLonLs will tLU to bue offset, at least to a certain extent,

by the location of the Bahia pole at the source of its natural gas input.
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203. In the non-ferrous metals sector, the main opportunity for addition-
al import substitution concerns copper. Substantial reserves of copper exist
in the state of Bahia but have not been exploited in significant scale. The
Government is formulating a project costing upwards of US$100 million which
would include both miDing facilities and an electrolytic processing plant
and would have the capacity to substitute all of Brazil's copper imports at
1971 levels.

204. PerhiaDs the most pressing of the needs for additional import sub-
stitution, however, has to do with the capital equipment subsector, expansion
of which as indicated above. has fallen behind that of total domestio
equipment demand. The principal tool being used by the Government for pro-
moting the develonment of this sector is FTNAtE_ thte cqnit1 goods financing
fund. FIiNXE is a response to the attractive credit terms upon which foreign
equipment is nedp nvailahle to 11razilian nurrhasers= In 1971 t-rms rn PTNAMV

loans were extended to 8 years plus two-years' grace in an effort to over-
onme t-i a hgttu-.i,"n oxtsrnal ;and intprnal r:'nit:l Priiiimn-m Qiinmnli.-rcl r>A4t-

terms. Ilowever, FINANE resources have been more expensive (at full monetary
correction plus 8 percent interest) than external suppliers' credits, have

been limited in r.magnitude, and, moreover, have been made available primarily
for shelf-type items such na large triucks rath2r thnn for made-to-order Items.
Brazilian suppliers of the latter have fared very well in supplying equipment
for public investment projects fin-n A n hy int-rnational fin.nclal agenciLs

under competitive bidding where the credit constraint is eliminated. Late
i.19-72,teeoe the Government established za new line of II cred-it

" I .L . - - -C w -Lt - _ t W *.* *&f J -.. t I .L L ULCU L.

for made-to-order equipment. This new line bears terms of up to 15 years
and i;nterest ofr 3 to, 6 perceint plus m"onetary CorreCet4On. The. Gvrnr-ilentatL £LLLC LU U '} LS LL - -J~ L*~.U kUU~UA ±flC t%J VCL ILML=L1L

may also find it advisable to reexamine its implementation of the "Law of
LiLilaWs£' wiLLthJ± UQL... rjeaUd to c a g sl, pCeIrhpsJ, Ls

abolition of this legislation and its replacement by lower statutory tariff
rates, at least in thLe case of' capiaL equipqiuent .
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Table 32: FINA}E OPERATIONS

(In millions current Cr$)

1965 1966 1967 1968 i96^ 1970 1971

Total Domestic Equipment
Procurement 22282.3 3,794=8 4145Co2 6;871.0 9.242.0 12.763.0 17.872.0

Finame Loans* A?*41 7712 103.2 205.9 218.1 321.8 632.7

For Heavy Trucks 10.8 13.5 11.3 30.4 34.1 67.4 227.9

For Road Pavin- Equipment 3.2 6.1 19=6 32=8 39.8 49.3 89.4

To Food Products Industry 5.5 7.6 11.2 17.5 22.1 42.3 62.7

To Textile. !ndustry 2.7 5.6 7.'9 22=4 26.1 25.6 40.7

Other 19.9 38.4 53.2 102.8 96.0 137.2 262.0

FINAME Loans as Percent of
Tota.l n-;estic Procurement 1.8 1.9 33 3.) ,.L 2. 5 3.8

' Excludes loans for construction materials.

Sources: FINAME, FGV, staff estimates.

Geographic Dispersion

205. The geographic dispersion element of the Goverment's manufacturing
development strategy is being served by its decision to locate a second petro-
chemical pole in Bahia as part of the overall Northeast industrialization
scheme discussed above (para. 116).

Modernization of Traditional Industry

206, Volume VII of this report contains a detailed analysis of Brazil's
textile and leather goods industries which, together with food processing,
are the principal constituents of the traditional subsector of muanufacturing

industry. The Government has established a fund for the modernization and
reorganization of traditional industry (FiRI) in the Niational Economic
Development Bank (BNDE). This fund, along with the food processing components
ot the export corridors and Northeast development programs and the sugar
industry reoorganization program are the principal means being used by the
Government to improve the efficiency of the traditional subsector. FiRI and

the sugar program are imique in that they make merger, administrative reorga-
nization, etc., a condition for financial support. FMRl is viewed with some
hostility by entrepreneurs, especially in the textile sector, who fear
loss of control over family-owned and administered enterprises. However,
FMRI's leverage is great, owing to the severe financial difficulties faced by

many firms, including widespread indebtedness to the Goverrment on account

of arrears in payment of taxes. There is a school of thought in Brazil which
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holds that the law of survival rather than conditioned financial assistance
ought to be relied upon by the Government to improve efficiency. Suclh a
natural modernization process runs the risk of unnecessary abandonment of
older eouiDment and excessive restriction of employment. It may in any case
not be feasible since the Government will be under considerable pressure to
continue to forevo collecting its tax debts and to provide "bail out" finance
rather than permit firms with thousands of workers to go under. Even under
the best of circumstances, however, the traditional subsector is unlikely to
provide much additional employment for some time to come.

Technology

207. In Brazil technology has been less of a bottleneck to industrial
th2n to atrirci1tuiral develnnment- The apnproprite technology for any given
industrial activity probably is less dependent upon local conditions tihan is
agri culrural terhnology. 1razIl h a2S been abhl tn imnnrt production processes
from the industrial countries rather freely. Ilowever, this has contributed
to the deee of foreign ownership of production capacity which presently
exists and, additionally, has imposed a substantial foreign exchange burden on
the economy in the form of royalty and technical assistance remittances.
For some time the Government has naintained in the Planning Ministry a fund
for the financing of industrIal research (FITJP). Recently it created thle
National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) in the Ministry of Industry
a-i Cmn-rr,e-c w.hich ho<! 's its pr,incipal fu-ctine teh mnntoring of all .1 1 ---
aLL'VISl\_-sr ^x_fi -. LU~~ &LJ4. LLJL . .. t a.,..-, *L U 1. v L B,I

teclnical assistance contracts and royalty agreemients. In 1972 a second fund
ftor indLustlrial technology was cre-ted by the G-overnment of the state of SUao
Paulo. The emphasis of these measures is on the organization, exploitation
,d-l development ot Brazil' cosdeal hu,an--"1 1-.___n esuce n haJt UA V.LLjJILCL Ut J.La~.-£ C LJLOL - -.C * L &LL L~4LCL±1 LtCCU.ULL U_!b IiL1 LkIM

sense of identifying and financing the domestic market for their services and
forestalling u.-.necessary rcU ULULof eiLL LtechoUlUgy. TLhese agencies

slhould focus as well on the identification of production processes taking
aduvanitage of Brazil's LJountLifuL suppLy o labior; not as aLternatives to
existing processes but as guidelines for new lines of industrial activity to
which Brazil's rapidly gLowing manufacturing sector Can be directed.

Prospects for MLanufacturilig GrowtLL

208. Within the context of an overall 8 to 10 percent growth target, the
Government expects that manufacturing would grow at a 10 to 12 percent pace.
This report concludes that overall growth in the lower hialf of the range
targeted by the Government may be feasible and in so doing projects the
savings and investment behavior consistent with such a growth path. At 8.5
percent overall growth the domestic market for manufactures could be expected
to grow at a 10 percent pace. In the case of traditional consumner goods this
assumes that the elasticity of demand for such goods continues the recent
trend, i.e., increasing about three-fourths as rapidly as total consumption.
Conversely, demand for consumer hard goods, also in line with recent trends,
is assumed to grow about two-thirds more rapidly than total consumption.
In terms of the elasticity of demand to changes in per capita income, demand
for traditional and for dynamic consumer durables would grow 0.64 and 1.86
times as fast as oer capita income, respectively.
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209. Demand for intermediate goods is difficult to project because it

is determined primarily by the level of activity in manufacturing. If the
recent historical trend prevails, demand for intermediate goods will grow
1.29 times as fast as GDP. Demand for capital goods is projected to grow
1.14 times more rapidly than total investment in fixed capital as equipment
continues to increase as a percentage of total capital formation, reflecting
present government policies which concentrate on investment in the manufactur-
ing sector, on agricultural mechanization, etc.

Table 33: GROWTH OF MARKET FOR MANUFACTURED GOODS; 1971-78

(Mlonetary values in millions 1971 Cr$)

Demand Annual
1971 Elas- Market 1978

Production Imports Exports Market ticity Growth(M)iLarket
1971-78

Traditional Consumer
G,oods 51,171.5 729.9 4,973.2 46,928.2 0.78 6.4 73.406.0

Dvnamci ConntimPr

Durables 11,751.7 268.5 - 12,020.2 1.64 13.4 28,987.0

Intermediate Goods 61,875.1 5,499.0 1,580.2 65,793.9 1.29 11.0 136,598.0

Capital Goods 18,575.0 6,892.0 719.3 24,837.7 1.14 11.3 52,550.4

Other Goods 1,825.3 6.3 18.5 1,813.1 1.00 8.2 3,147.8

TOTAL 145,198.6 13,485.7 7,291.2 151,393.1 10.0 294,689.2

210. Clearly this is only a very rough estimate as to Brazilian market
prospects. In any case, however, Brazilian manufacturing should be permitted
to expand somewhat more rapidly than the domestic market by the substitution
of imported intermediate goods implicit in its steel, fertilizer, petrochemi-
cal and copper investment programs and by continued rapid expansion of manu-
factured exports. It may well also be that the domestic capital goods
industry will resume the long-term growth in its share of total Brazilian
equipment procurement which was reversed slightly during the last few years.
Such restoration of the earlier trend would have a very beneficial impact
on the balance of payments which has been heavily burdened by the growth of
capital goods imports in recent years. On balance, therefore, manufacturing
growth somewhat in excess of 10 percent annually can be expected at an overall
8.5 percent rate of economic growth.
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211. The purpose of this chapter is to display the enormous savings
capacity of Brazil's public sector, to snow how these resources are being
allocated and to comment on the implications of public savings and invest-
ment for future economic growth and social welfare. in this chapter tne
broadest possible definition of public savings is employed. Two good examples
of the broadness of tnis definition are the new Social integration Funa (see
para. 79) and the Coffee Account (see para. 161). The "float" of deposits
minus withdrawals accumulated in the Integration Fund should be classified
as private (workers') savings for national accounts purposes. Contributions
to the Fund, however, are mandatory and their application is controlled by
the public sector. Consequently, these forced savings are attributed by this
report in the public sector.

212. The outcome of the financial operations of the coffee sector, i.e.,
the balance of the coffee account, is largely the result of government pricing
policy which determines, inter alia, the incidence of the coffee export tax
and the volume of coffee financing. Moreover, the accounts of the sector are
held by the monetary authorities. If the annual change in the balance of the
coffee account is positive - that is, if coffee export tax revenues and
receipts from the sale of coffee out of publicly owned supplies exceed Coffee
Institute expenditures and whatever change may have taken place in the stock
of coffee production and investment loans -- then the public sector has
extracted current revenues from the sector. If, on the other hand, the
result is negative, then the public sector has caused resources to be trans-
ferred to the coffee sector. Thus this report treats positive changes in
the coffee account as current public revenues and negative changes as current
public sector transfers to the private sector. Coffee investments, consequent-
ly, are financed by private rather than public savings.

213. In conformity with this broad definition, public sector savings
accounted for 60 percent of total Brazilian domestic savings, on average,
during the 1969-71 period. The rate of public savings increase will, there-
fore, be absolutely crucial to attainment of the rates of domestic savings
required to support the Government's ambitious overall growth targets. More-
over. so great a degree of control over domestic savings gives the Government
tremendous power in the overall allocation of Brazilian investment resources.

A. The Central Government

214. Chapter II of this report noted that reduction of the cash deficit
of the Central Government had played a vital role in containing aggregate
demand and reducing the rate of inflation from 90.5 percent in 1963-64 to
24.2 percent in 1967-68. Subsequently, near elimination of the cash deficit
has contributed greatly to an enormous increase in the real value of the
stock of bank credit made available to the commodity producing sectors (see
para. 2S1).
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Table 34: SUMMARY DATA: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CASH BUDGET AS PERCENT OF GDP

Revenues Expenditures Deficit

1963 9.0 13.3 4.3
1964 9.3 12.4 3.1
1965 10.6 12.2 1.6
1966 11.0 13.2 1.2
1967 9.5 11.4 1.9
1968 10.4 11.6 1.2
1969 10.9 11.5 0.6
1970 11.4 11.9 0.4
1971 12.0 12.3 0.3

Source: Ministry of Finance.

Expenditures

215. Cash deficit reduction has been attributable primarily to improved
tax performance which is discussed below. Performance on the expenditure
side has also been good. One of its most notable aspects is the extent to
which the Federal Government has increased its revenue sharing with state
and municipal governments. The tax reform of 1967 increased such sharing
very substantially by allocatine 20 percent of federal income and value
added tax revenues to the states, largely on a need basis. This was cut back
to 12 percent in 1969 because of the strain the higher share had imposed on
the federal budget. However, with federal revenues being very buoyant relative
to nominal changes in GDP, the volume of Rhared revenues moved ranidlv back
toward the peak level they had attained as a percentage of GDP in 1968.
Peronnel expnendittires have Pxnpripnepd t-wn rnnflirting trends: surplu rivil

service employment has been reduced to a certain extent by retiring person-
nel and thereby increasing the Government's npenion billl on the other hand,
the salaries of key civilian personnel, especially in technical fields, and
of military neronnnel have heen inereaedi sushQtantiallv in real terms. Final-

ly, although those discretionary transfers subsidizing the operating deficits
of transport agencies such as the nirlineas shipping e^mnanies and railway
network were sharply reduced. The railway network continues to require sub-
sidization; current tranafor tn it 4,in 1Q71 nmnounting tn snme n3A percnt

of GDP or to approximately as much as the federal cash deficit in that year.
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Table 35: DETAILED BREAKDOWN: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET AS PERCENT OF GDP

(Est.)
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Revenues 9.4 9.9 8.1 8.2 9.2 9.6 10.2 10.2
Total 10.6 11.0 9.5 10.4 10.9 11.4 12.0 12.2
Minus Tax Sharing 1.2 1.1 1.4 2.2 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.0

Current Expenditures 7.9 7.8 8.3 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.1
Direct 3.4 4.0 3.4 3 1 L 2 1.0 2 R 9 7
Civilian Personnel (1.4) (1.6) (1.5) (1.2) (1.2) (0.9) (0.8) (0.7)
Military Personnel (1.2) (1.5) (1.3! (1.1) (1=3) (1.5) (1.4) (1.4)
Other (0.8) (0.8) (0.6) (0.8) (0.7) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6)

Transfers; Perszonnpl 1.0 2.5 3.1 2.8 2-? 2.4 2.3 2.2
Family Bonds (0.2) (0.1) (0.3) (0.2) (0.2) (0.2) (0.1) (0.1)
Pensions (1.0) (0.9! (1.1! (1.2! (1.2) (1.4! (1.3) (1-1)
To Decentralized

Administration (1=8) (1.5) (1.7) (1=4) (0 R) (n=8) (0)Q (0.8)
Interest ( ( 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3
Discret1innary Transfers (1.5 (1.3 1.7 0.5 1.4 .1 1.9 1.8

Current Accunt Siirplus 1.5 2.1 -n09 1 S 2 . 9 2.8 3. , 1

Capital Expenditures 3.1 3.3 1.7 2.7 2.8 .8 Q .1 3.2

CSashl Deficit anA Fi -ann 1.6 1.2. 1.1. .2 .0. n.4 0). 0 .1

Treasury Bonds and Bills 0.9 1.2 1.0 -0.1 1.2 0.8 1.7
'OthLer Borrowing - - - 0.2 0. 0.1 .I
Monetary Authorities 0.7 - 0.9 1.1 -0.8 -0.5 -1.5

Source: Table 5.2, Statistical Appendix.

Deficit Finance

216. The Government's internal borrowing through the sale of treasury
bonds and bills merits some emphasis. In 1964 the Government instituted its
adjustable Treasury Bond (ORTN) subject to ex post monetary correction and
created various mechanisms of compulsory ORTN purchase. ORTN became very
quickly, however, an attractive instrument in which institutions like the
National Housing Bank (B-NH) could hold their liquidity, ORIN maturities rang-
ing from one to five years. The process of creating a market for treasury
paper culminated in 1970-72 with the introduction of short-term (92, 182
days) treasury bills sold at discount through auction rather than subject to
monetary correction. By 1972 a system of dealers for this paper had been
developed enabling banks, non-bank financial institutions and industrial
and commwiercial firms to hold short term liquidity in this paper and to exchange
it amon5g themselves, Thus, treasury borrowing evolved from what originally
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was purely a system of deficit financing into a sophisticated monetary manage-
ment tool.

Irabl eI 3: DMIMx AlW D T BIL SATVC SELEC11rTED YEWAT, AS PnRCE OF GD

Stock
1965 1967 1969 1971 as of 12/31/71

Treasury, Bonds (Gross) 0.9 1. 3. 31.2 6.
Voluntary 1/ 0.5 1.7 3.7 3.1

One Year. (A % In a (0.8 (. 1) f( 1)I

Two Years (0.3) (0.4) (0.5) (0.7)
Five Years (-) (0.5)\ (0.'1) (0.3)

Capital Revaluation (0.2) (0.1) (-) (-)

Othez (-~~ ~~) (=) ( ) I

Co.pulsory V.2 - 0.1 0.1

Indemnification Fund (0.2) (-) (-) (-)
Insurance C'o. Reserves (-() () (01
Other (-) (-) (0.1) (-)

Treasury Bills (Net) - - - 1.4 1.7

±/' nIrcludes bonud holings as alternative to compu'sory 'oank reserves,

presently some 55 percent of total bank reserves.

Source: Central Bank of Brazil; Department of Public Debt.

Tax Structure

217. Sweeping tax reforms were made by the Government during the 1964-67
period. At the outset of that period the Government imposed monetary correc-
tion and stiff penalties on tax arrears and instituted source withholding of
taxes on wages, salaries and capital income. It also initiated a program
of improvement of tax administration with the help of foreign technicians
which is still in process. As of January 1, 1967 a new definition of the tax
structure was incorporated in the national constitution. The major change
wrought by this incorporation was the transformation of federal and state
sales taxes from cascade type to value-added imposts. The cascade tax had
the effect of distorting the structure of industry by encouraging the vertical
integration of the firm and discouraging specialization and economies of scale
aalong horizontal lines. The January 1, 1967 reform also introduced the
greater degree of tax sharing noted above (para. 214) not only as between
the Central Government on the one hand and local governments on the other but
also between states and municpalities; the latter receiving a portion of the
state value-added tax collected within their boundaries. Finally, the reform
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eliminated an old stamp tax which previously had generated about 10 percent
of central government revenues. Since 1967, the major changes in central
government tax structure have been: (i) the institution in 1969 of the
education payroll tax, half of which accrues to the Central Government (see
para. 70); (ii) the preemption ir 1971 of half of the Article 34/18 investment
tax credit resources for application by the Central Government in the North
and Northeast regional development programs (see para. 100); (iii) the transfer,
in 1971, of accruals from the tax on financial operations from the Central
Bank to the Central Government; and (iv) the initiation, in 1971, of the
reduction of effective central government value-added and corporate income
tax rates as the counterpart to mandatorv contributions by employers to the
Social Integration Fund (see para. 79). All of these most recent measures
save the first one merely transfer revenues from one segment of the Govern-
ment to another. Thus some of the sharp increase in central government re-
venues which has taken place over the last few years does not represent an
increase in overall tax burden.

Fiscal Incentives

218. Nevertheless, federal revenues have been very elastic to changes
in national income, especially during the rapid growth years 1968 through
1972. Excluding the effect of the article 34/18 preemption and the incorpora-
tion of the financial operations tax, they have increased at a 13.8 percent
pace in real terms over these years compared to the 9.9 percent pace of
economic growth; i.e., thev have demonstrated an elasticity to national in-
come growth of about 1.4. This is all the more remarkable in view of the
extent to which the government has used the tax structure to provide incentives
for enconmic activitv. For example, terms for remittance by the firm of
the value added taxes it collects on behalf of the government graduallv have
been lengthened until they conform with standard credit terms for the product
concerned, e.g., the 90 day period for remittance of the value added tax on
intermediate chemicals conforms to the payment terms customarily conceded bv
suppliers. However, the lengthening of remittance terms has had onlv a one
time impact on tax elasticity; more important are the various fiscal incen-
tives for investment and for manufactured exports which have been made avail-
able bv the government. Besides the 34/18 srheme and the wholesale exemption
of capital goods from import duties and value added taxes, the investment
inrentives inciu,,de a numher of tax credrit-s nd dedtiortnst from taxabhe inrome

for investment by physical persons in certain financial instruments, such as:

(i) the Decree-Law 157 scheme whereby individuals are credited
in amroun*ts ranging from 129* to 24 percenrt -of the4r Incomne tax
liabilitv -- the range being inversely related to income
brL act.C - -= or -- co---u- ding invest-lent in metual funds which,
in turn, must invest at least 70 percent of these resources
i1n uiewl-v LLitteU corporate sUilares;
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(ii) deduction from taxable income of 30 percent of amounts
invested in new share issues of "open capital" corpora-
tion. 1/ Adiustable Treasury Bonds (ORTN). and. mortagage
bonds (letras imobiliarias);

(iii) deduction from taxable income of 15 percent of amount
invested in mutual funds; and

(iv) exemption from personal income tax of the first US$450
in dividends earned by the identified holders of shares
in "onen" corporations.

Tax Equity

219. As is demonstrated by Table 37. source withheld income taxes are
approximately equal in magnitude to corporate income taxes and post-with-
holding residual personal income tax liabilities combined. There is no with-
holding of taxes on corporate incomes. As of 1972 such taxes were collected
in 12. nominally equal. consecutive monthly payments commencing in February
following the year in which the income was earned. Not only the interest
cost of this delay but the fact that these payments are not subject to mone-
tarv correction substantially reduces the effective corporate income tax
rate below its nominal level. About half of withheld tax revenues orginate
from the taxation of earned incomes. The remainder comes from withheld taxa-
tion of capital income. About half of this remainder, or one-fourth of the
total, originates from income remitted abroad to both physcial and juridical
persons which is taxed at a rate of 25 percent. The remaining one-fourth comes
primarily from the withheld taxation of domestic dividend and interest pay-
ments (excluding interest pavments to financial institutions)L ranita1 gains
are not taxed. The progressive rate schedule of the withheld tax on earned
incomes ranges from 3 to 15 nercent while that nn nverall nprsnnal inrrnnec

(i.e., on the taxable income shown by annual income declarations) ranges from
3 to 50 Dercent. For nersonal incnmeR delarerd in 1Q71, only 44 percent of
total liability was collected at source; the remainder being collected during
the year followina that in which the inrome was earned- Thius, iust as in
the case of corporate incomes, the limited extent of withholding on personal
incomes discriminates in favor of npersons in the higher income ax hbnracetsa

and against those in the lower ones. However, this discrimination occurs in
the highest derilea of income distrihistion only; incomes falling in the lower
deciles being entirely exempt from taxation.

220. Formerly, the benefit to the firm from the exemption of Its delayed
ineome tax paymenta frvom interet and/or monetary correctio.n was offset by
taxation of false profits. The process of eliminating false profits taxation,

1/ "Open capital" status is conceded when the corporation distributes at
least 20 percent of its voting shares to the public and is contingent
upon the firm's increasing this "openness" by at least 10 percentage
points every two years until 49 percent of voting stock has been dis-
tributed. Incentives for going public include a favorable corporate
income tax rate -- 30 percent as opposed to 35 percent -- and reduction
of the withheld income tax on distributed profits from 25 to 15 percent.
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however, was completed in December 1968 by legislation permitting the firm

to deduct from its taxable income an amount equal to the monetary correction

of both fixed and working (inventories) capital. The Government has been

reluctant to carry this process to its logical conclusion, i.e., to subject

corporate incomes to "a pay-as-you-go" system because of the double tax burden

this would impose during its first year of operation. The double taxation

effect could be mitigated by offering the firm the alternative of paying in-

terest and monetary correction on its delayed tax payments. The additional
resources which could be generated by such application of "pav-as-you-go"
would almost equal the current rate of net accruals to the Tenure Guarantee
Fund. Assuming monetary correction of 16 percent (equal to the 1971-72 rate

of price increase) and interest at 8 percent, application ot pay as vou go

to 1971 corporate incomes would have increased total tax yield (including
34/18 deposits) by about Cr$1.5 billion or 0.5 percent of GDP. Net accruals

to the Tenure Guarantee Fund in 1972 are estimated at the equivalent of 0.6

percent of GDP (see Table 6.7, Statistical Appendix).

Administrative Reform

221. The reform of both tax and expenditure administration which has

been accomplished over the past several years joins with the reform of the

tax structure in boding well for continuation of strong fiscal performance
in Brazil. The impact of improved tax administration is difficult to quantify;

the best statistical indicator is the fact that the number of personal in-

come tax declarations was increased from 468,730 in 1967 to an estimated

8.3 million in 1971, i.e., to a number about half as large as the entire urban

labor force and about 80 percent as large as that portion of the urhan labor

force required to file income declarations (those earning no more than the

highest legal minimum wage are not required to file). Certainly anyone wit-

nessing the events of the last several years would agree that the Government

has succeeded in establishing a national consensus as to the obligation to pay

taxes.

222. On the expenditure side, lack of controls over the obligation of

government resources, excessive earmarking of government revenues for specific

expenditure programs and poor budget formulation had forced the Finance

Ministry. until 1969. to resort to a variety of ad hoc devices to keep expen-

ditures under control. Annual decrees would simply set aside various expen-

diture appropriations under the title "expenditure containment", while addi-

tional appropriations of a more essential nature would be allocated to "re-
serve funds" to be liquidated during the year only in the event that revenue

collections permitted. At the end of each year the Ministry would carry over

into the subseunient fiscal Deriod only those appropriations which it could

not avoid liquidating in the short-term. However, post audit procedures

exercised hv the accounting tribunal of the Government's legislative branch
would establish all appropriations not actually utilized during the vear as

debtS (restos a panar) nf the Federal Government. reeardless of whether ex-

penditures under such appropriations had actuallv been obligated. But with

rationalization of revenue earmarking by the 1967 tax reform, other improve-

ments in budget formulation and expenditure control and rapidlv increasing

revenues, the Government, by 1969, was not only able to reduce the extent to

which each new set of annual appropriations had to be set aside but was also
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able to confront the problem of sorting out and canceling those unutilized
appropriations (restos) of prev'ous years whIch ULU not represent real
debt. To this end Decree Law No. 836 of September 8, 1969 established criteria
Lor thle definition of arL unutl±ze. appropriation as a debt andU canceleu ali

appropriations outstanding from years prior to 1967 except for those which
couia be shiown by interested parties to represent tangible obligations. By
the time of the formulation of the 1972 cash program it was estimated that
almost all of these old debts had been liquidated.

Progressivity and Revenue Sharing

223. Although the federal income tax is progressive, primarily by virtue
of exempting lower income class wage earners from its incidence, it accounts
for only about one-fourth of total central government revenues. The biggest
federal revenue earner, the value-added tax, does contain an element of
progressivity in that it exempts basic food products and features a wide range
of rates -- 3 to 50 percent -- of which the lowest rates are on wage and
intermediate goods and the highest on luxury items such as whiskey, cosmetics,
jewelry, etc. 1/ The predominant element of progressivity in the fiscal
system of the Central Government is an interregional one which flows from
the system of tax sharing. This report focuses on tax sharing with the North-
east, Brazil's poorest region, at about half the national average per capita
income level. Table 38 shows allocations to the Northeast from the Federal
Participation and Special Funds and from those portions of the petroleum
products and energy taxes earmarked for the states. It also shows the 34/18
deposits in the Northeast since these, in fact, represent additional sharing
of federal income taxes with that region. On the negative side are the contri-
butions of the Northeast to the Participation and Special Funds and to the state
pool of petroleum and energy tax revenues. The net result is a transfer of
federal revenues to the states which, in the 1968-70 period averaged some 7
percent of total federal revenues and 1 percent of GDP. The preemption of half
of the 34/18 accruals by the PROTERRA and PIN regional development schemes
will change the pattern of expenditure of these transfers without reducing
their volume. In 1972 gross transfers to the Northeast, including those
under PIN and PROTERRA are estimated to be 30 percent greater in real terms
than in 1970. Moreover, if one takes into account other expenditures by
federal agencies in the Northeast as well as total federal revenue collections
in the Northeast, the overall revenue transfer is seen to be even greater
than that accomplished via the tax sharing mechanisms (see Table 31, Volume IV).

I/ Actually cigarettes, -which are under a special tax regime featuring
rates of 200 percent and more, are the largest single commodity source
of value-added tax revenue. This is regressive to the extent that
cigarettes may be regarded as a wage good.
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Table 37: FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING WITH THE NORTHEAST

(In millions 1971 Cr$)

1968 1969 1970

From Net to From Net to From Net to
To NE NE NE To NE NE NE To NE NE W

Participation and
Special Funds /1 1,033 96 937 700 116 584 743 125 618

Income Taxes (517) (28) (350) (43) (372) (43)
Vallue1 AAAed Tax (5z16) f(6) (350 (73)1 (37 1)N r (8)

cole T Iaxes I266 146 -I 10 3 qJ 'I0 J 1736L2J 13 U

PDetrol11eum Products t29 12 24 12 34 20

Electric Energy (37) (14) (42) (18) (60) (28)

Education Tax 30 - 30 40 - 40 49 - 49

34/18 Deposits 796 - 796 982 - 982 1,035 - 1,035

TOTAL 2,125 242 1,883 2,048 286 1,762 2,191 354 1,837

% of Federal Revenues 10.5 8.8 8.0

% of GDP 1.1 1.0 0.9

/1 Includes 12 percent of total federal income and value-added tax collections
nationwide and in Northeast, respectively.

/2 includes revenues allocated to the Northeast from that portion of these
taxes earmarked for state governments.

/3 Includes that portion of these taxes collected in the Northeast earmarked
for state governments.

Source: Ministry of Finance.

Outlook for Central Government Savings

224. It can be expected that central government revenues will continue
to be as elastic to changes in GDP as they have been since 1965. On the
current expenditure side, the Government has a firm policy of avoiding any
increase above present levels in central government employment. Even assum-
ing substantial real increases in real salary rates, therefore, it is unlikely
that overall current expenditures will increase more rapidly than they have
in the past. The buoyancy of the tax structure, together with policies
designed to restrain current expenditure increase, mean that at high rates
of economic growth central government savings will increase verv rapidly.
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Assuming that the economy grows at an 8.5 percent pace, central government
savings could be expected to increase by about 19 percent annually.

Table 38: OUTLOOK FOR CENTRAL GOVERN'ENT SAVINGS

(In millions 1971 Cr$)

Average Absolute Values Average Annual X

1969-71 1972-74 1975-77 1971/65 1978/71

Revenues 19-773 28.707 38.861 9.4 10.9

Total 23;407 34;172 46;242 10.3 11,1
Minus: Revenue Sharing 3,634 5,465 7,381 16.4 12.2

Current Expenditure 14,741 19,452 23,268 6.9 6.6

Direct Personnel 4,733 5,714 7,197 5.0 8.0
Personnel Trasfers 4,759 6,200 7,436 3.8 6.8
Other 5,249 7,538 8,635 11.9 5.4

Current Account Savings 5,032 9255 15,593 19.2 19.2

Source: Tables 5.4 and 5.8, Statistical Appendix.

B. Loca'l Government Finances

225. State and municipal government tax revenues are about three-fourths
as large as central government tax revenues but both the current and capital
outlays of local governments exceed those of the Central Government. Since
1968 most of the resulting gap has been made up by federal revenue sharing.
Nevertheless, a substantial amount of borrowing has been done by local gov-
ernments, primarily from internal sources. but in substantial degree from ex-
ternal sources as well (much of the latter in the form of financial credits).
After a large lump in real terms following the tax reform of 1967, local tax
revenues increased only about two-thirds as rapidly as has real GDP since
1968. Performance varies widely by state. The Northeast has contributed
significantly to overall inelasticity by distributing very liberally exemp-
tions from the state value-added tax (ICM) in order to attract industry to
that region. Municipal property taxes also have performed rather poorly.

226. As indicated above (para. 124), an issue has arisen concerning the
distributinn nf TGM revenues betwepn states The Northeast Rtates are nress-
ing for a more even distribution between state of origin and state of destina-
tion nf revenues generated hv thp 4ncidenrc nf thp TrM nn interstate tradep

However, the bulk of the impact of such a measure would fall outside the
Northeast. Moreover, the exporting states are by no means flush with resources;
urbanization and other needs already are straining their fiscal capabilities.
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Rather it is the Central Government with its superior fiscal machinery and
the ability to be selective between. states in its --!location of resources
which must address this problem.

227. The most pressing of the local expenditure needs are for education,
-ater suppl- -an -se -rge -od -n -lcr ity -hs -needsburder. both-YLc ot&pjJy =&&U OC0 C

5
..a-aOL -LCtLL.-_.4.L-..-C*-CCLU LJ. uc, U LLU

the current and investment budgets of the local governments. The projection
-iven 4n Taule 3.9 of state current and i..vestment expenditures takles into
account the goals of the national education program, the national water and
O:CWvCL 05EC fr'L VU;- a*II[ LLL WL*CL.UL. vl(s. vJt FE' VU,. OMn aLiL. LIt tICI L .Unna.L CUICQ 5' pt "L 6 1 WU

and the contributions which will be expected of the states to the financing
of these programs. 1Re5Cgardless of tLhe raat.e of --v--ll 51. grwLh, the
current and investment outlays of the local governments would have to in-
crease at average annuall rates of 8.5 andL 12*.2 percent, respectivelv, over
the 1972-78 period in order to meet these goals.
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Table 39: LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES

(In millions 1971 Cr$)

1972-74 1975-77
1969/71 Average Average Average Annual %

Value % GDP Value Value 1968-71 1971-78

Current Revenues 23;449 11.5 29.666 38,438 5.5 9.4

Indirect Taxes 18,552 9.1 22.740 29.365 6.2 9.0

ICM (16,959) (8.3) (20,517) (26,479) (5.1) (9.0)

Other (1j593) (0.8) (2/223) (2.886) (19.8) /1 (9.0)

Direct Taxes 1,263 0.6 1,461 1,692 5.0 5.0

Revenue Sharing 3,634 l18 5,465 7,381 2.4 /2 12.2

Current Expenditures 18,405 9.0 2;717 28.155 6.1 8.5

Consumption 13,933 6.8 16;512 21,520 9.4 8.6

Subsidies 502 0.2 50 50 -5.1 0

JransfLers to Private
Sector 3,970 2.0 4,705 6,135 -1.2 8.6

Current Account Surplus 5,044 2.5 7,949 10,283 3.2 12,2

Capital Expenditures 7,585 3.7 9,313 11,657 12.7 9.4

Direct Investment /4 6,044 3.0 6,713 8,907 13.3 9.5

Transfers to Federal
Enterprises /5 1,541 0.7 2,600 2,750 10.6 9.1

Deficit and Financing 2,541 1. 1,364 1,374 /3 -9.0

/1 Reflects institution of uniformL road tax in. 1969.

7T Reflects reduction of Participation and Special Funds from 20 to 12 percent

of federal income and value-added tax revenues in 1969.

/3 The local government budget balanced in 1968.

14 Primarily for investments in educatlor, road construction and water and

sewerage administered by autonomous state agencies.

/5 Contributions to federal autonomous agenc'es and mixed entitles in

support of investments in electricity, steel production facilities and

water and sewerage.

228. The local government revenue projection given inl Table 39 takes

into account the federal revenues likely to be available under current sharing

arrangements if the economy grows at an overall 8.5 percent pace. IL also

assumes that efforts presently underway with the leadership of the Central
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Government to increase the elasticity of state ICM tax yields will be success-
ful. Under these circumstances it appears that local governments could meet
their obligations, since their deficits would be reduced to very manageable
proportions by 1978. However, this assumption, together with the greater
than unitary elasticity of central government taxes. implies some increase
in the overall tax burden on the economy, which already is very high. This,
together with the strong financial position of the Central Government. Sup-
ports the suggestion that the latter transfer an increased percentage of its
revenues to local governments on a selective basis; that is. eontingent unon
demonstration by recepient states of adequate tax effort and of capacity to
absorb additional shared resources.

C. The Overall Tax Burden and Public Sector Savings

229. Taking into account not only taxes levied bv the rentral nnA lnocl
governments but also the principal payroll taxes (social securitv and Tenure
Guarantee Fund). the coffee export tax. the Social Integration Fuindi and various
other imposts, Brazil's total tax burden increased from about 24 percent of
GDP in 1965 to 28.5 nercent in 1968- This inrrease was attrih,buta1P to the
tax reform of 1967 which sharply increased local government revenues and to
the introdtirtinn late in 1966 nf the Teniurp Gunrnnte-P Fund. If the 34/1tI8
deposits also are included, the total tax burden in 1968 was 29.3 percent
of G.DP. Frnm 1968 until 1971 the tnx hbiurden dcit1n sl 4ghtly owing to the
inelasticity of local tax revenues and to the relative increase in coffee
produrers' prices financed~v prmarily~ by, reduc,tion in the~ rate ofthCofe
export tax. For the future divergent forces are at work. The most important
r.egative factor is the epected declinLe in bDoth absolute and relative terms
of the Tenure Guarantee Fund as increasing worker withdrawals reduce annual

increases in th&fot of this fund fromL O.M pjercentL of GD J1JLn 197 J1 to a
"normal" level of 0.2 percent of GDP by 1974. On the positive side, there
is the elasticity of the federal revenue structure, based as iLt iS pri-
marily on the growth leading industrial sector. The principal uncertainty
has to do with local governm,ent taxes; if their elasticity can be imuproved
the total tax burden is likely to increase significantly after 1974 when the
o _ _ h b c .I_tD . .ooc'Lai' 'Lnegrat'ion r-und associateai tax rate aa'ju-s'menL nas oeen compierea.
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Table 40: THE OVERALL TAX BURDEN

(Billions 1971 Cr$; % GDP)

1968 1971 1974 1978
Amount x GDP Amount % GDP Amount % GDP Amount % GDP

Federal Government 17.9 10.6 27.0 12.0 37.5 12.9 51.0 13.7

Local Governments 17.2 10.1 20.5 9.1 25.9 8.9 33.9 9.1

Autonomous Entities
Social Security
Agencies 7.1 4.2 10.7 4.7 14.0 4.9 18.5 5.0

Coffee Contribution
Quota 2.7 1.6 1.5 0.7 1.9 0.7 1.6 0.4

Tenure Guarantee
Fund (net) 2.0 1.2 2.0 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.2

Social Integration
Fund (net) - - 0.3 0.1 2.0 0.7 2.6 0.7

Other /1 1.4 0.8 1.1 0.5 0.1 - 0.2 0.1

Total Taxes 48.3 28.5 63.1 28.0 82.1 28.1 108.6 29.2

Article 34/18 Invest-
ment Credits 1.3 0.8 1.8 0.8 1.6 0.6 2.2 0.6

Overall Tax Burden 49.6 29.3 64.9 28.8 83.7 28.8 110.8 29.8

GDP 169.6 100.0 225.3 100.0 291.7 100.0 372.5 100.0

/1 Includes: Financial operations tax, education tax, various speclal taxes

collected by agencies such as the National Ports and Navigable Waterways

Department, the Merchant Marine Superintendency, the Agrarian Reform and

Colonization Institute and the Sugar and Alcohol Institute (IAA). All of
these, save the IAA's tax on sugar exports, had been incorporated in the

Central Government budget by 1972.

Sources: Historical data on the Federal Government and autonomous agencies
provided by the Finance Ministry and respective agencies. Data on
local government revenues through 1968 are provided by the Getulio
Vargas Foundation and IPEA. All other data represent staff estimates.

230. Overall, public sector savings increased at an 11.4 percent average

annual rate between 1968 and 1971 as they rose from 9.7 to 10.1 percent of

GDP. This increase was attributable mostly to the Central Government and to

the mixed enternrises in the energye steel and mining sectors as they expanded

their operations and, in some cases, increased their prices relative to others
in the Pennnmvy The roffee account was transformed from a substantial saver
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to a substantial dissaver owing to the above-mentioned decline in the coffee
export tax and to the expansion of the value of coffee production financing
related to increased producerst prices.

231. Ongoing expansion programs, prevailinR rates of demand increase
and public pricing policies indicate that the savings of the public enter-
prises will continue to increase very rapidly. The coffee account. over the
next several years, is likely to be a net saver; while its operations cannot
be expected to generate verv large surnluses, the roffee tax is likely to
generate all of the resources needed to finance the expansion of production
credit and of the recently instituted lines of tree nlanting and terhnicr1
input cred't. The favorable response of coffee producers to the tree planting
Drogram indicates that nroducers' nrices were at adesuate lpvels aR nf the

end of 1972 and probably will not have to be increased significantly in rel-
ative terms over the next few vears. Low stocks and below enuilihriiim pro-
duction capacity have two favorable effects: on the one hand, they tend to
sustain both nrevailing world nri4es and the rate of the cnffpp export tax;

on the other, they make unlikely any expenditure for stock accumulation until
such time as new nlantinvs raise nroduction ahovp the eouilihriutm lpvpl1

Finally, in 1972 the subsidization of domestic coffee consumption bv Brazil's
Goffee Tnstituite (TRIB) was terminted; eliminating a signific-ant drfin on
coffee sector resources. Although less so with the enormous export diversi-
fication of recent years, coffee remains a crucially important sector, one

with considerable political power. The sector has pressed for abolition of
the coffee export tax. If the Government were forced to give In to this
pressure it should, as an offsetting measure, raise interest rates on coffee
production and tree plan.ting credits from their present levels of 4 and 3
percent, respectively, at least to parity with the highest agricultural
credit interest rate, i.e., 15 percent. 

2, Epecallv i loal tx eastcit lsimpoved an' 'n view of the
ZJ nspecia"± ii1 £)Ud.L ta~x ei-ast eLLVC LZ5a L11[j)1. Li~ dU .L VJL Ui LI

buoyancy of central government revenues, high rates of economic growth will
generate more than proportlonate increases in central and local government
savings. Despite the progress it has made, the Central Government still
has surplus personnel. Elimination of these by attrition is likely to
offset, at least in part, the need for additional education personnel at
the local level. This report anticipates that real government salary rate
increases will exceed slightly increase in per capita income because of
the need to raise the salaries of some personnel, especially in education,
relative to others in the economv. The combination of these two trends would
hold the rate of current expenditure increase in both central and local govern-
inents to something on the order of 7 percent along an overall 8.5 percent
economic growth path. Thus the overall current account surplus ot central

1/ If the tax were to be abolished it would have far reaching adverse effects
on the world coffee economy by stimulating ecesiuve nlanting in Brazil
and leading to reduction and/or abolition of coffee export taxes elsewhere
in the world.
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and local governments is projected to increase from 5 percent of GDP in 1971
to about 8 nprrent in 1977- Tnoapther with savings nrnospets fnr tho rem.ainder

of the public sector, this should permit overall public savings to increase
at a 14 percent annual pace if overall econonmnic growth averages 8.5 percent.
It should be stressed that this projection assumes considerable improvement
in local revenue performance. Moreover, So high a rate of savings growth
may be unnecessary and even undesirable in view of the increase in tax burden
which 4+ 4implies. Soe shortfall i4. 1ocal reveunu performance may not be
inconsistent with meeting investment needs if the Central Government is willing
to increase the extent of ILIts revenue shi&LariLng.
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Table 41: PUBLIC SECTOR SAVINGS

(In billiens 1971 Cr$ and % GDP)

1968 1971 1974 1977
Amount , GDP Amount %GDP Amount GDP Ameunt % GDP

Central Gevernment
(Exeluding Shared Revenues) 3.5 2.2 6.2 2.5 10.9 3.7 18.1 4.9

Local Governrents
(Including Shared Revenues) 4.o 2.L 5.5 2.4 8.4 2.9 11.3 3.0

Social Security AgencieE 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.3 1.7 0.5

Federal Aut&rkies 1/ 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.2 0. 0.1 0.1 -

Coffee Account 1.0 O.6 -0,5 -0.2 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.1

Official Credit Agencies 4 1.2 2.5 5.3 2.4 514 1i9 6.7 1.8

Tenulre GurlLrnt- Fui1nd (Neet) (29n (I 2) (2{nn) (0.9 (n.9) (0.) (-R) R r) 9
Financial Transactions Tax (0.7) (0.4) (0.6) (0.3) (-) (-) 'ws 'TS
Social Integretion Fund (Net) (-) (-) (C.3) (0.1) (2.0) (0.7) (2.6) (0.7)
Investment Tax Credit Resources (1.3) (0.8) (1.8) (0.8) (1.6) (0.6) (2.2) (0.6)
BIDE-BENH, Operating Profits (0.2) (0.1) (0.6) (0.3) (0.9) (0.3) (1.1) (0.3)

Mixed Enterprises 3/ 2.7 1.6 5.2 2*3 8.4 2-9 11.5 3 1

TOTAL 16.1. 9.7 22.7 10.1 35.1 12.0 49.9 13.1.

1/ Federal Lutarkies include agencies such as the Ilational Highways Department (DNER),
Railways Department (DNEF), Ports Department (DNPVN), Merchant M4arine Superintendency
(SUNAXAN), Civil Aviation Autherity (DAi), Federal Universities, regional development
agencies, k5uDENE, UlAlm, 6uJ-u]P, S-UDESF, SUfEC0O), 'ater and Sewerage Department (NOS6),
Agrarian Reform Agency (INCRA), Forestry Institute (IBDF), Fishing Superintendency

WlU25=) anA _upl Sueitne cyTSUr ) lhog teeTgnce hv s~~ ~~~L- Ui~j}lj -)L~y ~ 1.jZ1 -=IU 1II Y ~Uimnt~ I . ~L UILWUV,11 UIICO ar'I1ULUL~ i~'I WI

independent revenue sources the h ulk of their funds come frem the central government.
2/ The official credit agencies includej inter r the Housing Bank (5`4) whizh

allocates the Tenure GuarFntee Fund; the Federal Savings Bank (C!iF) which allocates
the Social Integration Fund; the National Economic Development Bank (BNDE) which
allocates some of the finencial operations tax resources and the Banks of the Nertheast
(BNB) and of the Lmazen (BASA) which allocate most of the investment tax credit
resources. Note that the coffee acount is administered by the monetary authorities.

V Includes the three mixed enterprises making up most of the flat steel products sector
-rS~,X 'OSIPA and UnrTT'-S Z -4 roDn, 4---X 3 a~~~~ -. = L V)zs1F/vAIs 1G s X_ b t -- i ' - j-v1s .,. - -- 6 v '| 6u-1c

company (PSTROBRAS), the stste electric poe-,r network (ELETROBRAS and associated companies)
and various telecemmunicrtions enterprises (3l4'BRATRL. E5T r-1 CTR1.

Source: Table 5.13, St-:tistical Appendix.
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D. Public Sector Investment

233. This report takes as the point of departure for its -l o
public sector investment the 1972-74 public investment program. In addition,
the analysis ca.ovr4s innvestment by mixedA 4e.nterp 4., inhnergy, minn4.,
steel and telecommunications sectors. It also covers investment not made
directly by the public sector but financed by public sectuor resources ch'an-
nelled through official intermediaries. Finally, it projects investment during
the 197q-71 period, the .,ext, Investment programl period3 on the 'as's of theI 'O I IA fLLl LL4\ .LL& L.U_1 .L L. il J L ±IU, lt LLI ud L 1. L ift

investment plans of some of the more important public entities of the resources
likely t4o accr-ue to thLe offLcicial fir,1-ancial intermtediaries.

234. the sc of the ar.alys4s Is demonstrated by the 'act that, over
the 1969-71 period, investments financed by the public sector as defined
_ere a.ounted Lo approximLatey 70 percent ofL total' fixed investment in th-1e
Brazilian economy or to 12.5 percent of Brazilian GDP. Including both
direct and financial public investmuent, about 38 percent was made for economic
infrastructure, about 19 percent for social infrastructure (including housing),
about 9 percent for regional development (including Northeast industrializa-
tion) and agriculture, and about 16 percent for industry. The remaining
18 percent is unidentified central and local government investment. Over the
1972-74 and 1975-77 periods these shares are unlikely to change significantly.

235. The goals of the Government's education, regional, agricultural
and manufacturing industry development and investment program have already
been discussed. In the petroleum field, the Government plans to increase re-
fining capacity by 50 percent over the 1972-74 period, thereby avoiding any
need to import refined products, and to push ahead with both inshore and
offshore petroleum exploration with the general goal of maintaining the
domestic supply of crude at one-third of Brazil's total requirements. One
of the most interesting features of the petroleum development program is
the installation of a pilot project for the extraction and processing of
shale oil; Brazil having large reserves of such oil and the chance to increase
domestic supply as a share of total requirements if they can be exploited on
a large scale.

236. Brazil's plans for expansion of electricity generation and dis-
tribution assume an average annual demand growth of 12 percent. By 1967
it plans to have installed some 22,600 MW of generating capacity compared
to 12,650 MW in 1971. For some time to come Brazil will be able to rely
on hydraulic resources for its needed expansion of generating capacity.
However, after the enormous Sete Quedas facility is installed on the Parana
River (Brazil-Paraquay border) in the late 1970's, it will have to turn to
alternative sources. Looking toward the future, Brazil already has installed
a nuclear generating facility near Rio de Janeiro. Another interesting
facet of thy electricity investment program is the undertaking of rural
electrification in certain areas of the country. (See Volume VIII of this
report for a survey of Brazil's power sector.)
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237. Mnot of Rrn7i11ln tranqnort Rertnr invpstments wi1l rnntiniio tn

be for highway. Some 14,000 km, are to be paved over the 1971-74 period com-
pared to total paved roads of 23,67L kin, in 1970n A much needed program of
local feeder road construction also is underway. Verv substantial invest-
ments are to be ma,de in shipping, however, as Brazil increases its total
fleet from 4.2 million tons in 1970 to 6.5 million tons in 1974. Much of this
expansion Till be in very large bulk carriers (up to 130 ,000 tons, some If
which to be built in Brazilian yards) designed to carry iron ore outbound
and crude petroleum inbound. There is also to be considerable expenditure
on ports and railwavs, primarily in the context of the export corridors
program..

238. Publi. investment in mining, pre-sently is concentrated 4n the expan=

sion of the extraction, refining, inland transport and port capacity of the
Co.panhia Va-le do Ric Doce's (rxy.n) facilities 4n the- stte f M4nas G-erais

and Espirito Santo. This should permit Brazilian iron ore exports to be
doubIle (f.. a. 31 toI 61 ^.illion tons) over the 1 period. Som*fe addi=
tional expansion of these facilities will be effected subsequently but the
mair. em.phasis of futur-e iron-- --- -xpasio -411 be on Jo4int Brazil=US7 ---ploi=

tation of the enormous iron ore deposits of the Carajas range in the state
of POara.

Z J 7. lelcor tn1UHUnIcIatLions lIIves t1meInLb WilL expanJU DLdGLJs E X Ui11 UIb LdILLV

and international facilities, including installations of long distance
direct dialing, but they will focus maLnly on alleviation of the tremendous
shortage of telephone terminals in its main urban centers.

240. Housing will decline as a percentage of total investment. Curtail-
ment of BNH Tenure Guarantee Fund resources and the increasing concentration
of these resources on water and sewerage are part of the reason for this.
On the other hand, Brazilts housing deficit has been substantially alleviated
by the massive housing investments of the recent past. However, housing
investment will continue to be significant, totalling some 7 percent of total
public sector investment during 1972-74. Hopefully, it can be concentrated
in the pockets of urban poverty where housing conditions, especially in the
Northeast, still are very poor. In such areas, housing investment increas-
inglv is taking the torm of provision of sites and services together with
financing of construction materials.

241. Brazil's water and sewerage program spans the 1970-80 period and
aims to increase the percentage of Brazil's urban population supplied with
these necessities from 59 and 20 percent respectively in 1970 to 80 and,
perhaps 50 percent in 1980. State governments are to finance half of the
cost, the BNH and foreign lenders the remainder.

242. All told, public sector direct and financial investment would in-
crease at a 10.6 percent annual pace in real terms over the 1971-77 period.
This report calculates that total Brazilian fixed investment would have to
increase at a 10 percent annual pace if an 8.5 percent economic growth path
is achieved. No data are available relating external finance specifically
to the public sector investment program as defined here. However, during
1972-7:4 the financing gap shown by Table 24 would suggest that net foreign
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capital inflows would finance approximately the same share of public invest-
-- J~J t 4f~fl 7 _8-. T%.J~ -- %, 10l~7C 71 _ - _ -, 1 4 ~- -- -ment as Our'Lng the 1969-7U 1 peLr.UU. JJUL ±Lri LLI1975=7 p - r I F � II savi ng

would be so large as to leave no financing gap. This does not suggest that
the public sector woulo or shiould Uecrease iLts externLal 4ULUw~i1g rather it
implies a buildup of public sector deposits in Brazil's banking system.

243. One of the line items of Table 42 is "other direct federal invest-
ment". For i9o6-71, this is simply the difference between total public
sector investments and those this report has succeeded in identifying. For
the 1972-74 period, it is the difference between identified central government
investments on the one hand, and the sum of the central government current
account surplus and the small treasury cash deficit projected by the Govern-
ment, on the other. For the 1975-77 period, it is the difference between
identified investments and the current account surplus.

244. The fact that these unidentified central government investments
increase steadily and in massive fashion after 1971 indicates that the Central
Government has substantially underestimated its revenues; something it has
done systematically in recent years in order to forestall pressure for un-
necessary expenditures. The significance of this is, however, that the Central
Government should be ready either to share more of its revenues with local
governments in the event that their revenues continue to increase less rapidly
than GDP or to transfer additional resources to the commodity producing sectors
either by reducing taxes or through some other device.
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Table 42: PUBLIC SECTOR INVESTMENT AND ITS FINANCING

(Billions 197) Cr$, % Total, % GDP)

1969-71 1972-74 1975-77
Average % Average % Average b

Amount Total % GDP Amount Total % GDP Amount Total % GDP

Fixed Investment 20.0 78.4 9.8 29.8 80.1 11.1 37.5 78.1 10.5

Transportation 4.9 19.2 2.4 6.5 17.5 2.4 7.5 15.6 2.1
Highways (3.4) (4.3) (5.2)
Railways (0.5) (0.9) (1.1)
Other (1.0) (1.3) (1.2)

j.LI ru Po-wer o4.1 1.0.1 2,.0 -u 5. ,? 16 .2 7.1- 1.5 2.i

Telecommunications o.6 2.4 0.3 0.9 2.4 0.3 0.9 1.9 0.3
Edu^atiction 1.2 4=7 n.6 1.2 3.2 0.4 1. 3.1 0.4
Water 3upply and Semerage 0.9 3.5 0.4 1.3 3.5 0.5 1.7 3.5 0.5
Health and Social Wlelfare 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.5 1.3 0.2 1.0 2.1 0.3
Regional Development 0.5 2.0 0.2 1.7 4.6 0.6 1.7 3.5 0.5
Agriculture 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.3 o.6 0.1
Industry 2.9 11.4 1.4 4.6 12.4 1.7 5.1 10.6 1.5
Other Direct Investment 4.6 18.0 2.3 7.1 19.1 2.6 10.7 22.3 3.3

Fede3-ral t-I 7)N1 (47 (7.O)Noua -L %-~ ~~~~L '7I %4k I

Local (2.9) (2.6) (3.7)

Financial Investment X 21.6 2.7 7.4 9.9 2.7 10.: 21.9 3.0

Housing 2.6 10.2 1.3 2.6 7.0 1.0 3.1 6.5 0.9
Industry 1.2 4l.7 o.6 3.2 8.6 1,1 5.0 10.4 1.4
Regional Development 1.7 6.7 0.8 1.6 4.3 0.6 2.4 5.0 0.7

Tot.,l Tnet.n ---4Fin,ncing Off Cf 'I100 -o f 1.0 12. 37. -I^. 13.P 48.o 100.0r '4 .1-x.. In - -5 V Ou;n - .U .ii n-m-,,xJr, C.5).25 JAJLJ. -S C.'; .2 I -C. w .. Ji' J.. Oki L4i. J ..LU'S ~L 4-

Public Savings 21.2 83.1 101. 31.3 8L.1 11.6 Lh.6 92.9 13.0
Repayment OfficiPl Loans 1.2 4.7 o.6 2.5 6.7 0.9 3.9 8.1 1.1
Financing Gen 3.1 12.2 1.5 3.4 9.2 1.3 -0.5 -1.0 -

Note: See notes to Table 41 for i-entification of the entities covered by the data given in
this Tocable.

Source: Table 5.14. Statisti_a,~l AT)pendix.



E. External Financing

245. Brazil's capacity to absorb external resources in support oI its
investments is demonstrated by Volume III of this report which describes 202
investment projects regarded as being suitabie for external financing. By
and large, external financing for these projects is desired bv the Government
to be committed during the 1972-74 period. Some commitments, tnererore, will
already have been made as of the date of publication of this report. Accord-
ingly, projects are differentiated into three categories: (a) those for which
external financing already was under negotiation at the time of report prep-
aration; (b) projects at an advanced stage ot preparation such that presenta-
tion for external assistance can be expected in 1973; and (c) other projects.

246. Many, but by no means all, of these projects are included in the
public sector investment program whose dimensions are given in Table 42., The
total cost of all of the projects is US$20 billion. Requested external fi-
nancing amounts to US$8 billion, 40 percent of the total. Total project out-
lays during 1972-77 would average Cr$15.8 billion annually, or about one-third
as much as the outlays of the public investment program. Gross foreign ex-
change disbursements would average Cr$6.3 billion (about USS1.2 billion) an-
nually during this period, or about 17 percent as much as public sector savings.
With some exceptions the projects would be almost entirely implemented by 1978.

247. Although external financing would average about 40 percent of the
total cost of these projects, the direct foreign exchange component averages
only about 16 percent. The reasons for this substantial external coverage
of local costs are the following:

(i) Brazil's overall need for foreign resources is such
that, in order to transfer the needed amount, some local
cost financing by external lenders is required. Brazil's
resource transfer needs are discussed below in Chapter VII
of this volume, which shows that some USS1.8 billion annually
in gross medium and long term loan capital inflows are
likely to be needed by Brazil over the 1972-78 period at
8.5 percent growth;

(ii) projects suitable for external finance have been
identified in eight different sectors of the economy.
In some of these sectors, education and agriculture
in particular, the foreign exchange component of needed
investments is extremely low. Thus, in connection with
these projects, external lenders must accept a high degree
of local cost financing if they wish to make a meaningful
contribution to the project; and

(iii) it is only the direct foreign exchange component which
averages 16 percent of the total cost of these proiects;
there is also a substantial indirect foreign exchange
component.
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Table 43: INVESTMENT PROJECTS SUITABLE FOR EXI'ERNAI, FINANCING

(In millions US$)

External
Number Foreign External Financing Accordling to Anticipated D)isbursement Financing

of Total Exchange After As % of
Proiects Cost Component T'otal 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1976 Total Cost

1. Education 13 539.2 70.0 252.7 - 46.5 70.7 72.4 40.6 22.5 46.9
2. Energy 17 5,155.0 894.0 1,931.C 52.0 88.0 212.0 250.0 288.0 1,041.0 37.5
3. Transport 34 4,416.0 795.0 1,749.0 297.0 351.0 484.0 297.0 238.0 132.0 39.6
4. Tel.ecommunications 13 2,524.0 435.8 1,093.3 - 69.2 203.6 219.9 204.7 395.9 43.3
5. Water Supply and Sewage 7 549.1 76.3 138.3 - 35.2 41.4 48.2 8.5 5.0 25.2
6. Agriculture 19 2,126.4 96.7 950.2 - 137.1 187.1 194.1 195.6 2:36.3 44.7
7. Export Corridors 36 809.7 n.a. 486.7 30.0 180.0 126.8 59.5 70.0 20.4 50.1
8. Industry 57 3,699.6 720.2 1,395.2 - 159.4 317.2 306.4 234.2 378.0 37.7
9. Miscellaneous 6 153.0 35.5 39.9 __ 14.5 14,5 10.9 _ _ 26.1

TOTAL 202 19 972.0 8 036.3 279.0 1 080.9 1 657.3 1,458.4 1 279.6 2.1131.1 40.2____ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n= j2xc on=.R= 
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248. Reasons (ij and (iii) above actually are rwo ways of saying much
the same thing. The separation of the two arguments largely is attributable
to the difficulty of quantifying the indirect foreign exchange component.
For Brazilian fixed investment overall, equipment presently constitutes about
60 percent of the total and civil construction the remainder. Aiso, overall,
Brazilian producers presently supply about 72 percent of total Brazilian
equipment procurement. On the other hand, about 40 percent by value of the
components of Brazilian equipment are imported (see Table 3.14, Statistical
Appendix). Thus, for a Brazilian investment project picked at random, the
expected value of the indirect foreign exchange component of equipment pro-
curement alone would be about 17 percent of total project cost. 1/ in addi-
tion the civil construction called for by the project would contain a signi-
ficant indirect import component attributable to the importance of crude
petroleum imports to total supplies of petroleum products and to other factors.

249. On the other hand, Brazilian equipment suppliers have not supplied
as large a share of total equipment procured in Brazil under international
competitive bidding as they have in Brazil as a whole. Under such arrange-
ments the Brazilian suppliers' share has been about 50 percent. This means
that for multilateral lending agencies the indirect foreign exchange component
of the equipment procurement included in any project they may finance can be
expected to be 12 percent of total project costs.

1/ 60 nprrent (Pnuinment an nereent tntal nroeirt raRt) tlmea

72 percent (domestic as percent total equipment) times
40 nprrent (import compont of domn quat nipriment.) entinls 17.3 nprcpnt;
the likely equipment-associated indirect foreign exchange component
of any estment proect.



T'able, 44: PURCHASE OF INVESTMENT GCOODS UNDEa DITERNATIONAL. BDDING BY EODNOMIC SECTORS
ANDl THE SHARE SUPPLIED BY DOMESTIC PRODUCERS

__'7lue of the MContracts Share of Domestic Suppl'ies
(in id.llion U'S$) (in percent)

.Tan-May Jan-May
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1'368 :1969 1970 1971 1972

Electricity 242.8 49.'; 63.7 10.0 146.o 40.2 65.9 78.6

Stelel aid Metallurgy 554.9 125.C) 4,7,7 39.6 .- 29.6 32.7 48.6 51.6

Pet:roleum and Petrochemical. 28.5 1C04.7 53.3 90,,1 14.0 5!5.0 147.6 46.8 53.2 54.4

Clsicals and food 26.3 7.9 39.5 72,.2 15.6 47.5 69.2 44.6 49.5 55.1

Pulp and paper 26.2 39 .5 23,.3 50.9 47.4 48.6

Mining _. .4. -_., 40.0 F

Transportation - -- 36.6 -- -- -- 35.9

Total 54.8 436.5 ,310.8 297,.0 105.8 50.4 145.0 39.8 54.8 49.3

Number of contracts 2 17 26 29 20

Source: Associagao Brasileira para o Desenvolirimento ca Industria de B3ase (ARDIB)
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V. PRIVATE SAVINGS: MONETARY MANAGEMENT AND THE CAPITAL iMARKET

A. Monetary Management

250. The development of the institutional structure of Brazil's banking
system is dealt with in some detail by Chapter III of Volume VI, which ana-
lyzes the supply and distribution of agricultural credit. Among other things,
the analysis of Volume VI focuses on Brazil's monetary institutions and on the
mechanisms which the Government has evolved for directing bank credit to the
commodity producing sectors. 1/

251. With the exception of an abrupt decline in 1966 associated with the
severe monetary restraint effected by the Government in that year as part of
its stabilization program, the stock of private monetary assets held in
Brazil's banking system has remained roughly constant as a percentage of GDP
since 1964, i.e., the private sector has expanded about proportionately with
GDP those of its savings held with the banking system in the form of monetary
assets. The stock of private sector bank credit, however, has increased much
more than proportionately with GDP; from an end-1966 low point equivalent to
13 percent of GDP the stock of bank credit to the private sector (excluding
coffee) increased to 22 percent of GDP as of end-1971. Moreover, this enor-
mous increase in the stock of private credit occurred despite a huge invest-
ment In the accumulation of foreign reserves over the same period.

252- Making nnssible this private sector credit expansion relative to
GDP, therefore, has been the turn-around of the public sector from a net
claimant on banking system credit tn net sunplier of monetary resoulrces.
Net of its deposits in the banking system, the stock of public borrowings from
the banking system stood at about 6 percent of G-DP as of end-l964. Rv end-

1971 public sector deposits in the banking system exceeded bank loans to the
public sector by an amount equivalent to about one percent of GDP. Not only
has the cash deficit of the Central Government been brought nearly into balance
but, since 1968, punblic agencies have begun to transfer resourres to the som-

modity producing sectors on a large scale through the banking system. Also
important has been the reduction of net coffee sector demand for banking system

resources associated with the drawdown of coffee stocks and the gradual elimi-
nat-ion of subsidization of domestic coffee consumptIon (see Table 6.4 and 6.5,

Statistical Appendix).

253. Looking at the behavior of the banking system from the point of view
L inf.Lat ion, aggregate dem.and ar.d netIary management, it should be r.oted

that since 1967 the Government has followed .a policy of allowing private credit

1/ See also "Current Economic Position and Prospects of Brazil", WH210a,
IBmu, N'ovember 3u, 1971, paragraph 144, for details on tle structure

and regulation of the Brazilian banking system.
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to expanu more or less on response to Uemanud, at least in tihae case of credit
to industry and commerce. Because of its high degree of subsidization, and of
the fact that most oL it is made available by the official Bank of Brazil,
agricultural credit has been subjected by the monetary authorities to some
deeKee of rationing, related to the estimated volume and value of agricul-

tutal commodity output. Along with its liberal credit policy, however, the
Government has evolved a sophisticated set of liquidity controls. Besides its

control over currency emission, the rediscount operations of the monetary

authorities and the compulsory reserve requirements it imposes on the commercial
banks, the Government, as indicated (see paragraph 215), has developed a treasury

bond and bill market which permits it to tune very tinely the liquidity and

lending capacity of the commercial banks. As of 1972 its clearly manifested
policy was to supply an adequate amount of credit to the commodity producing
sectors but to avoid increasing liquidity to the point of triggering demand
inflation.

Efforts to Reduce the Cost of Bank Credit

254. Another of the principal goals of Brazilian monetary management has
been to reduce the high cost of commercial bank lending and its cost push
pressure on the price level. Costs have been high despite the fact that the
banks pay no interest on the bulk of their deposit liabilities. There are
several reasons for this. One is a considerable amount of surplus employment
in the banking system. Another is the fairly low average amount of deposits
and lending operations per bank branch resulting from the huge geographic
expansion and modest per capita income of the country. A third has been that
until the institution of treasury bills and open market operations the banks
had to maintain large amounts of non-interest bearing free reserves. Fourth,
while they have paid no overt interest on their deposit liabilities, the banks

have provided expensive services free of charge to their clients in order to
attract deposits.

255. Since 1964, the authorities have permitted banks to hold an increas-
ing part of their compulsory reserves in Adjustable Treasury Bonds (ORTN);
presently some 55 percent of total requirements can be discharged in this
fashion. The introduction of short term treasury bills provided the banks
with opportunity to earn interest on free reserves as well. Short term
treasury paper was floated for the first time in 1970. By June 1972 the

authorities had developed a system of "dealers" for this paper. Newly
emitted 92- and 182-day treasury bills were being sold at auction through
these dealers at discount rates (annual basis) on the order of 15-16
percrnt. Sin-ce these dealers also constitute a secondary market for treasury

paper, the banks can invest their free reserves in such paper without liquidity
ris.1 U

1owevYer, this deeLuopment has had an offsetting negative effect on
those banks which had specialized in corporate or wholesale banking as
opposed to retail banking. With no other Qhort-tprm outlet for their work-

ing capital, industrial and commercial firms had maintained large interest-
free Wrkilng baJlances in the banks. Sinco such -fi-m now aLso have arrcc
to treasury paper, the deposits and profits of those banks specializing in
corporate banking have declined. The result has been a tendenrv for hanks

to diversify their operations along full service lines.
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Table 45: CONSOLIDATED BANXIWK SYSTEM ANNUAL EXPANSION AS PERCENT YEAR-INI MDNrY SUPPLY YEAR-END STOCIKS AS PERCENT OF GDP

1964 1965 1966 1967 l965 _1969 1970 1_ _ 17 L May 1972
Stock Exp. Stock Exp. Stock ESk p. Stock E7,p. Stock Exp. Stock Exp. Stock E

Ket Foreign Reserves 1/ -5.0 8.6 -2.1 3.3 -0.9 -6.1 -1.5 _13.O -1.5 10.83 0.5 8.2 1.7 8.6 2.6 8.7

llet Domestic Credit 2/ 24.3 72.0 24.0 15.2 18.7 53.2 20.9 47.0 22.3 21.j3 20.3 20,6 18.8 25.1 17.8 3.0Treasury Akccount 7.,6 6.0 5.5 -2.3 3.4 7.3 3.5 7.7 3.7 -5.1 2.0 -3.1 1,0 -9.8 -0.7 -6.4Treasury Bonds and B111s 0.1 1.4 0.2 6.2 'L.l 4.6 1.4 2.0 1.3 5.7 1.9 4.7 2,2 4.8 2.4 2.1Other Government Accounts (net) 3/ -1.9 -1.2 -1.3 -2.5 -1.3 -1.4 -1.1 -8.16 -2.0 -5.0 -2.4 -2.6 -2,,2 -5.5 -2.5 -3.2Coffee Account (net) -0.6 4.1 0.1 -3.8 -0.5 0.7 -0.3 -4.4 -0.8 -3.5 -1.2 -4.5 -1.,6 -0.5 -1.3 -1.1Private Sector Credit 14.0 43.8 14.1 22.1 13.0 41.6 15.1 46.1 17.9 37.6 19.5 33.9 20.3 45.5 22.1 14.9Miscelaneous (net) 2J 5.] 17.9 5.4 4.5 3,0 0.4 2.3 4.2 2.2 -8.4 0.5 -7.8 -0,,9 -9.4 -2.2 -9.3

Monetary Liabilitires 19.3 80.6 21.9 18.5 17.8 47.1 19.4 44.0 20.8 31.9 20.8 28.8 20,5 33.7 20.4 5.7Currency 5.0 12.9 4.7 7,6 4.4 6.3 4.1 8.1 4.2 6.5 4.2 5.0 4.0 5.3 3.8 -0.4Demand Deposits 13.,7 64.4 16.4 5.1 12.,0 35.1 13.5 27.3 14.2 22.4 14.3 19.1 13,9 21.5 13.7 4.3Time Deposlits 0.6 3.3 0.8 5.8 1.4 5.7 1.8 7.6 2.4 3,0 2.3 4.7 2,6 6.9 2.9 1.8

1/ TMF definition which inte r alia includes the ewternal financial credits repassed by the banks as external liabilities of the banks.,/ Includes inter-bank floait.
3/ Includes agricultural price support financing and purchase and sale of agricultural commodities, especially wheat.

Source: Table 6.3, Statistical Appendixc.



256. In addition to maximum interest rates on agricultural credit, the
aut'horitiles allso i..,pose lim,its or, th-e int~erest- chIargeud lr.dustrial and' Clom-tuer-
cial borrowers and even for personal loans (the latter applied for the first
time LL I n II J 192 As ULUI of Fie 1 theLLse LiALL. oLuoU atL 21 PercenL Lit L[he

case of industrial and commercial loans of more than 60-day term and at 18
percent' Lor 'loans of 'lesser terim. C'onsid-2ering, hw-e,tha;th bans usperc~LL ~UA ~ ±e~~~iL~LiiL 1.UILU L ! £UW.VUL, L[LLaL tire LyanKs CUS-

tomarilv impose compensatory deposit balance requirements on such credit, true
interest costs for industrial and comm-uercLal lending were on the order of 26
to 30 percent exclusive of commission charges and the one percent financial
o03erations tax. 'Nith inflation running at an annual rate of 15 percent in
1972, these charges indeed are high.

Table46 COMMERCIAL BANK INTEREST CEILINGS

Agricuitural Loans
50 IMinimum Wages or Less 15 %
Larger Loans 13 %

Industrial and Commercial Loans
60 Days or Less 18
More Than 60 Days 21 %

Personal Loans 34.5 %

Source: Central Bank.

257. Finally, the monetary authorities have been very active in encour--
aging the merger of commercial banks and in controlling the establishment of
branches. Thus the number of commercial banks declined from 335 in 1964 to
168 in 1971. Although the number of bank branches has increased, thlis in-
crease has been much less than proportionate to the rise in banking business;
average deposits per branch having increased by about 50 percent in real
terns since 1964.
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Table 47: COMMERCIAL BANKS AND BRANCHES: DEPOSITS AND CASH RESERVES

(Year-end position, monetary values in 1971 Cr$)

Z4'ay
1964 1968 1971 1972

Bar.ks (nu.,.ber) 335 230 168 n.a.
Branches (number) 6,247 7,429 7,302 n.a.
TD eposlls (mIillions Cr$) I7405 / /4,I 3I1,419 ,1,310

Cash Reserves (millions Cr$)
Compulsory 2,729 3,423 2,442 2,500
Voluntary 2,320 1,801 2,335 1,822

Th __~ _ _.. _ Trfl _ _t~ ItE _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 A__ \ n 7 nr I1Lieposits/Brancn iunousana Cr$j 2 ,/7o 3,241 4,303 n.a.
Compulsory Reserves/Deposits (%) 15.7 14.2 7.8 8.0
Voluntary Reserves/Deposits (%) 13.3 7.5 7.4 5.8

Source: Central Bank.

B. The Increasing Importance of Non-Bank Credit

258. Although very substantial, the expansion of bank credit to the com-
modity producing sectors in recent years has been less impressive than the
expansion of credit by Brazil's non-bank financial intermediaries. It is
difficult to define very exactly the operations of these agencies, but an at-
tempt is made to do so in Table 48. This Table shows that total outstanding
credit to the productive sectors increased from 24.3 percent of GDP in 1967
to 49.2 percent in 1971. Non-bank institutions, which had accounted for about
one-third of such credit in 1967, accounted for more than half of it in 1971.
The increase in the operations of the non-bank financial institutions has been
financed to a certain extent by the Government's compulsory savings mechanisms
(predominantly the Tenure Guarantee Fund). Much more important, however, have
been the tremendous growth of savings held by the public in fixed income secu-
rities and the inflow of external financial credits, about one-third of which
are relent to Brazilian borrowers by domestic financial institutions while
the remainder are made available directly.
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Table 48: CREDIT TO BRAZIL'S PRODUCTIVE SECTORS AND ITS FINANCING

Borrowerst
,u, GDP Borrowers' Interest R,^tes

1967 1969 1971 Interest Rates 1972

I. ADppicptions 21i.3 38.5 49.2

A. Bniiking System 1/ 16.6 20.9 23.5 Ag. 0-15 60 days to 2 years

B. Financinil Intermediaries 6.2 13.6 20.2
Economic Develonment B,nk

(BIDE) and FIKNAPE (O.0) (1.8) (2.6) 17-24 3 to 15 years
State Development Banks (0.2) (0.3) (0.3) 17-24 n.a.
Private Investment BRpnks (1.1) (2.5) (4h0) ?b-?6 n.a.
Nationni Housing Bank (31H)(O.6) (2.8) (3.2) 23-26 15 years
Building and Los,n Agencies (-) (0.9) (1.5) 23-26 15 years
Federnl znd Sts?tc Snvings

Bnnks (1.3) (1.8) (2.9) n.a. n.a.
Sociil Integr;tion Flnd (-) (-) (0.1) n.a. n.a.
finance Companies (2.1) (3.5) (5.6) 48 6 months

C. Externsl FinancilCJ1' 1.5 .0 5.5 20-22 1 t0N

Savers'
Interest Rates

HI. Liabilities to Public -29.5 -39.9 -46.7

M. Monetnry Lirbilities j 22.0 23.9 23.3 -O -

B. Compulsory Spvings u.0 2.2 2.9
Socip.l Inter ,-tion Fund (-) (-) (0.1) 18
1fiLL[a e JUvr~fIUt - <.rl l,et- r ur£U J7 .c \U 1c .l , .

" FiŽced Income Instrmnts 2 s 1 
Tine Deposits (1.1) (1.6) (3.5) CD's 23
Bill- of Excha-nqe (2.9) (h.1°i) (6.7) 30
nol1r'zr 23>- ls (0.2) (0.7) (1.1) 30
Tr r- 3oFs -nd Bills

wI<5 i, ,e B-Ink- 3ysten (-) (1.3) (1.2) Bonds 25
Bills 16

.| i,ct--½n s*n-r.ciJ 1oreditsi/ 2.5 5.L 7.5 1l-20

1l> I ; ountc 4 5.2 1.h -2,5

1/ TT7 ,.atiOcm 4 e tLoce o0- 1.he 5entrrl Bankk which- difCer slightly from those employed in

e ' :i tir .
_'Ir,,c- : ;,- cl--1 those ertern.l f n-ncia1 credits- not r-T),ose,3 b,,r domestic finaneial

j' 7 1l1-7 - ' : -rc,-;- f-,l ^in-n:i1 t credits.

rnmisrW m>'ou~ i> otl n el 1 ro-dlv y reoresen~tetvl e o' he ete t t ho which nriv-te s,;vings
- -- ' ;: ,'7, i-,red'it institutiong are used to hiln-nze thre p,lblic sector :nd -orei-,n

O - -e -lrll -,; i.', t .- ,-' ;ppndix.
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259. The principal components making up Brazil's system of non-bank finan-

cial intermediaries include:

(i) the National Housing Bank (BNIT) and the 79 housing credit corpora-
tions and savings and loan associations making up Brazil's system

of housing and urbanization finance, utilizing resources flowing
from the Tenure Guarantee Fund, from the sale to the public of
Housing Bills, from home--owners' deposits and mortgage payments

and from external sources;

(ii) the National Economic Development Bank (BNDE), its specialized sub-

sidiary FINAME and the nine State Development Banks which have con-
centrated on the financing of economic infrastructure, expansion of
industrial capacity and the sale of Brazilian-made capital goods;

(iii) the Federal (CEF) and five State Savings Banks which participate in
the system of housing finance and make personal loans, especially
to government workers. Since 1971, the CEF also has administered the
Social Inteeration Fund some of which it has transferred the BNDE.
It has used most of the remainder to finance the underwriting of
new share issues and for direct lending to industrial and commercial
firms;

(iv) some 168 finance companies which formerly constituted a major source
nf indiustrinl working e2nital finanre but which presently concentrate

on consumer finance, capturing resources through the sale of bills of
acceptance (let-ras deo cambio) tor the npublir; annd,

(v) forty private Investment banks whlnich specialize in Industrial working
capital financing, new share issue underwriting and the management of
mutuall funds using resources captured by: (a) borrownling abroad on

behalf of local clients; (b) accepting fixed term deposits subject
to [JLonetary correction; (c)j seLling bills of acceptance; (d) sellir.

shares in mutual funds; and (e) constituting funds serving as re-

posiLLores ofi fed era±L tax creAdits for sLare invcstment (the Decr
Law 157 fiscal funds, see para. 218).

260. Table 48 covers only the lending operations of these intermediaries
and not tleir equity iLnvestment. The ft ain Uenei.ciaries Of tL.e ULM p in=

crease of non-bank credit have been home purchasers, purchasers of consumer
durables and the industrial sector. ine range of Lorrowers' iLterest rates

charged by the non-bank intermediaries is very wide; the most expensive being
the 48 percent rate incident as of July 1972, on bill of acceptance financing

of consumer durables. W4ith inflation running at 15 percent in 1972, this
represents a real interest cost on the order or 29 percent. Interest rates
on industrial lending by the official development banks range from a low of
17 percent (that is, ex ante, monetary correction at i0 percent and interest
at 7 percent) to a high of 24 percent (ex post correction at 15 percent plus



interest at 9 percent). Government policy calls for monetary correction to
be applied ex post to any loan of more than one year term. The spread between
borrowers and savers' rates varies widely, being attributable to diverse
rates of taxation of interest payments as well as to the operating costs of
the intermediaries.

C. External Financing of Cruzeiro Credit

261. External financial credits are notable for their relatively low
interest cost as well as for their magnitude; the two, of course, being inter-
related. Brazilian exchange rate policy calls for the exchange rate to be
ad-iusted proportionately with internal inflation minus inflation in the United
States, Brazil's principal trading partner. Assuming that the two rates of
inflation are 15 and 5 percent, respectively, annual exchange rate adjustment
would be 10 percent, as it in fact was in 1970. In 1972, financial credits
were being made available to Brazil at dollar interest rates one to two points
above the London inter-bank rate, i.e., at 7 to 8 percent. To the interest
remittance is applied a withheld income tax at 25 percent. Thus, the total
cost to the borrower (exclusive of commission fee and financial operations
t:lx which are charged when the credit is repassed by a local financial inter-
mediarv) is on the order of 20 to 22 nercent.

262- However, it is not simnlv the low interest cost which mntivat-e
Brazilian borrowers to seek external financial credits. Only very recently
'h;aves- Braz. il's1 cz nr ivan te t, i nu P.-, t- mepnt-t ha nlcksz q ach i t hvp el H-) L- i ns t- i tui 1 t- ionna 1 c2pab h i i ty

and attracted sufficient savings to finance significant amounts of medium
term capital to the industrial sector. Thus, the sector had become accustomed
to going abroad for its financing before the investment banks were in a posi-
tLon to se_,e as an alternative source. Moreover, the investm.ent banks th-
selves continue to promote the use of external credit through their own inter-
m4 to -f, since these resources are cheaper that those raised b .he i s-
ment banks locally through the sale of CD's and bills of exchange owing to the
1I f ference IDe t-w- e en- ~CI- ecangL e r a t e a nd f ull 1-L Mn e-t a ry c orr e ctn

q ' q A ~~~~~~~1 __ : ___J :_ 1:_4 _4 - _ __OL-rA______ 
*J .J so, it ise t aL u U)' LI11 r JIdle rPl 1 L L'LLid- d1PPUA.L[idLdLy

one-third of the external financial credits are a disguised form of direct
foreign investment. This is attributable to Brazilian legislatdlion and pol'cy
discriminating in favor of foreign loan, as opposed to foreign equity, invest-
ment as follows:

(i) Brazilian legislation and policy encourages foreign investment to
take the form of minority participation in joint ventures. This can
cause two kinds of problems. Needed capital expansion can be frus-
trated by the lack of capital of the Brazilian partner(s) and/or by
reluctance of the firm to go public. The solution then is to finance
expansion with external loan rather than equity capital. Secondly,
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the foreign minority partner may be unwilling to accept control by
the malority Brazilian partner(s), in which case, the solution is to
negotiate retention of foreign control on condition that the foreign
partner guarantee to supply a certain amount of loan financing;

(ii) Brazilian legislation effectivelv limits gross profits remittances
to 10 percent per year of invested capital and taxes these remittances
at 25 percent of the total (or 33 Dercent of the actual remittance).
Net profits remittances therefore are limited to less than 7 percent
of invested capital. Net interest remittances- on the other hand,
are limited only to those rates prevailing in the country of origin
for similar tvnes of credit:

(Ii)i Finallv; BraziLian legis1ati0n limirs repatrintion of diirectly in-
vested foreign capital to 20 percent of the total per year. This
d4siadvti ape ri-s-uia-4 noan financing, howe,ver, i rapiAdly Afm.ini4h-

ing as stringent controls imposed by the government on financial
credits late in 1971 pushed the average ter.m. of new credits contracted
in 1972 out to more than 4 years.

264. Perhaps the most important motive, however, for the large scale re-
course to foreign loan financing of cruzeiro capital requirements which has
characterized Brazil in recent years has been the anxiousness of the interna-
tional fina-nclal community to employ resources in Brazil. ThIs has resulted
from the confidence generated by sound Brazilian economic management as well
as by d--a d th of alternative investment opportunities. It is mnani 4estd very
clearly by the fact that, despite the above-mentioned term controls, more than
US$t3 1-4114on 4n goss new inancal cred`s were contracted by Brazil 'n 1972.

Dc _-, w . L. _ , I .L. _ c .LLa _L__IJ uy DLd4_ _J IL_ 1 1 .

1 C. v ,t, O n o t e n e g:a t ' v -ICtu L tl -- - Il -l= b V l l l c l l c

inflow is its discouragement of reliance by Brazilian enterprises on Brazilian
souL ~~~ ~ ~ L. L:LVL1UILL LIL±ULCUC. k1HULMi-E i5 LLIdL IL LflfeateIIS thesources of' sa-vings an' inet,,n --------- A,-wther- is that it theaes _h

economy with demand inflation owing to the excess of internal and external
sav'ngs resources over prouuct'Lve lnvesLment opportunities in tne economy.
The statistical manifestation of this is the monetary expansion associated
WiVthI LLte enort:lVous resCeVe 'uJ.CreUaSe resu LIntg from Lhe rinancial creacL inrlows
of 1972. Through May 1972, the authorities were able to tolerate very rapid
reserve buildup ow'ing to the casIi surplus generaLed by the Treaury during tre
first five months of the year (see Table 45). Subsequently, however, as this
surplus diminished and financial credit inflows and reserve buildup accelerated
the authorities were forced to consider more direct measures to control the
money supply.

266. In October 1972, therefore, the authorities imposed a 25 percent
marginal reserve requirement on the cruzeiro counterpart of the financial
credits. By marginal it is meant that renewals of existing financial credits
are exempt from the reserve requirement. This requirement has the effect of
sterilizing 25 percent of the monetary expansion associated with sale to the
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authorities of financed credit dollars. More importantly, however, the
requirement has the effect of raising the interest cost to the borrower of
financial credits. It should be noted, however, that this is an impediment
to the borrower and not to the lender so that whether the new reserve require-
ment will slow the pace of financial credit accumulation to acceptable
dimensions remains to be seen.

267. The implications of the financial credits for the balance of Davments
and external liquidity are discussed in the following chapters. It should be
noted here, however, that reconciliation of the role of external financial
credits with the development of Brazil's capital market and with sound monetary
management is one of the major issues nresentlv confrontinyr Rrazil 's Pcnnnmir

managers. Even if the imposition of the above described reserve requirement
does solve the monetary management nrnblem creatpd in 1972 by financial rrpdit

inflows, imparting a better balance between locally and foreign financed credit
in the nroress. it will not resolvp the issue of excessive domestic credit cost .
In the long run only continued improvement in the efficiency of Brazil's finan-
cial instituttins rcn Pliminate2 tc hebrr4ier presently imposed by the high cost
of intermediation between the Brazilian saver and the effective agglomeration
and ann1icatinn of h1is rPsourrcPs

D. The Stock M4arket

268- Tihe financing of fixed capital fnrmation hy private firms in Rrazil
presently is characterized bv dependence on retained earnings and, conse-
miontlyr on h!gh rntep of nrofit. and on external sources of capital. This
exposes the economy to two dangers: inequitable distribution of income and
an excessive degree of external control.

269. Mesures taken by the Government t the establishment of
private investment banks and to provide attractive returns to savers throughthe use of fixed i4com s4aving itrUlee_ arly have ha a sg 4i;f4cn

beneficial effect in terms of mobilizing private savings, even if substantial
i4provement st411 needs t3 be ma.de in the effic--ie.y o Lh yste. TLh -

ernrnent also has moved to develop the market for equity capital. On the de-
mand siLUe, iLL, h'as created a n-uL,l,er ofL fiscal incentiLves for thLe fir,- to go

public (see para. 217). On the supply side, fiscal incentives for share invest-
ment have been accomipanied 'Dy a policy of UdLspersinig o'iLlersiiip iLn HUXie entLer-

prises and of distributing the profits of these enterprises to shareholders
throuy,igl stock splits and preferential subscription rights.

270). Mixed enterprises ied a fantastic boora in tne Braziiian stock market
which began in 1966 and culminated in June 1971. In that month the average
real capital gain on shares acquired 12 months previously amounted to 427 per-
cent. From 1965 uintil 1971 the average number of shiares traded daily on the
Rio exchangze increased fromn 5329,000 to 11.1 miilion. The number of companies
with shares traded on the exchange alpho increased sharply, from 93 in Rio and
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Sao Paulo in 1968 to 400 in 1971, as the annual value of capital raised in the
market more than doubled in real terms from (1971) Cr$4.3 billion in 1965 (3
percent of GDP) to about Cr$10 billion (4 percent of GDP) in 1971. 1/ How-
ever, this increase in the number of "open" companies and in the volume of
capital raised by them was far outstripped by the increase in trading volume
and value. By 1971 the demand for shares grossly exceeded the supply.

Table 49: NOMINAL RATE, OF RETURN ON SELECTED FINANCIAI INSTR1TMENTS
ACQUIRED 12 MONTHS PREVIOUSLY

(Percent)

Treasury HousinR Bills of Shares General
Bonds Bills Exchange (Rio Exchange) Price Index

1967 December 29.9 36.5 33.2 72.9 25.0
1968 December 43.3 33.4 31.8 64.8 25.5
1969 December 22.8 27.1 30.3 276.6 20.1
1970 December 24.0 28.7 30.5 104.2 19.3
1971 M2reh 22.3 2R87 31 2 171-9 2nf9
1971 June 23.1 27.2 30.8 520.6 22.0
1971 Spntpmhpr 26.3 28.6 30.7 234.0 19.4
1971 December 27.1 32.7 30.3 225.1 19.5
1972 M-arch 25 4 31.3 30.1 32.5 19.3
1972 June 26.2 30.1 29.9 -46.4 16.3

Source: Central Bank of Braz,ill.

271. As the r-lt. of thi JC ast- . LIIn in the ,marLe the avera g relation-

ship of share prices to corporate earnings per share (i.e., the price/earnings
ratiol) clmimbed steaudilyoy from alUou Y lin Moay 70I, tLo a peak level ofL
about 34 midway in June 1971. 2/ In part this behavior was attributable to

ranipultion:. unAer-writers znd brokerage 4i..,.s the_ most b-latant form, ofL,2tL.Lj;U.LCGL.LUII uy ULAO Wi .ULOS 0 011 ULNUNOS.015 LA .LIILO, LISOr lIL ULOOL LUt LII LL

wvhich was speculative warehousing of new issues. In an imbalanced market
where new issues were being pounce' upo by the inLvesing puUbll, underwr.iters

were in a position to reap huge profits by dribbling out small portions of new
issues to thie public andU holding Lte DaLance in portfolio unLil the price nad
been driven to two or three times its original level, an opportunity of which
rull auvantage in Iact was taken. Moreover, owners of closed uirms were at-
tracted to the idea of going public by the capital gains which would accrue
t eq it re ai e ba- _ 1__ -1 r - I I I _ s 1 .I I to equity retained by hLem from tnis type of manipulatLion. Tnus tne numDer
of underwritten new issues increased to 174 in the second semester of 1971
compared to 59 in the first semester and 85 during 1970 as a whole.

1/ Banco de Investimento do Brasil "Bi-Monthlv Review". Vol. 2. Number 4&
January 1972.

2/ Instituto Brasileiro de M4ercado de Capitais.
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272. This sudden upsurge in new share issues coincided with the first of
a number of measures taken by the Gover-m,ent since June 1971 to discipline the
market. A steady downturn, therefore, commenced mnidway in 1971 which brought
the index of share values traded on the Rio exchange fromn a peak level of
4,908 in June 1971 to 1,641 as of the second week of August, 1972. over the

~~~lA ~ 2 . _on___t _ 1___22J * _1.. , 
t1LAgUsL-ctoLUbe pe[LUu [ulreWnwU CUcIonidence lin ti'e marKet raLsec tlis indciex to

about 2,700. As of the end of October the average price/earnings ratio in the
Rio exchange was 11.

273. Among the disciplinary measures taken by the Government was modifi-
cation of margin requirements. These were reversed in June 1971 from 20 per-
cent in cash and 40 percent in securities (valued at 80) percent ot current quo-
tation) to 40 percent in cash and 20 percent in securities. In November
after 5 months of steady market decline, the authorities reiaxed margin re-
quirements, making them 15 percent in cash and 45 percent in securities. By
lcarch 1972, the Government felt it necessary to relax margin requirements still
ftirther and made the entire 60 percent payable in securities. In the meantime,
however, the Government tightened its scrutiny of new issues and promulgated
regulations covering the warehousing of new issues by underwriters and calling
for fuller disclosure of information by issuing firms as well as for indepen-
dent auditing of these firms.

274. Significantly, the level of economic activity in all sectors of the
economy accelerated throughout the period of stock market decline, overall
growth amounting to 11.3 percent in 1971 and, apparently, to at least 10 percent
in 1972 compared to 9.5 percent in 1970. Nevertheless, the decline of the
market had important implications for the economy, disturbing the confidence
of some groups in economic management and threatening the future development
of the market as a mechanism for mobilizing and allocating savings. Thus the
Government felt compelled to take some pump priming measures, such as the allo-
cation of some Social Integration Fund resources for investment in mutual
funds and the change of Bank of Brazil shares -- traditional market leader --
from nominative to bearer, therebv facilitating their trading. Although the
upturn since August has not been spectacular, it does suggest that the market
has survived a major adjuistment period and that in the future it will play
an important and increasingly efficient role in the Brazil economy.

E. Conclusions

275. The Government has succeeded, therefore, in improving massively the
extent to which Drivate savings are mobilized by Brazil's financial institu-
tions. This is attributable largely to the application of monetary correction
to fixpd inrnmp instrumpnts and to the alleviation of distortions in other
price relationships Brazilian savers no longer are motivated to engage in
capital fliaht or tn hedao naginsvt inflntion by invpqtini in 1UXUFYrv hnousinv

or imported automobiles. The efficiency of savings allocation, although
much ;mproved (viz., the Aidstr4ut-inn of l-nnk crerdit) still presents prob--
lems principally as regards the cost of financial intermediation. Finally,
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the Government confronts a delicate problem in reconciling the role of external
financial credits -with tne coLt1nuedu developmuent of UonLestc cap'Ltal rinarket
institutions and with appropriate management of aggregate demand.
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VI. THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

A. Recent Overall Trends

276. Despite impressive performance in expanding and diversifying exports,
Brazil's balance of external trade in goods and non-factor services deterio-
rated steadily fromL a positive US$503 million in 1965 to a negative US$854
million in 1971. This transformation has mirrored the shift of Brazilian
posture from one of stabilization and balance of payments retrenchment to one
of rapid economic growth. Since 1968. the country has, in effectj had rerourse
to external savings to help finance the investment needs of rapid growth;
wheres Brazi1 tr2rnsfPrrpd ahntot 11 npercnt of its dompqtie snvings ahrnod in
1965 as it liquidated commercial arrears and other debt, it financed about 10
nPrrpnt nf itc inuptzment in 1471 in the US$84 millinn Pyt-prnal resonure

gap of that year. From 1967 until 1971 Brazil's exports increased at an aver-
ap annnainl rnt of 15 npracnt in dollar ter.c or 10 nopcent in real ta-rms

Imports, on the other hand, increased at a 22 percent pace in dollar terms or
16 percnft in real terms Economic growth averaged 9.6 percent annually during
this period; thus Brazil's income demand elasticity for imports recently has
been about 1.7.

Ta-- -O . TZT,A?TT IC TTIZP OPT? TT1'PP\AT cA17TTvr-

(PERCENT of GDP)

1950 1O-0 1965 1967 IC68 1969 1070 1071I 7.JUJ IY-UV I ;/u ). IJUI I.vuU I ~ I I I jI I

External Gap -3.4 1.7 -2.2 0.1 0.9 - 0.5 1.9

Imports 16.4 10.4 5.6 7.4 8.5 8.3 9.1 9.3
Minus: Exports 19.8 o.7 7.8 7 .0 74

investment 14.5 18.4 18.4 15.2 17.4 17.5 18.1 18.5

Domestic Savings 17.9 16.7 20.6 15.1 16.4 17.5 17.6 16.6
External Savings -3.4 1.7 -2.2 0.1 0.9 - 0.5 1.9

Source: Table 2.3. Statistical Appendix.

277. Brazil bears a heavy burden of capital income payments in the form
of interest, profit, royalty, technical assistance and other remittances.
These have added to the financing required by negative trade balances. Thlus,
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the US$368 million current account ;urplus generated by Brazil in 1965 had

already become a US$237 million deficit by 1967. In 1971 the current account
deficit amounted to US$1,308 million. New (excluding retained earnings) direct

foreign investment has not played a very significant role in Brazilis balance
of payments so that the bulk of these current account deficits have been fi-
nanced with loan capital. From 1968 until 1971 Brazil increased its external
debt by about US$3.6 billion; as of the end of the latter year the debt total-
led US$6.6 billion. This level of borrowing, however, was much more than

sufficient to meet Brazil's foreign exchange requirements. Thus, from 1968
until 1971 Brazil increased its reserves by US$1.7 billion, bringing them to
a US$2.1 billion level as of the end of 1971. Of the US$3.6 billion increase

in foreign debt over this period, some US$2.8 billion was in the form of
external financial credits which, as indicated in the preceeding chapter, are
not linked directly to imports. Some 60 percent of this debt was offset by
the accumulation of reserves.

Table 51 : THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1968-72

(In US$ millions)

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Resource Balance -257 - -179 -854 -1,092
Epnnrts nf Gonds and NF5S (2,035) (2j522) (2j993) (3j174) (4033)

Imports of Goods and NFS (2,292) (2,528) (3,172) (4,028) (5,125)

Factor Income and Transfers -251 -275 -383 -454 -435

Current Account Balance -508 -281 -562 -1,308 -1,527

Direct Investment 61 124 108 124 150

!iscellaneous Transactions -62 147 24 210 251

Borrowing Requirements 509 10 430 974 1,126

Actual Borrowing (Net) 499 623 948 1,558 2,868
lJLuml and Long lermU Credlt (8 7) It 101 (268) (394) A(691

Financial Credit (412) (522) (680) (1,164) (2,177)

Change in Reserves -10 613 518 584 1,742

Year-end Reserve Level 342 955 1,473 2,057 3,799

Source: Table 3.1 and 3.6, Statistical Appendix.
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278. A sharp fall in coffee and cacao prices in 1971, together with
a climate-related decline in Brazil's exportable surplus of cotton, had re-
strained export growth in that year to only 6 percent in dollar terms, well
below the recent trend. With rising agricultural commodity prices and con-
tinued expansion of manufactured exports, it was thought originally that the
external gap might be narrowed in 1972. Exports, in fact, did increase at
a 21 percent pace during the first half of 1972 but, with overall economic
growth continuing at the very rapid pace achieved in 1971, imports also
increased by about 27 percent during the first semester. Thus, the external
gap has not narrowed, probably amounting to about US$ one billion in 1972.

279. It had also been expected that the term controls imposed on finan-
cial credits late in 1971 would slow the accumulation of this type of debt.
Instead, as indicated in the preceeding chapter, the accumulation of finan-
cial debt continued to accelerate in 1972, the net increase probably amount-
ing to about US$2.2 billion during the year as compared to US$1.2 billion in
1971. Despite the widening resource gap, therefore, foreign reserves probably
will have increased by about US$1.7 billion during 1972. By the end of the
year Brazil's total external debt will approximate US$9.4 billion of which
financial debt will constitute some US$5.4 billion. Year-end foreign reserves
should total US$3.3 billion or about 61 percent of outstanding financial debt.

B. Exports

280. Just as important as the recent overall growth of exports has been
their diversification. The share of coffee in Brazil's overall export earn-
ings declined from 60 percent in 1960 and 44 percent in 1967, to 23 percent
in 1971. Even in 1972, with coffee exports benefittina from high world
prices, they should account for no more than 27 percent of the total. Diver-
sification has been accomnlished primarily through the expansion of manufac-
tured exports which increased from 9.8 percent of total exports in 1967 to
1h.5 perepnt in 1971 and to an estimnted 18-9 nernent in 1972; as they
continued the rapid pace of expansion achieved during the immediately preced-
int three tyears.
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Table 52: MERCHANDISE EXPORTS (FOB), 1967-71

(In US$ millions)

Growth Percentage
Rate Composition

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1967-71 1047 1071

Coffee '73 797 846 982 822 998 2.9 44.3 28.* 3
Other Agricul-

tural Prod-
ucts 421 544 730 762 850 1,204 19.2 25.4 29.3

w-in Minerals.. 117 -2 164 241 -65 27 / 25 7.1 9`.1I
Manufactures 162 166 238 357 480 700 31.2 9.8 16.5
r%Ie vxpr_ 1._ 1'1 )/.f < '3n7 A . / <x 4 I s )IO .1 /. A Ir.0

TOTnPAL 16 5c 18001 21 l1 2, 739 ) n2,0. '7i 1J.1 134 1 oI 0IA.J±tjl . I I 4,/ I7 41 V J, I UV. *IIJ* 4 t 0

(Exclu"ng.

Coffee) (921) (1,084)(1,465)(1,757)(2,082)(2,702) (19.3)

aource: Statistical Appendix, TaDle 3

281. As explained above, the Government has been promoting export diver-
sification with a varietv of fiscal and credit incentives made available for
manufactured exports. In 1972, tne Government introduced its export corridors
program designed to promote the export of non-traditional agricultural prod-
ucts. One of its most important promotional measures, however, was the
institution in August 1968 of the flexible, or "crawling peg", exchange rate
policy. Since that time, small, frequent adjustments, approximately propor-
tionate to the difference between internal and United States inflation,
appear to have forestalled the fluctuations in profitability of export sales
which characterized the 1964-67 period when the exchange rate was adjusted
annually.
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Table 51 : REAT EXCHANGE RATE TRENDS

Average Exchange Rate Price Indexes
Diferential Brazilian U.S

Quarter Cr$/US$1.00 Index Prices Prices Prices

1968 4 3,739 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
1969 1 3,901 1-043 1,21 1,035 1,014

2 4,026 1,077 1,053 1,076 1,021
_ 4,11 1101 1111 1 1O 1, 026
4 4,259 1,139 1,159 1,203 1,038

1970 1 4,391 1,174 1,135 1,244 1,050
2 4,526 1,210 1,223 1,297 1,060
3 4,646 1,243 1,287 1,372 1,066
4 4,813 1,287 1,328 1,430 1,077

1971 1 5,005 1,339 1,371 1,494 1,090
2 5,182 1,386 1,429 1,576 1,103

3 53 1,439 1,485 1,651 1,11

4 5,579 1,492 1,536 1,709 1,113
19a72 1 5,765 II,542 1 ,575 1,78 1,'3410 I 1I V I I~/.9 I l77 I 7Q I 1I

2 5,888 1,575 1,619 1,855 1,146

SUUrce tC. 1 dUC J. A JLd L L 1 x 4JpUIIUiX.

Coffee

282. Inc rise in worl coiec prices w[ich occurred after the 1969 frost
in Brazil reached a peak in September 1970 but, with the world supply position
at the commencement of the 1970-71 coffee year (October 19i0/September I 971)
better than had been anticipated, prices commenced to fall. Faced with in-
creasing competition rrom other suppliers, tne BraziLian Corree Institute in
February 1971 announced a reversal of its price support policies and reduced
minimum export registration prices and the rate of the coffee export tax.
World prices continued to decline over much of 1971. As a result, total
Brazilian exports of coffee, including soluble cotfee, dropped from US$982
million in 1970 to US$822 million in 1971, despite an increase in the volume
exported from 17.1 million bags to 18.4 million bags. The 1971 price decline
notwithstanding, average proceeds per bag during that year were still 2 per-
cent greater than they were on average during the period 1965-69. Mloreover,
following an agreement early in 1972 by producer countries to withhold sup-
plies from the market, world coffee prices began once more to rise. This
was reinforced by the July 1972 frost in Parana which brought New York prices
for Santos 4 coffee to a record high of US$0.64/lb. Late in 1972 the New York
price stabilized at US$0.55/lb, or at about the 1970 level. Thus, Brazilian
coffee export earnings in 1972 are expected to have returned to their high
1970 level.
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Table 54: COFFEE EXPORTS, 1967-71

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Coffee Beans (US$ millions) 705 775 813 838 772 946
Volume (million bags) 16.7 18.5 18.7 16.0 17.2 17.2
Price (US$ per bae) 42.1 42.0 43.4 58.5 44.81 55.0

Soluble Coffee (US$ millions) 28 23 33 42 50 52
Volume ('000 bags) 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2
Price (US nper baP) 47.8 39.5 35.5 40.9 42.8 43.0

Source: Table 3.3, Statistical Appendix.

Other Agricultural Exports

283. Exports of agricultural products (other than coffee) increased at
an average annual rate of 20 nperrpnt during 1967-71- Not only was the ner-

formance of traditional exports (especially sugar, tobacco and cotton) satis-
factory, but considerable agrictural export diversification was arhieved

One of the most impressive accomplishments of Brazilian agriculture has been
the speed at which new products haxve hben tdded tn th epnnort flnw. Corn,
beef, soybean, castor oil are examples of products exported in negligible
quantities in the early 1960's which now provide an important share of foreIgn
exchange enrnings. It should be also noted that this agricultural export di-
v.ers 4ifcai n wa a4nchiA .v 4 whitbOu tho f4h fs al and F4nanci4 l jnranrrnot4c -rnA

available for manufactured exports. In 1972 expansion of agricultural exports
continued, le' 'y co-ton Irecovering fro.. t 'he 10971 ' drop, caused by N'ortheast

drought) and, more importantly, by sugar. As a result of large crops and very
Lavura[I'e wor'LdU -arlets, 197I2 sugar exportLs are est-1.mte to reach US$760 L IJJ iL.LL-

lion, two and a half times the level recorded in 1971.

Table 55: AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS (EXCLUDING COFFEE), 1967-71
(Irn UT1$ lill-tons,)

Annual
(Et. rowth 'late

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1967-71

Traditional Products 326 395 546 486 479 704 10.1

Cotton 91 131 196 154 137 202 10.8
Cocoa (and products) 84 72 136 106 86 92 0.6
Sugar s0 102 115 127 147 360 16.4
Pine (sawnwood) 51 71 72 68 72 68 9.0
Tobacco 20 19 27 31 37 42 16.7
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Annual
(Est.) Growth Rate

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1967-71

Non-Traditional 318 397 528 671 858 965 28.1

Beef Frozen and
Chilled 7 20 42 69 99 105 94.0

Corn 22 57 33 80 75 11 35.8
Sovbean (and
products) 39 25 62 71 106 218 28.4

Castor Oil 23 36 45 38 40 45 14.8
Others /1 226 259 346 416 538 586 24.2

TOTAL 644 702 1;074 1;157 1;337 1;672 20.0

/1 This category includes some minor mineral exports.

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 3.2.

Mineral Exports

284. Brazil is very well endowed with mineral resources, but has not ex-
plnited these with consistency. Between 1965 and 1967 earnings from the twn

princinal minerals, iron ore and manganese ore, declined. Since 1967, however,
export earnings have more than doubled, larevl due to the expansion of CVPD's
onerations in Minas Gernis.

Table 56: PRINCIPAL MINERAL EXPORTS, 1967-71

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Tron Ire f(US$ .6M-II .)on' 11 '1/.7 I 0 1 % 71 A71.

vuuii \II11 LI L1f If * -) I. C ), I . ' U JI.7 ~ Voi-11011P (mildlion tor,s)'l. 51 2.7 2. ^ 3.

Price (USS per ton) 7.2 6.9 6.9 7.5 7.6 7.7

Manganese (USS million) 14 24 17 31 38 29

Volume ('000 tons) 0.5 1.1 0.9 1.6 1.8 1.3
Price (US$ per ton) 25.2 21.5 19.8 19.0 21.0 22.0

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 3.3.
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C. Export Prospects

285. Export growth is expected to keep its momentum in the next few years.
MIssion i nrMt-tionna nf pnnrt- Pnrnings to 197R suggest that merchandise exports

are likely to increase at an average annual rate of 12 to 16 percent in current
terms (9 to 13 percent in real terms). As in the recent past, the leading
categories would be manufactures, minerals and non-traditional agriculture.
By the end of the decade, -nufactures -n-y constitute the most Important single
category in Brazil's export flow.

Table 57: MERCHANDISE EXPORTS (FOB) 1971-78

(In US$ millions)

Actual Estimate Optimistic Projection Moderate Projection
Growth Rate Growth Rate

1971 1972 1978 1971-78 (%) 1978 1971-78 (%)

Coffee 822 998 1,331 7.1 1,212 5.7
Main Agricultural

Products 850 1,204 2,092 13.7 1,484 8.3
'lain Minerals 275 273 804 16.6 600 11.8
Manufactures 480 700 2,733 28.2 2,044 23.0
Others 477 525 1.348 29.0 1.034 11.7

TOTAL 2.904 3.700 8.308 16.2 6.374 11.9

Source: Statistical Appexdix. Table 3.11.

Agricultural Products

286. Supply prospects for main aericultural exports are explored in de-
tail in Volumes IV and VI, as is the demand situation in the cases of corn
and sovbeans. This section summarizes the outlook for Brazil's agricultural
exports.

Coffee

287. Brazilian coffee stocks promise to be abnormally thin during the
next few vears, even if nn 1rnweal: 1 nao frnm frap7p n-r nthPr iinfnxunrqh1 

climatic conditions are experienced. The impact of the expected Brazilian
coffee supply situation on prices 4ill be such that the Newo York price for
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Santos 4 is likely to increase from an average US$0.52 per pound during 1972
to somewhere between US$0.53 and US$0.58 by 1978. Dollar returns to the
country are expected to increase further, as a result of a likely reduction
of the spread between the New York price and the average proceeds to Brazilian
exporters from US$0.10 to US$0.08 per pound, as discounts and rebates will
not be as important as in the past.

Table 58: COFFER EXPORTS, 1971-78

Actual Estimate Projection for 1978
1971 1972 Optimistic Moderate

Coffee Beans (USS million) 772 946 1,248 1,134

Volume ('000 bags) 17,238 17.200 19.000 19,000
Price (US$/bags) 44.8 55.0 65.7 59.7

Soluble Coffee 50 52 83 78

Volume ('000 bags) 1,161 1,200 1,700 1,700
Price (USS/bags) 42.8 43.0 49.0 46.0

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 3.11.

Other Agricultural Exports

288. Export prospects are not the same for all commodities. Export of
some traditi4-na crops ch-as c onttnn rnA nnnc are 1i1,klyi to gro, only

slowly, mainly because of both supply and demand constraints. Sugar exports,
hnwevern,-.,_ 1ar 1,e Li to- exp .1 and Api dly Th e exceptional 1972 p erfomAnc

(which partly depended on stock depletion) will probably not be repeated, but
B ra z il is one of~ th'e 'few countries in +the -v1A that+ can exan -ua -rodctio

very rapidly (without additional investment) and thus exploit the prospective
wor'ld su?pply shLortage. ThLi's ref Le c ts t0he fact that about In percent of the

cane crop which is now used for alternative purposes, such as the manufacture
of alcoholic beverages, could be expected to shift irto sugar fJor export
if the world market permits. With world market prices likely to remain above
7r per pound Braziiian sugar exports -will be very competitive.

289. The outlook for non-traditional products is very good. In accordance
with the emphasis of the export corridors program, soybean, beef and corn are
expected to be the leading products. Demand tor these products is very income
elastic and Brazil appears to have a strong competitive position in most cases,
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which will improve with the installation of the transport and processing facil-
ities envisaged by the corridors program. Soybean prices. however, are ex-
pected to decline from the exceptionally high levels of 1971-72, as the world
oils and fats situation by the mid-1970's and on to 1980 is likely to be char-
acterized by plentiful supplies. On the other hand, beef and corn prices may
stay at the high levels nrevailing in 1971-72. as their respective world de-
mand will increase very rapidly, probably as rapidly as world supply. Beef
and sovbeans are likely to become the maior Brazilian agricultural exports
(excluding coffee) by the late 1970's.

Table 59: AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS (EXCLUDING COFFEE), 1971-78

(In US$ millions)

Actual Estimate Projection for 1978
1971 1972 Optimistic Monderate

Traditional Products 479 764 768 610

Cotton 137 202 214 135
Cfocoa 8'; 92 A

Sugar 147 360 295 241
n ~~~~~~~~ 7~~- ) C. a 0

r 1Lne I d. U() UV

Tobacco 37 42 47 42

."on-Traditional Products 858 950 2,589 1,845

Beef 99 105 434 250
Corn 75 1 8 1
Soybeans 106 203 438 288
Castor Oii 40 45 57 42
Others 538 586 1,432 1,105

TOTAI, 1,337 1,714 3,357 2,445

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 3.11.

Mineral Exports

290. Brazil has as yet barely scratched its full mineral resource poten-
tial. This sector of the country's economy will grow in importance in the fu-
ture as ongoing expansion programs are carried out. Brazil's potential is con-
siderable not only in iron ore, but also in manganese, copper, tin, chrome,
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andu nic'kel. ILron ore d4ominates th-e presentpatrofmnaleotsndwl
dLLU LLLN~L* iLit .JLe ~JJiL.L1~ ~ LLIC 1-~~I j2L.L.~Ll % JX LUAL~Ld-.L.1 ~A~JIJLL CLLLa u W.Li.LI

probably continue to do so. Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), the main pro-
ducer OL iron ore, is expanding its faci LLt L nMLinas Gerais- aUnd Espirito

Santo to raise its exports from this source from the 1971 level of 25 million
tons to 50 million by the M-iddle of the decade. -ll-e sat-e company, in -pa- ter-
ship with U.S. Steel, has established a subsidiary to mine iron ore in the
State of Para wnere very large rge naver eV have been oundUu. uLpuL Vrom Lte new

mines is expected to reach about 15 million tons in 1977-78. Another Brazilian
company, mineracoes nrasileiras Reunidas (MBR), wiii start exporting in 1973-74
and should also achieve 15 million tons per year by 1978.

291. World prices for iron ore are not likely to improve (in real terms)
during the 1970's. Unit prices for Brazil's ores should improve, however, as
CVRD increases value added in Brazil by improving processing facilities at
Tubarao, Espirito Santo, and changing its export mix towards higher quality
fines and pellets.

292. Industria Comercio Minerios, S.A. (ICOMI), a subsidiary of Bethlehem
Steel, is Brazil's chief exporter of manganese ore. The company's facilities
are being expanded and capacity should increase by 200,000 tons in 1973-74.
ICOMI also intends to start pelletizing its ore by the mid-1970's.

293. Exports of other minerals, such as bauxite, nickel and tin are
likely to become important only in the 1980's.

Table 60: PRINCIPAL MINERAL EXPORTS, 1971-78

Actual Estimate Projection for 1978
1971 1972 Optimistic Moderate

Iron Ore (USS million) 237 244 752 561

Volume ( 000 tons) 31,025 31,650 43,000 68,000
Price (US$/tons) 7.64 7.71 8.09 8.25

MSanganese (US$ million) 38 29 52 39

Volume ('000 tons) 1,797 1,300 2,100 1,700
Price (US$/tons) 21 22 25 25

%nurce: Statistical Appendix, Table 3.11.



Manufactured Exports

294. Volume III of the Bank's 1971 report on the Brazilian economy
concluded tnat continued rapid expansion of Brazil's manufactured exports
should not encounter serious market constraints owing to the diversity both
of the countries to which they are being directed and of the products in-
volved, and to the fact that Brazil's share in total imports of respective
products and countries is minuscule in all cases. The report also analyzed
constraints on the supply side. Shortages of skilled labor and entrepre-
neurship, heavy concentration of international firms in the manufactured
export field and the need to improve the structure of incentives so as to
relate them positively with factor shortages, which respective industries
will have to overcome, thus, were disclosed as problems which would have to
be contended with, but which will be unlikely to prevent a very high export
growth rate from being realized. More recently, as described in paragraph
192 above, the Government has started "sectoralizing" its export incentive
policv, permitting the import to Brazil of entire used textile and automotive
production facilities on the condition the hulk of respective output he
exported. Thiq new development should contribute substantially to the growth
of manufactured exports which is likely to range between 23 and 28 percent in
current terms (or 20 to 25 percent in real terms) in the next few years. As a
result of the recent incentives, transport equipment is expected to be the
leading suTbsector. Exports of wood products and steel are also likely to
grow verv fast, the latter being related to the steel expansion program.

295. Even the "moderate" projection envisages Brazil becoming a major
exporter of manufactured goods -- about US$2 billion per year -- by the late

1970's. This is a crucial element in the overall exTnort projections.

Table 61: MANUFACTURED EXPORTS, 1971-78

(In US.¢ million)

Actuai Estimate Projection for 1978
1971 1972 Optimistic Mloderate

Manufactures 480 700 2,733 2,044

Chemicals 60 70 146 146
Machinery 106 160 554 450
Transport Equipment 27 65 280 220
Wood Products 19 25 139 105
Shoes 29 35 203 175
Steel Products 28 45 160 120
Others 211 300 1,251 898

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 3.11.
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D. Tmports

296. Brazil's imports are predominantly of capital equipment and inter-
mediate goods. In recent years consumer goods have accounted for only 15 to
20 percent of Brazil's imports and much of this has been wheat. The most im-
portant of the intermediate goods imports are chemicals, fzrrous and non-
ferrous metals and petroleum. As indicated, there is likely to be some ad-
ditional import substitution in these categories, as Brazil expands its
fertilizer, petrochemical and steel industries and exploits its reserves of
non-ferrouis metals. However, such substitution will be very gradual owing
not only to the time required to implement respective investment projects
but also to the rapid growth of internal demand. Capital equipment constit-
uted 38 percent of total imports in 1971, compared to 30 percent in 1967. As
indicated, the domestic capital goods industry, despite rapid growth, has
lost some of its share (about 3 percent) of the internal market since 1967.
Expansion of FINAME operations, the major domestic source of capital equip-
ment supplier and buyer credit, should help to halt or even reverse this
trend. External financing of projects in which local equipment suppliers
can compete under international competitive bidding can also help to equalize
the credit advantages available to such local supnliers vis-a-vis their
foreign competitors. Finally, however, there appears to be a need for the
Government to review its policies regarding the wholesale exemption of
capital equipment from import duties. The Government is studying the feasi-
bility of replacing the existing mix of tariff rates and exemptions therefrom
with lower tariffs and fewer or even no exemptions.

Table 52: MERCHIANDISE IMPORTS (FOB). 1967-71
(In US$ millions)

1967 19f68 1969 1970 1971

Consumer Goods 361 420 385 452 531

W4heat 153 154 135 104 108
Other 208 266 250 348 423

Interm.ediate Goods 631 827 q38 1 1 1,446

Petroleum, ill 13$Q I147 1 74.) 21

Chemicals 225 312 312 430 528
letla' "£roAtUCs 1C74 2) .J 258 3J3 429

Other 121 175 172 199 243

Capital Goods 438 604 712 908 11237

Other Imports 11 4 7 14 31

TOTAL 1,441 1,855 1,993 2,507 3,245

Source: Table 3.4, Statistical Appendix.
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E. Invisibles

297. Not only interest and other factor income payments, but also the im-
balance in transport and insurance payments impose a heavy burden on Brazil's
balance of payments. The Government is attempting to alleviate this burden
in various ways. One is its program of investment in the shipping industry
which is designed to increase Brazil's naval construction capacity and to ex-
pand its fleet, especially in the bulk carrier category, through both local
and foreign procurement. The Government also has made considerable effort to
negotiate with various freight conferences increasing participation of Brazil-
ian bottoms in the carriage both of its export and of its import trade. Inter-
nal institutional reforms which transformed the state shipping company, Lloyd
Brasileiro, into a mixed enterprise and encouraged the growth of private com-
panies also has improved Brazil's ocean transport capability. Finally, the
Government's fiscal incentives for manufactured exports are designed to encour-
age exporters to use Brazilian bottoms and to insure their exports with Brazil-
ian rather than foreign insurance companies.

Table 63: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS INVISIBLES, 1967-71
(In US$ millions)

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

1. Commodity Balance 213 26 318 232 -364

2. Non-Factor Payments -363 -437 -535 -665 -783

Travel and Freight -172 -293 -378 -504 -584
insurance -12 =16 =10 7

Other -179 -128 -138 -138 -172

3. Non-Factor Receipts 135 154 211 254 293

Travel and Transport 84 109 154 189 194
Tns;.rance 8 7 80 1A 

Other 43 38 49 55 65

4. Resource Balance (1+2+3) -15 -257 -6 -179 -854

3. Factor Payments -349 -324 -385 -528 -618

Interest -202 -154 -202 -283 -344
Othner

6. Factor Income 50 51 79 124 150
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Table o63: (ontd.

1971 11)0 171)2 119)7 */ I

Interest 18 9 22 49 42

Other 32 42 57 75 108

7. 'let Transfers 77 22 31 21 14

-,. Current Account Balance -237 -508 -281 -562 -1,308

Scource: Table 3.5, Statistical Appendix.

F. External Debt

29C3 Although 60 nercent of the financial credit accumulationi of recent
Years has been oftset by foreign reserve increase, the residual has neverthe-
less been large enough to cover about half of Brazil's needs for net inflows

of external loan capital. Brazil still has very substantial obligations for

amortizing the compensatory debt incuirred in 1964. hI-ile the pipeline of

urtdisbursed credits still is large, new commitments of USAID program and sec-

tcor lending have been reduced sharply since 1968 and now are almost insienif-

icant. PL-480 commodity credits also nave diminished owing to Brazil's in-
cr-easing self-sufficiency in wheat and to its longstanding arrangeMents with

Argentine suppliers of this commodity. Only in very recent years have the
rutiltilateral lending agencies given large scale support to Brazil. Moreover,

their lending is for projects with long lead times. Thus, while both the
crt-imitment and actual disbursement of multilateral resources have increased

sharply, the latter, at US$136 million in 1971, have yet to play a major
role in financing Brazil's external capital requirements. However, that they
can be counted upon to do so in the future seems certain; multilateral agency
loan commitments in 1971 were more than twice as large as disbursements by

these agencies in that year. Suppliers' credits do play a major role in meet-

in- Brazil's requirements for external loan capital: disbursements from such

loans financed a third of the cost of Brazil's capital goods imports on

averace in 1970 and 1971. If official suppliers' credit agencies, such as

the US Eximbank, are taken into account then suppliers credit is seen to

_mve finainced about 40 nercent; on average, of Brazil's capital goods imports

in 1970 and 1971.
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T nbln b4: FXTRI'L DBT, 1969-71-

(I~113$W ni llions)j

Tot-l Debt -,t Y'Ar -7,nrd
Annunl Bo-rrowing '>cludling UndiE2bur-'d
1970 1971 19(9 297J.

i."ve'iunr. : nl, Lon7g Te-m 212 397 2,799 3,1408
Di!7ur semnents 659 688
.Arnlc"tizcl tion -447 -291

1. Coup7>ens ato-srv Finlnc,m -1G7 -81 549 301
Di..'4s)u" sem~ntt lEs -o- s

.rnortiz.tion -167 -81

^. TnVr:eril AF-mncies 2/ 92 120 36Bl - 7
Disbursements 12 r

mor tliz a ti on -33 -32

2. 2f2icirl 3 li>terl .encies 137 136 1.11) 1.3. 
:h!311U1's e1,1enl Is17 1-7

dl,, orti7 - tion -44 -50

1i. .311!u 1ier Credits 1D1 23L l0 , 1

'7x. 0 Ctl,:tier) -192 -112',

l)is bursemeilt, s-- 7
!rmor ti-i tion -11 -12

Fin^rmc-i] Creri. t,¢ 680 9 o F,21 i ~,05n
D;iFburlsem-nt, 1, 19 -1 70
norvt1zntion &10 -9)12

Totr 1Tht 892 1 30k n,'
Di - hi~rr ce-Trfs- ,
'- o - ". i_^- o t .io

1/ '3,-s-- on official statements of external deht r.?th'r Lhan exchn dnt.
used in 1$71 to estimnte cnpital. account movements.

2/ 'Ycludes dinbursements and Pmortizntions related to dollar 1o ncmy blo
in c ruzetros .

,/ 'xcl.mn e d.-t- .or 1971 indicrte yn P -rcmulation of ri , ial ^iedit;,
US'$256 million lnrger than this figure.

cSo11rce: Table 4.1-, .,tntisticel Appendix.
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299. BrazJ.,l's extLer[nal Ue't i's arge in terms not onlv or ma',nitude but
also of complexitv. Only in 1970, was the Government able to institute a com-
prehensive system zor the recording of external debt. With this measure,
however, Brazilian debt statistics appear to be more inclusive than those of
nost countries. This measure was only one of many which the Government has
taken to control external debt. The debt recording system is based on the
statutory requirement that all external debt of more than 180-day term be
registered with the Central Bankc; without such registration exchange cover
for debt service is not legally available. Another important step was the
subjection of the external borrowing of local governments and of autonomous
federal agencies to control by the Central. Government.

300. Perhaps the most important step which the Government has taken in
this regard, however, was the subjection in November 1971 of financial credits
to term controls. These controls were based on a 12-month program of finan-
cial debt accumulation which commenced as of December 1, 1971. Limits on new
financial credit registrations were set by term category, beginning wqith short
term credits (180 davs to one year) and running on up through consecutive an-
nual brackets until credits of ten-year term or greater which are not limited.
As the limit on new financial credit registrations in each term bracket was
exhausted, the minimum term for any new financial credit registration became
that of the next bracket. By September 1972, the minimum term of any new
financial credit registered before December 1, 1972, had become six years.
The schedule of term bracket limits was a progressive one; that is, the amount
of new financial credits which cotuld be registered increased with the term of
the credits. W hen the lower term limits were exhausted earlv in the year, the
authorities expected that the volume of new financial credit registrations
would diminish. Hlowever, since lenders were far more willing than the author-
ities had anticipated to make financial credit available on terms of 5 to 6
years or more, overall financial credit accumulation in 1972 far exceeded ex-
pectations. Nevertheless, the application of the term controls meant that
the term structture of these credits was far superior to those contracted in
1971: the average term of the 1972 credits probably is on the order of 4 to 5
years compared to about 2 years in 1971.

301. W4ith a n-w 12-moath progra of tero controls to he instituted as
of December 1, 1972, one of the major issues confronting the Government was
the extent to which qshorter term financial crerlits omiht onre again to hp ac-
cepted. IWith 5 and 65 year credits so abundantly available there seemed to be
litftl npeA from a haln1cep of npaflents p oint of vripew to accpnt shorter term

credit. The Government has decided that credits of 180 days to one year term
w4ll be allowed to roll over. Such credits account for about USS1.1 billion
of the total outstanding and consist mostly of credit lines of long standing,
so that despitc their short term, they are not ver-v volatile. Credits of
more than one year term are of more recent vintage. For these, the Govern-
ment Lmiust take into account notL only thle suppl y butt also the demand Side;

manv borrouers seeking external credit to finance working capital are not
interested in mioney on 5- to 6=year terms. Thus the Government, i!l 1072,
'ssued regulations permitting the external financial creditor to tturn over
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the cruzeiro counterpart of his credit one or more times before maturity.
This is done through local intermediaries, either the monetary authorities
or private banks, which hold both the dollar and counterpart crtuzeiro accounts
associated with the loan. Thus the Government has made it possible to improve
the term structure of new financial credits even further in 1973 and subse-
quent years.

302. The imnosition, late in 1972. of a marRinal 25 percent reserve re-
quirement on financial credits -- that is, on all new credits save roll-
overs -- hna been dirii-r1 in t-hp nreredfin chanter. This measure may well
shift new credit demand from external to internal soturces and thus slow the
accumulation of financial debt. A more Dowerful factor may be onerating in
this respect, however. The international financial climate was exceptionally
fauvornhlP for Brazi1 in 1972. Tt- is unlikely thatu the int-ernationa1 finan-

cial community will continue to be willing to increase its assets in Brazil
at a lJS<2 billion annual pace.

C. External Liauidity

303. It iT s difficult to measure the impact on Brazils -external 14quidi

of the rapidly increasing indebtedness of recent years. The stock of debt
.as increaseA in relation to rn., especially 4i 1097. Through that year

there was a deterioration in debt structure (debt service/debt) with the
LII_~ O_~ ll L LL Ch< LI L 1L X U. 6. a Z. ex J ; I . - 1 r- nc- l creA4- -- - -e ce " of #--+- A X-U~ 1*G the in p r ovement

in the structure of financial debt achieved during 1972 only being measur-
able in this respect in L93.Th ovrl deb LCILAAe eal-LO Lioa,dU.L L I : L.L ~ L j L ~LI 1 21 .3 . ILt as~O4 ~2L ~ L J ~ LLLIJ~ O I

increased from 43.4 percent in 1968 to 53.6 percent in 1972. 1/

304. On the other hand, the accumulation of foreign reserves bv Brazil is
a factor l'nicn- mtust 'De taken iLnto accourtt 'in evaluatntia Brazil's exterrLaJ.

liquidity. Reserves increased from the equivalent of 1.8 months' imports
in 1968 to 4.8 months' imports in I972 (year-in reserves compared with
imports during the year). As of the end of 1972, they will probably equal
about 30J percent of total debt outstanding s cUIIIpaLedU LUo percerLt at thLe

end of 1968.

1/ Since this ratio takes into account service-of private debt, it is not
comparable with the debt service statistics of most other countries
which generally report service on public and publicly guaranteed debt
only. Only a small nortion of Brazil's financial debt is public or
publicly guaranteed. Conversely, the major portion -- but not all --
of the mediuim- And long-tprm dpht is nuiblic or nubliclv guaranteed.
For purposes of international comparison the debt service ratio
assnrlati A with Rrazil's mediuim- and long-term debt probably is more
appropriate. This amounted to about 22.9 percent in 1971.
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305. Any single measure of Brazil;s external liquidity, therefore, must
take into account reserves as well as debt service and exports. Such a meas-
ure is included in Table 65 (item 4c). From total debt service it subtracts
interest earned on reserves and that portion of reserves which may he regarded
as "free". Bv "free reserves" is meant that part of total reserves not
needed to cushion the impact of unexpected fluctuations in exports and
imports. 'Free reserves thus are taken by this report as that portion of the
total in excess of the equivalent of three months' imports. Adjusted in this
fashion --i.e., reduced by an amount equal to interest earned on reserves
and the free portion of total reserves -- debt service is divided by export
earnings. This liquidity measure has improved very substantially since 1963.
From 53.8 percent in that year it declined to 31.7 percent in 1972, showing
that, despite the intervening accumulation of an enormous amount of debt,
Brazil was in a more liquid position in the latter year than it had been at
the outset of its recent rapid growth period. Nevertheless, the debt and
debt service burden are very high, however measure(l.
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VII. DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS

306. It is the Government's obJective to sustain the highezt nocsible
rate of economic growth consistent with balance of payments viability. Its
nominal targets involve suistaning aornwh nf R to 10 npercnt at le-s, untl4

1974. This report explores growth prospects over a longer period, until 1978.
The Gorvern-ment tfn1cp the position that only at high rates of growth can
employment be created rapidly enough to reduce underemployment to a meaning-
f,,1 oxtent. in fact, with the labor fore likely to grow at a 2.5 p ercent

annual pace, high rates of economic growth probablv would be required simply
to keep underemploy,tm.ent from increasing. The Government also takes the posi-
tion that only at high rates of growth can sufficient public savings be
g'enlernted too reov Blr-.4 1'o,,,-1nonrn4~
eneate torsleBai' proble-ms of regional ;;nderdevelopm.ent an'u

snarsity of social infrastructure. The analysis given in earlier chapters
AS this repor dv_em1ontae t..1e las: t 4~ Puli s1vng t1: t.: rat or

SJI L11 1 HVI U.!ItJIi VJCLC; IIC t_rCt. a, X| L tU}G L Xu±t ct ; v tIIa, LUx Lllt: L dLt OL

economic growth and shows that the Government has in fact allocated X sub-
stantial portion of, its savings f'or programs of regional and social infra-
structure development.

307. The rapid growth of the past two decades, its material resource en-
o-wm.ent andu thLe DlenitudLe of investmIent opportunHiLes presently available in

the economy certainly indicate that in physical terms, at least, Brazil is

capable of sustaining rapid growth. Brazil's domestic savings capacity -

which is benefitting from continuing improvement of fiscal, monetary and cap-
ital market institutions -- also supports the feasibility of rapid growth, as
does the present high quality of the country's overall economic management.
iithough improvement of educational attainments and other qualifications is
needed, Brazil's hiuman resources are commensurate with rapid growth, partic-
ularly as regards entrepreneurial talent. Moreover, there appears to be a
consensus in Brazil which supports the Government's rapid growth policies.

308. Limits on Brazil's access to external resources may well be the
dominant constraint on Brazilian growth at the present tine. Brazil needs to
import substantial amounts of intermediate and capital goods. Some additional
imDort substitution is feasible but this will not alter in basic fashion the
structure of Brazil's import requirements for some time to come. Continuing
export growth and diversification can be expected to increase Brazil's com-
mand over external resources rapidly. ILowever, the import requirements asso-
ciated with overall economic growth of 8 to 10 percent are such that the
present external resources gap is unlikely to be narrowed over the next sev-
eral years if growth at this pace is sustained.

309. TMus, this report tests the feasibility of alternative growth paths
in terms of the balance of payments constraint. An 8.5 percent growth path
has been selected as the basic hypothesis; one which assunmes export perform-
ance along the lines of the optimistic forecast given in Chapter VI and rapid
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development of Brazil's capital aoods sector with consequent dampening of im-
port elasticity. The implications of less favorable developments in these
key respects are explored in the sense of identifying growth paths which would
be consistent with less rapid export expanslon, and slower develo,.ment of the
capital goods industrv. In all cases, Brazil is assumed to receive strong sup-

port flrom, official external 'lenduers andl suppliers.

I,-.tvestment

310. The -very low -- 1.* 36 -- incremental capital output ratio of recent

years is related to the absorption of excess capacity which took place in
1968 and 1969. 9 Over the 1972-78 period, the ICOR car, be xDected tLo be Ih-ghLer

at 8.5 percent growth it is likelv to be about as large as it was in the 1950's
rapid industrialization period. This means that investment will have to in-

crease more rapidly than CDP during 1972-78. At 3.5 percent growth, invest-
ment is likely to hiave to increase by slightly more than 10 percent as the
investment coefficient rises from 18.5 percent of GDP in 1971 to 20.3 percent

in 1973.

311. The investment opportunities available in the economy certainly are

sufficient to permit investment to grow at this pace. As indicated in ChaDter
TV, investment financed by the public sector may grow by as much as 10.6 per-
cent annually through 1977. Private agricultural investment is being stimu-
lated by measures such as the export corridors and sugar industry reorganiza-
tion programs, and facilitated bv supporting lines of investment credit.
Private industrial investment is booming, stimulated not only by rapidly
increasing internal demand, as in the case of the automobile industry, but
also by incentives for manufactured exports and by opportunities for addition-
al import .,ubstitution. Pinally, the infrastructural components of the
public investment program are such that infrastructural bottlenecks impeding
a fast pace of overall investment and economic growth are unlikely to emerge.
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Table 66: ECONOMIC MAGNITUDES ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE GROWTH PATHS FOR 1972-78

Projections for 1972-78
Real Growth Rates rU4et cl D A B
(. per annum) 1951-60 1961-70 1968-71 (8.5% Growth) (7.5% Growth) (5% Growthl

Gross Dom'estic Product 6.88 5.9 9,6 S77.96.
Agriculture 4.4 4.4 6.1 6.6 5.7 4.3
Industry 8.9 6.7 11.5 11.1 9.9 7,7
Services 6.9 6.i 9.8 7.6 7.i 5.;

Labor Force 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.5
Rural (1.7) (0.7) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)
Urban (4.3) (4.6) (3.2) (3.2) (3.2)

Urban Employment 1/
Manufacturing (3.2) (3.2)- (7.5) (6.2) (4.1)
Mining (3.7) (2.4) (_o_)
"Other" (2.5) (2.7) (3.1)

Average Productivity "Other"
Urban Employment 5.3 4.4 2.1

Domestic Consumption 6.9 5.8 9.1 8.2 7.3 6.0

Domestic Savings 6.2 6.5 12.1 11.1 10.4 6.2

Dumestic Investment 9.4 5.7 15.1 10.2 8.8 5.3

I...ports and NFS
Constant US$ 2.1 4.5 16.1 11.7 10.2 7.3
Current US$ 22.2 13.9 12.3 9.2

Exports and NFS
Constant US$ -1.5 5.8 10.0 13.6 13.6 9.4
Current US$ 15.4 16.2 16.2 11.9

Other Measures
Marginal Savings Rate 15.5 18.8 i9.9 22.6 23.8 16.9
ICOR For Period 2.30 2.68 1.86 2.29 2.47 2.99
Import Elasticity 0.31 0.76 1.68 1.47 1.39 1.25
Growth Capital Goods Output 14.4 7.7 16.9 11.0 9.5 6.5
Average Resource Gap (Millions current US$) 324 1,268 2/ 869 794
Average Gross M & LT Inflow (Millions current US$) 590 1,940 3/ 1,940 1,701
Average Gross Financial Credit Inflow

(Millions current US$) 1,378 3,888 4/ 3,157 2,781

A = Basic alternative: optimistic export growth, increased support from official lenders, financial credits accumulated
ac US$l billion annually after 1972. rapid developmenit of capital goods industry, 10.0 percent growth in 1972, 8.5
percent thereafter.

B = Moderate growth alternative: optimistic export growth, increased support from official lenders, rapidly declining
accumulation of financial credits, moderate development of capital goods industry, 10.0 percenf growth in 1972, 7.5
percent thereafter.

C = Slow growth alternative: moderate export growth, increased support from official lenders, no further accumulation
of financial credits, slow growth of cap4tal goods industry, 10.O percent growth in 1972, 7.5 percen.t in 1973, 5.0
Dercent thereafter.

; Average growth over the 1950-70 period.
°,' For 1972, the resource gap is estimated at US$1,092 million.
3/ For 1972 gross M & LT loan disbursements are estimated at USS1,147 million,
4/ Fur 1972 gross financial credit disburs-et -re estimated at US$3,500 million.

Source: Table 2.6 Statistical Appendix and annexed methodological notes explaining the projection of macro-economic
mLagnitudes, empioyment and external debt.
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Domestic Savings

312. Limitations on Brazil's ability to finance Its external resource
gaps mean that external savings should not be counted upon to cover more
than about 10 nprrcnt nf tntal inupctmpnt reniiirements on average over the
medium term. In 1972, however, external savings appear to have amounted to
about 14 percent of total investment. Th.us, because of external liquidity
considerations, domestic savings are likely to have to increase more rapidly
than domestic investmer.t. Data on dome c sings indmcate that, althoughL
increasing, they have not kept pace with rapidly expanding investment opportu-
ni ties or with the corresponding rapid increafse in outlays forn both publc4
and private investment which have been taking place. Even sustaining a growth
rat-e in the l4er range of the overnm-ent's targets, or 0 t -p ent-
annually without producing excessive strain on the external sector, will
requlre a considerable expansion of dom,estic saving. Along an 80.55 percent

I U C~~ ~0LL0±U0S. OU~~~ OL U%A I L . OO £LL CI±LL~~L U*J j0.LI

growth path it is estimated that domestic savings are likely to have to
increase at an 11 percenL pace, rjsing fLroIr, 106.6 perLc; LIL UI Uf L LLI i71 o LU
19.2 percent by 1978. This would represent a marginal savings rate of
2-2. peIC et l 1 78 cor,,pared to 19.9 percent in 171(V0 I.

Li upec An -n "" /0 fl 7*,SI /A1S1

313. It is shown in Chilapter IV LidhL public savings are .i eLy to increase

by 14 percent annually if the elasticity of local government revenues to
economic growth is improvea Lo unity. Even wiLt a quiLe possiDle snoruiait
in local revenue performance, however, public savings -- which have constituted
aDout 60 percent of total domestic savings -- are likely to increase raster
than 11 percent. Private savings are likely to increase rapidly, encouraged
by the institutional developments in the capitai market described in Chapter
V and because of the Government's policy favoring high profits. However,
while there would be little doubt that Brazils saving capacity is commen-
surate with an 8.5 percent rate of growth, more rapid rates of growth would
severely test the economy's saving capacity. The Government does not seem
to have fully considered the implications of its growth strategy for domestic
saving.
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Table 67,: DO?"FSTIC INVESTMENT AND SAVNTNGS IN 1971-78

(In billions 1971 Cr$)

Annual Average
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 7

9.57 Growth
Investment 41.6 50.9 54.9 59.5 64.5 70.2 76.2 82.3 101.2
Reqouirce Can 4.3 7.2 7.6 7.4 6.7 6.4 5.7 4.5
D)omestic

Savings 37.3 43.7 47.3 52.1 57.8 63.8 70.5 77.8 11.1

7.5% Crowth
Investment 41.6 49.1 52.3 56.2 60.4 65.3 70.2 75.2 8.8
RPesource Cani 4.3 6.9 7.2 6.4 5.0 4.0 2.5 0.5
Domestic

Saving-s 37.3 42.3 44.9 49.3 54.5 59.9 65.8 72.2 10.4

5.0f7 Growth
Investment 41.6 40.1 46.8 48.8 51.3 54.2 57.0 59.7 5.3
Resource Gap 4.3 6.8 5.3 4.6 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.0
Domestic

Savings 37.3 42.2 41.5 44.2 47.7 50.9 53.9 56.7 6.0

*. s !s Staff estimates.

Imports

31A. The import renuirements of alternative growth niaths nre the major
dle-ternin.ant oF the external resource gan. Thlis is because export nerformance
is a rather independent factor, related to the overall rate of growthll more as
a c.niie than as an effpct As siot-rn in (hnnter TTT the dirert contrihiition
of exports to sectoral output growth, whille significant, is not very large
in nagnitude. The mainr contribhntinn to overall growth of exports may be seen
as alleviation of the foreign exchange constraint. Yet, this contribution
tonds<e ot to lng alternative cyrovwth npths; even if the1 eonnnmvy Tere tn

continue to grow at the 11 percent pace achieved in 1971, it seems unlikely
tha-t exports 7ould exceed t 1io absolute levels of the optimlst4ir forecast given
in Chapter VT, which shows them growing at 16.2 percent annually in dollar
termos and at 13.6 percent in real term.s.

315. Imports, on the other hand, do var, d4rectly -nth growth and4 ,- t'

the sectoral composition thereof. Import demand elasticity has been as high
as t has in recent years -pcuse the growth of i nve stment and output, par-
ticularlv In the industrial sector, has increased requirements for interme-
.JI-LI ILtl . on t_,1 L 11 n.............L rVkU rnfL- .-11-)(1L LIE-An Lith ...... ....... ii-.t ..... L fJ L .5 k-..-iV4 X ,.............st
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industries has been abie to expand. W4ith a downturn In the overall rate of
economic growth from 10-11 to 8.5 nercent; imnort d.-mand elasticity should he
reduced. Moreover, the effect of such a downturn should be reinforced by the
onaoin. expansion of Brazil's intermediate coods indusqtripe and by gove=rnment
incentives for the expansion of the domestic capita] goods industries.

316. As a proxy for the effect on imnort demand of this structural evolit-
tion. this renort assumes that- along an R.t percent growth path, canital
goods imports will increase by about 12 percent annually In dollar terms -- or
bv about 9 nproent annually in real ter-ms -- whilae the nutput of the domestic
capital goods industry increases at an 11 percent pace in real terms. By 1978,
th,rrpfnrp the shaire of tih- dnmestc rcapItal g indust-r in tot-! equfpme-t
procurement would have increased to 75 percent, compared to 72 percent in 1971
and to 7Q percnnt in 19f7 (see Table 2.4, Statistical Appendlx). -A s s i n
therefore, that Brazil continues to supply abouit one-third of its crude netro-

le r!.-quireme_nts, that w-heat imports average one AmLI~~' I-,~~~I .I l]lionJ..L.I tosL U I , aLlaJLl and

that other imports follow recent trends (see methodological notes to Table? f s F _ F <~~~~4:- es. 4 - a " 1 A .__ort gro__A^w fti
.. ' .s .. W i ou i.s^ ri' *s iLv , i^ LL .>Li' i I a ~1

J> U.IdsLLJ.LJIt ,' UVCI.1 |t 1t I JUrI L ,LOW LII

along an 8.5 percent growth path has been nrojected at 13.9 percent annually
in dollar terLL anA a-L 11. percerit Ltit reaL L L .

Tahlle 60Q zAT qLnAT AIVT; nPM^VJE-.nTIt,N FrrRl^Dwz >O CFOLLL~ 'ju; t-l "1PLN/i. "IL 1 , I t\UJ ritl I L Y'i~ %Ur k e utv,U*ra .r )

(Current USS millions)

Projections for 1978
8.5% Growth 7.5,. Growth 5.0% Growth

Amount Average R Amount Average % Amount Average x

Investment GooAs 2,80M7 11.6 2,453 9.5 1,771 4.5
Intermediate Goods 3,951 1A.0 3,604 14.5 3,076 11.9
Consumer Goods 922 14.3 859 13.2 736 10.7
Petroleum 1,0n6 16.9 943 15.8 842 13.9

'heat 77 -4.7 77 -4.7 77 -4.7
Miscellaneous 53 8.0 51 7.3 46 5.8

TnTALT ,816 13.9 7,Q37 19.3 6,549 9.2

Srl-irce: [able 3.12, Statistical Appendix.

Externai. Resource Gap and Its Financing

317. -The fact that imports may grow slightly less rapidly than exports
alono an .9.5 percent growth path means that the external resource gap even-
tuallv wouild be reduced in absolute terms. Owing to the verv large excess
of imports over exports in 1q72, however, such reduction would not come about
until after 1978. Over the entire 1972-78 period the gap would exceed US$1
billion.
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313. Even assuming, that official external lenders, both bilateral and
multilateral increase the annual volume of their loan rom.mitmpnts to Brazil
by abotit 50 percent above 1q72 levels as of 1975 in line with the volume of
proierts nuvai1able for externa1 financning; nnd that siinnliprs rontiniip t,

finance about one-third of Brazil's equiprent imports, these resource gaps
wno,lri requiire uihstanninl rovpr:age of 'Rr:741 c forigcn ec-rhange reiuirements

with financial credits.

Table 69: COMPOSITION OF M & LT LOAN DISBUJRSEMENTS

(Assuming 50% increase in official loan commitments by 1975)

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

,Q. rv/ rase
Official Lenders 524 729 916 1,033 1,157 1,275 1,373
Suppliers' CrreAdits 51 r,4 47 I5 n 1 75 803 L5 92 934

Bond Sales 60 100 1on 20n 200 20n0 200

TnTAI 1,148 1,504 1,770 2,036 2,215 2,399 2,507

7.5% Case
OJ J.f Lcil aLedr 524 729 e L,3 1,15 1, 75 1,7

Suppliers' Credits 564 675 731 786 R49 927 955
Bond( Sailes rIY 1II) 1 'tI 2u'f 0 0 20l0

TOTAL 1,148 1,504 1,747 2,019 2,2026 2,402 2,528

5. 0% Case

Official Lenders 524 715 985 1,020 1,156 1,290 1,383
Suppliers' Credits 564 675 465 494 530 582 585
Bond Sales 60 100 10n 2n0 200 200 200

TOTAL 1,148 1,490 1,450 1,714 1,886 2,n72 2,168

Source: Staff estimates.

31(. Wqith Brazil's progress in improving the term structure of its finan-
cial debt, the major question in this regard may not be the implication for
liquidity of the enormous increase of this type of indebtedness in 1972 hut
rather the extent to wrhich external financial creditors will be wxilling to
transfer additional resources to Brazil in this fashion in the future. A
related issue is the extent to which inflow of financial credits will be
dampened by the recent imposition of a marginal 25 percent reserve require-
ment on the cruzei,ro counterpart thereof.
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320. This report tests three assumptions in regard to the future. behavior
of financial credits.

(i) The first assumeq that finann4al indepbt-e¶no .increase- hy ITvSj
hillion annually over 1973-78, after having increased by an
estimated UTS$1_7 bhillion in 1()79 Thi9 means that gross finan--
cial credit inflows would have to increase from about UTS$3.5
hillinn in 1972 to UT$4.7 bil.l4nn in 1Q7A-

(ii) the second assumes that gross financiaL credit inflows remaIn con-
stant at US,3.1 billion after 1q)73. This means that net increases
in financial indebtedness would decline from about US$0.9 1b41n14

in 1973 to UTS$0.1 billion in 1978w and,

(iii) the third asstmes that external financial creditors and/or internal
boroe L a L lJ eC L C G .lWL i-n-gLto L IILLne a3L Lelt tt LoLcIN oft IrLa zil S :l L t erin
financial debt after 1973.

321. In its 7.5 and 5.0 percent economic growth path hypotheses, this
report- comb i n es, -- -epetvey ass .it __ - (i.) - -an (i.i) ab..ve -Yihlv~ L~~'~LL~iy dC ILN ) LI.UIl.'i IkJ L) ? ill L L , IL-L iAUUV WI LII .LUW

rates of growth of domestic capital goods output (9.5 and 6.5 percent respec-
GL.VGIy/ CIILU, III lilt: J IJIAlI LUWLI IIpf)(1L.SS WlLri LrII monerace rate oC
export growth projected in Chapter VI. Of course, import requirements and
s;.p,,li ers' creI Lt fninance hot1 are rediucedo in 0nese lower growth rate nvoo-
ttese.s. Offictal external financJing, on the other hand, 1:4 asstumed, with

A e 1.s JaI. n, de-libUerate oitiLIlsm Lin theL 'J." case, to remain aoiTru tne same. The result is
the delineation of a sort of frontier along xwhich alternatIve combinations
oif exterLCil factors are likely to Uinit Brazilian growth.

rFxternaJ Liquidity

322. At each of tne three points along this frontier which this projec-
tion defines for 1978, Brazil's external liquidity would not have deteriorated
significantly vis-a-vis 1972. Moreover, the substantial additional reserve
accumulation implicit in the 8.5 percent case both permitted and required by
additional accumulation of financial debt would not be so great as to cause
nonetanr management problems. In all three cases the overall debt service
ratio wouild be in the 60 to 70 percent range, compared to about 54 percent in
1972. However, this would be offset by a higher level of "free" foreign re-
serves in the 8.5 and 5.0 percent cases and by improvement in the structure
of financial debt in all cases. The result would be that the liquidity ratio
described in Chapter VI wouild be at the 1972 level in the 9.5 and 5.0 percent
cases and somewhat higher, i.e., at the 1971 level, in the 7.5 percent
case.
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Table 70: ALTERNATIVE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS FORECASTS FOR 1972-78

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

8.5% Case
Resource Gap -1.092 1,212 1,440 1,333 1,325 1,323 1,153
Net Factor Payments -435 -622 -830 -993 -1,215 -1,348 -1,663
Current Account Deficit -1.527 -1.834 -2,270 -2,326 -2,540 -2,761 -2,8.16
Miscellaneous Accounts 401 402 405 408 410 413 416
M & LT Lending 692 1,131 1,283 1,430 1.507 1.5h1 14,85

Disbursement (1,148) (1,504) (1,770) (2,036) (2,215) (2,399) (2,507)
Amortization (-h56) (-373) (-487) (-606) (-708) (-858) (-1,0:22)

Net Financial Credit
Inflow 2,177 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Reserve Change 1,743 699 418 512 376 193 85

7.5% Case
Rvsowrce Gap-, -1 _ 66A -1, 39 -1j181 -1_117 -1,052 - 8:L
Net Factor Payments -435 -622 -828 -972 -1,172 -1 362 -1,543
Gi-rent Account Deficit -1,527 -1,788 -2,167 -2,153 -2,289 -2,414 -2,361
Miscellaneous Accounts 401 402 405 408 410 413 416
M & LT Lending 6912 1,134 1 26 2 lj419 1,507 1,554 1,l5

Disbursement (1,148) (1,504) (1,747) (2,019) (2,206) (2,402) (2,528)
Amortization (-456) (-370) (04 85) (-00) (-99) (-848) (--1,0A3)

Net Financial Credit
inf 10-. 2,177 887 fU1 Lo 253 13'

Reserve Change 1,743 635 51 170 -119 -308 -358

5.0% Case
"-0.rc Gap -1,092 = 785 -865 -675 66 -722 -7

Net. Factor Paymnts -435 -617 -814 -1 4 -1,064 -1,217 -1,37
urre 1 AL1U .ccoult AJfi.LLeI J,52I -1, -1,67 -1,889 -1,72 -1,939 -2,126

Miscellaneous Accounts 401 402 405 408 410 413 41.6
U P9 T r' T - J.&en - 1A'n n r' I Ir-3 I 
L1 M &. LT ULending 692C .j,120 7 L,153 1,266 1,349 1,3^34
Disbursement (1,148) (1,490) (1,450) (1,714) (1,886) (2,072) (2,168)
Am-or-ti_zatiLon ---J6 (-370) (-85 (-6) ((73 -,4

Net Financial Credit
I-nYlow -L2,177 8 _ _ _ _

heserve Change 1,743 1,006 -309 -328 - 51 -176 -377

Sour2e: Table 4.4,Statistical Appendix.
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Table 71: LIQUIDITY IMPLICATIONS OF ALTERNATIVE GROWTH FORECASTS

1971 1972 1978
8.5 Case 7.5% Case 5.0% Case

A. Basic Data (US$ Millions)

1. Debt Outstanding & Disbursed 6,601 9,l409 23,786 20,198 17,483
a. M & LT 3,408 4,039 12,416 12,430 11,226
b. Financial Credits 3,193 5,370 11,370 7,768 6,257

2. Net Foreign Reserves 2,056 3,749 6,032 3,820 3,514
3. Exports and NFS 3,174 4,033 9,056 9,o56 6,948
4. Imports and NFS 4.028 5,125 10,209 9,873 7,703
5. Net Interest Payments 302 275 1,324 1,205 1,033

a. M & LT (344) (382) (684) (681) (618)
b. Financial Credits (903) (703) (595)
c. Received from Reserves (-42) (-107) (-263) (-179) (179)

6. Amortization Payments 1,367 1,778 4,746 4,041 3,h31
a. M & LT (M25) (M55) (1,022) (1.013) (834)
b. Financial Credits (942) (1,323) (3,724) (3;028) (2,597)

B. Debt Service Burden Indicators

7. Debt Service (t+l)/Debt (t) 32.3 32.7 29.0 27.9 28.8
a0 I ( (7 5) (7.)(.
b. Amortization (25.8) (26.9) (21.5) (20.5) (21.3)

8. Financial Credits/Total Debt )8.4 5)1 47.8 38.5 35.8
9. Debt Service Ratios

a. Total Co+Ch/3 3.9 5 3 .6A 69 59.9Q 66.8
b. Excluding FTnancial Credit

.Amortvization (6a+5a 5,1b3) 2L.2 20.8 28.8 26.5 29.4
c. Net of Interest Received

(6a+5/3) 22.9 18.1 25.9 2l.5 26.7
10. Liquidity Measures

avs a Mn+ . 4v.8 -A v v -_, 6.7 4 6.5
b. Reserves/total Debt 31.2 30.6 25.4 18.9 20.1
c. u,') f25M'1/ 37 0 31 7 20 3f 90 1 1. 7

SJource Staff O.L simaLtes..



?23. In . nclusion, Ahiile no balance of paynents ancl external ICbt for,-
stL spinring s;everal years should be regarded as meriting narrow con'idcne-

liirits, analyiis of probable export performance, import requir(oments and
;,ailalbil ities of t-xternal financing suggests that the hig,he,3t level of

Uonor gro:tli coripatilb> with an acceptable debt service sitiation and
reasonal:Il tw.:-ternal 1iquidity is about ,. 5 percent per L,ea,-. Ijnless expt ort

o.-n accelerated an./or nmarginal inmTc,rt req1uirremeni-ts redutced te-i
urcliei- thar considored likely by this report, the rate of ,gra;'thi vill have

to he r-oderat.,d from the present 11 percent pace . The present Oovernrnc'n. i.s

ecormlitted to -aintenance of a rapid rate of growth in ordler, inter alia, '
,enerate emnl )o.mrent an;i alleviate the dualism, of the Br.izfliai economy and
t'-'e novertv t ait results from it. Thus, there remrains an e01el}niTIt of dou0t

S to, the Goi-rnment' s w:illingness to restrain -rowth to the o to 9 percent
lzin,7e despitc- !he fact that it would providoe stifficient marpir. to expand the
productivo base and previde needed infrastructure, while distributing the
hen-fits cof growth more broadly. The Covernment is, in fact, Aiving addition-

-erTnhasis t& import substitution and continuing vigorou.s exrort promotion.
TVie authorit ies feoci that the near term balance of payments situation is
suFficiently strong so that they can wait and see what the impact otf theso

r.rogr.ims jC oil thr resource gap before facing a decision to reduce the rate
tf growt,h.

32h. Tlw nresent stron,, forci gn exchange reserve nosition of the monetarv
authorities does not indicate that Blrazil hag no need to increase the fl s;

*f lcnz-ter: ^capital fror., abroad. The strenzth of this forpign exchange
-osition is lorgely a result of the unexpectedly large inflow of financial
; r'elditts in recent years. refl]ecting among other things, the attractiveness

^f Trazilian prrosperity and stal-1ity to the international financilal com-
TruInit. To erotect oxt-rnal linuiditv, the Government is deliberatelv follow-
lng monetary nolicy wqhi ch results in substantial reserve accumulation. The
"-ed to offset the inflo) of financial credits withi foreion e--hane rep.erves
greatly reduces their contribution toward financing the resource gap. Finan-

cial credits Are only -i nartial and imnerfert- sustitute for longr-teprnm rar;n
-nd the rioDi4 Pat;nn of ¾'rge flows of official- capital will play a crucial

role over the long terr.

32S. The serond ronclusion yhich emrlmerges from this analysis is tha --

desoite its strong reserve position and impressive export performance --

Brazil needs continuinq support from external lenders. This ls warranted not

only bv the oxialitv of Brazil's economic managerment but also byJ the massive

onportuittes cl.early affo^rded by Brazil for the p,ro,ductive use of external

resources.

income Distrilution

329. Owinp to the reliance of its development strategv on an incomes

-.:liy which '~ faor p L~roft ln order to lroTriote expo[rts, mobiltze savinngs and

stimulate investment, thle distri.bution of Brazilian incomes is unlikely to
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i:-rove ovor the next several jryars. Prr'yever, ranl d growth trl 1 maxiri "?
"ub I1c saxfncs of rhclicb a .uhet;Tntial nortion han been annd * 11 crontinic to
bC' tisoe tn :il le-iate absoltite povertv and to improve the iualifications of
Brazil's human resources .

327. Tt is not easy to definie in snpecfic terms an nlternative dtevclop-
.ient strate.,,y for Brazil which, ,hile gaivinc top priority to the imprclvement
of in _n-ie distribution- could insuire the resolurce gencaion needed to In-
erc ise incot es rapidly in absolute terms. H1owever, the CovcrnmenL is consid-
c r1f, variout. Modi f4catinrs oF exf.stin-, stratgy which cou' 1 Ihave f
.l tr but i .- ; effects.

3' . /ne such modification would h t ae to d,o -it m imrover"ent of the cn) i--
c,t of re i'anal develol--ent age-nCiCs In t'e -orthle;st to "a-s ltl nro"v1
Lc resour. e'. transferred to the' bhv the Government's fisca' mechanisnis . ' o
a certain extent s:uc, it'pro%.f- ,ent already is u nl iCay; rationa I izat -LUr an
e:xpansion oF Brazil's agricultural researchi and extension facilities is crucial
I-n rl:is rcs-oct. A Ad-tonal1]y, hno-ever, cleacrer d'ele-ation of aiuthlority ini

the conduct of regional developnent efforts is required as is better balance
in the allocation of regional evelLopmenL resources as between Iighway con-

struction on the one hand, and rural development, on the other.

3?0. Tnother modification which may be reouireo( depending on local rcv-
eutie effLor; an.'i resource absorption capacity is 'or the Central Covern.ent

to increasr the revenues it shares wsith states an(! mitnicinalities. This w.ouldl
l.e dnone iP. a selective way, pernaps bey incrensinp the Special Fumd through

wh'lich federal incore and value-added taxes are transferred to specific states
rather than to all states on an automatic basis.

3330. Thie distribution of agricultural credlt is still another crucial
issue: it miTht he advisable for the Government Lo undertakp a orograTn

designed snrcificallv to extend agricultulral credit and extension services

to the smalillolder.

331. T.ven if technological factors nav have prevented the heavy burden

ot- pavroll. taxes from distorting specifi.c production functions, sucih taxes

probablly hane discouraged expansion of labor intensive lines of activity and

s,.owed wage rate increases in certain sectors. At least some of the burden

of financin; Brazil.'s ambitious social security and housing programs probably

sbould he transferred to other forms of taxation. Additional central govern-

ment tax resources coutld be generated for this purpose bv applying some forn

of nIay as you go to the corporate income tax.

329 On the assumTsption that the payrol.l taxes are replaced, Table 66

above projects, rather optimistically, a sharp increase. after 1974 iTn tho

inidustrial sector's employment elasticity. Moreover, on the further
assumption that growth of the overall urban labor force would not accelerate,
average productivity of labor in the "other" urban sector (services) --
where considerable underemployment is now concentrated -- would increase.



333. Althottgh it seens far removed from. the qulestion of income- distribil-
tiqn. the bhlrance of payments anal]vsis of this chapter in fact deals with an
issiie of great distributional significance. The regressive incomes effects
of thle 196/i-47 stabilization neriod were a verv likelI if not nn inevitabll
outcome of Bra7il's 1964 balance of navments crisis. Avoiding "stop-and-go"
dle'eltnnment in the futtire.. therefore wotild annear to he an imnnrtant rornnnnnnt
nf an eqni tahle incomes poliev. It is thlls douhl.y encouraging, that the 'ov-
erinent qttincrws rafre-t imnortanre to the steadinesp ns wpell .c ro the oxiernll

innacni tivde of T'razi 1i an economir growth.
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